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How to Obtain Authentic International Academic 
Credentials 

T h e  single most important step in credential evaluation and international student admissions is 
ensuring the authenticity of educational credentials. In this article we share the practices and 
experiences of World Education Services (WES) in obtaining valid international academic 
credentials. 

Since WES published "Forged Educational Credentials: A Sony Talen some 25 years ago, a great 
deal has changed. International student mobility has grown by leaps and bounds and now, 
through the advent of the Internet, we have much greater access to information on foreign 
educational systems, institutions and programs. Furthermore, electronic communication allows us 
to correspond quickly and efficiently with academic institutions anywhere in the world. 

The Facts 

The vast majority of international students who come to the United States do so at great expense. 
Their aim is to further their education and earn the skills and qualifications that will help them 
succeed professionally. It takes a great deal of grit and determination on the part of these 
students to meet all the eligibility requirements for admission to U.S. institutions of higher 
education. 

Among the thousands of well-qualified foreign applicants to U.S. institutions, there exists a small 
minority who will attempt to gain admission by using fraudulent documents. By instituting rigorous 
documentation policies and enforcing them, institutions can select qualified candidates, minimize 
fraud and protect the integrity of their admissions process. 

If students request them, today most institutions abroad are willing and able to send transcripts 
directly to U.S. institutions. Thanks to the widespread use of computers, institutions can prepare 
and transmit transcripts far more easily than ever before. 

What Constitutes an Official Transcript? 

In the United States, an official transcript is one that is received directly from the issuing 
institution. The mode of delivery may be by mail or by an approved electronic means. An official 
transcript must bear the appropriate signatures and seal of the institution that issued it. It is up to 
the receiver of the transcript to determine whether a document should be accepted as official for 
the purpose of admission to, or employment at, an institution of higher education. Moreover, 
documents which may have been in the hands of students are considered not official. 

A Systematic Approach 

The standard practice among U.S. institutions is to send official academic transcripts directly from 
one institution to another. The direct transmission of academic transcripts ensures that institutions 



receive authentic documents. By adopting a similar method for receiving international academic 
credentials, institutions can help ensure the integrity of the documents they receive while also 
reducing the risk of mistakenly accepting altered or fraudulent documents. 

In detecting fraudulent international credentials, common practice has relied mainly on the ability 
of international credential evaluators to scrutinize each document for obvious errors or 
discrepancies. This approach is not only unreliable but it is also impractical because institutions 
receiving a large and diverse volume of documents do not always have the necessary staff 
resources to closely inspect each and every credential. The only way we can effectively eliminate 
fraud is by adopting a new system that ensures that only authentic documents are received. 
Therefore, instead of trying to detect false documents after they have been submitted, we must 
prevent them from being submitted in the first place. 

How to Recognize International Educational Credentials 

Credentials are acceptable only when they are issued by authorized educational institutions. 
Before accepting a document as valid, the following questions must be addressed: 

1. Does the institution exist? 
2. Is it recognized or accredited in its home country? 
3. Does the institution offer the program that is indicated on the document? 
4. Does the candidate's educational chronology support the credential in question? 

1. Determining the Existence o f  Institutions 

Determining the existence of an academic institution is the first step in accepting a credential and 
the simplest way of detecting and eliminating documents obtained from degree mills. Only 
credentials issued by institutions that are listed in authoritative sources, such as the website of 
the ministry of education of the country in question, a contemporary edition of the lnternational 
Handbook of Universities or the Commonwealth Universities Yearbook should be recognized. 

Because non-university institutions are not usually included in the major reference publications 
one has to dig a bit deeper and check information published by the educational authorities of the 
country in question or in other publications published by third parties to verify their legitimacy. 

Important Rule: A catalog or brochure published by an institution itself can be a useful source for 
additional information, but should never be relied upon as the only source of information about 
the existence or status of a particular institution. 

2. Recognition o f  Institutions 

Only credentials issued by recognized institutions may be used for admission or transfer credit in 
the United States. Institutions that receive international applicants must establish that the 
credentials that are submitted to them were obtained at duly recognized institutions in their 
countries of origin. 

Every country has laws and regulations that govern the establishment and recognition of 
academic institutions within its jurisdiction. It is essential that credential evaluators be familiar with 
those regulations and how they are applied. While public (state) institutions are generally 
recognized, the status and recognition of private institutions can vary depending on the country. 
The following are examples that illustrate the rules that apply in different parts of the world. 



8 Private institutions are allowed to operate but cannot label themselves "university" (e.g. 
India). 

Private universities may be allowed to offer academic programs but without the authority to * award recognized degrees (e.g. France). 

O Institutions are physically located in one country but they are accredited in a third country 
(e.g. American University of Paris which has U.S. regional accreditation). 

Specific programs and degrees are recognized but the institutions themselves are not 
@ recognized (e.g. Mexico). 

O Newly recognized institutions may have issued credentials before they were recognized 
(former communist countries in Eastern & Central Europe). 

Online and distance university programs have become very prevalent in the past decade and 
enroll thousands of students worldwide in their programs. Because the Internet is unregulated, 
anyone can set up and market courses, programs and even entire online institutions. It is 
absolutely critical to track down and establish the status of online or distance education providers 
in their country of origin. 

3. Programs of  Study 

It is important to establish whether a given course of study is offered at a particular institution by 
checking the major publications, such as the International Handbook of Universities or the 
Commonwealth Universities Yearbook. Many institutions maintain comprehensive websites that 
list and describe the programs they offer. It is important to use up-to-date reference materials 
because programs of study can change as institutions update old programs or add new ones. 

4. Educational Chronology 

The age of a student and the chronology of his or her educational background must be 
compatible with the credential under consideration. For instance, a student should have earned a 
high school diploma before being admitted into an undergraduate program and he or she should 
have earned a bachelor's degree before starting a graduate program. 

Setting Up-to-Date Document Requirements 

Today more and more institutions all over the world will send transcripts directly to institutions in 
the United States if students themselves request that they do so. This is a reflection of the 
increasing international mobility of students, the widespread use of computers and advances 
made in student record management all over the world. There are still countries that are not 
equipped to send transcripts on demand but their numbers continue to decline with the rapidly 
expanding use of information and communication technology in many countries 

To ensure maximum and timely compliance, candidates must be given clear instructions on the 
documents that they must submit, how to submit them, and all the deadlines that apply. To avoid 
confusion, instructions for students must be written in language that they can understand easily 
using terminology that is familiar to them. For example, the term 'transcript' can mean a syllabus 
in some countries and what is called a 'transcript' in the United States is known in India as a 
'mark sheet' or 'statement of marks'. To help them obtain the appropriate credentials, students 
must be given clear instructions together with a transcript request form that they can use to have 
their documents sent by their home institutions. 



For sample transcript request forms please see appendix. 

How to Ensure and Verify the Authentlcity of Documents that were not Received Directly 
from an Institution 

1. If an institution is unable to send transcripts directly, copies of the documents submitted by 
the student should be sent for verification to the institution that issued them. 

2. Verification requests should be sent to the official address of the institution. Before sending a 
document for verification, it is important to check the address to ensure that it is the same as 
the one that appears in published sources and not rely solely on the address that is printed 
on the document itself. 

3. Letters asking for verification should be addressed to the title of the officer who issued and 
signed the document (e.g. "Controller of Examinations," "Director of Studies" or "Registrar") 
and not to a particular individual. 

Sending Documents for Verification 

To expedite the verification of documents, the request and relevant documents should be sent by 
fax whenever possible. Replies by fax or e-mail are acceptable, provided that the name, e-mail 
address, or fax number of the sender can be traced back to the institution's website or in one of 
the published authoritative references 

Acceptable Verifications of Authenticity 

Documents must be verified as authentic by authorized officials at the institutions that issued 
them. Verifications issued by embassies, consulates, public notaries or other officials that are 
outside of the academic institution are not acceptable. 

How Long Does Verification Take? 

The time that it takes to obtain responses from institutions abroad varies by country and 
institution. Some institutions can take several weeks or even months to reply while others 
respond quickly, in a matter of days or weeks. The turnaround time has been decreasing steadily 
due to the widespread use of fax and email, but increasingly institutions require the payment of a 
verification fee. The payment can be difficult if the institution accepts only checks in the local 
currency drawn on a local bank. In any event, students must be advised to submit their 
applications early to allow for the necessary verification. 

Verification Fees 

Many institutions in different countries require the payment of a small fee in local currency before 
they verify a document. As it is impractical to issue checks for small amounts in different foreign 
currencies, students should be the ones to arrange to have their documents sent directly to the 
U.S. institution that they wish to attend. 



Translations 

Documents are most often issued in the official language of the country of origin. Translations 
vary greatly in quality, whether they are done in the United States or in the home country, even 
when they are done by professional translators. Unless issued in English directly by the academic 
institutions themselves, documents translated into English must be submitted together with the 
original language documents as issued by the institutions. 

Documents in English 

In many countries where English is not the primary language institutions will issue transcripts in 
English for students who are bound for the United States. Students from those countries should 
be required to have their official transcripts issued in English by the institutions that they attended. 
Not only is it more economical for the students to obtain their documents in English from their 
institutions, the translation is likely to be more accurate as well. Transcripts issued in English by 
institutions themselves are official and there is no need to request documents in the original 
language. 

How to Detect Fraudulent Documents 

Forgeries and Altered Documents 

The most effective and reliable way of guarding against fraudulent documents is to adhere to 
strict document requirements and to insist on receiving credentials in the appropriate form directly 
from the institutions that issue them. 

Documents received from applicants themselves must be closely scrutinized. If a document 
contains any of the red flags listed below it should not be accepted but sent back to the institution 
that issued it for verification: 

0 The grades are very high by the standards of a system where grades are typically 
clustered at the lower end. 

The format of the document is unusual for the institution or the system of 
education. 

0 The document contains inconsistent typeface. 

Q The document contains spelling errors. 

0 The document is marked as "confidential" and yet it is submitted by an applicant. 

Q The transcript or diploma is a colored photocopy. 

Q Lines, words, numbers, etc. appear crooked on the page. 

0 Lines, words, numbers, etc. are missing from the use of whiteout. 

Q The document is not signed and/or sealed. 

These are obvious indicators that a document may not be authentic, but as counterfeiters now 
use sophisticated computers and printers, the documents that they produce can be quite flawless 
and difficult to detect. Only strict standards for the submission and receipt of academic 
credentials can help eliminate fraudulent documents. 



DegredDiploma Mills 

If the first step in verifying the authenticity of an academic credential is to determine the existence 
and status of the issuing institution, documents from degree mills are, for the most part, easy to 
identify. 

Degree mills are shady ouffits that sell degrees and transcripts that are not backed up by 
appropriate study or examinations. Although they usually give themselves names that sound 
legitimate, degree mills tend to operate from mail drops usually staffed by a skeleton crew of just 
one or two people, and they are never found in any legitimate publication or website. They are 
quite prevalent on the Internet where they pose as distance-learning institutions. Many degree 
mills claim to be 'accredited' by one or more fictitious 'national,' 'international,' 'worldwide' or 
'global' accrediting agencies. Some degree mill operators have been able to acquire URLs ending 
in <.edu> that they try to use as proof that they are legitimate academic institutions. Under no 
circumstances should the URL suffix <.edu> be taken as a mark of accreditation or official 
recognition. 

Documents issued by 'universities' with addresses that are office suites or P.O. Box numbers, 
and whose existence cannot be verified in any authoritative independent publication, should be 
rejected out-of-hand. If there is any doubt, the document should be sent to the educational 
authorities in the home country asking them to venfy the existence and status of the institution in 
question. 

Establishing the existence and status of an institution must be the first step in accepting any 
educational document. If this is done diligently, documents from degree mills are easy to 
detect. The most comprehensive online listing of degree mills can be found at 
< htt~://www.osac.state.or.us/oda/unaccredited.html >. However, it should be noted that while this 
list maintained by the Oregon Office of Degree Authorization is a very useful resource, it is by no 
means exhaustive; new degree mills are created on an almost daily basis. Therefore, the best 
way to identify a degree mill is by conducting the necessary research oneself. 

Revised 05/06 



International Transcript Request and Release Authorization Form 

Note to Applicant: Please complete the top part of this form and send it to the registrar or controller of examinations at 
your institution. Print additional copies of this form if necessary. Please note that some institutions may charge a fee for 
this service. 

Name of Applicant WES Ref. Number: 
( ~ f  appncable) 

PreviouslMaiden Name: Date of Birth: 
(If applicable) (DayMon W e a r )  

Current Address: 

City StatelProvince Country Ziplpostal Code 

E-mail: Fax: 

College or University: 

Dates of Attendance: From To: 
(Mon W e a r )  (MontfdYear) 

DegreelDiploma: Year Awarded: 

I hereby authorize the release of a transcript of my academic records to World Education Services. 

Applicant's Signature: Date: 

Note to the Institution: The above-named person is applying to have hidher credentials evaluated and requests that a 
transcript of histher academic records be released to World Education Services. Please enclose this form together with 
an official academic record in an envelope, sign and seal the envelope across the back flap, and send it directly to 
World Education Services. 

Name of Person Completing Form (please print) 

Position or Title: 

Address: 

Country: 

Telephone Number: Fax Number. 

Email: Website: 

Authorized Signature: Dab: . 

Please return this fonn and official academic records directly to World Education Services at the address below: 

By Mail 

World Education Services 
P.O. Box 5087 
Bowling Green Station 
New York, NY 10274-5087 
USA 

By Courier 

World Education SeMces 
64 Beaver St. #I46 
New York, NY 10004 
USA 
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Sample Credentials 
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WORLD E D U C A T I O N  SERVICES, I N C .  

P.O. Box 745 
old C h e h  Station 
New Yark. NY 101 13-0745 

University of Mmnbai 
Controller ofEmmid0118 
lkmdmdom Himxl 
w. Phde B h  
M d W  &%&mlz@sst) 
Mumbai, Mahawshta400 0098 
INDIA 

R E Q U E S T  F O R D O C U M E N T  V E R I F I C A T I O N  

World -n (VIES) is a not-for-pro& oqanbtiorganization ( N O )  that promotes the recognitiun of 
educational c d e d a h  e a d  abroad through credential cvahdou, reseerch and publicaticm. 

To cnwno thateralnati~~~~arebasedoncredenbEalafbatarea~Imd~,weseekthe~ceofthe 
instihttom that h e d  the credenthh to vaify &em for ua 

The enclod dcmments have been submitted to oa for Bcralnatian for the prnpase of pwlring fmttrer education in 
the W k d  States. We shauld be most gratefd if yon wonld verify the autheAciLy of the doammts and send your - 
rPply as soon aa possible. . 

Please quote our reference number, your reply and send it to: 

WORLD EDUCATION SBRVICES 
P.O. Box 745 
Old CIleIsea station - 
NewYo&,NY 101134745 
uNllm S T A m  

$K: (2 12) 966-6395 x 
email: info@wes.org 

Sincerely, 

Directm of Evaluations 

- 

N6W YORK CHlCAOO . MIAMI . WASHINOTON. D.C.. TORONTO - IAN FRANCISCO - 



- 
Examination8 Section, 
M.. J. Phule Bhavan, 
Vldyanagarl Camps,  . 
MumbaC400 098. 

Sir/Madam, . . 

W h  reference to your letter No. m... d a t i  .~.l.!.!i.~o!?& ........ 
1 write to inform you 
01 ..................... 
... ............. 
University and the same-Mare &&Q : 





2 4 APR 2002 
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JAN 0 4 ZES 

FROM INST. 
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SHIKSHANA PRASARAKA MANDALI'S, PUNE RECEIVED 
RAMNARAIN RUlA COLLEGE JAN 04 m6 

MATUNGA. MUMBAI - 400 019. Tel. : 2414 3098. 

FROM INST - - 

Detdls of transcript work done by : 

Worklng Hours : 30 weeks In each year 

HREE YEAR INTEGRATED DEGREE COURSE) NEW COURSE 

Year : 2001-2002 ~n lv .  / Exam. Seat No. 5538 

College Attended : RAMNARAIN RUlA 
UMIVERSLTY OF All 

WORK Da 
I I I 

I No. of 
Unlts 

Phyeb  
Chemlatry 
Botany 
Zoology 

Ule SJence 
Mlorobiology 
BloTechnology 
Blo Chemlstry 
kyiustrlal Chemlstry 
Nlathemetics 
Statistics ' 
Economics 
Foundetlon Course I' 
CompuWr Solente I1 

:OUEGE, MUMBAI - 400 01 9. 
IMBAl (INDIA) 

IE DURINQ A WEEK 

, No. of 
Lectures 

6 
6 

6 
6 

8 .  
8 
6 

6 
6 

6 

8 

8 
3 
2 

No. of 
Hours 

No. of days 
attended 
I I llmnna 

lot.Term 
82/92 

llnd Term 

75/05 

College 
Exam 
Marks 

I LAB~RATORY WORK I 

- 

. 

* Each perlod Is 0145 mlnutes. - . . - . .  GRANDTOTAL-: - 478/700 ' 

There are two tests held in a year in this college. -RED F~ 

Date : 

1 

2 

3 
4 
6 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

Physioe 
Chembtry 

Bokny 
Zoology 
Ute Sclence 
Mltrobiology 
BloTechnology 

Blo Chemistry 
lndustrlal Chemlsuy 
Computer Sclence 
shti8tl0e 

4% hours I wwk (2 W s ,  2% hours each) 
4% hours I week (2 dsyo, 2% h ~ m  each) 43/050 
4% hours I week (2 &ye, 2% houm eech) 
4% hounl weak (2 deye, 2% hourdeseh) 
4% bourn1 week (2 &ye, 2% houn such) 
4 n  houm I week (2 days, 2% how each) 35/030 
4% hour8 I we8k (2 doye, 2% ham aach) 41/050 
4% hour6 I week (2 d m  2% hdm each) 
4% hours I week (2 day4 2% houn each) 
4% bourn I weel (2 daye, 2% hum web) 
M hour8 1 1mk (2 w8, 2% h0un w h )  



SHlKsHAw PRAsARAKA w D A L I * s .  FUNE RECEIVED 
RAMNARAlN RUlA COLLEGL, b, 

MATUNGA, MUMBAI - 400 019. Tel. : 2414 3098 

Details of transcript work done by : 
FROM INST. 

Worklng Hours : 30 weeks In each year 

HREEYEAR INTEGRATED DEGREE COURSE) NEW COURSE 

year : 200 2-2003 ~nlv.  ~ '~xarn.  Seet No. A 6205 

College Attended : RAMNARAlN RUlA COLLEGE, MUMBAl - 400 010. 
UNIVERSITY OF MUMW (INDIA) 

WORK DONE DURENO A WEEK - 
st. 
No. - 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
0 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

Phyelee 
Chemlstq 
Botany 
ZoolO$y 
Llte Sclenw 
Mleroblolo~ 
810 Technology 
Blo Chemistry 
lndusblal Chemistry 
Computer Sc lem 
blathematlcs 
statletlcs 
Economics 
Foundatlon Course fl 

No. ot 
Unite 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 
3 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 .  
2 

No. at 
+~eotunra 
7 

8 
0 
8 
8 

8 
9 
g 

9 
B 
g 

11 
9 .  
11 
.3 

No. of dayl 
attmdd 
I I f i T e m ~  

kt Term 
W/sB 

llnd Term 
8S/9S 

College 
Exlvn. 
Marks 

92/120 

1 IABOMTORY WORK I 

. - - -- 

+ Ee~h pt3rlod ts of 45 m l~~ l68 .  GRAND TOTAL I 466/700 
There are two testa held In a year In this cohge. 

a :  1 1 OCT ZNl5 . 

t 
2 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
8 

10 
11 
12 

Phyalce . . 
Chamhtry 
Botany 
Ute Science 
Zoology 

. ~~woblo~ogy  
Blo Chmnlstry . 
BloTeohnology 
lnduotrlel ChelnlPtry 
Msthematlcs 
Statistlor, 
Computer Sclence 

6% h o w  I week (3 days, 2% houk pn+)- ' 
- . 

6% hour8 I W k  (3 days, 2% hour8 ~ d r )  65/080 
W4 h m  I week (3 duy&-2% hwn wah) 

hour8 1 wuek (3 day& 2% houn each) 
W4 hour8 I we& (3 day& 2% h u m  each) 
W4 hour8 I week (3 days, 2% hourn eaeh) 47/080 
W4 how I wwk (3 day& 2% bourn each) 
0% h w n  4 we& (3 degq 2% h a m  mah) 571080 
W4 h w n  I aresk (3 days, 2% haun each) 
2WhwnIweek(ldtry,2c/rhMveoa~h) 
6% hours'/ h e k  (3 day#, 2?& hwn each) 
4% h o v  I weak (i days, 2% h w n  eucb) .. . 



I 
- > - 

f SHIKSHANA PRASARAKA MANDALI'S, PUN€ 

RAMNARAlN . .. RUlA COLE #cElVED 
MATUNGA, MUMBAI- 409 019. Tel. : 2414 3098 JAN 0 4 2006 

Detaile of transcript work done by : - - 
u 

WorWng Hours : 30 weeks in each year 

HREE YEAR INTEGRATED DEGREE COURSE) NEW COURSE 

Year : 2003-2004 ~n iv .  I ~rern. seat NO. li1ls 

* Each period is of 45 minutes. - - . .  . - .. OWDI OTAL : ,5?5/900 ' 

College Attended : RAMNARAIN RUlA COLLEGE, MUMBAl - 400 019. 
UNIVERSITY OF MUMBAl (INDIA) 

WORK DONE DURING A WEEK 

2004. 

Date: 1 1 OCT 2005 
---.- . . --.--. 

Sr. 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

subjec!' 
-- 

Physics 
Chemistry . 
Boteny 
~ i f e  Science . 
Zoology 
Mlcroblology 
BloChsmlstry 
Blo Technology 
Induetrlal Chemistry 
Mathemetice 
Statistics 
Computer Stlence 

LABORATORY WORK 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

phys~ce 
Chemletry 
Botany 
Ufe Scienca 
Zoology 
Mlcroblolcgy 
B& Chemistry 
BkTedvKllogy 
lndusrrlal Chemistry 
Mathematics 
S ~ d C S  
Computer Science 

16 
16 
16 
16 . 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 
16 

12 hours I wuek (4 cioys, 3 hours each) 
12 hours I week (4 days, 3 houm each) 
12 hours I wsek (4 days, 3 hour8 each) 
12 hours I week (4 days, 3 bum each) 
12 hours I week (4 deys, 3 hours each) # . 
12 hours I we& (4 days, 3 hours h h )  ' 13 2/200 
12 hours I week (4 dsys, 3 houra each) 
12 horn I week (4 day4 3 hours each) 
12 hours I week (4 dnp, 3 hours each) 
12 houn I w m k  (4 dnyo, 9 houri esah) 
12 horn / 1-k (4 day& 3 h011m each) 
12 how I week (4 days, 3 hours re&) 

A P P ~  COMPONENT O&#& 

12 
12 
12 
12 

. 12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 
12 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

' APPLIED COMPONENT . MAlUfs OBTAlNfl) 
8 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 

let Term 
86/96 

lkrd Term 
92/l02 

~iuglhdyes 
Enwlmnrnental Sclence 
Marine Science 
Operation Research 
Uectrohics InatrumentatIan 

i 

-- 

237/400 

Computer P r o g r a m  
Horticultural and Qnrdenlng 
IndustrIalChemlstry 
Weots Recy. & Non Con. SOU. ot En. 
Blo Chemistry 
Blo Toahnology 

. 
-. . . . 

206/300 



I 
f nay 20 03 06s S2a 

CBSEl2 Rebulk (S4) 

http:l/cbsedts.nk.in 

I Examination Results 2003 
I 

Bmught to yea by Nadotl.?l informatics C.r-mrc- 

I Senlor School Certfiicate Examination (Chss XII) Results 

Roll m 
Nams: 
FnOfb-s Naraa: 
Falhers Name: 

SUB CODE SU9 NAME 
301 W L I S H  CORE 
041 MhlHmAncS 
012 PCIYSJCS 
W3 cHEh4lSTRY 
083 WMPIJTER SCIENCE 
SQa W O R K W ~  
a2 PHY & HEALTH EWCA 
561) GENERAL smmES 

AMtimal Subject 
WB PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

R e ~ u t t  PASS 

MARKS 
0 s  
089 
053 
053 
om 

GRADE 
B2 
61 
Dl  
Dl 
C1 
82 
Ct 
C l  

Dtncuner: NCither MC nor CBSE is responsible Ibr any 'bmdvmm enor that may have 
crept in tha resufbs being pubOshed on NET. The res* pubsshed on net are fw brmediate 

Infomath to the examlneea These carmot be treated ap arsginal marl< shack. Original 
nmrk dm& kave bsen issued by Ute bard semmldy 



Indian Online Verification Directory 

Secondarv Education 
CBSE 
http : www.cbse.nic.in/class 12/cbse12.asv 

Universities 
Indira Gandhi Open University 
(Comprehensive includes back to mid 90s, most programs, full grade card) 
http://www.i~ou.ac.in/results.htm 

Jadavpur University 
(Comprehensive back to 1956 
http://www.iuresultdirector~.org;/ 

Alagappa University 
(Recent Only) 
http://www.aluniv.org;/cour-res-remse.htm 

Annamalai University 
(Recent Only) 
http://annamalaiuniversitv.ac.in/results/index.htm 

Bharathiar University 
(2006 Graduate Results Only) 
http://www. b-u.ac .in/results/index. html 

Bharatidisan University 
(2005 BBA Only) 
http://www.bdu.ac.in/bba.htm 

Goa University 
(2005 Only) 
~ ~ : / / w w w .  aoauniversitv.orglResults.vhv 

Gujarat University 
(2005 Only) 
http://www.guiaratuniversitv.org.in/result e/result/result upasp 

Guru Nanak Dev University 
(2005 Only, Some not announced) 
http://www.gnduonline.ord 

Hemchandracharya North Gujarat University 
(2005 Only) 
http://www.ngu.ac.in/result/fvba.asp 



Kakatiya University 
(2005 and 2006) 
h~:llwww.kuwaran~al.com/resul ts/results.html 

University of Madras 
httD://results.unom.ac.in 
(Recent) 

MS University of Baroda 
(2005 Exams Only) 
httu://www.msubaroda.ac.in/result.~ht~ 

Osmania University 
(Recent) 
www.osmania.ac.in 

Panjab University 
(2005 Exams Only) 
htt~://results.~uchd.ac.inl 

Punjabi University 
(2005 BA Only) 
http://www.universitypunjabi.org/pages/examresults.html 

Punjab Technical University 
(2005 Btech Only, 8th Semester) 
http://~tuial.ordbtech.as~ 

Sardar Pate1 University 
(2005 Only Roll Number and Class) 
htt~://www.s~um.edu/results/fbsc05.html 

Veer Narmad South Gujarat University 
(2005 Only) 
htt~://sgu.ernet.in/result/result.~hu 

NOTE: As more Universities may allow on-line verification, we suggest that you 
visit their websites by linking through the University Grants CommissionJUGC 
website http://www.ugc.ac.in 



Sample List of Indian Universities - Transcript Request Forms and 
Instructions for Verification 

Bharathiar University 
http://www.b-u.ac.in/examinations/duplicate.html 
http://www.b-u.ac.in/examinations/consolidated.html 

Dr. B R Ambedkar National Institute of Technology 
http://www.niti.ac.in/academics/form9.phv 
http://www.niti.ac.in/academics/trans.php 

University of Delhi 
http://www.du.ac.in/downloads/forms/TransC.pdf 

Goa University 
http://~ecweb.tri~od.codtranscri~ts.htm 

University of Kerala 
http://www.keralauniversity .edu/forms/ 

Madurai Kamaraj University 
http:/~.mkuniversitv.or~mku-docforms/a~~lication-fom/MKU-feesstructure.doc 

Panjab University 
(Form and Instructions) 
http://forms.puchd.ac.in/ 

University of Pune 
http://www.unipune.ernet.in/stud infolverification of documents1 .html 

Punjab Technical University 
http://ptNal.orEI/trans.pdf 

Osmania University 
http://~~~.osmania.ac.in/faq.htm#faa05 

NOTE: For updated information, we suggest that you visit their websites by Iinking 
through the University Grants CornmissiodUGC website http:/hww.ugc.ac.in 
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- *  Required Documents - What To Submit 

Russia - p- 

H ;;$gG:,l 

Russia 

What to submit: 

Secondary Education 
Repuired documents: 

Certificate of completed general secondary education (Attestat o srednem 
(polnom) obshchem obrarovanio 

I 
Secondary school transcript (tabel), (issued in Russian), if the purpose of your 
evaluation is further education 
Precise, word-for-word English translations of all Russian-language documents 

click here for 

I 
; -Lts  . s a w  

Higher Education 
Required documents: 

Official academic transcripts (ArkhivnayaiAkademicheskaya Spravka), (issued 
in Russian), indicatlng all subjects taken and grades earned 
Clear, legible photocopies of all official diplomas or cetiicates 
(Bakalavr/Magistr/ Diploma of SpecialisffKandidat NauWDoMor 
NauWchilishche/Technikum/Kolledzh diploma) 
Precise, word-for-word English translations of all Russian-language documents 
(since transcripts will be coming to WES directly from the institution, you can 
base the translations on your copies of the Akademicheskaya 
SpravkalPrilozhenie k Diplomu.) 

How to submit transcripts: 

Official academic transcripts must be sent directly to WES by the awarding 
institution. 
- 0 R -  
You can contact the Ministry of Education and arrange to have them send 
official copies of your documents directly to WES. (Please note, they require 
original documents.) Please contact them at: 

Russian Ministry of Education 
Centre of International Educational Activities 
Bolshoy Chudor per., 8, str. 1 
Room 122 
1 19021 Moscow 
RUSSIA 
htt~~Iined.rulchast1 .swf 

To download an International Transcript Request Fonn (PDF format) that you 
can print and send to your institution, please click here. 

Documents received directly from academic institutions become the property of WES 
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and will not be released to applicants. 

All documents are subject to verification at the discretion of WES. 

Page 2 of 2 

Bowllng Green Station 
P.O. Box 5087 
New Yo* NY 10274-6087 
p: 212-966631 1 f: 212-7395100 

a 0 0 6  WES. All Rights Resewed 
Prlvacv Policy 
Jnfo@wes.or~ 



Valid for proxy bodies in 
CANADA 

reference # - - *7/hss 

I The present document expresses respect to p x y  bodies of Canada and certifies the 
autdnticity of 4 Diploma ha l (Apostille N ' 9 7  

belo 'ng to . nzhelika. This diploma has never beem suspended, cancelled or 
revoked and in subject to recopition. 

I 
I (Natioplity - Russian Fedenition, Date of birth - 1971, Plnce of birth - USSR) has the 

right to work as a Teacher and Speech Therapist of Special (Auxiliary) School. 
I 

RECEIVED DIRECTLY 

JAN I 8  
FROM ~NSTJTUTION 

No. of Pgs. 
.- 
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I M ~ Y  OF EDUCATION AM) SCXENCE OVME ~uaglrvr pEDxn~noN 
RAL STATE 1 ~ 0 N  crCEKFRE OF ~ A C X O N A L  EDUCATDNAL ACTNlTIEs w U C A T N ) N ) I ,  

AFFIDAVIT 

Be onging to I ------ . --  --. .--- 
Nationality - Russian Federation 
Date of birth - ' 971 
Place of birth -Russia 

H of ((Apostille)) department SI t asbkou'lskaya 

I 

( Convdoa de fa Haye du 5 octobre 1961- 
ram- mmmtm ~JT 5 owm6pa 1961 t) 

I. RpsefmFederadon 
This public document 

2. Has been signedby T.Pashkoulskaya 
3. Acting in the capachy of tbe Head of "Apostille" 

department SI 'Intereducation" 
4. Bears h e  Wsmnp oftho State Federal Institution 

"Intereducation" 

I 23.12.2005 
'ederal Service of 
nd Science of tbe 
Science of tbe 
tion 
58155 

lo. Signature 



APOSTILLE * AnOCWb 
(Convention de la Haye du 5 oclobre 196 1 - 
~aarcxan KOHBWR OT 5 O K P J I ~ P I  I 96 I r.) 

1. P o c c e B e ~ ~ ~  @enepanaa 
H m n u i A  o@nma.nb~b~ &oKyNem 

2. lIomacau M. K m m o  
3. Bucrytmo~rnt.~ B icaqecrne pempa XaGapoecltom 

rocynapmmom nemrectroro mcrsryra 

4. C ~ p e ~ e n  n ~ a b l ~ / ~ ~ ~ a b ~ o h l  X~~~POBCKO~O 

4. 23.12.2005 
Wneprroti CIIyIR6bl - 

APOSTILLE * AnOCTMnb 
Convention de la Haye du 5 oclobre 106 1 

1.  Country Rwslan Federation 
This public document 

2. Has been signed by M. Kostenko 
3. Acting in the capacity of . Rector of Khabarovsk 

Stam Pedagogical Institute 

4. Bears the d s t a m p  of Khabmvsk State 
Pedagogical institute 
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Map of the U.S. Education System 
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Overview of Education in the United States of America 
by WES staff 

Overview 
The U.S. system of education is large and diverse and designed to give the population access to learning 
opportunities at all levels. It is further characterized by the independence and autonomy of institutions and 
the minimal role taken by the federal government in the operations of the system. Given the diverse market 
to which it caters, quality and options vary greatly. 

Language of Instruction 
The language of instruction is English. Other languages may also be studied at both elementary and 
secondary levels. 

Administration 
The education system is decentralized. Unlike many other countries, there is no central controlling 
authority because the U.S. constitution specifically designates education as a responsibility to be carried out 
by individual states. Public education is largely funded by state and local governments, with the federal 
government contributing a smaller share. In general, the most substantial source of funding for primary 
and secondary education is derived fiom property tax while the budget for public higher education is drawn 
from general state funds. 

In 2002, public expenditures on education accounted for 5.3% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP)'. Of 
the total GDP, 3.8% was allocated for elementary. secondary and non-tertiary post-secondary education, 
and 1.2% for tertiary education2.. 

Participation 
The period of compulsory education is from the ages of 6 to 16. 

In 2003,98.3% of the relevant age group was enrolled in the primary education system and 96.2% in the 
secondary education system.) In 2004,53.1% of the U.S. population over the age of twenty-five had 
attained some form of post-secondary qualification.4 

Elementary and Secondary Education 

Overview 
In 2004, there were approximately 123.385 million5 elementary and secondary schools in the U.S., with a 
total projected enrollment of 61.4 million students. Of the total projected student enrollment 11.4% were 
attending private schools, while the remaining 88.6% were in public  school^.^ 

Administration 
Each state operates its own Department of Education, which, in turn, controls a number of county and city 
school districts. School districts are governed by elected boards and are responsible for implementing the 
curriculum. 



Private educational institutions generally operate following the same guidelines established by the state 
department of education. These institutions, however, are self-financing and administer their own 
cumculum. 

Structure and Content 
The U.S. elementary and secondary education system typically follows one of two patterns: the 6 years + 3 
years + 3 years pattern or the 8 years + 4 years pattern. Upon completion of either sequence of study, a high 
school diploma is awarded. 

Elementary Programs 
Admission to elementary education is generally non-competitive. The cuniculum is designed to provide a 
foundation for academic learning as well as the development of life skills. Subjects include both academic 
studies as well as arts, physical education and technical subjects. 

Secondary Programs 
Admission to secondary education is generally non-competitive. Students usually attend secondary schools 
in the districts where they reside though other factors such as availability of special programs may also be 
considered in the selection process. Some private schools use more selective admissions practices, taking 
into consideration such criteria as intellectual promise. 

The secondary program is most often structured using Camegie Units. Each unit represents one hour of 
instruction five days a week for an academic year of thirty-six weeks. To earn a high school diploma, a 
student must achieve a minimum number of units (usually between sixteen and twenty), distributed across a 
range of subjects, as defined by the state education department, and the student must maintain a grade 
average of D or above. 

Assessment is carried out on a continuous basis, and there are typically no exit examinations. It should also 
be noted that grades vary h m  school to school. 

Content 
Students who have obtained a high school diploma have generally completed three to four units in English, 
two to three in mathematics, three to four in social studies, one in the arts, and one to two in physical 
education. The remainder of the units is determined by the particular stream a student is following. 

Streams 
The following streams exist at the secondary level: vocational and technical, general academic and 
university preparatory. The vocational and technical stream prepares students for direct entry in the 
workforce as a skilled worker or further study at the technical level. The general academic stream prepares 
students for further study. Students in both of these streams will supplement their courses with a variety of 
electives based on interest and long-term goals. Students in the general academic stream will often plan to 
attend either a four-year or a two-year college. Students in the vocational and technical education stream 
will generally take more skills-oriented as opposed to academically oriented courses. 

Students in the university preparatory stream will generally take more rigorous academic courses and focus 
on their area of interest. Many high schools offer specialized programs to help prepare students for the 
demands of university study. These include: Honors, Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate 
Programs. Approximately 20% of all high school students will pursue courses in the stream with the intent 
of gaining admission to either a highly selective or a moderately selective university. 

Advanced Placement (AP) Programs 
Students in the academic streams of many high schools have the opportunity to possibly gain 
advanced credit or standing in their university studies through writing the Advanced Placement 
Tests, which are administered by the College Board. 

AP tests are standardized national tests that may be written following rigorous university 
preparatory courses that are taught at high schools. These courses are indicated on the high 
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school transcript so that they can easily be identified by admissions officers. Acceptance of 
this credit by universities for either placement or advanced standing credit is depends on the 
grades achieved on the test and the individual university's admissions policy. The AP 
Program is offered at most high schools in the U.S. 

While not officially mandated, these courses have become a de facto admission requirement 
among the more selective public and private institutions of higher education. 

Honors Programs 
As part of the university preparatory stream, students may also have the option to take honors 
courses at their high school. These courses are also indicated on the high school transcript so that 
they can be identified by college admissions staff. The curricula are developed at either the school 
or school board level and are designed to provide a more thorough preparation for higher 
education. 

International Baccalaureate Program 
The International Baccalaureate program is an international qualification based on the best of 
education systems around the world. It focuses on six subject groups: first language, second 
language, individuals and societies, experimental science, mathematics and the arts. For the final 
two years of high school, students follow a standardized curriculum and are assessed through 
examinations and assignments. Students' work is marked by a network of specially trained 
assessors. In addition to their course work, student must write a 4,000 word essay on a topic of 
their choice. The program is currently offered at 662 school in the u.s..~ 

SAT and ACT 
Both the Scholastic Aptitude Test I (SAT I) and the American College Test (ACT) are multiple- 
choice aptitude tests designed to measure a student's ability to perform at the tertiary level. These 
examinations assess a student's language and mathematical reasoning abilities. Students typically 
take these examinations in their final year of high school, and the results are used by many 
universities in the admissions process. 

In addition to the SAT I, many students also take subject-specific SAT I1 tests, which measure the 
student's ability in a particular subject. These are used by some tertiary institutions in the 
admissions process. In the 2003-2004, approximately 68.5% of all four-year institutions required 
one or more of these tests for admission.' 

Grading Scales 

The following scale is representative of a typical grading scale used at the secondary school level: 



It should be noted that many letter grades correspond to a particular percentile range; 
scales may vary. 

In order to calculate the GPA (grade point average), the score on the four-point scale corresponding to a 
letter grade for each course is multiplied by the number of credits assigned to the course; the weighted 
scores of all courses are added together, and this total is then divided by the total number of credits earned. 
The GPA is a common measure of the student's eligibility for post-secondary education. 

Teaching Qualifications 
In order to become a qualified teacher in the United States, one must completed a four-year bachelor's 
degree in education. This is complemented by a specialization in either the arts or the sciences, depending 
on the intended field of teaching. The qualifications awarded are a Bachelor of Science in Education or a 
Bachelor of Arts in Education. Some states also require the completion of a higher degree in order to 
become a licensed teacher. 

High School Diploma Equivalencies 

General Education Development Test 
Outside of the standard secondary education system, the General Education Development (GED) 
Test offers an alternative means of obtaining the equivalent of a high school diploma 

The General Education Development Test is a set of five tests: Language Arts (Reading), 
Language Arts (Writing), Social Studies, Sciences and Mathematics. Candidates must be at least 
sixteen years old and cannot be enrolled in a high school. If the student obtains a score of forty- 
five or higher, he or she will be awarded a high school diploma from the department of education 
of the state in which the test was taken. 

While this credential does give access to higher education, it should be noted that many 
universities would require a higher grade on the test in order to consider the student for admission. 

Higher Education 

Overview 
The higher education sector in the U.S. is characterized by autonomy and diversity. Institutions are 
operated by cities, counties, states, non-profit bodies and profit-oriented entities. The national government 
operates military academies that are also accredited institutions of higher education. Within this context, 
institutions are largely self-governing and are only accountable to the particular body that controls them. 

In the 2004-2005 academic years, there were 17.1 million students attending degree-granting institutions. 
Of this total, 23.4% were attending privately operated institutions, and the remaining 76.6% were attending 
public  institution^.^ 

Accreditation 
The quality of institutions is controlled through the process of accreditation, which is entirely voluntary. 
Accrediting agencies are generally non-profit organizations whose mandate is to cany out external review 
processes. In 2006, there were 60 such agencies recognized by the U.S. Department of Education." 

Accrediting agencies can generally be placed in one of three categories: regional, national and specialized. 
There are six regional accrediting bodies, each operating in a particular region of the United States. In 



2006, they collectively accredited 3050'' institutions, the majority of which were both non-profit and 
degree-granting. 

National accrediting agencies often focus on a particular discipline (such as business or religion) and 
accredit both degree-granting and non-degree-granting institutions that operate both on a for-profit and 
non-profit basis. 

Specialized or professional accrediting agencies accredit both programs and specific institutions in a 
particular field such as engineering, law, medicine, etc ... Generally only regionally accredited institutions 
are eligible for professional accreditation. 

Institutions and Degrees Awarded 
Unlike many other systems of education, the U.S. system shows little distinction between institutions that 
award bachelor's and higher degrees and those that do not. 

The Camegie Foundation publishes an influential classification, which uses the following broad categories 
to describe the various types of post-secondary institutions in the United States: Doctoral 1 Research 
Universities, Master's Colleges and Universities, Baccalaureate Colleges and Associates Colleges. In 
addition to these institutions, there are a variety of specialized institutions and a thriving sector of Post- 
Secondary Vocational Schools. 

Doctoral Research Universities and Masters Colleges and Universities 
What distinguishes these two categories is the emphasis on doctoral research. 
Broadly speaking,these institutions offer a wide array of bachelor's, master's and 
doctoral degrees. In the latter category of institutions there is less focus on doctoral 
research. 

In the year 2005, there were 972 regionally accredited institutions belonging to this 
category in the United states.'' 

Baccalaureate Colleges 
These institutions award mainly bachelor's degrees. Some may also award two-year associate degrees 
(see following section), though this would represent the minority of the degrees awarded by the 
institution. These institutions place little emphasis on higher-level research, as they are primarily 
focused on undergraduate education. They often tend to have lower enrollments than doctoral research 
universities or master's college and universities. 

In the year 2005, there were 735 regionally accredited institutions belonging to this category in the 
United States. Of these 69.5% operate on a private, not-for profile basis. l3 

Associate Colleges 
These institutions most often offer two-year programs that lead to associate degrees. Generally, they 
maintain open admissions to high school diploma holders. 

Typically, the programs offered at these institutions can be subdivided into two categories: terminal 
and transfer. A transfer program is designed for students who wishes eventually to pursue university 
studies and offers the opportunity to earn credits that can ultimately be used toward a bachelor's 
degree. Degrees awarded in such programs are often called Associate in Arts / Sciences. A terminal 
program focuses in on the development of a particular set of skills which will lead towards 



employment in a skilled profession, such degrees are often called Associate in Applied Arts I Sciences. 
In 2005, there were 1792 regionally accredited institutions belonging to this category.I4 

Post-Secondary Vocational Schools 
These institutions typically award diplomas and certificates in a particular trade or 
profession. The programs are intended to lead to direct employment. These programs 
may not necessarily require the high school diploma for entry. 

Other Institutions 
In addition to the four categories of institutions listed above, there are numerous specialized 
institutions offering programs at various levels and of various lengths, focusing on such sectors as 
religion, military, business, the arts, etc. 

The National Center for Educational Statistics reports that there were approximately 6354 post-secondary 
institutions operating in the 2002-2003 academic year.I5 

University Education: Undergraduate 

Admission 
Overview 
Given the decentralized nature of U.S. higher education and the number and types of institutions 
offering bachelor's programs, admission practices vary widely. In classifying the admissions practices 
of these institutions, the categories "open admission", "moderately selective" and "highly sel&tiveW 
are often used. Common to the entry requirements of most institutions, regardless of category, is the 
high school diploma In 2003-2004, this was required by 98.8% of all regionally accredited institutions 
in the United states.16 

Requirements 
Open Admission 

An institution with an open admissions policy generally requires only high school or 
GED for entry. No additional requirements exist. In 2003-2004,16.9% of all four year 
institutions and 77.3% of all two-year institutions of higher education had open 
admissions policies.I7 

Moderatelv Selective 
An irkitution with this type of admissions policy generally requires a high school 
diploma, SAT I or ACT results, and a specified minimum GPA. The nature of the 
academic program will also be considered. Other requirements may include a personal 
statement andor interview. 

Highly Selective 
An institution with a highly selective admissions policy requires a high school diploma 
with a minimum GPA of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale, a score of 1 100 or higher on the SAT I or 24 
on the ACT tests, and completion of a college-preparatory high school curriculum that 
included four units of English, three units of mathematics, three units of science, three 
units of social science and two units of foreign language. A personal statement, letters of 
recommendation andor an interview and participationin two or more school-related 
extra-cunicular activities are also required. As previously noted, almost all the students 
who apply to such schools have typically passed several AP examinations. 

Program Length and Structure 
A standard bachelor's degree is four years in length. A typical program follows one of two structures- the 
semester system or the quarter system. 



The semester system consists of two study periods per year of fifteen to eighteen weeks in length. The 
value of each course taken is expressed in credits. Each credit represents one lecture hour each week for the 
duration of the semester, and a minimum of 120 credits are required for the degree. 

In the quarter system, each academic year is comprised of four periods of ten weeks each. Credits earned 
under this system are considered to be equal to two-thirds of those earned under the semester system, and 
180 credits are required for the degree. 

Program Content 

Overvim 
A typical degree consists of general education and a major or concentration. Instruction is offered in 

the form of lectures, labs and practical work sessions. Each activity or group of activities is assigned a 
certain number of credits. Evaluation is based on examinations, assignments and papers throughout 
and at the end of each tern. 

Liberal Are /General Education 
A defining feature of the U.S. undergraduate system is the emphasis on general education and the 
liberal arts. This stems from a belief that undergraduate education prepares students for work, 
citizenship and life-long learning. A number of broad, general education requirements form a 
significant component of the degree program. These are seen as a prerequisite to more specialized 
study in the upper years. Fundamental to this approach to higher education is an emphasis on 
interdisciplinary studies and the importance of understanding a broad range of inter-related subjects in 
order to gain a more profound understanding of the subject that the student will eventually pursue as a 
major. General education usually constitutes between 25 and 33% of the program. 

Subjects that are classified as "Liberal Arts" include, though are not limited to: English Language and 
Literature, Foreign Languages and Literatures, Biological and Life Sciences, Mathematics, Philosophy 
and Religion, Physical Sciences, Psychology, Social Sciences and History, Visual and Performing 
Arts, and Area, Ethnic and Cultural Studies. 

The Major/Concentration 
Degree specialization is accomplished through the major, which involves a cluster of courses from 
one or two disciplines (i.e. English, Philosophy etc.), or an interdisciplinary field (i.e. Afiican 
Studies, Women's Studies, etc.). This component of the degree usually constitutes at least 25% of 
the program. 

Free Electives 
These are unspecified course requirements that allow students to explore a variety of subject areas. 
Often, a level requirement is specified with respect to courses. These courses comprise the 
remainder of the program. 

A large proportion of students pursuing bachelor's degrees study subjects which fall in the category of 
"liberal arts" (humanities and social sciences). Of the 1,348,503 bachelor's degrees conferred in 2002- 
2003,40.32% majored in humanities and social sciences subjects, 21.76% in business administration 
subjects, 12.69% in science subjects, 7.84% in education, 5.28% in health sciences subject, 4.64 in 
engineering and 7.47% in other subjects." 



Advanced Credit and Exemptions 

In addition to coursework, there are alternate means of earning credit, designed to recognize prior learning 
and experience. It should be noted that a formal examination is always required before credit is awarded. 

Advanced Placement (AP) 
AP credits earned through completion of the College Board examinations (usually following an AP 
course taken in high school) may be used for credit or placement purposes, depending on the policies 
of the individual institution. Minimum marks required for credit will also be established by the 
institution. 

CLEP 
CLEP examinations are subject-specific examinations that allow students to demonstrate their 
knowledge in a particular subject, and potentially earn credit or exemption. These s tandardi i  
examinations, administered by the College Board, are accepted by some institutions. Policies vary as to 
the minimum grades required. 

Associate Degrees 
Students who have completed two-year associate degrees may be exempted from the first two years of 
the bachelor's degree on the basis of their previous study. Courses from which they are usually 
exempted include the general education requirement and the foundation courses in their subject of 
concentration. 

Assessment 
Depending on the subject and content of the course, evaluation may be based on examinations, 
assignments, laboratories, research projects and practical work sessions. 

Grading Scales 
Grading scales vary from institution to institution, but generally the following system of letter grades or 
grade points is used. 

A 4.0 Excellent 
A- 3.7 
B+ 3.3 
B 3.0 Good 
B- 2.7 
C+ 2.3 
C 2.0 Average 
D 1.0 Pass 
F 0.0 Fail 

In order to earn a degree, and to remain in satisfactory standing, students must generally maintain a C or 
2.0 average. 
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General Education 

Question: What pan of undergraduate education was 
recently described as 'a disaster area" that 
"has been on the defensive and losing 
ground for more than 100 years" by The 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement 

. of Teaching (1977)? 
Answer: General education, the portion of college 

study most entering students encounter 
first. 

1)efinitlon and H&tory 
General education is rhe breadth component of the undergraduate 
cumculum and is usually defined on an institutionwide or college- 
wide basis. It generally involves study in several subject areas and 
frequently aims m d e  a c o m ~ e m r a d u ~  
for all students at a particular institution. It has been variouslv de- 
scribed as the necessary prerequisite for specialized study (A. S. 
Packard, in Thomas, 1962, p. 11); "a corrective to the overem- 
phasis of specialization" (A. ~eiklejohn, in Thomas, 1962, p. 68); 
the necessary rudiments for common discourse (Levine and Wein- 
garb 1973, p. 50): the universals of human culture (Hutchiis, 
1967. p. 59); an integrative experience underlining the unity of 
knowledge (J. Dewey, in Thomas, 1962, p. 53); knowledge of the 
world around us (A. C. Tme, in Thomas, 1962. p. 77); preparation 
for participation in a democratic society (President's Commission 
onHigherEducation for Democracy, in Hofstadterand Smith, 1961. 
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p. 989); learning common to all studenrs (W. Wilson, in Thomas, 
1962, p. 5); "a number of general course; in wholly unrelated 
fields" (A. L. Lowell, in Thomas, 1962, p. 59); a combination of 
ideology, tradition, contraspecialization, and integration (Bell, 
1968, pp. 51-52), an antidote to barbarism (J. Ortega y Gasset, in 
McGrath, 1976, p. 25); a means for achieving human potential (A. 
MacLeish, in Thomas, 1962, pp. 73-74); "the discipline and the 
furniture of the miqd" (1828 Yale Report, in Hofstadter and 
Smith, 1961, p. 275); knowledge necessary for a satisfying private 
life (J. S. Mi,  in McGrath, 1976, pp. 20-2 1); education encourag- 
ing personal and moral development (Taylor, 1962, Chapters 8-9); 
''first principles" (Thomas, 1962, p. 50); a body of knwledge and 
methods of inquiry (A. L. Lowell, in Thomas, 1962, pp. 49-50); 
and liberal education (Harvard Committee, 1945). Liberal education 
is perhaps the most commonly used synonym, but this term, like 
general education, has been interpreted in many ways by many 
people. The Carnegie Council defines it as education rooted in the 
concerns of civilization and our common heritage, and others 
define it even more broadly to indude any form of education that 

03 liberates students in body, mind, or soul. 
The many different and occasionally conflicting definitions 

and purposes attributed to general education are largely a conse- 
quence of its historical evolution. Colonial colleges offered a four- 
year general education curriculum which commonly included a 
small number of subjects-I2 in the original Haward curriculum, 
as Appendix A indicates. The state of knowledge at the time made 
it possible to teach the broad-ranging cuniculum in a comprehen- 
sive fashion, enabling students to acquire both breadth and depth 
of knowledge as a result of their general education study. Fully 
prescribed general education programs, like that required of all 
students during the colonial period, have come to be called core 
general educdima programs. 

When new subjects such as modern language, science, and 
technical studies were added to the colonial curriculum in the late 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, some educators rose to de- 
fend the common core curriculum. In fact, the earliest known ref- 
erence to "general education" was a product of this movement. 
A. S. Packard of Bowdoin College used the term in an 1829 article 
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defending the common elements of the curriculum in the North 
Amerhn Review (in Thomas, 1962, p. 11) only one year after the 
Yale Report's historical defense of the classic curriculum (discussed 
in Chapter 16 and Appendix A). During the early and middle nine- 
teenth century, general education was praised for training the 
mind (mental discipline), establishing a necessary and solid foun- 
dation for the professions, developing student character and mo- 
rality, offering an antidote to barbarism, and providing a liberal 
education. The mental discipline theory has long since been dis- 
proved (Brubacher and Rudy, 1976, p. 291). 

As the nineteenth century progressed, the college cumculum 
expanded even further. One result was the free elective system that 
was popular during the last three decades of the nineteenth cen- 
tury and the first decade of the twentieth century. This system, in 
its purest form, required of students no prescribed courses; stu- 
dents wuld freely elect whatever courses they desired. As a remedy 
for several of the perceived abuses of free electives-such as over- 
specialization by students, the erosion of common elements in a 
allege education, the lack of a sequential introduction to advanced 
work, and fragmentation of knowledge into specialty, areas-a sec- 
ond general education movement began at the end of the nine- 
teenth century. 

Two new forms of general education developed as part of this 
movement. In'1909, A. Lawrence Lowell, president of Harvard 
University, created the general education "distribution" require- 
ment. Harvard students were required to take six of 16 year-long 
courses required for graduation in three fields outside of their 
major. General education distribution requirements usually specify 
the subject areas or groups of courses that students are required to 
study. What distinguishes the distribution requirement from the 
core program is that there is more choice for the student and less 
prescription by the institution. 

The other invention was the survey course, a synoptic in a 
broad academic field. The rationale for such courses was that the 
proliferation of knowledge made it otherwise impossible for stu- 
dents to attain a global world view. The first survey course was 
created by President Alexander Meiklejohn of Amherst College in 
1914. The freshman course, entitled "Social and Economic Institu- 



tions," was designed to serve as an introduction to the arts and sci- 
ences; to provide students with "the facts of the human situation" 
and "a showing of intellectual method"; and to offer instruction in 
ethics, logic, history, economics, law, and government (Thomas, 
1962, pp. 66-67). Columbia University's famed "Contemporary 
Civilization" course (discussed in Chapter 12) was established five 
years later. Oier  the years the realm of the survey coune has been 
expanded to include overview and introductory courses in 
academic departments or disciplines such as sociology, biology, and 
art. 

During the 1920s and 1930s. a number of well-known general 
education programs were created. (Case studies on each can be 
found in Chapter 12.) The work-study curriculum at Antioch Col- 
lege proved in part to be a general education endeavor; it ac- 
quainted usually well-heeled freshmen and sophomores with a slice 
of life, usually outside their major areas, that the often sheltered 
student had not previously seen and would never experience again 
after earning a degree. 

General education programs were established at the Univer- 
sity of Chicago and St. John's College that reinstituted the core cur- 
riculum in the spirit of the colonial college. St. John's did so by 
basiig its program entirely on approximately 100 classical works- 
the "Great Books" (current list can be found in Appendix A). 

Another form of general education involved the creation of 
thematic general education subunits within larger institutions. The 
best known of these programs was Alexander Meiklejohn's Ex- 
perimental College at the University of Wisconsin, a two-year, 
lowerdivision, self-contained college offering a unified core gen- 
eral education curriculum focusing on the development of Western 
civilization. For five years beginning in 1927, Meiklejohn's college 
was a supplement to the Wisconsin gene~al education program, but 
even at its peak it enrolled only 155 students. 

World War I1 gave renewed impetus to the general education . 

movement. In 1945, Harvard's influential General Eductrtion in a 
Free Sociery was published. The "Redbook," as it was called, pro- 
posed a core general education program for Harvard undergrad- 
uates. (Chapter 12 and Appendix A offer detailed information.) 
In the same year, a study by the Amherst College Committee 

I .  on Long Range Planning reached a similar conclusion. And, as 
Appendix A shows, in I947 President Truman's Commission on 
Higher Education underlined the need for general education in 
America. Each of these reports and many of the immediate post- 
World War I1 general education curriculum developments stressed 
the need for a well-informed citizenry in a democratic society. 

I One innovation that.did not emphasize this theme was a 
pedagogical technique introduced by Nathan Pusey at Lawrence 
College in 1945. It was a small class concerned with general educa- 
tion and writing for freshmen. The course, not surprisingly called 
"the freshman seminar," became popular in colleges around the 
country during the late 1960s. Its senior counterpart, intended as a 
capstone to general education, had been inaugurated at Reed Col- 
lege some 2 1 years earlier. 

Since World War 11, changes in general education have in- 
volved the mounting of courses dealing with new subjects, such as 
non-Western culture at Eckerd College; new alignments of older 
subjects, such a3 "Twentieth Century Physics and Its Philosophical 
Implications" at Brandeis University; problem-based courses, such 
as "Human Survival in Global Perspective" at Antioch College; and 
courses emphasizing methods of inquiry rather than any particular 
subject matter, such as "Modes of Thought" at Brown University. 
There also has been experimentation with alternatives to courses as 

I. ways of satisfying general education requirements at institutions 

i 
such as Metropolitan State University, which will be discussed later, 
and more concern has been given to affective and personal de- 
velopment, as at Duke University where several "Small Group 

1 Learning Experiences" are required of all students. 
In very recent years, interest in general education once again 1 .  has increased. As Chapters 11 and 12 note, for example, both Har- 

vard and Princeton universities have just completed major studies 
of general education. The revival of interest in the topic has been 

1 premised in many institutions upon a desire to reinstitute. the 
I. coherence felt to be currently lacking in undergraduate education, 

to create common elements in a curriculum which has grown more 
individualized and diverse, and to provide moral training to young 
people in a time when moral scandals have repeatedly rocked the 
nation. 
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Philosophies of General Education 

General education programs have been based on a variety of 
philosophies of education. Four of the most common are peren- 
nialism, essentialism, progressivism. and reconstructionism. 

Perennialism is founded on the assumption that the substance 
of education is perennial or everlasting. Perennialists view the abil- 
ity to reason as the characteristic which distinguishes human beings 
from other animals and believe that education should be concerned 
principally with training the rational faculties. Perennialists also be- 
lieve that people are everywhere alike and that education should be 
the same for everyone. As a result, perennialist education or the 
training of the rational faculties is based upon the study of immu- 
table and universal truths, which are thought to be best acquired by 
study of the "Great Books." The people and writings most closely 
associated with this philosophy are ~oben'Hutchins, author ofThe 
H i g h  Learning in America (1967) (see Chapter 10); Mark Van 
 en, author of Liberd Education (1943); Mortimer Adler, editor 
of the 54-volume Great Books ofthe Westem Wotld (1952); and the 
founders of the St. John's College program, Smngfellow Barr and 
Scott Buchanan. The "Great Books" program at St. John's in 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Annapolis, Maryland (discussed in 
Chapter 12 and Appendix A), is the best-known perennialist cur- 
riculum in higher education. 

Essentialism holds that education should be based upon an es- 
sential or prescribed body of knowledge dealing with the heritage 
of humankind. The subject matter tends to be abstract or concep- 
tual rather than applied or practical. There is no one essentialist 
curriculum. However, all essentialist curricula are teacher cen- 
tered, utilize tried-and-true forms of pedagogy and learning, and 
are premised on the assumption that learning is hard work that is 
often done unwillingly by students. This brand of philosophy is 
refiected in the work of Arthur Bestor and the 1945 Harvard 
committee on general education as illustrated in Chapter 12 and 
Appendix A. Many common core general education programs are 
based on the essentialist philo'sophy. 

Progra'vism is based on life experience. Perennialism and es- 
sentialism might be more aptly described as preparation for life. 

The more practical progressive philosophy is student centered, 
which is to say that student interest determines the direction of 
education. The instructor is viewed as an expert and adviser whose 
job is to guide the student. The progressive curriculum is problem 
oriented rather than subject matter based. Progressives believe that 
the methods of critical thought are life-lbng skills while bodies of 
knowledge are continually changing. John Dewey and William Kil- 
patrick (discussed in Chapter 10) are perhaps the best known of the 
progressive philosophers. The progressives were responsible for , 

the development of courses stressing methods of inquiry or modes 
of thought, survey courses, and the progressive cunicula of 
colleges such as Bennington (profiled in Chapter 12) and Sarah 
Lawrence. 

Recartncctionim accepts the progressive design of education 
but adds an additional ingredient-an emphasis on reconstructing 
society. George Counts and Theodore Brameld are spokesmen of 
this school. Brookwood Labor College, an institution committed to 
educating workers and expanding the union movement during the 
1920s and 1930s, and Maharishi International University, a school 
seeking to change the world through transcendental meditation, 
are examples of colleges with curricula based on reconstructionist 
philosophies. 

The State of General Education 

Types of  General Edwdion 

General education at American colleges and universities falls into 
three categories: core curricula, distribution requirements, and 
free electives (no required program). 

CORE CURRICULA 

Core general education programs are common, tightly knit, yet 
broad and often interdisciplinary series of courses usually required 
of all students. The general education program prescribed in the 
Harvard Redbook and described in Chapter 12 is an example of a 
core cumculum. Originally three common general education 
courses were to be required of all Harvard students-one each in 
the humanities and social sciences and one of two alternatives in the 
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sciences. Some core general education programs are not divided 
into course units, as was the case in Meiklejohn's Experimental Col- 
lege at the University of Wisconsin, Joseph Tussman's Experimen- 
tal College Program at the University of California, Berkeley, and 
St. John's College in Annapolis (all described in Chapters 12 and 
13). General education core programs can be based on any of the 
educational philosophies previously discussed. 

The core curriculum is found at approximately 10 percent of 
American colleges-7 percent of colleges of arts and sciences and 
14 percent of professionaVtechnica1 colleges (Catalog Study, 1976). 
They are best suited to homogeneous student bodies. With het- 
erogeneous students, the core curriculum runs the risk of du- 
plicating the previous learning of the most advanced students and 
being too rigorous for the least well-prepared students. The grow- 
ing acceptance of advanced placement courses in high schools, the 
College Level Examination Program, and credit for prior learning 
in college, which enables students to receive credit andlor placement 
out of introductory college courses, has tended to undermine the 
common character of core curricula, as Chapter 9 demonstrates. St. 
John's College, with its four-year Great Books core program (dis- 
cussed in Chapter 12) has avoided these two dilemmas by pennit- 
ting neither credit nor placement for work completed outside the 
college and by admitting a homogeneous student body. 

Nonetheless, 47 percent of college and university faculty 
favor the common core as a general education requirement (Car- 
negie Surveys, 1975-76). And several colleges, including Antioch 
College and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, have 
adopted optional core curricula in recent years. Antioch initiated a 
core program in 1975 that attempts to integrate the freshman year 
experience. Each of the four sections of the core course is taught by . 

four faculty from the three academic divisions (humanities, science, 
and social science) and the Center for Cooperative Education. The 
course is organized around broad topics such as "Human Survival 
in Global Perspective" and "World Views and Ways of Knowing." It 
satisfies all freshman general education requirements and ties the 
required work or cooperative experience to the freshman's 
academic courses. Students in the core are urged to take additional 
courses from a list of offerings that supplement their core sections. 

General Education 11 

The adoption of the core was attributed to the lack of integrity of 
the previous general education distribution requirement, the in- 
adequacy of Antioch's advising system, the politically divided na- 
ture of the campus, which necessitated some common effort to 
reunite the college, and the increasing isolation of the work pro- 
gram from the academic core. The first three rationales, in less 
dramatic form, are also among the principal reasons that Harvard's 
dean of the faculty, Henry Rosovsky, fonned a task force in 1975 to 
examine the possibility'of designing a core curriculum for that in- 
stitution, as noted in Chapter 12. 

The MIT program, "Concourse." which enrolled 51 students 
in 1975-76, is an example of the core curriculum utilized as an 
alternative to the traditional or dominant mode of general educa- 
tion. Like the Antioch core, Concourse is organized around a broad 
interdisciplinary theme. That theme prdvides the context for in- 
tegrating all of the subjects freshmen normally study at MIT. Con- 
course consists of two types of classes. In "techniques of disciplinesn 
classes, students learn typical freshman skills such as calculus, and 
in "general meetings," the skills are applied and enriched. Con- 
course meets three hours a day, five days a week. 

! DISTRlBUnON REQUIREMENTS. 

Distribution requirements are designed to ensure that each student 
takes a minimum number of courses or credits in specified 
academic areas. For instance, at the University of California, Santa 
Cruz, each student is required to take a total of six courses: two 
each in the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. There 
are four forms of distribution requirements: prescribed distribu- 
tion requirements, minimally prescribed or "smorgasbord" dis- 
tribution requirements, recommended distribution guidelines, and 
a small group of programs which can best be described only as 
'other." 

, Prescribed Dishibufiun Requirements. Of all forms of general educa- 
tion, prescribed distribution requirements are the most common. 
Eighty-five percent of all colleges have this type of general educa- 1 

I'. . 
tion program (catalog Study, 1976). and the distribution require- 
ment is the form of general education program favored by 46 per- 

1 .  
I. 
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cent of all faculty.' It is, however, inconsistent with the perennialist 
and essentiaIist philosophies of education, which specify a core 
body of knowledge that all students or all students in a particular 
culture must master. 

Prescribed distribution requirements involve combinations of 
specified courses, student course options from short preselected 
lists, and a limited number of eIectives in designated areas. The 
general education program at the Residential College of the Uni- 
versity of Michigan is an example of prescribed distribution. Stu- 
dents are required to take a freshman seminar, an arts practicum, 
foreign language to the level of reading comprehension, three 1 

courses in the social sciences, three courses in the humanities, and 
three courses in the natural sciences. Approximately 60 percent of 
colleges and universities have distribution requirements with some 
specified courses. Forty-eight percent of colleges of arts and sci- 
ences and 74 percent of professiondtechnical colleges have such 
requirements (Catalog Study, 1976). 

M i n i d y  Prescribed or "Smorga.sbord" Dicrribulion Requirements. 
Smorgasbord distributions generally require few if any specified 
courses. The emphasis is on areas that must be studied. Ben- 
nington College has such a program. Students are required to take 
one course in any four of the college's eight academic divisions. In 
practice, this requirement can be satisfied with four arts and 
humanities courses. Approximately 24 percent of colleges and uni- 
versities have smorgasbord distribution requirements. Thirty-five 
percent of colleges of arts and sciences and 11 percent of profes- 
sional and technical colleges have such requirements (Catalog 
Study, 1976). 

R e c d e d  Distribudicm Guidelines. Recommended distribution 
guidelines are generally the same as smorgasbord distribution r e  
quirements except that they are not required. The student is given 
the option of satisfying the requirements or ignoring them. For 
instance, Trinity College of Hartford, Connecticut, recommends 
that students take courses in four areas: language and other sym- 
bolic systems, human interaction with the natural world, human 
social institutions, and forms of culture. Levine and Weingart 

(1973, p. 28) found that students at Trinity "had no interest in the 
guidelines and almost no one indicated using them at all." 
Nonetheless a majority of Trinity students indicated distributing 
their courses well across the curriculum. Less than 3 percent of 
institutions of higher education employ recommended distribution 
guidelines; few if any professiondtechnical schools and 5 percent 
of arts and sciences colleges have them (Catalog Study, 1976). 
Other Dislribufion Requirements. New forms of general education dis- 
tribution requirements referred to previously as "other" have also 
been developed. Among the most novel of these are the programs 
of Sterling College and Hampshire College. They differ from ma- 
ditional distribution requirements in procedure rather than s u b  
stance. Sterling College (described in Chapter IS) has a compe- 
tency- or outcome-based general education program. Students are 
required to demonstrate attainment in eight general education 
areas: Christian heritage, values, acquisition and use of knowledge, 
art and aesthetics, physical and social environment, verbal com- 
munication, physical and recreational activity, and groups. With 
regard to arts and aesthetics, for instance, the student must "wm- 
prehend the artistic and aesthetic dimensions of culture." To do 
that the student is required to demonstrate (1) an understanding of 
some aspects of his or her cultural heritage and the contributions to 
it by the arts and artists, (2) an understanding of the way an artist 
works in a particular medium, (S) some knowledge of aesthetic ex- 
perience, and (4) an awareness of aesthetic values and a capacity to 
make discriminating judgments of his or her own. Students are re- 
quired to demonstrate their abilities to a faculty committee via 
courses, independent study, standardized tests, andlor field ex- 
perience. Students most often choose the traditional courses as the 
vehicle for demonstrating competence. 

Hampshire College (also described in Chapter 13) requires 
that all studelits pass wmprehensive examinations in natural sci- 
ences and mathematics, social sciences, language and wmmunica- 
tion, and humanities and arts. There are no course requirements. 
Every Hampshire student, with the aid of a faculty committee of his 
or her own choosing, develops an examination-usually a paper- 
which will demonstrate mastery of the modes of thought in each 
academic area. Each student forms four separate committees. 
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FREE ELECTIVES 

In a free elective curriculum, no general education program is 
specified by the college, The student can create a general education 
based on whatever courses he or  she selects. The student may also 
neglect general education. Amherst College and Brown Univenity 
offer students free elective programs. Free electives, like distribu- 
tion requirements, are inconsistent with the philosophies of essen- 
tialist and perennialist education. No general education require- 
ment is favored by 6 percent of college and university faculty (Car- 
n g i e  Surveys. 1975-76) and is found at 2 percent of higher educa- 
tion institutions. It is more common at arts and sciences colleges (3 
percent) than professional schools (.2 percent) (Catalog Study, 
1976). Levine and Weingart (1973, pp. 28-29) report that students 
tend to specialize earlier when there are no or minimal general 
education requirements. They also note that under such conditions 
students generally sample fields outside their major but that 
"nonscientists tend not to take science courses, and a sizable 
number of humanities students take little more than humanities." 

The three states of general education-core curricula, dis- 
tribution requiremen?, and free electives-represent a con- 
tinuum. There is a sizable and still-growing b.ody of literature that 
indicates that colleges tend to move across the continuum fr.om 
core curricula to free electives and back in a pendular fashion. Re- 
cently colleges have tended to move from cores toward free elec- 
tives. In a 1975 study of eight selected core general education pro- 
grams varying in age from five years to more than fifty yean, 
Levine (1976, p. 14) found that one program had evolved into a 
free elective curriculum and seven into distribution requirements, 
five of which were of the smorgasbord variety. Levine and Wein- 
gart (1973, p. 26) documented this pattern among colleges with 
distribution requirements. They discovered a common movement 
from prescribed distribution requirements to smorgasbord dis- 
tributions. The most wide-ranging study of this type was that of 
Blackburn and others (1976, p. 37). In this study of curriculum 
change in 270 colleges and universities between 1967 and 1974, 
they found a two-stage movement among institutions altering their 

general education programs from prescribed courses to distribu- 
tion requirements and from distribution requirements to free elec- 
tives. 

The Rmmfnc of Cenerul Educuhahon in an Un.&uak Progrm 

The quantity of general education required of undergraduates var- 
ies for different academic degrees, subject areas, and types of col- 
leges and univerpities. It also irilries widely within the same degrees, 
subject areas, and types of iristit~tions. Table 1 shows the percent- 
age (in deciles) of undergraduate education that colleges and uni- 
versities require in generd education to complete the associate of 
arts (A.A.), associate of science (AS.), associate of applied sci- 
ence (A.A.S.), bachelor of arts (B.A.), and bachelor of science (B.S.) 
degrees. The associate's degrees normally require two years of 
study and the bachelor's degrees usually require four years. 

Table 1 indicates that the quantity of general education re- 
quired to earn degrees varies as much as it possibly could. Both the 
associate of arts and the associate of science degrees require be- 
tween 0 percent general education and 100 percent general educa- 
tion. The range of required general education is smaller for the 

Table 1. Pcmntage of cdleges md uuiveraitias requiring va y ing vnomta 
OF general education by degree typa 

- --.- 

P ~ ~ o / ~ o B r n m  Degree Ljpe 
COIUidiRg of g d  

e h t i m  A.A. A.S. Ad.S .  B d .  B.S. 
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bachelor's degrees but still quite large, with the bachelor of arts 
varying from 0 percent to as much as 80 percent general education. 

Table 1 also shows variation between the different degrees. 
The variation is greatest among the associate's degrees. The most 
common percentage (mode) of the undergraduate program re- 
quired in general education for the A.A. was 81-90 percent, which 
deviates sharply from the 2 1-30 percent of the A.A.S. Differences 
between bachelor's degrees are considerably less. 

Tables 2 and 9 show the variation in the amount of general 
education required by institutional type and by subject area. Table 
2 shows the percentage of five different types of colleges and uni- 
versities (research universities, other doctorate-granting univer- 
sities, comprehensive universities, liberal arts colleges, and com- 
munity colleges) requiring varying amounts of general education 

Table 0. Perwwage of Lnstllnaionr rapking varying emonap of general 
advation In thclr PM md scjsnca collages by inatitutionnl type 

PncnJoge of Rarmch granting hensivs M w a l  Cmnmunifj 

aFour-year p m g r k  only. 

bT~o-yeu program only. 

S ~ M C  CBfPLOg Study, 1976. 

(in deciles) to earn a d&ee in their colleges of arts and sciences. 
Table 9 provides the same information for professional and techni- 
cal colleges, an aggregation of the practices of colleges of business, 
education, engineering, health sciences, and trade and technical 
arts. 

Examination of Tables 2 and 3 reveals the same types of varia- 
tion discussed with regard to Table 1. A comparison of Tables 2 
and 9, however, shows that arts and sciences colleges consistently 
require more general education than professional schools. This 
difference disappears in practice because colleges of arts and sci- 
ences generally permit students to satisfy approximately one- 
fourth to one-third of their general education requirements by tak- 
ing courses in their major area. 

Though the amount of general education that colleges and 

Table 3. Pemnhge of institdons requiring varying pmounta of general edudon 
In their profeeelolloytahnicsI colleges by lnstitntiolul type? 

Inrlilulirmol gpl 

O h  
PmnJogt CfPrngmm durha&- ComnrunirJ 
m d m g  of gmmd Research granting Comprrlmshr andjunior 

education unk,nsiliub uniurnirit~~ univrrPicsb collgDIC 

0 1.7 2.8 6.8 
1-10 20.0 9.2 8.5 3.4 

1 1-20 30.8 24.6 19.7 15.3 
21-30 90.8 34.4 47 .O 25.7 
31-40 14.2 26.8 23.1 23.7 
41-50 1.7 4.2 1.7 10.2 
51-60 .8 6.8 
81-70 9.4 
71-80 3.4 
81-90 1.7 
91-100 1.7 

'Ubcrd pnr collcger am nat Mudcd h Table 3 k u s c  c h q  nrc by definhion solely arts and 
rdmce collegca. 

Pour-year prqplms only. 

'T-gear propnu only. 

S ~ M E  CDLPlog Smdy. 1976. 
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universities require ranges from all to nothing, there have been 
dearly observable overall trends. Institutions of higher education 
now require less general education than in previous years. This was 
the finding of a study by Blackburn and others (1976) of a repre- 
sentative cross section of ~mer ican  colleges and universities consist- 
ing of 270 institutions. Blackburn and others (1 976, p. 11) reported 
a decline between 1967 and 1974 in the mean proportion of gen- 
eral education required in four-year arts and sciences institutions 
from 43.1 percent to 33.5 percent of the undergraduate program 
and at two-year arts and sciences institutions from 58.7 percent to 
53.8 percent (p. 11). This Blackburn finding represents a marked 
contrast with that of Dressel and DeL.i.de (1969, p. 30). which indi- 
cated -no change in the amount of general education required be- 
tween 1957 and 1967 at similar colleges. 

Components of General Educalion 

Three types of course-introductory disciplinary, advanced disci- 
plinary, and interdisciplinary -form the most frequent components 
of general education programs. The introhctoty disciplinary course, 
an overview of a discipline such as introduction to biology, busi- 
ness, sociology, art, or education. is the most common element of 
all. Ninety-four percent of college and university general education 
programs include such courses (Catalog Study, 1976). 

Advanced dFrciplinaty coursa, which can be defined as specialized 
courses within a discipline, are almost as widely used. Classes such 
as "European and American Sculpture," "Cytology," and "Effects 
of Early Environmental Deprivation" are examples. Eighty-eight 
percent of general education programs, including those of com- 
munity and junior colleges, permit requirements to be satisfied by 
this type of course (Catalog Study, 1976). It is surprising to find 
that 60 percent of all community and junior colleges utilize ad- 
vanced disciplinary courses; such schools are normally thought of 
as lower-division institutions while these courses are usually clas- 
sified as upper-division offerings. 

Inlerdisciplinary courses, which join two or more disciplines, are 
also a frequent general education offering. Fifty-eight percent of 
general education programs include interdisciplinary classes 
(Catalog Study, 1976). Examples of such courses are "Aztec Civili- 
zation" at Brandeis University, which deals with the art and ar- 
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chitecture, social and political organization, education, literature, 
poetry, religion, philosophy, law, science, medicine, and history of 
the Aztec people; "History of Biology and Medicine" at Brown 
'University; and "Science, Technology, and Society" at the Univer- 
sity of Tulsa. Thirty-nine percent of undergraduates have had at 
least a few such courses (Carnegie Surveys. 1975-76). Sixty-two 
percent of faculty regard interdisciplinary courses as at least as ef- 
fective in encouraging students to acquire a variety of perspectives 
as breadth requirements (Carnegie Surveys, 1975-76). Nonethe- 
less, faculty have difficulty teaching such courses bemuse their 
training is usually in a single discipline and because interdisciplinary 
courses are frequently team taught, which requires a good deal of 
joint effort and knowledge of an unfamiliar field from faculty who 
are used to teaching alone in a single discipline (Levine and Wein- 
gart, 1973, Chapter 3). 

No other form of instruction besides these three types of 
course can be described as a staple in general education programs. 
although t h e e  others play a small role. - 

Freshman seminars have been praised for giving students an 
opportunity in their freshman year to meet a faculty member who 
frequently serves as the students'adviser; providing students with a 
bird's eye view of the basic elements of scholarship in an area of 
their own and a faculty member's interest; and allowing faculty 
members to experiment with new pedagogics. Their small size 
makes them a costly endeavor for colleges, however (Levine and 
Weingart, 1979, pp. 29-38); and they are found in only 6 percent 
of the programs-more commonly at arts and sciences colleges (8 
percent) than professionaYtechnical schools (4 percent) (Catalog 
Study, 1976). Only 20 percent of undergraduates have had one. 
but another 23 percent wish they had had one (Carnegie Surveys, 
1975-76). 

Senior seminars, courses designed to cap the general education 
experience by application of different student majors to a common 
problem, are found in 9 percent of general education programs. 
They are far more common in arts and sciences colleges (4 percent) 
than professiondtechnical colleges (1 percent) (Catalog Study, 
1976). 

Finally, great books courses constitute only 1 percent of all gen- 
eral education courses. . 
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Conhi of General Education1 ernment and institutions, and religion are the most common 
.I 

The content of general education varies from college to college, 
Some subjects are required in most general education programs; 
others are required in only a few. The content of general education 
includes advanced learning skills, field distribution subjeas, and 
general understanding courses. 

Aduanced learning shills -English composition, mathematics 
through geometry and two years of algebra, one year of foreign 
language, and physical education-are tools that students gener- 
ally need to sustain college-level study. Advanced learning s k i  re- 
quire students to have a firm base in the three R's and other basic 
skills. English composition is the most common general education 
requirement in two- and four-year colleges and universities, and in 
arts and sciences and technicaUprofessionaI colleges combined. It is 
specifically required in 76 percent of the general education pro- 
grams and can be used to satisfy distribution requirements in 
another 14 percent of the programs. Mathematics is required in.48 
percent of genenl education programs and is a means of satisfying 
distribution requirements in another 33 percent of the programs. 
Foreign language is a requirement in 24 percent of general educa- 
tion programs and a distribution subject in 99 percent of the pro- 
grams. Physical education is specifically required in 56 percent of 
general education programs and satisfies distribution requirements 
in another 9 percent of the programs. 

Field distributia subjects involve no specified courses, but indi- 
cate one or more of three broad areas-humanities, natural scii 
ence, or social science-in which the student must take courses or 
credits. Social science is a requirement in 81 percent of the general 
education curricula and satisfies distribution' requirements in 

courses in this category. Fine arts is -&quid in 20 percent of the 
curricula and fullills distribution requirements in 59 percent. Gov- 
ernment and institutions is a specific requirement in 18 percent of 
general education programs and a distribution subject in 63 per- 
cent of the programs. Religion is primarily a requirement at sectar- 
ian institutions. Seventeen percent of all general education pro- 
grams require religion and 19 percent permit religion to satisfy 
distribution requirements. 

The content of general education appears to fluctuate with 
time. For example, in a study of cumculum change in the arts and 
sciences between 1947 and 1967, Dressel and DeLisle (1969, p. 30) 
found that mathematics and foreign language increased as general 
education requirements, but a similar study by Blackbum and 
others (1976, pp. 15-16) reported a decline in these two subjects as 
requirements between 1967 and 1974. Both studies noted declines 
in the requirement of physical education and English composition. 
With regard to field distribution requirements, Dressel and DeLisle 
(1969, pp. 25-26) reported a constant level of natural science, so- 
cial science, and humanities requirements in the curriculum, while 
Blackburn and others (1976, p. 15) reported a subsequent decline. 

Concerns and ~;roposals 

Certain aspects of general edumtion have been regularly criticized. 
Some of the criticisms are just, and in several instances proposals 
have been advanced or even implemented to remedy the deficien- 
cies. Some of the criticisms are unjust and are occasionally based 
upon misiiformation. The merits and demerits of common criti- 
cisms are examined in the following pages. 

another 9 percent. Natural science is a requiremeniin 71 percent 
of the programs and a distribution area in 13 percent. Humanities Cdkkm 1: General education is a good idea in theory, but fails in 

is required in 70 percent of the programs and fulfills distribution i practice. 

requirements in 11 percent more. 
# . Several difficulties seem to plague many if not most general educa- General undershnding courses, intended to give students both a 

tion programs. They include the following (Levine, 1976, pp. 24- 
broad and basic undergraduate learning experience, are required in 25): 
a large number of colleges, though not a majority. Fine arts, gov- 

'All of the data in thin section arc drawn from the Carnegie Coundl Catalog Study. Rewards and incentives to faculty for participation in general 
1976. . . education are meager. 
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tion was a wasteful duplication of work already covered in high 
school (Carnegie Surveys, 1975-76). A less radical proposal than 
transferring all general education instruction to the high school is 
that colleges and secondary schools work together to ensure better 
articulation in programming (Carnegie Commission, 1973, p. 103). 

For a commentary on general education, see Chapter 8, "General 
Education: An Idea in Distress," in The Carnegie Foundation for 
the Advancement of Teaching, Missim ofthe College Cuniculum: A 
Conkmapormy Review wirh Suggesh'm (1977). 
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tute. The first bachelor of philosophy was awarded for a modern1 
scientific course of studies at Yale in 1852. 

Until the nineteenth century, the bachelor's degree was the 
only earned degree offered by American colleges. Women's de- 
grees, which differed in title as well as content, were a short-lived 
departure. In 1835, Van Doren College for Young Ladies was em- 
powered to grant the degree of mistreu of polite literature. In 
1853 Beaver College began awarding the mistress of liberal arts 
degree. And in 1873 Wheaton College gave students the sister of 
arts degree. 

Earned graduate degrees were awarded for the first time in 
1853, when the University of Michigan granted its first academic 
master's degree. Eight years later Yale conferred the first Ph.D. 

Another major development of the nineteenth century was 
the creation of the two-year associate's degree. The world's first 
associate's degree, the associate in science, was granted at England's 
University of Durham in 1873. The University of Chicago awarded 
the first American associate's degrees in 1898. It offered associate 
in arts, associate in literature, and associate in science degrees. 

Since the nineteenth century the number of college degrees 
has continued to grow. Degrees are no longer all campus based or 
even college based. As noted earlier, corporations such as General 
Electric, IBM, and AT&T now award the baccalaureate degree. In 
1970, New York state introduced an even more radical departure 
from traditional degree practices. It offered bachelor's and as- 
sociate's degrees through the Regents External Degree program 
solely by means of examinations and validation of accumulated 
college-equivalent credits. This external degree program (further 
discussed in Chapter 9) is not aesociated with any campus, offers no 
courses, and employs no faculty. 

History of the Creda System 

The credit system was not introduced until the 1870s. It was in part 
a product of the growing practice of allowing students to indude 
elective courses in their undergraduate programs. Colleges needed 
some mechanism for keeping track of the comparative academic 
worth of the course8 students took and of student progress toward 
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their degrees. It was also an outgrowth of the expansion of public 
secondary education. Standards became necessary for colleges to 
evaluate applicant records from a large number of schools offering 
a variety-iS£$ograms of varying quality. The &it system re- 
sponded to both needs. 

Dietrich Cerhard (1955) divides the development of the 
credit system into two phases. During the first or introductory 
phase, which reached a peak in the 1870s and 1880s, colleges began 
to ~ m r e  the teaching of subject matter in course and hour units. 
D U & ~  the second or consolidating phase, which started around 
the turn of the century, high schools as well as colleges assigned 
credit units of different sorts to their courm and stated their 
graduation requirements in terms of credits. 

Charles W. Eliot symbolically inaugurated phase one in 1869 
with his maiden speech as president of Harvard University, in 
which he proclaimed his commitment to the elective system. In 
1870-71, the Harvard catalog stopped listing the studies each of 
the four classes was required to take and began listing individual 
courses. each with its own number. By 1884, requirements for the 
bachelor's degree were stated as 18.4 courses (Gerhard, 1955, p. 
653). The University of Michigan established quantitative course 
accounting even before Harvard. In 1877, it required students to 
take 24 to 26 full courses to earn a degree, a "full course* being 
defined as "five exercises a week during a semester, whether in reci- 
tations, laboratory work, or lectures" (p. 654). This system, or one 
like it, was adopted by most colleges with elective curricula before 
the turn of the century. 

The second phase of the credit system's development began 
in 1892, when Charles W. Eliot encouraged the National Education 
Association to appoint a Committee of Ten to look into college- 
high school relations. One of the concerns of this committee, 
chaired by Eliot, was the lack of standardization in the high school 
curriculum. T o  improve this situation, the Committee of Ten rec- 
ommended that the subjects taught in high schools be taught in the 
same way to all students enrolled regardless of their educational 
aspirations and that all subjects be held of equal rank for admission 
to college (see Appendix A). In thii way the committee, composed 
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of well-known and influential educators, hoped to standardize and 
make uniform the secondary school program. Allowance was not 
made for differences among schools. 

In the 1890s, another approach was taken to the problem- 
the introduction of a standardized measure of high school studies. 
In 1895, the New York State Regents proposed the creation of the 
counf, which was "ten weeks of work in one of three subjects taken 
five days a week" (Brubacher and Rudy, 1976, p. 249). In its stead, 
Eliot in 1897-98 suggested the point, defined as approximately a 
half year's work in one subject consisting of four to five lessons a 
week in school or a term in college. Eliot recommended 20 points 
for college admission (Gerhard, 1955, pp. 656-657). 

An 1899 report of the Committee on College Entrance Re- 
quirements echoed Eliot's sentiments. The committee recom- 
mended a list of subjects that should be common to all high school 
programs and required for college admission. The subjects in- 
cluded four units (four years) of foreign language, two units (two 
years) of mathematics, one unit (one year) of history, and one unit 
(one year) of science (Gerhard, 1955, p. 657). The committee's unit 
was the equivalent of two of Eliot's points. 

The recommendation was adopted as policy in 1900 by the 
newly established College Entrance Examination Board of the 
Middle Atlantic States and Maryland, which had been created to 
encourage uniform admissions requirements and provide for a 
common board to examine students. In 1902, the North Central 
Association elaborated upon the work of the committee by defining 
the unit as a course lasting not less than 35 weeks and consisting of 
four to five meetings a week for not less than 45 minutes each. The 
unit was firmly established in 1906 by The Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advancement of Teaching; Eliot was chairman of the 
board. The Foundation offered college faculty a pension if their 
institution conformed to certain standards, one of which was "to 
require 14 'units' of high school credit for admission, each unit sig- 
nifying five recitations a week throughout the year in one subject" 
(Rudolph, 1977, p. 222). By 1908, the unit became known as the 
"Carnegie unit" ae a consequence of the pension program and a 
national conference organized by the Foundation on college en- 
trance requirements. At that time the unit was defined as "any one 
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/ of four courses carried five days a week during the secondary 
school year" (Rudolph. 1962. p. 438). 

Since the first decade of the century, the credit system has 
persisted and expanded with little more than procedural changes. 
During the 1920s and 1930s, a number of curriculum experiments 
sought to dethrone the system. They included the Honors Program 
at Swarthmore College (192 l), Meiklejohn's Experimental College 
at the University of Wisconsin (1927), The College of the Univer- 
sity of Chicago (1931), and St. John's College (1937). At these in- 
stitutions the credit system was perceived to undermine under- 
graduate education. Each adopted a noncredit-based model pro- 
gram that attracted national attention (case studies on each can be 
found in Chapter 12). Needless to say, these institutions did not 
restrain the use of the credit system. In recent years the award of 
credit has even been extended to out-of-class and out-of-college 
learning, as described in Chapter 9. In 1968, a new form of credit, 
the 'continuing education unit," was created to measure "all sig- 
nificant learning experiences of postsecondary level for which de- 
gree credit is not earned" (Kaplan and Veri, 1974, p. 5). primarily 
to validate these experiences for job advancement purposes. One 
continuing education unit is awarded for every ten contact hours of 
continuing or nondegree credit education. 

State of Credits and Degrees 

Credits 

With rare exception all undergraduate degree programs in the 
United States upon the credit system or equally weighted 
course system. The exceptions are of three basic types. One is the 
integrad nmiEulum, a completely required undergraduate pro- 
gram which is not broken down into course units. St. John's Col- 
lege's program based on the great books (described in Chapter 12) 
is of this type. 

The second is the progress by examination cuninrlum, in which 
the degree is earned by passing tests rather than courses. Students 
can theoretically earn credits by taking courses at such colleges, but 
these credits are used mainly for transfer purposes in earning a 
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degree at another institution and have no bearing on graduation. 
Hampshire College has a progress by examination curriculum, 
which is discussed in Chapter 9. 

The third type is the competmcy-based cum'culum, in which stu- 
dents must achieve specified learning outcomes in order to earn a 
degree. Credits are irrelevant to the process, though they can be 
used in the same way as those earned in a progress by examination 
cumculum. Alverno College has such a program (see Chapter 9). 

The value of the credit varies significantly from college to col- 
lege. The reason is that the credit is defined on the basis of a term, 
and terms are variable in length. For example, the semester term 
averages about 15 weeks while the quarter term averages 10 weeks. 
As a result, the average semester credit entails 50 percent more 
class time than the quarter credit. 

This is taken into account in formulating degree require- 
ments. Nationally the baccalaureate degree requires an average of 
123 semester credit hours or 185 quarter credit hours. An as- 
sociate's degree requires half that number of credits-an average 
of 62 semester credit hours or 93 quarter credit hours (Blackburn 
and others, 1976, p. 10). 

Between 1967 and 1974, the number of credits required to 
earn a degree declined slightly. On the average, the bachelor's de- 
gree dropped two credits from 125 semester credit hours to 123, 
and the associate's degree dropped a single credit from 63 semester 
credits to 62. However, the specific number of credits required for 
a degree varies even among colleges using the same calendar. The 
number is greatest among less selective liberal arts colleges (125 
semester credit hours) and least among the most selective liberal 
arts colleges (1 19 hours) (Blackburn and others, 1976, pp. 10-1 1). 

Degrees 
Hundreds of types of bachelor's and associate's degrees are 
awarded. There are currently almost 200 different associate's de- 
grees' and 650 types of bachelor's degrees, ranging from the 
bachelor of sacred music to the bachelor of welding engineering 
(Furniss, 1973). 

'Based on a telephone conversation with American Association of Community and 
Junior Colleges. March 1977. 

Despite this diversity, the bachelor of arts (B.A.) and the bachelor 
of science (B.S.) ate the most common of the baccalaureate de- 
grees. Ninty-nine percent of four-year arts and sciences colleges 
and 25 percent of four-year professionaYtechnica1 colleges offer 
the bachelor of arts degree. The bachelor of science is awarded by 
82 percent of four-year arts and sciences colleges and 85 percent of 
professionaYtechnical colleges (Catalog Study, 1976). 

No universal differences separate the two degrees. Both con- 
sist of general education, a major, electives, and sometimes basic 
skills components. As Chapter 2 noted, the B.S. is likely to require 
more courses in the major than the B.A.; the B.S. is awarded sig- 
nificantly more often in the natural sciences than in the humanities; 
and the B.A. is used four times as often by arts and sciences colleges 
than professiondtechnical schools. Beyond this, differences de- 
pend on individual college policies, including (1) offering students 

I a choice of degrees with no distinction between them; (2) requiring 
more advanced courses for the B.S.; (3) offering fewer electives in 
the:B.S. program; (4) requiring a minor for the B.S.; (5) requiring a 
thesis or project for the B.S.; and (6) having different general edu- 
cation requirements for the B.S. (at such schools, the B.A. program 
is likely to require slightly more general education) (Catalog Study, 
1976). 

Another type of baccalaureate degree offered by a number of 
colleges is the bachelor in general studies, also called the bachelor 
of liberal arts or bachelor of liberal studies. It is offered by 10 per- 
cent of four-year arts and sciences colleges and less than 1 percent 
of four-year professionaYtechnical schools (Catalog Study, 1976). 
The general studies degree is characterized by a ceiling on the 
number of courses students may take in the area of concentration 
and, in some programs, by an emphasis on general education. The 
University of Denver, the University of Michigan, and the Univer- 
sity of Minnesota are among the institutions awarding such de- 
grees. 

Among associate's degrees, the associate in arts (A.A.), the associate 
in science (A.S.), and the associate in applied science (A.A.S.) are 
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the most popular types. They are offered at both two- and four- 
year colleges. At two-year institutions, the associate in arts is of- 
fered in 100 percent of the arts and sciences programs and 29 per- 
cent of the professionaVtechnical programs; the associate in science 
is found in 41 percent of the arts and sciences programs and 44 
percent of the professiondtechnical programs; and the associate in 
applied science is awarded in 7 percent of arts and sciences pro- 
grams and 41 percent of professiondtechnical programs. As- 
sociate's degrees are not as common at four-year colleges. Among 
four-year arts and sciences colleges, 20 percent offer the A.A., 9 
percent offer the AS., and 1 percent bffer the A.A.S. Among 
four-year professionaVtechnical colleges, 4 percent award the A.A., 
10 percent award the A.S., and 2 percent award the A.A.S. Over 
three-fourths of four-year arts and sciences colleges (77 percent) 
and four-year professiondtechnical colleges (87 percent) offer no 
associate's degrees (Catalog Study, 1976). 

The differences between the three types of associate's degrees 
are more clear-cut than is the case with the baccalaureate degrees. 
General education, majors, electives, and basic skills may be part of 
any of the degrees. However, on the average, the associate in arts 
degree requires the most general education (a median of 61-70 
percent of the course of study) and the associate in applied science 
requires the least (a median of 21-30 percent). The associate in 
science fits squarely in the middle (a median of 41-50 percent). 
With regard to concentration, the degrees are exactly reversed. 
The median amount of the course of studies required in the major 
for the A.A.S. is 61-70 percent; for the A.S., 60-61 percent; and 
for the A.A., 41-50 percent (Catalog Study, 1976). 

Associate's degrees also differ by the subject areas in which 
they are offered. The associate in arts is designed for four-year 
college transfer and tends to be used more by two-year arts and 
sciences colleges and four-year institutions than the bther two de- 
grees. The associate in applied science is offered primarily in 
occupationdtechnical programs and is not usually a transfer de- 
gree. The associate in science is used equally in a& and sciences 
and professionaVtechnica1 programs. but in arts and sciences pro- 
grams it is more often awarded in the sciences than in the hu- 
manities. The A.S. is sometimes intended for transfer and some- 
times not. 
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Despite the widespread availability of the three associate's de- 
grees, relatively few community college students graduate with 
them (Monroe, 1972, p. 208). The reasons include early transfer to 
four-year institutions, enrollment in nondegree programs, taking a 
job prior to completing the full course of study, and dropping out. 
As a result, associate's degree requirements tend to be of little con- 
cern to community college students. Of.more importance to them 
are the curriculum requirements of transfer institutions and poten- 
tial employers. 

Nonhgrees 

Not all college programs offer degrees. Some offer certificates and 
others offer no award. Certificate programs are, for the most part, 
highly specialized career courses which are usually, though not 
universally, shorter than degree programs. They are occasionally 
geared for admission to licensure or career entrance tests, and they 
are far more common at two-year colleges than four-year colleges 
and universities. Thirty-one percent of two-year arts and sciences 
programs and 83 percent of two-year professiondtechnical pro- 
grams award certificates. For instance, Monroe Community Col- 
lege in Rochester. New York, has 16 certificate programs in areas 
such as small business management, broadcast technology, and 
criminal justice. Among four-year institutions, only 2 1 percent of 
arts and sciences colleges and 28 percent of professiondtechnical 
colleges offer certificates (Catalog Study, 1976). 

Nondegree programs may also consist of activities such as 
continuing education or community service courses, short-term 
conferences or workshops, and course attendance by nondegree 
students. Many institutions, ranging from Harvard University to 
Miami-Dade Community College, engage in all three. In the fall of 
1974,1,200,283 students were enrolled in nondegree programs of- 
fered by institutions of higher education (U.S. National Center for 
Education Statistics, 1976). 

Concerns and Proposals 
Cdicimt I :  The credit system is inappropriate for undergraduate 
education. 

Barbara Burn (1974) has examined the credit system and identifies 
thirteen weaknesses: (1) The credit system produces fragmented 
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cross-instjtutional awards of greater significance2-and Stephen 
Spun's recommendation (1970, p. 188ff) that the number of dif- 
ferent degrees awarded be substantially reduced-which would 
not be difficult, as many degrees are nothing more than a B.A. or 
B.S. in a specialty area (for example, Bachelor of Science in En- 
gineering). It was the Carnegie Commission's opinion (1973, p. 77) 
that any lack of common meaning would work itself out because 
degrees will ultimately become less important than a cumulative 
record of student educational accomplishment. The Educational 
Te~ting Service is putting this concept into action with the creation 
of the educational passport. a wallet-size microfiche which records 
the owners' educational and vocational accomplishments. 

Criticism 3: The certification or degree-granting function of col- 
leges undermines instruction. 

Eighteen percent of students responding to the 1976 Carnegie 
Council undergraduate survey said that getting a degree was more 
important to them than the content of their course. They said it 
most often at comprehensive colleges and universities (19 percent) 

m 
-4 and least often at selective liberal arts colleges (9 percent). Under 

circumstances like this, when ends are more important than means, 
the result is often circumventive innovation designed to reach the 
end without having to go through the accepted means for getting 
there. For higher education, the consequence can be "easy" degrees 
and low-quality education. Degree mills like Rochdale College, 
which offered the public a B.A. for $25 with no strings (such as 
going to class or studying) attached, can thrive in such an environ- 
ment. 

Over the years, a number of experiments have been under- 
taken to separate teaching from certification. Since 192 1, Swanh- 
more has used external examiners to evaluate its honors students 
(see case study in Chapter 12). At Chicago during the Hutchins 
years, the teaching and examining functions were lodged in differ- 
ent parts of the university (see case study in Chapter 12). And 

'Based on a conversation with Verne Sradtman, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies 
in Higher Education. January 1977. 
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Harold Hodgkinson (1974) has called for the creation of Regional 
Examining Institutes, which would engage in credentialing and 
certification rather than instruction (see Chapter 11). 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

of the QUALIW AND COHERENCE 
IN GENERAL EDUCATION 

Undergraduate James La Ratcliff 

Curriculum 
A Comprehensive Guide 

to Purposes, Structures, 

Practices, and Change 

A publlcatlon of the Assoclatlon of A A W  Amerlcan CoNeges and ~ n ~ v e r s ~ t l e s  

Jerry C. Gaff, James L. Ratcliff, 
and Associates 

D uring the 1980% American higher educetioi struggled ~ 4 t h  the twid dam 
of bhghg  & h e n &  and quadity to higher education, Nonethelew, we c!an 

still ask, "Wliat is quality in a currhlum?" and What is txmi& cohemm?" 
It is usehltoBcamine howthetwocbnceptsarerelatedandwhattheyme~a for 
curriculum development, refomi, and aswment in genetal edu-n. 

While the aim of general education can be traced bat& to the faunding of 
the Junior College by Harper at the Univedity. of Chicago and the found- 
ing of the General Cbnege at the University of Minnesota, its great impetua 
came asl a r d t  of World War LI. Concerned and perplexed about  ha^ the 
high& education pcipuktion in Oendany and Italyt partiahly the intelligen- 
sia, could firll vi& to -tic and tot&tnrkm leaders, the Harvard Com- 
mittee oh &neral Education provided ratioliale and structure to fifty ykm of 
l2umidutn ddopmanE. 

It m importslit to realize that the ided of a Bree sijciety involvea a hwjfold 
& e , t h ; e v a l ~ e a f ~ d o m a n d t h a t b f ~ s o c i e t j r . ~ P ~  ... We . 

are. apt sometimes to hedoin-the pawer af individd ch& and die 
right to thtnli hr o~~ taking -tiexkt account of the ohlDgation 
to cooperate. . . ; democracy must I.epreseat au adjustment betweexi the value8 
of fretdomandaodal~g . . .Thls~cmust l iutherembody~iutan-  
giblea of the Amtticaa spirit, in pa#idaq perhaps, the ideal bf aopation 
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of W o r n  of leaning, the unity of teaching and r e s d , '  and the primacy 
of the advancement of knowledge as the mode and aim of higher education 
(Veyeey, 1965; Rrgw 1996). 

It repains true that faculty from all forms of baccala~~~te-gmnting inntitu- 
fiomarerewardedmontodayforresearch thaahrteachinp;m&w&sh~ that 
Wty who puMiah more receive hipfia Balaries @irweath& 1992). The research 
d v p d y  lea& the academic proceseion, and with it we have the celebration of 
reeearch. 

The &rm e&rb of the 1980s and the reparta that spawned them sounded 
the end to the Uaademk rwoludonn and its reliaace on HwmboIdtian id- Since 
the end of the decade and continuing into the 19908, there have been new calls for 
reform bawd on -ent as wen as on knowledge of dective practice (w 
198% w a n d  Assodates, 1995; 1989). The academic mlution, as 
Jencks and Riauwn (1968) pnsented it, represented the amndancy of the disci- . 
plinee, the explosion of lmowled~ and the enpwennent of academic depart- 
xx~enb and spedalizatirms within the uuberdty Uencks and Riesman, 1968). The 
other h of highu e d u d o d  community colleges, liberal arb c o l l w  
ampdmskinstiMioms, anddoaodgrandngunivasitia-havedriftedtoward 3 the ideab of the r e s a d  mimdy 1974,1988) or f M  innovatiom p 
duced by them Wlc the tail of a make bllowing its head (Ricman, 1958). 

The dfect of the primacy of research in twentieth-century higher educa- 
tion has been both po&h and negative. On one hand, as fields of knowledge ex- 
panded, new eubdiadplines and apeciahien emerged; many new fields crossed 
disciplinary b o d e s  to erect the& own knowled& bases, &ta, terms, mod- 
el~, genreg theories, ar@ moQs of in*. Fdds as diveme as computer science, 
women'8 studies, and ecology became part of the undergraduate Nniculm On 
tke othv hand, while research and the expansion of knowledge had a dynamic 
and geherative dect, it also hgmented notiom of common leaning and con- 
stantly c b k g e d  the ?tent and pedagogy of general education. 

. The ascendancy of the profmriate to paver had profound effects on the 
.arnicuhnn: 

h m  the very start, the p r o f w s & M o n  of univemhy p r o f e m  brought 
codkt  on many from, Utenineteentb and eady-twentieth-centmy aca- 
demic historfs nport many b a t h  in which the ba+ question waa whether 
thepresidentdtnlsmortheMltywouIddaenninetheshapeofthe 
curriculum, the content of particular corrtses, or the use of parti& boob 
The p r o f i m .  . . bet moat of the publicized battles, but they wan the wac 
Denclcn and Riaman, 1968, p. 151 
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h the late nineteenth century to the middle ofrthe twentieth century, the 
revolution in the American undergraduate curriculum was profound and pro- 
duced the educaticinal pmgmm we take fbr w t e d  today. The adoption and use 
of these program8 was strikingly uniform. The numbered course; the unit qatem 
of awlitP; the lecture, lecture discwsion, and sembr metIda of imU~cti0n; the 
departmental organization of courees and programs; and the elective system of 
course selection all were widely adopted within this time frame and with litde vari- 
ation. More thari 90 percent of colleges and universiw adopted a distributional 
plan of course selection for the general education mrhlum (Xhnbs and others, 
1991; Vepqr, 1973). The result was a bureaucratic and impersonal higher 
education syetem cat- to rapidly increasing numbere of students. The con- 
sequence~ of these changes included an abandonment or reduction of curricu- 
latcohuence. 

Meed, curricular cohuence never wan an expectation of an academic d- 
hue in which individual fiwulty decide what they wish to teach and individual 
students decide what lecturee and aeminm to attend and what they wish to learn. 
Come proliferadon wan a common c h e , o f  c u n h h  grmvth in the 1960s 
and 197b (Veysq~ 1973). L&f%hki and iqhhit, m an absolute sense, may mil- 
itate aguin9t effective and e&ient pmgrama and cumkda fix mas  higher educa- 
tion Thm it is not aurprkhg to find that students even in the same & d u g  dass 
at the same institution do not share a common cunicular e~perien~e m thdr p W  
suit of die bachelor's degree @opr and Ahlgmq 1987; 1990,1993). 

Not only is there sigdcant -an m learnhg within any single dam of stu- 
dents, but there is also +&cant *year variation. Due to the 
of the cuniculum and the murse avaiIabiEty m any given tam of enrohent, SN- 

dents in one gradwdtqj clam may select h a schedule of chm that ia an much 
as 25 perrent diEuent in couraework from the schedule that ht-year etudmts win 
encounter (Ratdiff, 1990, 1993). This is true in all but the smalle~t of cd- 
This variation in learning experienea~ alters the extent and type of knowledge, 
skills, and abiiea studenb acquire and their paformance on teat battaiea. It does 
not neceesariy portay year-&.year dips and rises in @*g students' abilities 
Rather, it may simply be a function of the counres and subjects they choose to 
study, When a &ty d e n  an udergduatt? the oppo~U& to pick thirty- 
liye to forty-five mursea-from a cuniculum of three to five thouaand courses-- 
to complete the b d a u r e a t e  degree, it $ little surprise that different college 
graduates evidence M e n n t  levels and  type^ of knowled&% alrilla, and abiities. 
While it is the individual student, not the colltctive student w, who n d  to ex- 
perience coherence in the curriculum, current curricular con6gumtiom largely 
do little to promote such connected learning 
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Oeneral coursework and wo* in the major arc more eff& when they re- 
quire students to engage in plmnod sequences of learning and offer a modeet 
divusity of such sequences rtspondw to variatbn in student intawq abiliticq 
and prior achievement @at&& 1999;.Ratdig and Aswciateq 1995). This topic 
is developed in m a  detail later h the Chapter Eight advocates using 
dustera of in- ekius M a u d j h g  framework for general education goals, 
c a m h h q  and ~~ aud Chapter F i i  muanatec the valua of inregrated 
scquenae of anmea Nahg that in art and mu&, b r y  aad paaiee k been 
sepatate in the c9ninrlrm, the author of Cliapter FiReen points to curriculum 
t h a t ~ h e s t u d y o f  tbearts,pmvidea~cqoenceaof commthatkadtothc 
development of depth of learning h them, and ti- the study of the arts to a 
b r o a d a u l l ~ o f  culhnz 

In pmviding & meet g~neral education goals, instih~titma have not 
~ r r c b g n i P e d t h t ~ p t e m d ~ n i n s t u d c P t l e a r n i n g ~ a n d ~  
z i n i , , 1 9 9 1 ; I ( i a d f f f a n d ~  1993).Openelectionof coursmgivulipset'- 
vice to indMdual dif fmeeq but that presumm that aU differencw an ones of 
pdaence, interest, and taste, rathu than of and a t a r t  of prior leamiq 
Rwision fbrdi f iennrrr inshldmtleamingcannotbe~~ed.bypro-  
v i d i n g e n d l c s s c h D i a s a m o n g ~ w u i a c a , a s i n ~ n a l g e n a a l ~ t i o n  
schuncr,mcar!irbCdM-arigidane&+th~risbliadto 
such ditlhma In an instaudon with a wide array of general education c o r n  
wmk and great dhrvsity in student interea@ ahfiitieg and p ~ r  leaning neither 
b i g h l y ~ a a e a P r i c u l a n o r ~ a l g ~ n e r a l e d u c a t i d n n q u i r e m ~  
may be most efftcthre m enhancing cognitivG abilidea C& dustad in sc 
quenees to pmmotc the growth and development of student uadmtancling of 
~~ ideaqthcmEsaml theor iar l eade to~ga ins in l earnbg ingen-  
aal cdudon (Jam and 1991; Ratdaf and Amchw, 19%). 

Portland State University bas developed an integrated genval education mu- 
Wum that relies on dmea of coma to provide mubiple pat- for atudeng 
to aehim the program aima. Shldenta chooae among dustas built to work to- 
gether to impart and ninfanr k e n ,  concepts, and theories. Mor to choosing 
p a t t i a r l a r d u e t c n , 5 t - y ~ e r ~ t a e i v o R i a a ~ h g ~ c a l k d " I n ~  
which ie deaigned to cultivatt ntadmd abilities to uamine new umu of learning 
holbblly, aiticaly, and rtaectinly and to develop a commitment to lifelong 
leamiw~ U section of thc faurse t organized by Merent teams of five faculty 
and different thrmes h h b g  the sciences, eocial h c e q  humanities, and arta 
Eacb general cducadon god is to be aaPeseed OW dme to !sack growth and de- 
velcpment- ar etlulcPts enter &e Univcd& then aa they props3 through 
midpoin$ ae t h y  graduate, and M alumni (White, 1994). At Califbmia State Uai- 
v d ~  No- t id ty  created an in*-prom of Linked upper 
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division couraea @cwegn; 1994). Madonna U M t y  (Michip) has c o w  
an in tcwl inary  program linking key humanities colases in the p e r $  edu- 
cation p m p m  with corresponding teacher education sequences (Nolan, 1994). 
San Jose City Collegt created alternative dme framw for ku g e n d  education 
program to create an Afkmoon College b~ better repond to the d of work- 
ing adult students. Ench time m e  r c p m t a  an alkmak pathway to accom- 
plishing the ahns and requirements of its g e n d  education p m .  Chaptm 
'Ikenty-Fbur through Thirty describe d other a p p m d a  and pmgnim a- 
amplea for achhhg better cohucnce in the cunidua 

Assessment and Coherence 
m o m  at curricular d m n  and thasc devwted b~ &lishiug syauns of assus- 
ment in the 19809 proceeded somewhat independently 5nn one a n o h  The 
decade did pmduce e x e q l m  in the ficld-inatitutiom and pmgnuns that at- 
tempted to uac essamntnt to improve quality @aura, 1993). Haweva, rhcn ie liale 
evidence to suggest that asscmnent Mrmation g m d y  waa used ia concrete 
and spaific ways to imp- either the c o h v  or the quality of uadergradu- 
ate teaching and learning (S&e and Lutz, 1995). 

Nonetheless, once a college or uniwsity nxopkd tbe dation in mdent 
htemb, abiIitiw, and prior educational a c b k m a t  and p- n d i p l e  path- 
ways to achieving the general education goale, the task & to dcdop as- 
eessments that monitor etudlnt learning and take into account divuaity h 
c d u m  and clientele 

Aa a way to be tair and equitable, imtitutionn have tended ta sgslaae that all 
atudcnta are the same. While most degea and mbuaitiea have cecogalzed the 
gmwing divereity of &IS within thdi halls, they have not inarpoxated thb 
Imwledge in cff& and aoncntc waye into planning their educational prcgnvn 
and suvias (htdiff and Assr+tcs, 1995). Activitite and &om at the Inntitu- 
tional I d  trcat d k d t y  at a human relafi011~ problem rather than a mema to 
enrich the educational erpaie~xs of f h l t y  and &O Too educational 
pmgrams and services liemain atomi9tic, lacking c o h ~ u 1 a  and cogency fbr the 
variety of' mdenm ending 

The general education curricula of our inntitutiom p& wide mys of 
dubjecta and mod- of inquiry rctlecting the complexity end diversity of our 
knowledge+ peopla, techndogy, canomy, and geo- Whatmmaim Lacking 
are dear standarda for educational uttaioment in p e r $  educ&a Maat insd- 
tutiona have relied on d m  accumulated and grades earned M p d e s  fbr ac- 
c o m p ~ e n t .  They have paid W attenth to cumulative dects or h e g d o n  
of learning to attain gneral education goals. Auoes iasritutiom, therc is little 
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common undemtanding repding the levels of attainment associated with gen- 
eral education today. This situation prevails in spite of a d!ec!.de of curricular re- 
hm and assessment To impma teaching and student Laming, we need a system 
(and hitutiona) with dear IeaFningstanW h r  general education, not merely 
fbr wedits earned and p d e a  received'(RaM.and Associates, 1995). 

Coherence in general education curricula can be aszssed according to the 
students' gains and levels of attainment relative to: 

* Competeace in key intdemal skills, such a9 oral and mitten commYnication, 
critical thbkhg and problem solving 
hagation d knowledge, languages, and methodologies acrosa the L'beral arb 
andadencea 
~ndetataudin~ of one's heritage and la relation to othu peoples and cultures 
Reflective aml analytic ability to examine underlying valuea and controw5al 
issue3 

a 

Amsment of coherence begs the question of what codtutes  quality in gen- 

d eral education cufilcula 
01 

What Is Quality? 

What is and ia not a quality d c u l u m  ia largely the mult of o w  educational 
philosophies, beliefi, values, and normative positions (Numarin and Crasha, 
1983; van fight, 1994). Barnett (1992) writes, "What we mean and intend by, 
'guality' in the umm of higher education is bound up with o w  dues and fim- 
damend aims m higher education We cannot adopt a deb& approach to qual- 
ity in thia sphere of human interaction without taking a normative position, 
connected with what we take higher education ultimately to be. In turn, what 
we~h~educstiOntobewinhaveimpli~llsfbrhowweco&ofqual- 
ity, h.ow we attain it, how we evaluate o w  mccerrs in achieving it, and how we 
improve it" @. 16). 

Like the &ulmn, --is a,+ conetructJust as an out- 
standing film is not merely a'replication of a Iife qrK&Eilucation is more 
t h a u t h e ~ n d a f k e d b o d y o f  kn&vledeetopaspiveminds.Thednema- 
to~rspherseekstobhgtheaudhce~uslyton~v imarrlnarion, 
and rpfidom t h u @  the art i d  I A k e d q  the M x g e n e r a l  educa- 
t i o n a u r ; u l a t o ~ r e p ~ ~ ~ d h w ~ c a l t u r e , ~ a n d p e r -  
spectin that allow students to engage in and experience various backgrounds, 
interim, and abilities through dkomy and inquly. Such sacid reprwentaiion 
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of curriculum is at the heart of pd and liberal learning However, to the ex- 
tent that individual faulty m e m h  create the general educadon curriculum in 
an a t o d c  assemblage of single comes, quality is limited to the values arrd ex- 
pectations of the academic BtaB; one by one InacBnuch aa individual faculty mem- 
b m  may all hold quite different philosophias of education shaped and mediated 
by thek.disciplin& and prior educat&nal qa'iencee, the geperal education 
curriculum formulated on a diatributibnal requirement model may most kindly .-- - -  

be e m e d  eclectic. An Glazer notes, "Edecti&n assumes that the lack of c o d -  
tency amo.ng the esaumptiona underlying different thebrika and the absence of ccr 
herence in resulting c o m b ' i o n s  are unpmblematic. Edecticism in theoretical 
understanding has an interesting patallel 4 t h  American wiUingnes9 to entertain 
diverse demands on the politid syatezn without concenj for tbeir contradictions 
and incompatibilitierr. . . . The liberal philo8ophical e p i s f d o g y  views truth as 
plutdktic'' (1988, p. 297). The eclectic is dedy the implicit philosophy guiding 
general educatidn organized m u d  h e  election acrosrr broad ban& of howl- 
edge such as humanities, h e  arts, social sdence, science, and mathematica The 
eclectic curriculum may p d e  na clear repmentation and coherent nequence 
of experiences to e n g w  and inwlve sbldentn. 

A related issue in the deiinition of curricular quality is the setting of educa- 
tional standarde. IE quality defined by attainment of prede&ed etaadards or 
is it the development of the peraonal and i n t e U d  powem of imaajaation, cm 
ation, enterprise, and effective action? At which type of goal should the quality 
general education prognun aim7 In 4% the question so often posed is a fahe 
dichotomy. A high-quality educational program must attend to the developmen- 
tal nee& of individual etudents if they are to fully benefit fium the p r o w .  At 
the same time, there must be dear standdd for the educational program to 
pm& b integrity and effectivenag h m  dilution fium above and below 

Without clear entrance criteria baaed on d u l a r  goals and prior achieve- 
ment relative to those goals (for student selection, diagnorb, and guidance), the 
cuniculum will be watered down to meet the needs of sbudents less prepared to 
be.&. Without dear exit criteria, the curriculum may be extended and expanded 
with additional sDeciaized comes not m a n e  to the educational go& Clear 
debitions of who can benefit hm the c&egiate b p i e n c e  are needed (at a min- 
imiun) on admission, at d c q  and on gdudon But how can such dear def- 
initions be reconciled with & a t  we know about creative dents, analytic alrills, 
entrepreneurialism, atld empowurnend 

I have found that the question can be best addressed through analogy. AS 
we board a commercial airline5 we want pilots who are IUy competent to oper- 
ate the plane We want individuals who will rigornusly review the cheddh of air- 
craft readin= for takeox Here the compliance with stmdadn of practice may 
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pace with the qanding undergraduate curricuhrm, with the in&g d i m -  
ity of students, ~d with the pmllfersting mod- of inquiry. For exarn~le., low- 
achi- studmta at the inadtlltioas examined in the Differential Counmvork 
&-&ujezt 1993) did not complete the science sequ- intehded 
to be part of the general education aequenta Chemistry 101,102, and 103 in- 
clude o w  and inorganic ch+ and am intended aa a curricular package 
to intraduce etudenta to the principal concepts, tame, theories, and nature of 
h p k y  dmaUwh@ the dhdpha 'RIIM, thin chemistry sequence is designed m 
produce a deqth of l d g  that theontidy contributee to the pera l  educa- 
tion goals of the institution. Similar sequencee may be ch- in biology, physics, 
and astmn- Hiah-- students usually select and comlete one of these 
sequenccq iidii&part of th& general edu& rrqrrirwenk ~owgchievim~ 
aNdent~,mtheothahand,Iakc~h~ 101 and&alowarfdhggrade. 
Nat,thy enroll in Phydca 10 1, repat the experience, and mow on to Biology 
101. Depth as h t d e d  is not at tab3 by these d e n @  although thy do amass 
the requhite number of science credits to meet the general education require- 
me- Instead, breadth takes on a new and sad ddnition of sequential expo- 
sun to negative educational eiperiences. General education committees and 
mdeqraduate dean5 need to identify and learn man about the'sdence experi- 
encesof~etudentswhodandhavepoeitive~encountaswitheEien- 
tific didplhea The example ihh ted  how more muat be done for those students 
whoaremvwiouaakgeaofabilities. 

Astin (1992) found that true con  clarinrla produce striking educational ben- 
&ta in terms of copitive and personal develbpment HOW&, only 5 perceut 

' of college3 have true arre cudcda. and those are amom the smalleat of hlBdtU- 
tiom; &y amaa dbaete, self-seleaed student populatio'm that tend to be quite 
hom6gemoua. Through ass-ent of general education, it is to Guge 
whether a distributional design, a core curriculum. or a modi6ed BMaw of Dre- 
Bcribed comes, come dub&, and captone &encea ~ 6 n d a n d  ~ a *  
1991; White, 1994) best waves the d e n t  subpups of students ending at one's 
iaodtdon. (Tbr hthu dimdon, nee Chsptaa Tknty-Prye and kty-Eight . )  

What in needed io a new wave of general educadon reform wherein basic 
ipstitutional requirements n&a the variation in student learning and the clear 

of cwrlcular goale upon admidon, tranefeq and graduation. In mov- 
ing t d  thd r&rm goal, a better gauge is needed to guide general educadon 
ddbmtiom q a d h g  quality and whvence. 

Asxsmmt mvw to d e  and monitor student proipesp toward a spedfied 
s e t o f ~ 1 l t h e ~ e n t ~ t o b e o f g c n c r a l e d ~ ~ ~ t i o n , t h e n  those Piteria 
deerfyahouldbe~edbythegendeducation~ofthehtihrtion.WMLe 

Quanty and C o h w m ~  In Ganeral Edutah 1s. 

this shoukl be patmtly dear, an amazing number of hdtuth in 1995 would win- 
ingly judge student learning on one set of me- (or no mcatmrta at alll) while 
fbrmulating@ed&~a,a&ereotphil~arrnodclof atu- 
dent learning (steele b d  Lutz, 1995). There a many uaw of the Am& CoI- 
lege ~catin$i Codege Outcome Meas- &gram (ACT-COW, Riverside 
PubWb#s Calle* Baeic Academic Subjects Exam (GBase), Educational Test- 
ing Wa*a Academic Profilq and A W s  Aesmmt of Student Skille for Enly 
TramGr (ASSm who have not determined whether what is meaauted by these 
tests amtapon& at all to their Wtudonal goale for general education Nearly 
o n o q m  of d conegee and dversities have no assessment critufa, plan, or 
practice, and ~ V C  no intention of develaping om (S* and he, 1995). 

Criteriir used in messing general education +odd be broad, Wuding con- 
tent learning, cognitive development, attitudes and motivation toward learning, 
and basic peinbtmce to dc- completion. C i i  the d k d y  of learn@ that 
occurs in college, general educadon assessment criteria muet be broad enough 
to indude all the major types of learning ibparted by the institution. To attain 
quality and cohmxce in the curridurn, a great deal ia admithdly being asked of 
aaesment here! Our q m t a t b m  need to be tempered with the realities of the 
state ofthe art Because v t  isa newaIidimperfecte6enae,gmcraledu- 

forum of c* development, 01 all valuar and kames of reference a student 
may gain h m  her or hle dcgiatc Btperiemc (Chapter Twenty-Eight p hto 
the subject of evaluation in ntorc detail.) 

'General edrtdticm baa mmultipte purpa~g 'Ib monitor attainment of muldple 
pwposea r e q u h  multiple measurea Studenta enter college with diffmnt types 
and d-ar of knowledge, skills, aml abilities. To monitor the variation in enter- 
ing student abilih, again multiple mtasrnee are rap id  Taking dttFertnt c o v  
4 irl college pmduas different learning. Multipl'e measures are once again 
d e d  fot. Cogddvc development g a k d  durhg the callege yicars mgen h m  
ba& m m m d d o m  and computational dcih a, higherorda d g  abilities 
such as c r e a k  thinkjng and p r o b h  s o w  'Ib d e  ahtdent cognitive dk- 
dopment, multiple measurn arr needed to paint the Ml Jpectnrm of enhanced 
capacities. So as m use a limited array of mduwes m assessing h t  b 
& the connection between the g e n d  education d c u l u m  and student h n -  
ing will remain tangential. On the other hand, while an e x p d v e  array of 
aeasunsisdesirable,itnadmtbclimlthss.Thc~mbtrofaihrfauecdcanbe 
determined by the numb- W t h ,  and depth of the pd w o n  
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pasistence to degree. The resub of that aase$rment should then be used to dif- 
ferenhte those s t u d e ~ l  who ahawed Large gains in learning in these anas fiom 
those who showed lea impr~emeni  In short, the aiai of the assesamat should 
betoiden~the~tionamong~tsintheinstitutiOnsoastod~~ 
dent l e d  cnvhnmentn (&and emaadcular) that were weremore and 
1- productive for the studente who w~olled and engaged in them. Gains in 
general student leaming can sme as a i d  for ~ u c h - ~ t i n g  of auricular se- 
quencea Once such sorting baa taken place, &OM about the eftkacy of par- 
ticular general education mctum and the con'rribution of apecific course 
sequeaas to the A t  of educational go& can be approached Cumitadurn 
mmmitteee need to work closely with institutional researchen to better under- 
smnd the effects of the general education coursetl on mdent attainment of gen- 
eral education goala Such meaments are at the heart of efforts by the regional 
a c a d b t b n  assocMons (the Southern Assodaton of Colleges and Schools, the 
North Central Amciation of Schdu and C o w  and so on) to impme in& 
h l d d  effectivencsa 

GeneralhmhgisasPociatedwirh both theupperdiviaionandthelowadi- 
v i s i o n . ~ j l m i o r - a n d ~ M ~ ~ f ~ ~ t o b e ~ w i t h i m -  
p m v e m m t m g e n e r a l ~ t i v c a ] d l s , ~ s a a t y t i c ~ ~ a n d t h e ~  
tomakequantibrtivecompslisenaT~severalcallepandunivuBitiesarem- 
dluding capntcme projects, equzhuq and eeminats as wqm to encolnage students 
to synthdze their general and liberaI l m d u &  ss diacuased m Chapter 'Iiventy- 
rIjeht They an also u h g  cornerstone coumea to @e&e and aasea learning 
a c m s s d i s c i p l i n e s b n t a l l y ~ t h ) a n d a a d t h e ~ o f u i n g l ~ e c o ~  
sequen&s (depth). If we am to be concerned with bqmwment in student learn- 
ing, the major and .general education muet be treated togetha We must examiue 
how elect& majoror,and minor coumwd work mth&to produce gains in gen- 

learning described m compmhmsivc a-99c.nsmenwof student outcomes. &&, 
studies lleiag awmment data and transgipt information idenrify those up& 
division annses that fbster attainment of general education goals (see Addman, 
l W ,  Jones and 1991; I(atdiff; 1990,1993; Ratcliff and Associates, 1995; 
Zady, 1989). The dtdqmentd datiombip between luwer division and upper 
dMsion can be more dearly described and cast into multiple dustera of crrrricula 
basal on eff- shulmt learning c o m m d  and tdnmvknmenk 

Courses with diffbent intent4 orientations, or wayx of f d i g  knowledge 
may be equally vduable in dewloping general coeplitive a b W .  At sevaral of the 
hstituhna m examined, courses such as 'Weatem h t u r e n  were found in the 
name set of coun#work as certain divcraity c o r n  such as dTeminist ktatum," 
in that both were f d  to be assodated with Jose reading of the text, learning 
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how to femt out authors' interpretations while reading pasages, and learning 
how to identify themen within the maativa Different h m w  and content may 
p d e  different pathways to c o i n m e  curficubr purposes The formation of 
multiple clutera of sequential, developmental nrrricula firces M t y  and students 
h m  the search for the one bat pathway to student learning and may a c f d l ~  di- 
minish the role of the general education committee as an ideological battle- 
pun&though I am not ao naive as to suggest that an eolltm~my In the general 
education cuniculum can be resolved by linking arrsessment and enrohent pat- 
terns. As the Association of American Conegea notes, "General education hdyes 
manytd~:behwemwhattoteachandhowtoaeach~behvecnthegreardas- 
sics of the past .and mntunpoary w4 between the classroom and students' 
out-ofkhs Life, be- students' iudbidual objectives and the n d  of the corn- 
munity, be- what students want and what their institution thinlrs they need" 
@emsky, 1989, p 5). 

Fmt and foremost, the cuniculum ~erves to educate students. It is also the 
crucible in which we examine and nst ways to come to terms with i m v t  sp 
cial iasues. However, if we cannot see the d t s  of our &or$, we s h d  not go 
mucking about with cudcubr change. If a general education innovalion holds 
promise to enhane student learning in some then t h e  should be a means 
to aarrriain whether that impmvement baa d or not. Linked ady& of ts- 
mment  and enrollment data holds the p m i o e  of iden- when-an4 more 
important, under what t & c u n ~ m e y t s  haw been made to the gm- 
d education cuniculum. 

The agenda iwolved in eddkhing meaningful standards for teaching and 
learning within gene* education is a sizeable one. Goals are difkdt to darify in 
general education due to the competing philasophi*1 and pedagaeiea unployed. 
The aspccrs of c&ula best measured according to stand& are often difkrent 
from those bat judged for their devdopmmt of creativit); entrepreneurial spirit, 
h tektd  insight, and empowerment E&ctive educadod need care- 
ful delineation be- a t tenhg  to standards and empowering the intekct, for 
quality involvw both. We must d d e  general education assessments that p- 
vide early feedback to students so that they can *their learning to move d- 
ily toward the standads once established, and we mrist provide such f a a c k  in 
a timely bhion  so that they have a chance to use such information. Fdy, we 
must not limit our sights merely to that which is easily measured, or we will surely 
reduce and trivialize g e n d  education. 

Coherence and qualiq can be halLnarks of the twenty-htccntury general 
education curriculum.Jones and Ewe1 (1993, pp. S13) have s u r n m d  the lit- 
eratun on what co&tutca "good practice'' in u n d d a t e  education: 
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1. Ghw @e&bnrfi s k d d  &anin& Students appreciate general education's 
aims and go& faculty need to be dear tbat they expect students to attain 
them. 

2. ADoide ~hmat,po+ hadg Students learn, p w ,  and develop when the 
first step is not ko high, when each atep is a reasonable and connected eleva- 
tion from tbe preceding one, and when there are dear standad for attain- 
ment m sight 

3. Qccrs erAm6~ Students benetit fram the challenge of synthesiz- 
inp. th& learn& &ugh e&ya and journal keep* capstone and corner- 
stone -, and ipltegratin expdences in cooperative and service learning 

4. and- The ndesamx to studentsJ livcq asphtionq and 
perceptioILs is brought home when education is bolatend by application and 
expaie- 

5. CIsab a& banriq~ e@mima Students who are engaged m their studies learn 
mm. First-generation students may need validatkn that their involvement 
is a legitha& p r t  of the l d g  p n  

6. Rsqubs e p m d i c s  @ sk&k Skib, once learned, soon atmphy without prac- 

2 ti=. Far -1% ~ e ~ ~ n d - b g u a g e  learning in college suffem fram students' 
lack of practice 

7. h m  dg&pmm##jb&& Students cannot improve their learning 
&they neeive co&~uive suggestions for improvement in time to adjust 
their l x&k to enhance their effiwix 

8. P h  wi&b& h i q  bxpsrisncar Students are &ed in their learning by 
their peaas supm d d s m ,  and wllaboration Collaborative learning pro- 
motes behavior expected after college. 

9. tmdmb& t h e  on ladr The press to cover the material leaves much of 
general education eJ key knowledge, aldls, and abilities arc fostered by 
thomugh explanation, discussion, and a p p l i d o n  

10. Rarped &erst k&a& ond wgu 4 h+ Not all students learn the same way. 
Makiug a student c o b  to the predominant wrriculum may militate against 
uuccess. Diwdty challengw the cuniculum to represent learning in multiple, 
coherenL ~umo& fanas. 

11. ~ ~ ~ & s d u d m l r ~ m i n o r i t y o f e t u d m t s ' t t n e i s ~ t i n t h e  
damu&. Stndexita value the mentoring and advice off& by faculty o&de 
the classroom. Make the cumculum and a t m x n i d u m  work together to 
mpport student hmhg 

12. Giw special af&&n lo h dyyems. The aaneidon to college (and between col- 
leges) presents significant s o d  and academic dusbnents &r students. In- 
stjRing a thirst for inquiry and reflection early on will set the stage for more 
rapid growth, development, and educational attainment. 
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All twelve of these good practices can apply to the major or minor as well 
as to general education. They have been affirmed by National Center research 
(RatdifF and Associates, 19951, and by nutherous other studien (Pasadla and 
Terenzini, 1991). Each provides a udl jhg principle to promote great unity, co- 
herence, purpose, and ingagemat in thecurrickurn. None should be applied 
without careful regard to curricular diversity and the specific baikgmund and 
needs of salient subgroups of students. 

We end our discussion ae we began. There is substantial evidhce thh we can 
judge the quality of high& education by eKamining its impact on students. As 
high- education serves greater proportions of the population, students become 
more diverse in background and abilities. As society becomes more complex, 
knowledge structures and technolo&a expand, creating a bowledge explosion 
and curricuiar prol i fdon.  ~ t u d i t s  do benefit h m  ~ u r p o ~  ti&ereduca- 
tion devoted to their intellectual and m o n a l  development. They wekome and 
benefit h r n  frequent amsment, feeback, and aca;femic cou&eling. In short, 
there is muit to judging the quality and coherence of general education baaed on 
the results of student aspeapmenrp of learning Yet, such aasersaent becomes p& 
lematic when diffeRnt institutiom offer different curricula, and when different 
states in a federal uyatem hold d M i t  implicit or explicit educational standards, 
palides, and qectationa 

Instead of looking for the one best curriculum for all students, we need to 
begin to examine which wureework patterns and sequences advance which.t)rpes 
of learning tbr which types of students. To do this, we need to edarge our range 
of meaaum of general education and liberal leamine At minimum, we need mea- 
sures of subject-matter learning that reliect our notions of breadth and depth m 
the curriculum, measurea of cognitive development fiorn basic communications 
and computational aldls to aitical thinking and problem solvina, indieaton of sty- 
dent attitudes and ptdivities tmad leambg M, and evidence of the students' 
progress, persistence, performance, and degree attainment. 

We need to sort through the vaet array of our undagraduate cmicdum to 
identify the pattern of coursework taken by the students who make the largest 
progreaa toward our general education assessment aiteria We h o w  that most 
students learn best m pups,  and chat students who show the gteatcst gains in c& 
lege take specific sequences of course. We can build multiple core curricula 
reflecting these naturally occurring student learning subenvironments or corn- 
rnunities. We can shape the curricular experiences of these communitica so as to 
maximize learning toward the stated institutional go& of general education. 
We know that what students take in conege can make a difference in their lives. 
Our task now ia to align the general education cuninJum to what we have gar- 
nered about student learning, good instructional practices, and assessment of 
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,PRIMER SEMESTREDE 1990 
CODIQO NOMBRE DE LA ASIGNAfURA C WFICACIMSES T P r P  
2002792 UNGUISTICA GENERAL I 4.5 CUATRO CNCO 4 0  0 
2003992 ESPMOL NNCIONAL I 4 5  CUATRO CINCO 0 0  4 
2006116 NGLES BASIC0 I 3.7 TRES SlETE 0 0 15 
2006614 E O R l A  LITERARIA l 3.9 TRES NURlE 3 0  0 
2006795 FRANCES ELECTNO I 42  CUATRO DOS 5 0  0 

GUNDO SVBESTRE DE 1988 
C Dl00 NOMBRE DE LA ASlaNAtllRA % CAUFlCACWMES T P TP 
2002783 UNGUl!3'lCA GENERAL I1 3.3 TRESTRES 4 0  0 
2004080 ESP~OLNNClONALII  4.1 CUATRO UNO O D 4  
20Ml27 INGLES BASIC0 I1 3.7 TRES S E E  0 0 15 
M06m5 TEORIALERARIAII 3.5 TRES CMCO 3 0  0 
m g s  FRANCES ELECTIVO 1 3.4 TRES CUATRO s o  a 

'c%E t(EZEE5 A%fuRA CAuflauo~~s T P TP 
2003718 CNlUZAClON MGLESA I 3.8 lRES OCHO 4 0  0 
2004127 MMIFOSINTAXIS I 4.4 CUATROCUATRO 4 0 0 
2004238 MNEllCA Y FONOLOOIA 4 .I CUATRO UNO 4 0  0 

INGLESA 
zoom8 INGLES wco nl 4.0 CVATRO CERO o o 10 
2OU6797 FRANCES ELECWO Ill 3.8 TRES OCHO 5 0  0 

S GUNDO SEMESTRE DE 1999 
&lOO NOWRE DE LA ASlGNAlURA CAUFICAUONES T P TP 
2(#)37i9 CNIUZACION W S A  II 4.3 CUATRO mES 4 0  0 
2~0412a MORFOSINTAX~S ESPMOU 11 4.8 CUATRO OCHO 4 0  o 
2004240 GRAMATICA INOLESA I 3.6 TRES SEE 4 0  0 
2004438 FUNDAMENTOS DE LA 4.5 CUATRO ClNCO 3 0  0 

EDUCACDN 



8 UNDO SEIUESTREDE ZOO0 
S b t O  ~ D E L A A S I O N A N R A  
2003737 METODOL IE LA IMIESTKiACION 
20041 13 TEXTOUNGUlsTICA 
2004246 SEMANTlCA INGLESA 
2004246 DDACTICA DEL INGLES I 
2009702 LITERATLIRA INGLESA I1 
2006783 INGLES BASICOVI 

Ps ri80%TmE ASIE'LTURA 
2003850 SEMINAR10 MONOG. I 
2004237 fRAOUCClON MlGLESA l 
2004247 DIDAc~~CA DEL INGLES II 
204248 HIS& W G .  INGLESA 
2008703 LITERATURA INGLESA Ill 
200681B ITALIAN0 I 

cAl.mcAcl0NEs 
4.5 CUATRO ClNCO 
4.1 CUAmOUNO 
5.0 ClNW CERO 
4.6 CUATRO SUS 
5.0 CMCO -0 
4 2  WATRO DOS 

CWFICmONES 
4.5 CUATRO CINCO 
4 5  CUATRO CINCO 
4.8 CUATRO OCHO 
4.0 CUATRO CERO 
4 2  CUATRO DOS 
5.0 ClNCO CERO 

C A L I F I C A C ~  
4.3 HOM CUATROTRES 
3.4 TRESCUATRO 
4.1 WATRO UNO 
4.3 CUAlRO lRES 
4.0 CUAmO CERO 
4.1 CUATRO UNO 

CAUFICACIONES 
4.0 HOM CU&lROCERO 
4.4 CUATRO CUATRO 
4.4 CUATRO CUATRO 
4.0 CUATRO CERO 



C6DIW NOMBRE DE LA ASMNATURA WFICACIONES T P TP 
2 0 0 4 5 2 3 T R A B A K ) W ~ I C O  . PD PENDlENTr 1 0 0  

P W E R  SEIldESTREDE 2005 
CWIGO NOMBRE DE LA AWGNANRA CAWICACIONES T P TP 
2004523 TRABAJO MONOGRAFICO AP APROBAOA 1 0 0  
2013531 TRAWO DE GRmO 5.0 ClNCO CERO 0 0  1 

NQmem de adgrmbras cursades y eprobadas: 43 
PROMEMO GENERAL DE CAUFICACIONES: 4.2 WATRO Dm 

DIPLOMA No : 

ACTA DE GRAD0 Na. 

No&: La escala de caWcadones es de cem cem (0.0) a cinm cero (5.0) dendo la noh minima 
aprobatoria bes cero (3.0). 
~ -- 

HAB=HebilRadbn, VAL=Vaadad&n por PBrdida, SUF=VaGdadbn por Sufldencia. AP=Apmbada. 
NA=No aumbada. PWendIente, T=Horas Te6rin'cas scamanales, P=Horas P M c a s  semanales. 

- 

. .' 

I J N I ~ D A D  NAClONAL DE COLCMBIA 
SDEBOGCrrA 

El promdii general de calificadones se calcula con base en el nhero  de aslgndras arrsadas 
y apmbadas dmnte la permanencia del Wdlante en el plan de estudlos. 

(06) dias del mes de maze del a & q J  

ANA CRlSllNA G~IYIEI: P. 
Sectetarida) de Fadlad 



PA'I'IONAL rrrJIVERsrrY OF COLOMBIA 
SEDE BOGOTA 

HUMAN-CES 
THE COLLEGE SECRETARY 

That 1 r , w i t h l D d e r :  . c o d  the 
cllrrimla P m g m  PHEOGGY AND LANGUAGES tho fobbviog 8ubje&s with their 
comsponding grades: - 
FIRST SEMEBTER 1998 
CODE SUBJECT 
2002792 OENBRAL LINGUISTICS [ 
2003992 FUNTIONAL S P M H  1 - 
2006126 BASK ENGLISH 1 
2006674 LITERARYTHEORY I 
2ws795 ~ E F R E N C H 1  

GRADES T P TP 
4.5 POURPlVE 4 0 0  
45 FOURFIVE 0 0 4 
3.7 THREESWEN 0 0 I5 
3.9 THREENMB 3 0 0  
4.2 FOURTWO 5 0 0  

SECOND SEMWlER19911 
CODE GUBJEC"r GRADES T P T P  
2002793 OBNU LMGLJBTICS n 3 3  THRE THREE 4 0 0  
2004090 FUNnONAL SPANISH I1 4.1 FOURONE 0 0 4 
20061 7J BASIC ENGLISH 11 3.1 THREESEW 0 0 I S  
200667s LITERARY THEORY n 35 THREEPIV~ 3 0 0  
2(W6196 E L E C T I V E ~ C H I I  3.4 THREE HlUR 5 0 0  

PmST SEMIBI'ER 1999 
CODE SUBJECT GRADES T P T P  
2003718 ENGLISH CWLlZATION I 3.8 THREeElOHT 4 0 0  
200412'7 MORPHOSMTAXI - - 4.4 FOUR POUR 4 0 0  
2004239 ENGLISH PHONEIlC AND 

PHONOWY 4.1 FOURbNE 4 0 0  
2006128 BASIC ENGLISH UI 4.0 FOURZERO 0 0 10 
2006797 BLE(J11VE FRENCH III 3.8 THREeBlGHT 5 0 0  

SECOND @MEWEX1999 
CODE SUBJECT G U E S  T P TP 
2003719 ENOLISH CIVILEATION I1 4.3 FOURTHREE 4 0 0  
2004128 SPANISH MORPHOSINTAX 11 4.8 POUREIGHT 4 0 0  
2c04ZLU) EN0 USH GRAMMAR I 3.6 THReESIX 4 0 0 
2004538 EDUCATION FUNDAMENTS 4.5 FOUR m ~ e  3 0 0  
2006129 BASIC ENOWSH IV 3.5 THREEFIVE 0 0 10 

FIm 
CODE 
mB02 
2003735 
2003853 
2004241 
2006701 
2006792 

SEIMESTER zom 
SUBJECT' GRADES 
SOCIOLM(IUi~C9 4.5 FOURFIva 
PSYCHOLOOY AND LANGUAGE 4.1 FOURONB 
MATHEMATIC LJNGUISTIa 5.0 mVBZER0 
ENGLISH GRAMMAR I1 4.6 FOUR SIX 
ENOLISH LPFBRATURB I 5.0 FIVR ZERO 
BASlC ENOLISH V 4.2 FOURTWO 

. SECOND SEMESTER 2000 



CODE SUBJECT GRADES T P  TP 
2003737 RBSEARCH hEl"HODOIXH3Y 4.5 POUR mVE 4 0 0 
2041 13 ~ L I N O U I ~ C S  4.5 POURFIVE 4 0 0  
2004U5 ENGLISH SEMANTICS 4.8 FOUR EIGHT 4 0 0  
2004246 BNaLISH DlDACnCS I 4.0 FOURZERO 0 0 4  
2006702 ENOWSH LITERATURE U 4.2 FOURTWO 4 0 0  
2006793 BASIC ENaLISH VI 5.0 FIVEZERO 0 0 10 

mRST 
CODE 
2003850 
2004237 
2MW247 
2004249 

SEMESTER 2001 
SUBJEer GRADES 8 T  P TP 
MONOORQPH SBMINAR I 4 3  FOURTHRBB 0 0 2  
ENGLISH TRANSLATION 1 3-4 THREEFOUR 0 0 4 
ENGUSH DIDACFICS n 4.1 FOURONE 0 0 4  
HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH 
LANGUAOE 4.3 POURTHREE 4 0 0  
ENOLISH LITERATURE 111 4.0 FOURZERO 4 0 0  
ITALIAN I 4.1 POURONE 4 0 0  

SECOND SEMESTER2001 
CODE S-CI' GRADES T  P TP 
20~0851 MONOGRAPH SEMINAR n 4.0 POURZERO 0 0 2  
m i 5 9  ENGLISH ~ m ~ u ~ m c s  SEMINAR 4.4 POUR FOUR 0 0 2  
2004238 ENGLlSH TRANSLATION U 4.4 FOURPOUR 0 0 4  
2004248 ENGUSH TEACHINO PRACTICE 4.0 FOURZBRO 0 0 5  

FIRST SBKEETER 2002 
CODE . SUBJECT 
2004523 MONOORAPH WORK 
AVERAGE 

SECOND SEMESTER 2002 
CODE SUBJECT 
2004523 MONOORAPH WORK 
AVERAGE 

FIRST SEMESTER 2003 
CODE SUBJECT 
2004523 MONOGRAPH WQRK 
AVERAGE 

GRADJlS T P TP 
PD PENDING 0 0 0  
DOES NOT APPLY 

GRADES T P TP 
PD PENDING 0 0 0  
DOES NOT APPLY 

GRADES T P T P  
PD PENDMG 0 0 0  
DOES NOT APPLY 



ZEUGNIS 

geboren am 2 m Berlin 

hat die 

im Studiengang Betriebswirtschafblehre 

nach der Diplomprtifhgsordnung vom 30.September 2000 
an der Wirtschafiswissenschafflichen Fakultiit 

der Humboldt-Universiat zu Berlin 
in einem ordnungsgeden Verfahten abgelegt und mit der Gesamtnote 





ZEUGNIS 

nash dcr Dim-dnung w m  30Scptembcs MOO 1 D i p l o m a r b e l t  



HUMBOLDT-UNIVERSITAT ZU BERLIN 
WIRTSC~~SSENSCHAFTLICHE FAKULTAT 

geboren am : 
Received from 1nst 

hat die 

DIPLOM-VORPROFUNG 

n a c h d l x R m o ~ v o r n 3 0 .  SaptemberZOOO 
der W P  FaknMt 

da Hmboldt-Universitiit zu Berlin abgelep 

Fac~mfung~n: Note 

Gnmdlagen der VolkswkbcMehre 

Gmndlagen der BetriebswirtschaAslehn: 

MathemaSik und Whtdmfhdormatik 

kfiiedigend (2,s) 

gut (2,4) 

befiiedigend (2,9) 

belliedigend (3,4) 

gut (2,5) 



Translation 

Humboldt-University of Berlin 
Faculty of Business Administration 

born : in Berlin 

has passed the 

Pre-Diploma 

in Business Adminkhation 

following the examination decree as stated of 30* Septemba 2000 
at the Faculty of Business Administration 

of the HwboIdt-University of Berlin 

Subject examinations 

Economics 

Business Adrninstration 

Mathematics and Business Informatics 

Statistics and Econometrics 

Business LAW 

Overall Grade: satisfactory (2.7) 

Seal 
of Humboldt-University of Berlin 

Signature 
Berlin, October 2", 2001 Head of the examination committee 

Grading: 1,O-1,5 = very good 1,6-2,5 = good 2,6-3,5 = satisfactory 3,6-4,O = sufficient 

This translation is in conformity with the original. 

Place, date, signature ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ U *  -prorunesamr- 
s,h"km,., hIP 

1 D - 1 0 1 7 0 ~  -4 



. L r. I ' Received fiomhst. I 
1 .... 



Proof d time for the main c o w  of business at tha Hmbotdt-Unlwtslty HU M n  I 
ermany 

for : Matr ikelmrmberlregisRt~ ' 

. - 

,: ' Received from lnst 
P. 

W 

Date. Place, Si 

. - 

,: : ' Received from lnst 
P. 

W 

Date. Place, Signature 
H ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~  B ~ U N  

---hpmtche F e w  
:PIhgserm- 

SP@I&UW Stra8e 1 k- D10178Barlln &@ 



To Whom It May Concern 

General Information on the Studies at the Hurnboldt-University of Berlin 

The academic year, which starts at October I*, is divided into two semesters. The 
first semester in an academic year (Winter Term) consists of a four month period of 
lectures and practice sessions and a two month period of exams and writing papers. 
The second semester in an academic year (Summer Term) consists of a three month 
period of lectures and pradice sessions and a three month period of exams and 
writing papers. A course is usually held for two semester hours per week with each 
semester hwr  lasting for 45 minutes. Some lectures are accompanied by mandatory 
practice sessions or seminars which require writing a term paper. 

Undergraduate Studies in Business Administration cover six areas of study: 

1. Economics 
2. Business Administration 
3. Mathematics and Business Informatics 
4. Statistics and Econometrics 
5. Business Law 
6. Accountancy and History of Economics 

All areas contain several courses, which are covered in individual examinations. 
Please refer to the Certification of Pre-Diploma grades and the table of courses. 
Average grades are calculated from the individual grades for every area of study 
resulting in the accomplishment of the Pre-Diploma. Exams are held at the end of the 
semester the courses are attended. 

Graduate Studies cover five subject areas: 

1. General Business Administration 
2. General Economics 
3. 1. Maior: Auditing 
4. 2. Maior: Finance and Banking 
5. OPtional Subiect: Entrepreneurship and Innovation Management 

All subjects contain several courses, which are covered in individual examinations at 
the end of semester. Passing of all these examinations and the preparation and 
passing of the diploma thesis (three month period with approximately 300 hours 
work) results in the accomplishment of the Diploma (Master). The academic title 
"Diplom-Kaufmannn is awarded. The owedl grade is calculated as the average of all 
subject grades. 

., - World Educ~tion S e M q  lnc. 

.q . . .. .... - 5  . . - .  s'.. 

. p, 
-* .,.... M212006 
-. .. . 

. . 

Received from Inst. 



m lntematlonal Transcript Request and Release Authorlzatlon Form 

Note to Applicant Please complete Ule top part of this fonn and send il to fhe reeistrer mantroller of exemtnations at 
your InstihrYon. Prlnt additlonal coples of Ulls form If necessary. Please note that some lnditutiom may charge a fee for - - 
inls swvtce. 

,- . . 
Name of Applicant WES Ref. Number: 

4!m202088 

./ 
f I ( e p r n J  

P r e v i o ~ e n  Name: 
Iv-1 

1 1  6 - -  - n --- f p  
Cwent Address: .. 1 

Dates o t ~ d ~ :  From 447 /dI99 TO: 
I ~ O W e a d  

I / ~ P  
P 

I hereby authorize Ule release demic mords to Wmld Eduwlbn Smkes. 

~ppllcant's slgnahue: - /P' a F6,""'&Pr- 
. D ~ P  &. 03. z&?/ 

Note to the I-on: The abovenamed penson Is applying to have hhhe$ credentials evaluated and requests that a 
pnscipt of hls/he~r academic records be released to World Edlecetlon ServtoBB. Please endose this form logether with 
an official academic record in an envelope. sign aItU ssal the envelope across the bedc flap, and send li dbediy to 
World Education Serulces. 

Name of Person Completing Form @lees0 print) K@@l . X U ~ / ~ Q  
P O S M ~ ~ T I U ~ :  Wd 04 ~)r~mt'h~zSoit  cd9;ce 
AM-: d~k C r ' t t a  6 

,400 99 qe/d'cc 

please mum dhls fotm andoifkid ac8demlt mords dhedly to Wo~WEducatlon S ~ I V / C ~  at the addntdJes below: 

By Postal Man 

World E&c&n Services 
P.O. Box 5087 
8owHng Gnwn StaUon 
Nw Y o k  NY 10274-5087 
USA 

By Express Courier HlJmLDf-UMV6RBlThT ZU FERUN 
W i i U d t ~  F&Yl 

World Educatfon Servlcee --• 
64 Beaver St, #I48 s p a n f & u m ~ t  
NewYwk. NY IW MmtSaslln 

USA 



I 
I' j 

F ' A  c H 

H:O C H 

. . SCHULE 
J E N A  I :  LINIVERSVTV OF APPLIED S~CIENCES . 

I . . . . 
1 Die FACHHOCHSCHUCE JENA verleiht 
I 
I 

% .  . . 
I Frau 
i 
I 

geboren am 24.( . in 

auf Grund der am 11.02.2004 ' . 
. . 

im FACHBEREICH . SOZIALWESEN ' ' 

9 . . . , 

bestandeneil . 0iplompriifung . den akaderhjschen GI 

I 

. . 

I 3 .  

I 

I 1 

1 
I 

; Jena, den 11.02.2004 
: ' Die Rektorinl 

Der ReMor 





F A C H  
H O C H  
SCHULE 

J E N A  
UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES 

HerrIFrau 

geboren am in Gem 

hat am 1 1.02.2004 

im Fachbereich S O Z I A L W E S E N  

Mr den Studiengang Sozialwesen 

die Diplomprllfung abgelegt. 

sehr gut (I .5 1 

THEMA der DIPLOMARBEIT: 

Mehr Lebensqualitiit und Wohlbefinden durch Urndenken? - 
Aaron Antonovskys Made1 der Salutogenese und seine 

Bedeutung filr das sozielpldagogische Denken und Handeln 

im Bereich der GeistigbehindertenpZdagogik 



I . -  
Es wurden folgende LEISTUNGSNACHWEISE erbracht: 

Diplomarbeit 

Sozialarbeit, Methoden in der Sozielarbeit und 
Kulturelle Kornmunikation 

Erziehungswissenschaft 

Psychologie 

Soziale Medizin 

Recht 

Soziologie und Sozialporik 

Verwaltung und Organisation 

Vertief ungsrichtungen 

Gesundheitswesen/Rehabllttatlon 

Sozialarbeit im Wohnu.mfe1d 

erhielt folgende Prgdikate: 

sehr gut (1,4) 

sehr gut ( I  ,3) 

sehr gut (1,31 

gut (210) 
sehr gut (1.3) 

gut (1.7) 

W t  (2,3) 

gut (2101 

sehr gut (1,3) 

sehr gut (1,31 

Praxisfeid der berufspraktischen Semester 

Resozialisierung 

Das Kolloquium zur berufspraktischen Titlgkelt wurde 

mit Erfolg bestanden. 

Jena, den 1 1.02.2004 

PIT 
DerlDie VorsiRende Der Dekan/Die Dekanin 

Prirfungseusschusses des Fachbereiches 



UBERSICHT OBER ALLE KURSE UND NOTEN . , 
I 

- :  
5 

I - 
.. . L ' . . 

,2&99g 
Name . :~atrikelnummet 

- - 
w !" 

. . . SWS' '. Note * ' 
I I ' .  

Gnurdta~enbereich I ~otsalarbiit ? 
. . . ! 

G e  II1 Theom uncl Geschiehtd &f SozialarbeWo&@WagogIk 2 ' ; tengemmyen 
6mdagenbedch 0 MethoUen der Sozlalarbdt ' 

OSlVlQruppenariMt "- 1 "  2 , te8gemman 
Gnmdh~enbmbh Al Kulturelle ~ o m m u n i ~ 6 n  I 

GS IIV1 Nonverbale Komm)mBaation - .  2 . gut2.0 . - 
G~ndla@tbemluh N Erzie~irgswlssenecha~n 
GS lV/l Biwungs- und hzlehungsthdwr j 2 . .bestanden . 
OnmdlagenbeJabh V Psychologie 1 .  

GS V/l ~etsanlichkeitspyhhgle i .  2 
! teilgenynmen 

QrundIag!Inbqeleh VD RecM . 
GS WV1 €infWmg in.- Redit 3 .  2 . teilgenommen 
GS .VlU2 VewAWtg~Wlt I : 2 teWgenommen . 
0 ~ ~ 1 c h v m s d z i & f e  ; . #  

GS VUW flnfiihruitg in sodologisches Denken 1 . : 2 ; teilgentnnman 
E D V T d v ~ a m n g  . I . I  2 teilgenmmen: ' 

Wtihtpnr~liUavs . . I *  % 
1 

MalereiunCl Erafik . . . .  :I . 2 .teilgenornmen ' 

-hen. a . . . . 
E n g l i i  : - t  . , . . ! '  2 :tenger#,mmen . . ,." ' 

e , 2.-~emest+ . 
I 

Seninamam. . .  SWS 'Note 

Gnmdlegenb&ich I Sozlalarbeit . . i ' . : * (35 IR &beitsfelder 2 
Gnadlegenbereich I1 @thofie+ der Sozlalarbelt' 
GS Ill2 Fallarbeit I I 2 
Orundagenbemkh Ill KuHurelle ~ommunikation ' 
GS 11U2 Verbale Kammtmikation , 0 

2 .  
Gqmdlagenbereieh N Erziehung!wissenschaffe'h 
QS IVR Funktionen und lnstfhrtionen p8d~ogischsn ~nde lns  2 
Gruncflagenbereich V Psychologle 
G S V R ~ C k l ~ ~ b '  

I, 
t .  2 

GSv13-ps-e ; .  2 
~ ~ n r ~ a g ~ n b t w c i r  VII R&M 

' GS MU3 GNndlagen des ZtvUrechts 2 























WORLD EDUCATION SERVICES. INC. 

Section 111: 
Calculating the GPA 

Evaluating International Credentials: 
Problems of Transfer Credit 

Credit Hour: Counting What Counts 

Implementation Strategies: 
Instruments that Effect of Ease Credit and Course Recognition 

Using the European Credit Transfer System in the U.S. 

Capturing the Message Conveyed by Grades: 
Interpreting Foreign Grades 



Evaluating International Credentials: Problems of Transfer Credit 

By Alan MargoIis, Senior Registrar (ret.). Queens ColIege, City University of New York 

(Reprintedfiom World Education News & Reviews, Volume I; Nos. 2, & 3, Winter & 
Spring 1988) 

No aspect of the evaluation of undergraduate foreign credentials requires more 
intellectual rigor than the determination of transfer credit. In admitting freshmen, our 
view is totally outward. Based on applicant's external education, we determine whether 
they possess the background with appropriate quality of performance to meet the 
standards we have set. We make little or no connection between previous experiences 
and our own curriculum, except to determine whether the student is likely to succeed in 
our environment. For example, in admitting freshen engineering students, we seek the 
skills - generally a strong background in mathematics- that will meet the basic course 
requirements of the specialized program. And although CLEP and Advanced Placement 
programs allow freshmen to begin their collegiate life with a small number of credits in 
introductory courses, these constitute advanced-standing credit rather than transfer credit. 
Additionally, this represents so few credits and their determination is so ritualized, that 
our intellectual involvement is minimal. 

Transfer students, on the other hand, present us with a completely different set of 
problems. While the intellectual process used to admit them may be similar to that 
applied to f i e s h e w t h a t  is, the assessment of the ability of the students to perform 
successfully in our environment-the added dimension of assessing post-secondary-level 
coursework taken at a foreign institution dominates the global decision-making process. 
In dealing with foreign transfer credits, not only must one understand the general 
principles of credit transfer created for domestic circumstances, one must also be able to 
apply these principles to educational experiences for which they were not intended. What 
follows, then, is a review of those general principles. 

General Principles 

When granting credit to transfer students, assumptions are made which when viewed 
together, provide a basis for making judgments. The first assumption is that the previous 
work is equivalent in academic level to that offered at our own institution. The second is 
that the work is equivalent in substance and depth; i.e., that the depth of subject matter 
and the degree of specificity of knowledge, including differentiation between theory and 
practice, are comparable. The third is that performance levels are measured in a way 
comparable to how we measure performance, and that we understand the grading system. 

For example, in evaluating the British "A" level examination in Chemistry, as one applies 
the assumptions above, one can determine whether to consider this level of achievement 
for credit as follows: 



I. Academic level equivalency -The Sixth Form (the two-year academic 
program which leads to the examination) requires prior secondary school 
work in chemistry (in fact, the passing of the "ordinary level" 
examination in chemistry) for admission. This prior work is, at 
minimum, equivalent to that taken at U.S. high schools. (It also needs to 
be noted that U.S. high schools do not usually require high school 
chemistry for admission into an introductory chemistry course). 

2. Equivalency in substance and depth- A review of the syllabus will 
indicate that the subjects usually covered in a U.S. introductory 
chemistry course- inorganic, organic, physical, analytic- are covered in 
Sixth Form. Laboratory work, however, may not always reach the 
standard of U.S. institutions.) 

3. Performance measurement- Grades are assigned for Sixth Form work, 
based on tests and laboratory reports. The "A level" examination is 
comprehensive and grades clearly represent distinct levels of 
achievement. 

Thus, one can see that in applying these assumptions we can determine the acceptability 
of coursework for transfer. The actual quantification of credits, however, very well may 
be based on how the external work fits into our own courses. 

Although the above discussion applies to all transfer credit regardless of whether the 
source is domestic or foreign, there are benchmarks which we accept as given within the 
U.S. educational system for convenience as well as for political reasons. For example, we 
accept work h m  within our own state or university system or from schools with which 
we have articulation agreements than from others. We may even accept lower grades for 
transfer credit from schools with which we gave articulation agreements than h m  
others. We do so for motives beyond the pedagogic assumptions dealt with above and 
often without reference to the potential for student success at our own institution. 

Unless such a special arrangement exists with a foreign institution, these benchmarks do 
not apply to policies concerning foreign credential evaluations. Keeping this in mind, a 
basic principle comes into play offer to foreign educated students only those benefits 
offered to students educated in the United States. If, for example, a Colombian student 
who has studied Latin in secondary school for six years petitions for credit by 
examination, then our regulations concerning credit by examination must be applied in a 
consistent fashion. If a U.S. student who has studied Latin in high school for four years 
may obtain credit by examination, then the Colombian should be able to as well. 

Another example occurs when U.S. colleges give credit for native-language proficiency 
in foreign students' first language if they have graduated h m  an academic secondary 
school. On the other hand, those domestic individuals who grew up in a bilingual 
environment do note get this opportunity for credit, even though their language 
proficiency may be may be equal to that of the native speaker. To be consistent, there 



should be a mechanism by which U.S. students are awarded credit for their foreign- 
language knowledge acquired at home. 

Basic Considerations 

Following are some basic considerations each of which needs to be reviewed only once in 
a theoretical environment in order to provide a modus operandi. 

Accreditation 
1. specific policieslpractices concerning U.S. regionally accredited 

institutions and those in candidate status; 
2. specific policieslpractices concerning transfer credit fiom institutions with 

other forms of U.S. accreditation; 
3. specific policiedpractices concerning non-accredited institution. 

Credit and Grade 
1. maximum total credit allowed in transfer; 
2. course credit quantification in the absence of credit hours; 
3. credit by external examination; 
4. credit by internal examination; 
5. criteria for determining elective credit including the limitation of the 

number of elective credits allowed, 
6. lowest acceptable grade for transfer. 

Documentation 
1. source documentation: whether the "transcript" emanates h m  the 

institution of in (primary source), or fiom an agency or institution which 
may have evaluated the primary source, or may be an agent for that 
primary source (secondary source); 

2. policies concerning the use of secondary source documentation: accepting 
transfer credits on other U.S. transcripts. 

3. When one applies these considerations, the real question becomes whether 
they can or should be applied equally to domestic and foreign transfer 
evaluation. That answer will be different for each U.S. institution and may 
result in deviations h m  the standard placement recommendations as local 
policy supersedes general guidelines. It is not wrong to vary h m  what is 
accepted general practice as long as one is consistent with institutional 
policy and one applies, wherever possible, the same standards to all 
students regardless of educational background. There is no ' M n g "  when 
decisions are made with full understanding of the assumptions and 
principles which guide the institution and its processes. 

Systemic Differences 

While accreditation, credit and grade, and documentation provide the parameters for 
evaluation, the issues discussed below deal with the more comparative aspects of the 



process. In a sense, these first considerations are not arguable as they represent an 
extrapolation of institutional policy to foreign credential evaluation, an area usually not 
considered when transfer credit policy is legislated. In discussing the following 
comparative issues, one needs to address systemic- the single most difficult issue to view 
objectively and, therefore, frequently causes contention. 

o the importance of systemic intent: the issue of what to do if the 
educational experience doesn't fit; 

o the concept that "different is better", 
o the alleged superiority of certain foreign educational systems and the 

question of whether there are criteria for judging systemic 
superiority; 

o the search for a means of arbitrating differences in opinion as to 
systemic superiority (the issue of perceptions based upon limited 
experience or to whom can one turn: e.g. the faculty member who 
spent a year abroad and returns as an "expert" on that country's 
educational system and attempts to iduence the evaluation process; 

o the issue as to where the burden of proof resides. 

Many admissions officers deal with academic level by counting years. Such a practice, of 
course, presupposes that there is a consistency among national systems as to program 
intent and intensity, a concept which probably is impossible to defend. Alternative 
criteria have been suggested: match years of study in each subject against the U.S. 
Carnegie unit (for determining high school equivalency): offer the foreign-educated 
person the opportunity to sit for challenge examinations either for exemption or for 
credit. There is some degree of comfort in dealing with the first of these because a 
quantification is possible and numbers, in some mystical way, serve as justification for 
our actions. The truth of the matter is that it is diflicult to define a "standard" U.S. high 
school or university system against which to measure the foreign system. While counting 
years andfor courses can be valuable in decision-making, these qualifications should not 
be used as the sole criterion. One needs to take into account such relevant issues as 
program intensity and access fiom the level under consideration to firrther levels of 
education. 

The first level of decision-making is to determine what is secondary education, i.e., 
where the break between secondary and tertiary level programs occurs. In formulating 
this determination, one must consider: Under what circumstances can ten years of 
elementary1 secondary education be equated to U.S. high school graduation? Look at 
Nigeria or the United Kingdom. When is it appropriate to use the concept of "superior" 
when looking at foreign 12-year systems, for example, Belgium. What criteria need we 
develop in order to deal with systems which exceed 12 years? How do we look at 13- or 
14-year programs, such as technical and teacher training programs in Egypt? This 
exercise is necessary since once the end of secondary education is defined, the beginning 
of tertiary education is easier to see. 



At the higher level, one needs to be able to differentiate between undergraduate and 
graduate standings. For example, in France, is the licence or the maitrise, the equivalent 
of the U.S. bachelor's degree? 

Some Common Approaches to Assigning Credit 

The use of challenge examinations for foreign students, when this possibly is not open to 
domestic students, is often justified by noting that foreign students do not have the 
opportunity to sit for AP or CLEP examinations. Another school of thought argues that 
U.S. admission officers should consider external maturity1 matriculation examination 
results as if they were APs. Since the AP is defined as a test which certifies a level of 
knowledge which is beyond the expectations we have for secondary-school students, then 
we must reach a similar conclusion about maturity/ matriculation examinations. A review 
of the objectives of these examinations indicates that they test the ability of students to 
apply the knowledge they received in a "mature"" manner. Secondary-school leaving 
examinations, on the other hand, deal with proficiency in the subject matter taught in 
secondary school. 

The West Afiican School Certificate Examination (as given in Nigeria), for example, is a 
school-leaving examination. What is being tested is the work completed in secondary 
school. Aside from a consideration of the level of coursework (an irrelevant point here), 
the Italian maturita is an excellent example of an examination which deals with students' 
intellectual maturity, that is, it tests their ability to synthesize, extrapolate, interpolate and 
apply already-acquired knowledge, with no new subject matter being introduced. 

A third, and perhaps more widespread, way to deal with the issue is to say that we should 
look at foreign secondary-school systems and grant credit for "advanced level" 
coursework completed with good grades. If we apply the standard of evenhandedness, 
and U.S. students are granted the same privilege, then this is fair as long as a careful 
review of a syllabus has been made. If institutional policy is to never grant credit for 
secondary-school work unless it is certified by some formal, external examination, such 
as AP or CLEP, then one must be able to justify the inconsistency. If one grants only 
course-equivalent credit for domestic transfer students, then doing otherwise for foreign 
students needs to be justified. Two common cases of possible credit for U.S. high school 
graduates are six yeas of Latin taken at U.S. parochial schools, and Calculus taken as part 
of a continuous high school mathematics cuniculum. Whether we like it or not, most U.S. 
collegiate institutions, when dealing with external work, do not even attempt to certify 
what a person knows, but first try to ascertain at what academic level the work was taken, 
and then determine the acceptability and applicability of that work to the curriculum. 
Even if a modest degree of consistency is to be sought, we must understand the impact of 
our decisions. The most frequently used resources on foreign educational systems 
propose placement recommendations based upon the tacit, if inadvertent, assumption that 
an exemption from institutional policy exists for foreign credential evaluation, as each 
recommendation assumes the ability of the evaluator to apply unique standards to the 
foreign evaluation. 



Dealing with these issues, and coming to decisions about how to synthesize diverging 
positions, will lead the evaluator to a consistent and defensible approach. 

In order to assess foreign education for transfer credit properly, the credentid evaluator 
must understand institutional practices. There are three separate evaluations which can be 
made in this assessment: course credit value; grading; and the establishment of 
equivalencies. 

Course Credit Value 

Defining a semester hour is integrd to a proper evaluation. A semester hour is defined as 
one 50-minute period of lecture or recitation for duration of 15 weeks, totaling 750 
minutes a term per credit. Laboratory and practicum work is often quantified as two, 
three, or four such 50-minute hours for each credit. 

When dealing with systems which provide this information, decision-making, is 
relatively easy. Exceptions or difficuIties may arise when a system provides many 
classroom hours per week which would result in a great deal of credit if the straight 
arithmetic formula is applied. Generally, this is due to a quantification of student study 
responsibility different fiom that used in the United States. In giving orientation to new 
students, we often tell them that for each hour of lecture or recitation spent in class, 
approximateIy two hours of preparation are necessary. Thus, a student in the United 
States who takes 12 credits is expected to spend about 30 hours per week in preparation 
for a total time commitment of 45 hours per week. 

In systems where the hours noted on academic documents appear excessive, it probably is 
true that much less time outside of class is required. Whether because library collections 
are limited or books are unavailable in the language of instruction, there usually is an 
explanation for the additional classroom hours spent each week. One way to deal with 
this is always to apply your institution's maximum term credit load for the highest 
number of credits allowed and never exceed this for any given semester's transfer credit. 
Also apply the average semester credit load (usually the total number of credits required 
for a bachelor's degree divided by eight-the number of semesters in which a 111-time 
student "normally" obtains a degree). Thus, for a 120-credit bachelor's degree program, 
the average semester load would be 15 credits while for a 128-credit program, it would be 
16 credits. By using these two guidelines, the number of total credits granted will be 
rational for your own institution. 

For example, a student fiom a Taiwanese university presents a transcript which indicated 
24 credits completed in a semester. If you apply your institution's maximum semester 
credit hours, let us say 18, you would allow only 18 of the 24 credits in transfer. Whether 
you discount eight credits, or apply a percentage factor to each credit, depends on your 
institution's policies. The application of a percentage factor should not be determined by 
a single semester's credits but rather upon a calculation based on the total credits required 
for the degree in your institution, divided by the number of credits the foreign institution 
requires. Again, using Taiwan, in a four-year bachelor's program, 160 credits may be 



required for the degree, while U.S. institution "A" requires 120. 1201160 = 75%. Thus, 
-75 becomes the number by which the Taiwanese credits are multiplied in order to anive 
at "U.S. - like" credits. The 24 credits discussed above, when multiplied by the .75 
factor, reduce to 18 semester credits. If your institution has a maximum semester credit 
load of 17, you would have to consider denying one additional credit. 

When the process is complicated further when either the number of hours indicated for 
each course in undifferentiated as to lecture and recitation on the one hand, and 
laboratory or practicum on the other, or worse, when no hours are given. In the first case, 
it would be wise to obtain a copy of the syllabus for the courses which usually have 
laboratory or practicals and to determine whether "preparation time" - usually study 
periods not normally credited in the United States-are included. In the absence of these 
data, a good guess within the context of the institutional guidelines above is the best thing 
you can do. 

The real trouble comes when you obtain a "transcript" which does not contain and 
indication of hours. This is often true, for example, with the British system. When this 
occurs, the "average year" concept frequently is applied. Here the assumption is made 
that a fdl-time student is a fdl-time student, regardless of educational system. This is in 
keeping with the earlier discussion of applying maxima to semester credits based upon 
institutional standards. Ifa transcript is received with a notation of five courses being 
taken for an academic year, this approach would result in the assigning of six semester 
hours to each course, as a 111 year would be 30 semester hours. As it is possible that the 
courses in the foreign system are weighted, such as one meeting twice as frequently as 
another, this might not be completely accurate. Still, without a syllabus review-+ 
valuable but often impractical, time-consuming process for most admissions office* 
this is the best one can do. If an e m r  occurs, to the students' disadvantage, you will be 
notified soon enough. 

Grading 

Once we have established what is transferable in terms of academic level (as discussed in 
Part I) and a decision has been made as to how many credits it is worth, the next issue to 
wrestle with is whether the quality of performance is sufliciently high to be eligible for 
transfer. At the undergraduate level, most U.S. institutions require a grade of "C" (or its 
foreign equivalent) in order to be transferable. 

Three issued come into play here. The first is the determination of whether there is a 'a" 
equivalent grade in a particular education system. Quality concerns beyond this are more 
related to admissions decision-making rather than to eligibility for the transference of 
credit. In the U.S. a "C" may be defined as a qualitv level minimally required to obtain 
a dwree, but not the lowest passinggrade. When viewing foreign systems, we 
fkequently find that the lowest passing grade is also minimum grade average required to 
graduate-there are no lower passing grades. An attempt to determine the "C" equivalent 
by ascertaining grade distribution may not be valid, therefore, as many educational 
systems do not use the upper end of the grading scale, except in rare circumstances. It is 



believed that the intent of the U.S. system is that the "C" represents the grade average 
required to meet the standards for graduation. Therefore, this criterion should be applied 
to foreign systems, both for the determination of eligibility for transfer credit & for the 
calculation of a grade point average. You should not be troubled by the fact that a system 
does not have a "D" equivalent. 

Clearly, there is no easy answer but the review of syllabi coupled with student interviews 
would serve all parties best. As a fallback, the assignment of elective credit, at least 
initially, would allow the student to commence study with a fairly good idea of the length 
of time required to obtain the degree. Specific course equivalent evaluation, then, could 
be limited to those subjects for which evaluations must be completed - major or minor, or 
general education requirements. 

The complexities of the foreign transfer evaluation process are obvious and are 
exacerbated by inability, at times, to come up with a rational response to a problem. You 
must be clear about what it is you are certifying-what students know or where they 
learned it, or a combination of both. While using equality of treatment as a yardstick, you 
have to maintain a position of flexibility, especially in situations where there are no 
applicable guidelines available. Be willing to try some new ways of dealing with the 
problems. 

However, as the bottom line in transfer evaluation is its academic nature, always involve 
h u l t y  in the decision-making process. You can gain the confidence of faculty by such 
inclusion, enhanced by having an academically valid reason for every decision you make. 
A good way to look at the process is to divide it into two distinct areas: administrative 
decision-making (academic level, quality level, number of credits) and academic 
decision-making (course equivalencies, waivers of requirements). By mediating these 
processes through institutional policies and practices and by maintaining a flexible stance 
with respect to potential anomalies, both your institution and its student body will be well 
served. 

(Editor's Note: The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the author 
and not necessarily those of World Education Services, Inc.) 
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I suggest that we begin with a retbbkbg of the basic unit 
of measurement in American higher education--the smdent 
credit hour (SCH). 

The credit hour was M o p e d  at the turn of the 20th cea- 
tury as a measure of student time in the classoom: one hour 
per we& in class for one semester equalled one SCH. From it 
are derived enrollments (12 hours peh week equals a fun-dme 
equivalent student, or Fl'E), cost measures (Tunding is geuer- 
ally divided by crcdi~doar production to obtain cost per unit), 
faculty workload (teaching is typically assigned in credit hours, 
andacertainnumbexofcreditsequalsafun-timeequivabt 
faculty member, or FI'EP), degree reqhmem (the usual bac- 
calameate degree reqniresl20 stndent credit hours), and facili- 
ties requirementP (using credits, space standards are generated 
according to cliwwm). 

growing criddsm for several decades, but 
the critique is beumhg padcukly acute 
now as teshology has -idKen the link 
between time in a classroom and e i h r  
teaching or lea-. We are starting to ask 
about the basic pmtiuction function that 
translates inputs (students) into outputs 
(credits) using time as the measure of the 
production prac.ess. But the credit hour is 
proving itself to be remadably durable as 
it has morphed from a measure of degree 
credit into a vehicle for institutional ac- 
counting, public accomtability, and cross- 
whrdonal hallsfex. 

Togetahandleonwhythismaam 
persists, and to test the hypothesis tbat the 
measure causes behaviors that may be bar- 
riers to positive institutional &e, my 
adleague Tom Ehrlich and I led a team of 
researchers in exploring the uses of and 
altwatives to the credit hwr. We learned 
how it evolved and dissected how it is cur- 
rently used. More importantly, we asked 
ourselye9 and othas whether the 
meets tests of data integxity or regulatory 
consistency: Is it commonly understood? 

credit hour measure migrated to higher education. College 
degree req- ceased to be expressed in tern of course 
work (that is. four courses in English literature and composi- 
tion, four in mathematics, two in the sciences, and so forth). 
Institmiom began instead to require 120 credit hours (and 
sometimes more) for the b a c m h m t e  degree. One credit 
hour was eamed for each hour a student spent in class each 
semester, and 12 class horn per week became a slanda~d full- 
time load. 

Thedl came a profollnd transition: he gedit horn evolved 
from a measure of student learning into a tool in the nnminintra- 
tive world of budgets, accountability meaics, and external re- 
porting. This change was promoted by the Camegie Fotmd&~ 
for the Advancement of Teaching, which was then raging col- 

How is it used-as a s&d, a basis for 
regulatian, or a guideline? Does it have lice and content valid- 
ity? If there are problems with it, how might they be fixed, or 
what altanatives are there? 

HISTORY OF THE CREDIT HOUR 
Westartedourinqniry by trying tormderstamdhow the 

credit horn, a uniquely American artifact, orighkd Invented 
in the last part offhe 19th century, it was a response to three 
needs: 1) to artidare. high school graduation and college ad- 
missions requirements; 2) to refarm the college curridurn; and 
3) to respond to the inmest of the philanthropic and business 
communities in the creation of perFormance and acoormtability 
measures for higher educalim 
The credit hour was fist  developed by college admissions 

of6cials as a standard measure. of high school coma work. As 
the standard collegiate liberal arts amiculum padually gave 
way to the elective system and studentdesigned curricula, the 

20 

Now, despite many decades of criticism 
about the rigidity and growing obsolescence of the credit hour 
as a measure of leeming, it per&s-for god reason. Like it or 
not. it Is the glue that holds together our divme and uniquely i 
Mean "system" of higher education. It is the cmqon  cur- I 

-ofamarketplacem&eupofpnblic,nonprdit,private, 
and f o r - r n  iustiMm that need to be able to recognize we ' 

another's gedits and degrees. 
The credit hour has proven to be a remarkably flexible and 

adaptive &c. Imktions are free to set their valm for credit 
hours according to internal criteriarather than some Rldernally 
imposed s t a m i d .  Despite the nominal d o n  behueen 
credits and contact h o r n  institutions can and do vary come 

i 
I 

credits depending on academic criteria soch as the rigor of I 
~cour~ereqnkwmorthelevelof~oaSothereis 1 
a high degree of variation limono Mmtions, appmpziately 
reflecting Wereaces in emphads, degree content, and institu- 
tional mission. 
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hg. time, and r e s i ~ u S e  woM&.~r id i :sh  addmpli- 

I 
c a  &aC's&q. SD h a a g  *.'?$~&&thaf is iot dy 
a mq&u&is prob11~ P g ~ ~ d  thkig ,ahti oae.rwon ihe credit' 
hour haipemkted 

a requirement that c o d  be ordered sequeniialty or that the 
credits.m& for them rdect ~~ leamiug. 

The regionals have &tly been a g  eiich institution 
to d&k the l d g . t h e y  expeot;&$teti'r&ipients tb pos- 
sess -sad to '&ow &it they assess' Fhdlea'niing mensm that 
the results are consistem with WH go&. However, acxmlit6rs 
'do not require decisions abopt ~13ume-mdit worthiness to be 
justifidin the larger ci,nfext of the &-.and they provide 
no'guihice abouta rahge 6f opdom for courst%x&iit pblicies. 
So the 120credlt-hour requhment for the &geeis M t a n e -  
oudy o p a q u e a d d m t o l o ~  

*fnfer-~o&?g8 acceptance of cowsem?& f o r ' w m  . 
Instihltions are awustamed tbii@g.student applitAomfor 
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PROB~EMS WZTH TEE CREDIT HOUR transfer of credit presented in thekurhcy of student d t  
But wr &ch shows thsit there ke &cheseiious problems hours. Any institntion that.awai& c~nrse credit (rath&,h 

with the student credit h m  The b t  hprtant iS that it cre- credit horn) that assessek competencies (as does WGU) 
ates poweddbtxntives to p q e b u k  sw quo behaviors. 

I 
must ultimately be able to hanslate its cuzrency into the aca- 
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demic euto-the SCH. But as we know, haviag SCHs fiom one 
institution is no guarantee tha they will be accepted for degree 
credit at anotkex. Instead, institutions reseave to themselves. 
rather than granting to the presenting Mtution, the authority 
to demmine credit-wo-. 

Institutions haditionally rely on three kinds of infoma- 
tion to make decisions about acceptance of kausfer credits: 
1) information about the comparability of the course to ones 
offered within the institution (in terms of come content, se- 
quencing witbin a cuniculnm, rigor of course requbments, 
andlor faculty credentials); 2) the accreditation status of the 
institution, whether regional or national; and 3) the general 
reputation of tbe Mtudon. 

Unless an institution has some basis for reachingjudgmen!s 
about.course co-ty, it will default to xelying on accredi- 
tation or reputation as the basis for transfer decisians. But since 
d t a t i o n  is of institutions and not c m i d a  or courses, 
accreditation stabs has.little or nothing to do with the cornpara- 
bilityof wursesintermsofxigororse&encehthecuui& 
And reputation is arguably an e v e n . 1 ~  reliable mearmre of 
individual course quality. 

Regulation ofacademic limg Through the regulations 
governing student aid ('Iltle N of the Higher Education Act), 
the U.S. Department of Education is the single biggest.per- 
petuator of the fiction that student credit horn are based on 
time. 'IItle N.detembs eligibility for student aid at the level 
of the institution, the program, and the student Its regulations 
indude requirements regarding academic &lendars, time to 
degree, and academic performance, all of which are expressed 
in tenns of student credit h m .  They require any institution 
that is 'hon-traditional* to go through additional hoops to se- 
cure Title IV eeligiility. 

Putinplaceto weedat fraudand abuseintheaidprograms, 
thesere&atioqs fan particularly hard oniustitutions that seek 
to be innmators in instructio~I delivery. FFeabraes that can 
bigger additional scrutiny include an uakm&e" & d a r  
Cntensive weekend seminars or year-roud +on); teach- 
hgdone outside of a conventional c ~ m m ( s e r v i c e  learning 
or Web-based iustructicm, for example); and cross-instir~tional 
sharing ofxesources, including impimp&ng cheS  fipm bther 
instituti011s.Por more than half of the program. But if these inno- 
vatiomoccur within institutions thatti&eare&eady d t e d  and 
are isolated to fewer tbpmhalf the courses within the institution, 
t t l ~ ~ D e p ~ t o f ~ o n n e e d n e ~ e r s e e k  

E -  school coursewrork required for college admis- 
sions. ?'he SCH was initially designed.to standardize mea- 
sures d.high soh001 work fsr college a d m i s s i o ~  a.time 
when fewer .than a tenth of bigh school graduates attended 
college. NQW.-it conhibutes to systematic disconnects be- 
tween K-12 and higher educarion because the "Camegie unit" 
(the regulatory language typically used.in K-129 continues to 
be.rigi&$ enfoenforaql.:h high schools and in state regulations of 
hi* *ool gradwian,qaireElents. 

Whereas mbst ,higher education ix@tutions have long abau- 
doned;thefiction:that equate with time on ta& manda- 
tory attendance laws peptuate timebased credit measures in 
high schQoL So e f f e  t ~ f f o r  instance) change the sequencing 
of high school requirements or .to deal with a senior year that is 
tirankly a waste of time for many students nm hard into the bar- 
rier of time requirements. 

the dynamics of the budget p r w . ,  a& gge of;the.stiongest. 
peqwuators of the Jm?iT..qru! within*ghereducatiion;These 
dynamic9 favor majntenanee of base budgets. as opposed to 
in&Mid change that loss of student d t  h m  (and 
thwforemaney)- 

.Budgafdrmnlas based on SCHs reward acamuWons 
o f ~ ~ h o m ~ i w h e & i e r t h e a m s e s a r e ~ ~ ~  
dmdmt o f ' o ~ a q m ,  orcontribate,to hyming Thus I 
institutions haue-mdiscd incatfive tore-examiy arrrieula. 
or to ensure fhat sltu&@.sgmueparticdg oo~use sequences. 
s- re-g the-c&k&~d possibly getting rid of ~ n -  

necessary courSe nqhmm&& a P ~ M C ~ I Y . ~  Process 
within instimtioi administat&who w& to keep-&& 
jobs (and sanity) will avoid doing so. 

CHANGES Wit CAN MAKE 
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I monumentally unproductive-to try to throw the unit out and 
start over. It is lo embedded within our system of higb 
cation that a compr-ve &p would have to be either 
imposed from some central sourwor negotiated between insti- 

Bnt there is no central authority-including the federal gw- 
emment-with the poiver and &ity to command whole- 
sale changes in the me&k. And an institutionally negotiated 
change would take farever, w o h  inevitably deteriorate into I 
duels between disci.plines and categoria d Mtatioras, and as 
a result would probably pfoduq no change. 

If wholesale W d o n  isn't a practical option, the I question tlm ~ ~ - w ~ e i  smah, in-- adjust- 
ments could leverage constmotive charige. We -.they could. . 
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xwprc2h tell us that time on task is one,-& 
the ujnditiohs for student W g .  But that 
~doesaotlysvetbbp~ntinaclass- 
r&m, i20 horn a year,ta'pmduceleaming. 
W~th such a change,.the.authdty to 

de.bmlirl the basis for credit-wodliaess 
wonld remain with the individual institu- 
tion, subject to rwi&.by its d t o r ,  
rather than with.tlie federal gov-t 
 fa institution w*ted.to niaintain sb& 
timemd.p,lace m p h n t s  far stu@t 
~ g - f o r ~ t a o c e ,  through resid@wy 
requireinents-it could do so, SQ lotlgi.s,it 
jwified those,re@bments to theappro- 
priate accreditgti~n agency mthedonm 
of institdo&g&for seudent leamhg. 

-Accm%+p agGneies could partici- 
pate in this change by revising their p&- . . .  . . ...... . ' ..... . 
cia oa degree -ts t&t idstitutiom, w:.kq& to 
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ti& accountabiity and will b l y  remain so until different 
measures of student 1-g are developed. 
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lrnplementation Strategies: 
~nhruments that Effect or Ease 
Credit and Course Recognition 

nstimtions have devised various 
instruments to help structure 
smooth recognition of courses 
or credits. The p r o t o w  below 

serve as examples and are not necess- 
arily mumally exclusive or exhaustive. 
They are designed to illustrate formats 
that have worked. Where noted, sample 
instruments appear in the appendices. 
This section also contains three sample 
approaches to articulation issues, to 
help systematize discussion. 

INSTRLIMENT 1 : General Memorandum of 
Understanding. Some (but not all) insti- 
tutions develop written MOUs and/or 
other formal agreements among part- 
ners. Of those that do, some develop 
and sign two documents: a general 
agreement (often generic to an institu- 
tion) and an agreement ~ p e ~ c  to a 
particular program. Some participants 
who draft and sign either of these docu- 
ments use them to address the articula- 
tion of courses or programs between 
institutions. Ideally, the general MOU 
should include a statement document- 
ing the institution's commitment to 
credit recognition. (See Appendixes 4 
through 7 for a sample generic agree- 

ment, examples of existing program 
agreements, and a checklist of items to 

consider when developing an MOU.) 

INSTRUMENT 2: Articulation Agreement 
Several institutions have developed 
articulation agreements, which are 
documents that facilitate the recognition 
of credit. These agreements spell out 
exactly how the home institution will 
mandate specific host-institudon stuclies 
to academic credit One campus model 
of a domestic articulation agreement 
is the process by which an institution 
develops transfer from a community 
college to a four-year college or 
university. 

INSTRUMENT 3: Individual Formal Course 
Comparison. Course outlines and 
descriptions may serve as stand-alone 
documents for facilitating under- 
standing, or they may help program 
participants develop further tables or 
agreements (see Instruments 4 and 5). 
The template for each course descrip- 
tion includes contents, prerequisites, 
readings, and other requirements and 
expectations. Such documents can 
serve at least two purposes: (1) Ex- 
changing outlines at early meetings 
among partners helps develop trans- 
parency of content and thereby serves 

InstiMions h a w  devised 

various instruments to 

help structure smaoth 

recognition of courses 

or credits. 
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Overview of Education in the United States of America 

Overview 
The U.S. system of education is large and diverse and designed to give the population 
access to learning opportunities at all levels. It is further characterized by the 
independence and autonomy of institutions and the minimal role taken by the federal 
government in the operations of the system. Given the diverse market to which it caters, 
quality and options vary greatly. 

Language of Instruction 
The language of instruction is Enghsh. Other languages may also be studied at both 

I 
I elementary and secondary levels. 

Administration 
The education system is decentralized. Unlike many other countries, there is no central 
controlling authority because the U.S. constitution 'specifically designates education as a 
responsibility to be canied out by individual states. Public education is largely h d e d  by 
state and local governments, with the federal government contributing a smaller share. In 
general, the most substantial source of funding for primary and secondary education is 
derived from property tax while the budget for public higher education is drawn from 
general state funds. 

In 2000, government expenditures on education accounted for 7.1% of the Gross 
Domestic Product (GDP). Of the total GDP, 4.3% was allocated for elementary and 
secondary education, and 2.8% for post-secondary education. In 1997-1998,34.8% of 
U.S. government spending was allocated for education and libraries. 

Participation 
The period of compulsory education is from the ages of 6 to 16. 

In 1995, 100% of the relevant age group was enrolled in the primary education system 
and 97% in the secondary education. 81 % was enrolled in tertiary education. In 2000, 
5 1 % of the U.S. population over the age of twenty-five had attained some form of post- 
secondary qualification. 

Elementary and Secondary Education 

Ovemew 
In 2001, there were approximately 1 19,235 elementary and secondary schools in the 
U.S., with a total enrollment of 59.9 million students. Of the total student enrollment, 
11.2% were attending private schools, while the remaining 88.8% were in public schools. 



Administration 
Each state operates its own Department of Education, which, in turn, controls a number 
of county and city school districts. School districts are governed by elected boards and 
are responsible for implementing the curriculum. 

Private educational institutions generally operate following the same guidelines 
established by the state department of education. These institutions, however, are self- 
financing and administer their own curriculum. 

Structure and Content 
The U.S. elementary and secondary education system typically follows one of two 
patterns: the 6 years + 3 years + 3 years pattern or the 8 years + 4 years pattern. Upon 
completion of either sequence of study, a high school diploma is awarded. 

Elementary Programs 
Admission to elementary education is generally non-competitive. The curriculum is 
designed to provide a foundation for academic learning as well as the development of life 
skills. Subjects include both academic studies as well as arts, physical education and 
technical subjects. 

Secondary Programs 
Admission to secondary education is generally non-competitive. Students usually attend 
secondary schools in the districts where they reside though other factors such as 
availability of special programs may also be considered in the selection process. Some 
private schools use more selective admissions practices, taking into consideration such 
criteria as intellectual promise. 

The secondary program is most often structured using Carnegie Units. Each unit 
represents one hour of instruction five days a week for an academic year of thrty-six 
weeks. To earn a high school diploma, a student must achieve a minimum number of 
units (usually between sixteen and twenty), distributed across a range of subjects, as 
defined by the state education department, and the student must maintain a grade average 
of D or above. 

Assessment is carried out on a continuous basis, and there are typically no exit 
examinations. It should also be noted that grades vary fiom school to school. 

Content 
Students who have obtained a high school diploma have generally completed three to 
four units in English, two to three in mathematics, three to four in social studies, one in 
the arts, and one to two in physical education. The remainder of the units is determined 
by the particular stream a student is following. 

Streams 



The following streams exist at the secondary level: vocational and technical, general 
academic and university preparatory. The vocational and technical stream 
students for direct entry in the workforce as a skilled worker or M e r  study at the 
technical level. The general academic stream prepares students for fiuther study. Students 
in both of these streams will supplement their courses with a variety of electives based on 
interest and long-term goals. students in the general academic stream will often plan to 
attend either a &-year or a two-year college. Students in the vocational and technical 
education stream will generally take more skills-oriented as opposed to academically 
oriented courses. 

Students in the university preparatory stream will generally take more rigorous academic 
courses and focus on their area of interest. M a .  high schools offer specialized programs 
to help prepare students for the demands of university study. These include: Honors, 
Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate Programs. Approximately 20% of 
all high school students will pursue courses in the stream with the intent of gaining 
admission to either a highly selective or a moderately selective university. 

Advanced Placement (AP) Programs 
Students in the academic streams of many high schools have the opportunity to 
possibly gain advanced credit or standing in their university studies through 
writing the Advanced Placement Tests, which are administered by the College 
Board. 

AP tests are standardized national tests that may be written following rigorous 
university preparatory courses that are taught at high schools. These courses are 
indicated on the high school transcript so that they can easily be identified by 
admissions officers. Acceptance of this credit by universities for either placement 
or advanced standing credit is depends on the grades achieved on the test and the 
individual university's admissions policy. The AP Program is offered at most 
high schools in the U.S. 

While not officially mandated, ,these courses have become a de facto admission 
requirement among the more selective public and private institutions of higher 
education. 

Honors Programs 
As part of the university preparatory stream, students may also have the option to 
take honors courses at their high school. These courses are also indicated on the 
high school transcript so that they can be identified by college admissions staff. 
The curricula are developed at either the school or school board level and are 
designed to provide a more thorough preparation for higher education. 

International Baccalaureate Program 
The International Baccalaureate program is an international qualification based on 
the best of education systems around the world. It focuses on six subject groups: 
first language, second language, individuals and societies, experimental science, 
mathematics and the arts. For the final two years of high school, students follow a 



standardized curriculum and are assessed through examinations and assignments. 
Students' work is marked by a network of specially trained assessors. In addition 
to their course work, student must write a 4,000 word essay on a topic of their 
choice. The program is currently offered at 387 schools in the U.S. 

SAT and ACT 
Both the Scholastic Aptitude Test I (SAT I) and the American College Test 
(ACT) are multiple-choice aptitude tests designed to measure a student's ability to 
perform at the tertiary level. These examinations assess a student's language and 
mathematical reasoning abilities. Students typically take these examinations in 
their final year of high school, and the results are used by many universities in the 
admissions process. 

In addition to the SAT I, many students also take subject-specific SAT I1 tests, 
which measure the student's ability in a particular subject. These are used by 
some tertiary institutions in the admissions process. In 1998, approximately 
84.1 % of all universities required one or more of these tests for admission. 

Grading Scales 

The following scale is representative of a typical grading scale used at the secondary 
school level: 

It should be noted that many letter grades correspond to a particular percentile range; 
scales may vary. 

In order to calculate the GPA (grade point average), the score on the four-point scale 
corresponding to a letter grade for each course is multiplied by the number of credits 
assigned to the course; 'the weighted scores of all courses are added together, and this 
total is then divided by the total number of credits earned. The GPA is a common 
measure of the student's eligibility for post-secondary education. 



Teaching QuaW~cations 
In order to become a qualified teacher in the United States, one must completed a four- 
year bachelor's degree in education. This is complemented by a specialization in either 
the arts or the sciences, depending on the intended field of teaching. The qualifications 
awarded are a Bachelor of Science in Education or a Bachelor of Arts in Education. Some 
states also require the completion of a higher degree in order to become a licensed 
teacher. 

High School Diploma Equivalencies 

General Education Development Test 
Outside of the standard secondary education system, the General Education 
Development (GED) Test offers an alternative means of obtaining the equivalent 
of a high school diploma. One out of every seven high school diploma holders has 
earned his or her degree by this means. 

The General Education Development Test is a set of five tests: Language Arts 
(Reading), Language Arts (Writing), Social Studies, Sciences and Mathematics. 
Candidates must be at least sixteen years old and cannot be enrolled in a high 
school. If the student obtains a score of forty-five or higher, he or she will be 
awarded a high school diploma fiom the department of education of the state in 
which the test was taken. 

While this credential does give access to higher education, it should be noted that 
many universities would require a higher grade on the test in order to consider the 
student for admission. 

Higher Education 

Overview 
The higher education sector in the U.S. is characterized by autonomy and diversity. 
Institutions are operated by cities, counties, states, non-profit bodies and profit-oriented 
entities. The national government operates military academies that are also accredited 
institutions of higher education. Within this context, institutions are largely self- 
governing and are only accountable to the particular body that controls them. 

In the 2000-2001 academic year, there were 17.7 million students attending degree- 
granting institutions. Of this total, 24.3% was attending privately operated institutions, 
and the remaining 75.7% were attending public institutions. 

Accreditation 
The quality of institutions is controlled through the process of accreditation, which is 
entirely voluntary. Accrediting agencies are generally non-profit organizations whose 
mandate is to carry out external review processes. In 2000-2001, there were 57 such 
agencies recognized by the United States Department of Education. . 
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Accrediting agencies can generally be placed in one of three categories: regional, national 
and specialized. There are six regional accrediting bodies, each operating in a particular 
region of the United States. In 2000-2001, they collectively accredited 2932 institutions; 
98% of which were both non-profit and degree granting. 

National accrediting agencies often focus on a particular discipline (such as business or 
religion) and accredit both degree-granting and non-degree-granting institutions that 
operate both on a for-profit and non-profit basis. 

Specialized or professional accrediting agencies accredit both programs and specific 
institutions in a particular field such as engineering, law, medicine, etc ... Generally only 
regionally accredited institutions are eligible for professional accreditation. 

Institutions and Degrees Awarded 
Unlike many other systems of education, the U.S. system shows little distinction between 
institutions that award bachelor's and higher degrees and those that do not. 

The Carnegie Foundation publishes an influential classification, which uses the following 
broad categories to describe the various types of post-secondary institutions in the United 
States: Doctoral / Research Universities, Master's Colleges and Universities, 
Baccalaureate Colleges and Associates Colleges. In addition to these institutions, there 
are a variety of specialized institutions and a thriving sector of Post-Secondary 
Vocational Schools. 

Doctoral Research Universities and Masters Colleges and Universities 
What distinguishes these two categories is the emphasis on doctoral research. Broadly 
speaking, these institutions offer a wide array of bachelor's, master's and doctoral 
degrees. In the latter category of institutions there is less focus on doctoral research. 

In the year 2000, there were 873 regionally accredited institutions belonging to this 
category in the United States. 

Baccalaureate Colleges 
These institutions award mainly bachelor's degrees. Some may also award two-year 
associate degrees (see following section), though this would represent the minority of 
the degrees awarded by the institution. These institutions place little emphasis on 
higher-level research, as they are primarily focused on undergraduate education. 
They often tend to have lower enrollments than doctoral research universities or 
master's college and universities. 

In the year 2000, there were 606 regionally accredited institutions belonging to this 
category in the United States. Of these, 82.3% operate on a private, not-for-profit 
basis. 



Associate Colleges 
These institutions most often offer two-year programs that lead to associate degrees. 
Generally, they maintain open admissions to high school diploma holders. 

Typically, the programs offered at these institutions can be subdivided into two 
categories: terminal and transfer. A transfer program is designed for students who 
wish eventually to pursue university studies and offers the opportunity to earn credits 
that can ultimately be used toward a bachelor's degree. Degrees awarded in such 
programs are often called Associate in Arts / Sciences. A terminal program focuses in 
on the development of a particular set of skills which will lead towards employment 
in a skilled profession, such degrees are often called Associate in Applied Arts / 
Sciences. 

In the year 2000, there were 1669 regionally accredited institutions belonging to this 
category. 

Post-Secondary Vocational Schools 
These institutions typically award diplomas and certificates in a particular trade or 
profession. The programs are intended to lead to direct employment. These programs 
may not necessarily require the high school diploma for entry. 

Other Institutions 
In addition to the four categories of institutions listed above, there are numerous 
specialized institutions offering programs at various levels and of various lengths, 
focusing on such sectors as religion, military, business, the arts, etc. 

The National Center for Education Statistics estimates that there were approximately 
9837 post-secondary institutions operating in the 1999-2000 academic year. 

University Education: Undergraduate 

Admission 
Overview 
Given the decentralized nature of U.S. higher education and the number and types of 
institutions offering bachelor's programs, admission practices vary widely. In 
classifying ,the admissions practices of these institutions, the categories "open 
admission", "moderately selective" and "highly selective" are often used. Common to 
the entry requirements of most institutions, regardless of category, is the high school 
diploma. In 1998-1999, this was required by 94.9% of all regionally accredited 
institutions in the United States. 

Requirements 
Open Admission 

An institution with an open admissions policy generally requires only high 
school or GED for entry. No additional requirements exist. In 1998,5.1% 
of all institutions of higher education had open admissions policies. 



Moderately Selective 
An institution with this type of admissions policy generally requires a high 
school diploma, SAT I or ACT results, and a specified minimum GPA. 
The nature of the academic program will also be considered. Other 
requirements may include a personal statement and/or interview. 

Highly Selective 
An institution with a highly selective admissions policy requires a high 
school diploma with a minimum GPA of 3.5 on a 4.0 scale, a score of 
1 100 or higher on the SAT I or 24 on the ACT tests, and completion of a 
college-preparatory high school curriculum that included four units of 
English, three units of mathematics, three units of science, three units of 
social science and two units of foreign language. A personal statement, 
letters of recommendation and/or an interview and participation in two or 
more school-related extra-curricular activities are also required. As 
previously noted, almost all the students who apply to such schools have 
typically passed several AP examinations. 

Program Length and Structure 
A standard bachelor's degree is four years in length. A typical program follows one of 
two structures- the semester system or the quarter system. 

The semester system consists of two study periods per year of fifteen to eighteen weeks 
in length. The value of each course taken is expressed in credits. Each credit represents 
one lecture hour each week for the duration of the semester, and a minimum of 120 
credits are required for the degree. 

In the quarter system, each academic year is comprised of four periods of ten weeks each. 
Credits earned under this system are considered to be equal to two-thirds of those earned 
under the semester system, and 180 credits are required for the degree. 

Program Content 

Overview 
A typical degree consists of general education and a major or concentration. 

Instruction is offered in the form of lectures, labs and practical work sessions. Each 
activity or group of activities is assigned a certain number of credits. Evaluation is 
based on examinations, assignments and papers throughout and at the end of each 
term. 

Liberal Arts / General Education 
A defining feature of the U.S. undergraduate system is the emphasis on general 
education and the liberal arts. This stems from a belief that undergraduate education 
prepares students for work, citizenship and life-long learning. A number of broad, 
general education requirements form a significant component of the degree program. 
These are seen as a prerequisite to more specialized study in the upper years. 
Fundamental to this approach to higher education is an emphasis on interdisciplinary 
studies and the importance of understanding a broad range of inter-related subjects in 9 



order to gain a more profound understanding of the subject that the student will 
eventually pursue as a major. General education usually constitutes between 25 and 
33% of the program. 

Subjects that are classified as "Liberal Arts" include, though are not limited to: 
Enghsh Language and Literature, Foreign Languages and Literatures, Biological and 
Life Sciences, Mathematics, Philosophy and Religion, Physical Sciences, 
Psychology, Social Sciences and History, Visual and Performing Arts, and Area, 
Ethnic and Cultural Studies. 

The Major/Concent~ation 
Degree specialization is accomplished through the major, which involves a cluster 
of courses fiom one or two disciplines (i.e. Enghsh, Philosophy etc.), or an 
interdisciplinary field (i.e. Afiican Studies, Women's Studies, etc.). This 
component of the degree usually constitutes at least 25% of the program. 

Free Electives 
These are unspecified course requirements that allow students to explore a variety 
of subject areas. Often, a level requirement is specified with respect to courses. 
These courses comprise the remainder of the program. 

A large proportion of students pursuing bachelor's degrees study subjects which fall in 
the category of "liberal arts" (humanities and social sciences). Of the 2,454,932 students 
who earned bachelor's degrees in 1995,9.2% majored in education, 16.1 % in humanities, 
36.3% in social sciences, 18.9% in natural sciences, 16.9% in medical sciences and 6.9% 
in other subjects. 

Advanced Credit and Exemptions 

In addition to coursework, there are alternate means of earning credit, designed to 
recognize prior learning and experience. It should be noted that a formal examination is 
always required before credit is awarded. 

Advanced Placement (AP) 
AP credits earned through completion of the College Board examinations (usually 
following an AP course taken in high school) may be used for credit or placement 
purposes, depending on the policies of the individual institution. Minimum marks 
required for credit will also be established by the institution. 

CLEP 
CLEP examinations are subject-specific examinations that allow students to demonstrate 
their knowledge in a particular subject, and potentially earn credit or exemption. These 
standardized examinations, administered by the College Board, are accepted by some 
institutions. Policies vary as to the minimum grades required. 



Associate Degrees 
Students who have completed two-year associate degrees may be exempted fiom the first 
two years of the bachelor's degree on the basis of their previous study. Courses fiom 
which they are usually exempted include the general education requirement and the 
foundation courses in their subject of 
concentration. 

Assessment 
Depending on the subject and content of the course, evaluation may be based on 
examinations, assignments, laboratories, research projects and practical work sessions. 

Grading Scales 
Grading scales vary fiom institution to institution, but generally the following system of 
letter grades or grade points is used. 

A 4.0 Excellent 
A- 3.7 
B+ 3.3 
B 3.0 Good 
B- 2.7 
C+ 2.3 
C 2.0 Average 
D 1.0 Pass 
F 0.0 Fail 

In order to earn a degree, and to remain in satisfactory standing, students must generally 
maintain a C or 2.0 average. 
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General Education 

Question: What part of undergraduate education was 
recently described as "a disaster area" that 
"has been on the defensive and losing 
ground for more than 100 years" by The 
Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement 

. of Teaching (1977)? 
Answer: General education, the portion of college 

study most entering students encounter 
first. 

Definition and History 

General education is the breadth component of the undergraduate 
curriculum and is usually defined on an institutionwide or college- 
wide basis. It generally involves study in several subject areas and 
frequently aims to pro&de a corn mon under~raduat- 
for all students at a particular institution. It has been variously de- 
scribed as the n e c e s s a r y u i s i t e  for specialized study (A. S. 
Packard, in Thomas, 1962, p. 11); "a corrective to the overem- 
phasis of specialization" (A. Meiklejohn, in Thomas, 1962, p. 68); 
the necessary rudiments for common discourse (Levine and Wein- 
prt, 1973, p. 50): the universals of human culture (Hutchins, 
1967, p. 59); an integrative experience underlining the unity of 
knowledge (J. Dewey, in Thomas, 1962, p. 53); knowledge of the 
world around us (A. C. True, in Thomas, 1962, p-77); preparation 
for participation in a democratic society (President's Commission 
onHigherEducation for Democracy, in Hofstadter and Smith, 1961. 



p. 989); learning common to all students (W. Wilson, in Thomas, 
1962, p. 5); "a number of general courses in wholly unrelated 
fields" (A. L. Lowell, in Thomas, 1962, p. 59); a combination of 
ideology, tradition, contraspecialization, and integration (Bell, 
1968, pp. 51-52), an antidote to barbarism (J. Ortega y Gasset, in 
McGrath, 1976, p. 25); a means for achieving human potential (A. 
MacLeish, in Thomas, 1962, pp. 73-74); "the discipline and the 
furniture of the mind" (1828 Yale Report, in Hofstadter and 
Smith, 196 1, p. 275); knowledge necessary for a satisfying private 
life (J. S. Mill, in McGrath, 1976, pp. 20-21); education encourag- 
ing personal and moral development (Taylor, 1962, Chapters 8-9); 
"first principles" (Thomas, 1962, p. 50); a body of knowledge and 
methods of inquiry (A. L. Lowell, in Thomas, 1962, pp. 49-50); 
and liberal education (Harvard Committee, 1945). Liberal education 
is perhaps the most commonly used synonym, but this term, like 
general education, has been interpreted in many ways by many 
people. The Carnegie Council defines it as education rooted in the 
concerns of civilization and our common heritage, and others 
define it even more broadly to include any form of education that 
liberates students in body, mind, or soul. 

The many different and occasionally conflicting definitions 
and purposes attributed to general education are largely a conse- 
quence of its historical evolution. Colonial colleges offered a four- 
year general education curriculum which commonly included a 
small number of subjects-12 in the original Harvard curriculum, 
as Appendix A indicates. The state of knowledge at the time made 
it possible to teach the broad-ranging curriculum in a comprehen- 
sive fashion, enabling students to acquire both breadth and depth 
of knowledge as a result of their general education study. Fully 
prescribed general education programs, like that required of all 
students during the colonial period, have come to be called core 
general education programs. 

When new subjects such as modern language, science, and 
technical studies were added to the colonial curriculum in the late 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, some educators rose to de- 
fend the common core curriculum. in fact, the earliest known ref- 
erence to "general education" was a product of this movement. 
A. S. Packard of Bowdoin College used the term in an 1829 article 

defending the common elements of the curriculum in the North 
.Amen'can Rmiew (in Thomas, 1962, p. 11) only one year after the 
Yale Report's historical defense of the classic curriculum (discussed 
in Chapter 16 and Appendix A). During the early and middle nine- 
teenth century, general education was praised for training the 
mind (mental discipline), establishing a necessary and solid foun- 
dation for the professions, developing student character and mo- 
rality, offering an antidote to barbarism, and providing a liberal 
education. The mental discipline theory has long since been dis- 
proved (Brubacher and Rudy, 1976, p. 291). 

As the nineteenth century progressed, the college curriculum 
expanded even further. One result was the free elective system that 
was popular during the last three decades of the nineteenth cen- 
tury and the first decade of the twentieth century. This system, in 
its purest form, required of students no prescribed courses; stu- 
dents could freely elect whatever courses they desired. As a remedy 
for several of the perceived abuses of free electives-such as over- 
specialization by students, the erosion of common elements in a 
college education, the lack of a sequential introduction to advanced 
work, and fragmentation of knowledge into specialty areas-a sec- 
ond general education movement began at the end of the nine- 
teenth century. 

Two new forms of general education developed as part of this 
movement. In 1909, A. Lawrence Lowell, president of Harvard 
University, created the general education "distribution" require- 
ment. Harvard students were required to take six of 16 year-long 
courses required for graduation in three fields outside of their 
major. General education distribution requirements usually specify 
the subject areas or groups of courses that students are required to 
study. What distinguishes the distribution requirement from the 
core program is that there is more choice for the student and less 
prescription by the institution. 

The other invention was the survey course, a synoptic in a 
broad academic field. The rationale for such courses was that the 
proliferation of knowledge made it otherwise impossible for stu- 
dents to attain a global world view. The first survey course was 
created by President Alexander Meiklejohn of Amherst College in 
1914. The freshman course, entitled "Social and Economic Institu- 
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tions," was designed to serve as an introduction to the arts and sci- 
ences; to provide students with "the facts of the human situation" 
and "a showing of intellectual method; and to offer instruction in 
ethics, logic, history, economics, law, and government (Thomas, 
1962, pp. 66-67). Columbia University's famed "Contemporary 
Civilization" course (discussed in Chapter 12) was established five 
years later. Over the years the realm of the survey course has been 
expanded to include overview and introductory courses in 
academic departments o r  disciplines such as sociology, biology, and 
art. 

During the 1920s and 1930s, a number of well-known general 
education programs were created. (Case studies on each can be 
found in Chapter 12.) The  work-study curriculum at Antioch Col- 
lege proved in part to be a general education endeavor; it ac- 
quainted usually well-heeled freshmen and sophomores with a slice 
of life, usually outside their major areas, that the often sheltered 
student had not previously seen and would never experience again 
after earning a degree. 

General education programs were established at the Univer- 
sity of Chicago and St. John's College that reinstituted the core cur- 
riculum in the spirit of the colonial college. St. John's did so by 
basing its program entirely on approximately 100 classical works- 
the "Great Books" (current list can be found in Appendix A). 

Another form of general education involved the creation of 
thematic general education subunits within larger institutions. The 
best known of these programs was Alexander ~eiklejohn' i  Ex- 
perimental College at the University of Wisconsin, a two-year, 
lower-division, self-contained college offering a unified core gen- 
eral education curriculum focusing on the development of Western 
civilization. For five years beginning in 1927, Meiklejohn's college 
was a supplement to the Wisconsin general education program, but 
even at its peak it enrolled only 155 students. 

World War I1 gave renewed impetus to the general education 
movement. In 1945, Harvard's influential General Education in a 
Free Society was published. The  "Redbook," as it was called, pro- 
posed a core general education program for Harvard undergrad- 
uates. (Chapter 12 and Appendix A offer detailed information.) 
In the same year, a study by the Amherst College Committee 
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on Long Range Planning reached a similar conclusion. And, as 
Appendix A shows, in 1947 President Truman's Commission on 
Higher Education underlined the need for general education in 
America. Each of these reports and many of the immediate post- 
World War I1 general education curriculum developments stressed 
the need for a well-informed citizenry in a democratic society. 

One innovation that did not emphasize this theme was a 
pedagogical technique introduced by Nathan Pusey at Lawrence 
College in 1945. It was a small class concerned with general educa- 
tion and writing for freshmen. The course, not surprisingly called 
"the freshman seminar," became popular in colleges around the 
country during the late 1960s. Its senior counterpart, intended as a 
capstone to general education, had been inaugurated at Reed Col- 
lege some 21 years earlier. 

Since World War 11, changes in general education have in- 
volved the mounting of courses dealing with new subjects, such as 
non-Western culture at Eckerd College; new alignments of older 
subjects, such as "Twentieth Century Physics and Its Philosophical 
Implications" at Brandeis University; problem-based courses, such 
as "Human Survival in Global Perspective" at Antioch College; and 
courses emphasizing methods of inquiry rather than any particular 
subject matter, such as "Modes of Thought" at Brown University. 
There also has been experimentation with alternatives to courses as 
ways of satisfying general education requirements at institutions 
such as Metropolitan State University, which will be discussed later, 
and more concern has been given to affective and personal de- 
velopment, as at Duke University where several "Small Group 
Learning Experiences" are required of all students. 

In very recent years, interest in general education once again 
has increased. As Chapters 11 and 12 note, for example, both Har- 
vard and Princeton universities have just completed major studies 
of general education. The  revival of interest in the topic has been 
premised in many institutions upon a desire to reinstitute the 
coherence felt to be currently lacking in undergraduate education, 
to create common elements in a curriculum which has grown more 
individualized and diverse, and to provide moral training to young 
people in a time when moral scandals have repeatedly rocked the 
nation. 



Philosophies of General Education 

General education programs have been based on a variety of 
philosophies of education. Four of the most common are peren- 
nialism, essentialism, progressivism, and reconstructionism. 

Perennialinn is founded on the assumption that the substance 
of education is perennial or everlasting. Perennialists view the abil- 
ity to reason as the characteristic which distinguishes human beings 
from other animals and believe that education should be concerned 
principally with training the rational faculties. Perennialists also be- 
lieve that people are everywhere alike and that education should be 
the same for everyone. As a result, perennialist education or the 
training of the rational faculties is based upon the study of immu- 
table and universal truths, which are thought to be best acquired by 
study of the "Great Books." The people and writings most closely 
associated with this philosophy are ~obe r t ' ~u t ch in s ,  author of The 
Higher Learning in America (1967) (see Chapter 10); Mark Van 
 en, author of Liberal Education (1943); Mortimer Adler, editor 
of the 54-volume Great Books of the Western World (1952); and the 
founders of the St. John's College program, Stringfellow Barr and 
Scott Buchanan. The "Great Books" program at St. John's in 
Santa Fe, New Mexico, and Annapolis, Maryland (discussed in 
Chapter 12 and Appendix A), is the best-known perennialist cur- 
riculum in higher education. 

Essentialism holds that education should be based upon an es- 
sential or prescribed body of knowledge dealing with the heritage 
of humankind. The subject matter tends to be abstract or concep- 
tual rather than applied or practical. There is no one essentialist 
curriculum. However, all essentialist curricula are teacher cen- 
tered, utilize tried-and-true forms of pedagogy and learning, and 
are premised on the assumption that learning is hard work that is 
often done unwillingly by students. This brand of philosophy is 
reflected in the work of Arthur Bestor and the 1945 Harvard 
committee on general education as illustrated in Chapter 12 and 
Appendix A. Many common core general education programs are 
based on the essentialist philosophy. 

Progressivism is based on life experience. Perennialism and es- 
sentialism might be more aptly described as preparation for life. 

The more practical progressive philosophy is student centered, 
which is to say that student interest determines the direction of 
education.  he instructor is viewed as an expert and adviser whose 
job is to guide the student. The progressive curriculum is problem 
oriented rather than subject matter based. Progressives believe that 
the methods of critical thought are life-long skills while bodies of 
knowledge are continually changing. John Dewey and William Kil- 
patrick (discussed in Chapter 10) are perhaps the best known of the 
progressive philosophers. The progressives were responsible for 
the development of courses stressing methods of inquiry or niodes 
of thought, survey courses, and the progressive curricula of 
colleges such as Bennington (profiled in Chapter 12) and Sarah 
Lawrence. 

Reconstructionism accepts the progressive design of education 
but adds an additional ingredient-an emphasis on reconstructing 
society. George Counts and Theodore Brameld are spokesmen of 
this school. Brookwood Labor College, an institution committed to - 

educating workers and expanding the union movement during the 
1920s and 193Os, and Maharishi International University, a school 
seeking to change the world through transcendental meditation, 
are examples of colleges with curricula based on reconstructionist 
philosophies. 

The State of General Education 

Types of General Education 

General education at American colleges and universities falls into 
three categories: core curricula, distribution requirements, and 
free electives (no required program). 

CORE CURRICULA 

Core general education programs are common, tightly knit, yet 
broad and often interdisciplinary series of courses usually required 
of all students. The general education program prescribed in the 
Harvard Redbook and described in Chapter 12 is an example of a 
core curriculum. Originally three common general education 
courses were to be required of all Harvard students-one each in 
the humanities and social sciences and one of two alternatives in the 
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sciences. Some core general education programs are not divided 
into course units, as was the case in Meiklejohn's Experimental Col- 
lege at the University of Wisconsin, Joseph Tussman's Experimen- 
tal College Program at the University of California, Berkeley, and 
St. John's College in Annapolis (all described in Chapters 12 and 
13). General education core programs can be based on any of the 
educational philosophies previously discussed. 

The core curriculum is found at approximately 10 percent of 
American colleges-7 percent of colleges of arts and sciences and 
14 percent of professionalltechnical colleges (Catalog Study, 1976). 
They are best suited to homogeneous student bodies. With het- 
erogeneous students, the core curriculum runs the risk of hu- 
plicating the previous learning of the most advanced students and 
being too rigorous for the least well-prepared students. The grow- 
ing acceptance of advanced placement courses in high schools, the 
College Level Examination Program, and credit for prior learning 
in college, which enables students to receive credit andlor placement 
out of introductory college courses, has tended to undermine the 
common character of core curricula, as Chapter 9 demonstrates. St. 
John's College, with its four-year Great Books core program (dis- 
cussed in Chapter 12) has avoided these two dilemmas by permit- 
ting neither credit nor placement for work completed outside the 
college and by admitting a homogeneous student body. 

Nonetheless, 47 percent of college and university faculty 
favor the common core as a general education requirement (Car- 
negie Surveys, 1975-76). And several colleges, including Antioch 
College and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, have 
adopted optional core curricula in recent years. Antioch initiated a 
core program in 1975 that attempts to integrate the freshman year 
experience. Each of the four sections of the core course is taught by 
four faculty from the three academic divisions (humanities, science, 
and social science) and the Center for Cooperative Education. The  
course is organized around broad topics such as "Human Survival 
in Global Perspective" and "World Views and Ways of Knowing." It 
satisfies all freshman general education requirements and ties the 
required work or cooperative experience to the freshman's 
academic courses. Students in the core are urged to take additional 
courses from a list of offerings that supplement their core sections. 

G m a l  Education 1 1  

The adoption of the core was attributed to the lack of integrity of 
the previous general education distribution requirement, the in- 
adequacy of Antioch's advising system, the politically divided na- 
ture of the campus, which necessitated some common effort to 
reunite the college, and the increasing isolation of the work pro- 
gram from the academic core. The first three rationales, in less 
dramatic form, are also among the principal reasons that Harvard's 
dean of the faculty, Henry Rosovsky, formed a task force in 1975 to 
examine the possibility of designing a core curriculum for that in- 
stitution, as noted in Chapter 12. 

The  MIT program, "Concourse," which enrolled 51 students 
in 1975-76, is an example of the core curriculum utilized as an 
alternative to the traditional or dominant mode of general educa- 
tion. Like the Antioch core, Concourse is organized around a broad 
interdisciplinary theme. That theme provides the context for in- 
tegrating all of the subjects freshmen normally study at MIT. Con- 
course consists of two types of classes. In "techniques of disciplines" 
classes, students learn typical freshman skills such as calculus, and 
in "general meetings," the skills are applied and enriched. Con- 
course meets three hours a day, five days a week. 

DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS, 

Distribution requirements are designed to ensure that each student 
takes a minimum number of courses or credits in specified 
academic areas. For instance, at the University of ~alifoknia, Santa 
Cruz, each student is required to take a total of six courses: two 
each in the humanities, sdcial sciences, and natural sciences. There 
are four forms of distribution requirements: prescribed distribu- 
tion requirements, minimally prescribed or "smorgasbord" dis- 
tribution requirements, recommended distribution guidelines, and 
a small group of programs which can best be described only as 
"other." 

Prescribed Distribution Requirements. Of all forms of general educa- 
tion, prescribed distribution requirements are the most common. 
Eighty-five percent of all colleges have this type of general educa- 
tion program (Catalog Study, 1976), and the distribution require- 
ment is the form of general education program favored by 46 per- 
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cent of all faculty. It is, however, inconsistent with the perennialist 
w (1973, p. 28) found that students at Trinity "had no interest in the 

and essentialist philosophies of education, which specify a core guidelines and almost no one indicated using them at all." 

body of knowledge that all students or all students in a particular Nonetheless a majority of Trinity students indicated distributing 

culture must master. their courses well across the curriculum. Less than 3 percent of 

Prescribed distribution requirements involve combinations of institutions of higher education employ recommended distribution 

specified courses, student course options from short preselected guidelines; few if any professionaVtechnica1 schools and 5 percent 

lists. and a limited number of electives in designated areas. T h e  of arts and sciences colleges have them (Catalog Study, 1976). .. 
general education program at the Residential College of the Uni- 
versity of Michigan is an example of prescribed distribution. Stu- 
dents are required to take a freshman seminar, an art .  practicum, 
foreign language to the level of reading comprehension, three 
courses in the social sciences, three courses in the humanities, and 
three courses in the natural sciences. Approximately 60 percent of 
colleges and universities have distribution requirements with some 
specified courses. Forty-eight percent of colleges of arts and sci- 
ences and 74 percent of professionalltechnical colleges have such 
requirements (Catalog Study, 1976). 

Minimally Prescribed or "Smorga~bord" Distribution Requirements. 
Smorgasbord distributions generally require few if any specified 
courses. T h e  emphasis is on areas that must be studied. Ben- 
nington College has such a program. Students are required to take 
one course in any four of the college's eight academic divisions. In 
practice, this requirement can be satisfied with four arts and 
humanities courses. Approximately 24 percent of colleges and uni- 
versities have smorgasbord distribution requirements. Thirty-five 
percent of colleges of arts and sciences and 11 percent of profes- 
sional and technical colleges have such requirements (Catalog 
Study, 1976). 

Recommended Distribution Guidelines. Recommended distribution 
guidelines are generally the same as smorgasbord distribution re- 
quirements except that they are not required. The  student is given 
the option of satisfying the requirements or ignoring them. For 
instance, Trinity College of Hartford, Connecticut, recommends 
that students take courses in four areas: language and other sym- 
bolic systems, human interaction with the natural world, human 
social institutions, and forms of culture. Levine and Weingart 

Other Distribution Requirements. New forms of general education dis- 
tribution requirements referred to previously as "other" have also 
been developed. Among the most novel of these are the programs 

I of Sterling College and Hampshire College. They differ from tra- 
ditional distribution requirements in procedure rather than sub- 
stance. Sterling College (described in Chapter 13) has a compe- 
tency- or outcome-based general education program. Students are 
required to demonstrate attainment in eight general education 
areas: Christian heritage, values, acquisition and use of knowledge, 
art and aesthetics, physical and social environment, verbal com- 
munication, physical and recreational activity, and groups. With 
regard to arts and aesthetics, for instance, the student must "com- 
prehend the artistic and aesthetic dimensions of culture." To  do 
that the student is required to demonstrate ( I )  an understanding of 
some aspects of his or  her cultural heritage and the contributions to 
it by the arts and artists, (2) an understanding of the way an artist 
works in a particular medium, (3) some knowledge of aesthetic ex- 
perience, and (4) an awareness of aesthetic values and a capacity to 
make discriminating judgments of his or  her own. Students are re- 
quired to demonstrate their abilities to a faculty committee via 
courses, independent study, standardized tests, andlor field ex- 
perience. Students most often choose the traditional courses as the 
vehicle for demonstrating competence. 

Hampshire College (also described in Chapter 13) requires 
that all students pass comprehensive examinations in natural sci- 
ences and mathematics, social sciences, language and communica- 
tion, and humanities and arts. There are no course requirements. 
Every Hampshire student, with the aid of a faculty committee of his 
o r  her own choosing, develops an examination-usually a paper- 
which will demonstrate mastery of the modes of thought in each 
academic area. Each student forms four separate committees. 
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FREE ELECTIVES 

In a free elective curriculum, no general education program is 
specified by the college. The student can create a general education 
based on whatever courses he or she selects. The student may also 
neglect general education. Amherst College and Brown University 
offer students free elective programs. Free electives, like distribu- 
tion requirements, are inconsistent with the philosophies of essen- 
tialist and perennialist education. No general education require- 
ment is favored by 6 percent of college and university faculty (Car- 
negie Surveys. 1975-76) and is found at 2 percent of higher educa- 
tion institutions. It is more common at arts and sciences colleges (3 
percent) than professional schools (.2 percent) (Catalog Study, 
1976). Levine and Weingart (1973, pp. 28-29) report that students 
tend to specialize earlier when there are no or minimal general 
education requirements. They also note that under such conditions 
students generally sample fields outside their major but that 
"nonscientists tend not to take science courses, and a sizable 
number of humanities students take little more than humanities." 

The three states of general education-core curricula, dis- 
tribution requirements, and free electives-represent a con- 
tinuum. There is a sizable and still-growing b.ody of literature that 
indicates that colleges tend to move across the continuum from 
core curricula to free electives and back in a pendular fashion. Re- 
cently colleges have tended to move from cores toward free elec- 
tives. In a 1975 study of eight selected core general education pro- 
grams varying in age from five years to more than fifty years, 
Levine (1976, p. 14) found that one program had evolved into a 
free elective cumculum and seven into distribution requirements, 
five of which were of the smorgasbord variety. Levine and Wein- 
gart (1973, p. 26) documented this pattern among colleges with 
distribution requirements. They discovered a common movement 
from prescribed distribution requirements to smorgasbord dis- 
tributions. The most wide-ranging study of this type was that of 
Blackburn and others (1976, p. 37). In this study of curriculum 
change in 270 colleges and universities between 1967 and 1974, 
they found a two-stage movement among institutions altering their 
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general education programs from prescribed courses to distribu- 
tion requirements and from distribution requirements to free elec- 
tives. 

The Amount of General Education in an Undergraduate Program 

The quantity of general education required of undergraduates var- 
ies for different academic degrees, subject areas, and types of col- 
leges and universities. It also varies widely within the same degrees, 
subject areas, and types of iristitutions. Table 1 shows the percent- 
age (in deciles) of undergraduAe education that colleges and uni- 
versities require in genera education to complete the associate of 
arts (A.A.), associate of science (A.S.), associate of applied sci- 
ence (A.A.S.), bachelor of arts (B.A.), and bachelor of science (B.S.) 
degrees. The associate's degrees normally require two years of 
study and the bachelor's degrees usually require four years. 

Table 1 indicates that the quantity of general education re- 
quired to earn degrees varies as much as it possibly could. Both the 
associate of arts and the associate of science degrees require be- 
tween 0 percent general education and 100 percent general educa- 
tion. The range of required general education is smaller for the 

Table 1. Percentage of colleges and universities requiring varying amounts 
of general education by degree type 

Percentage of progmm Degree type 
~as is t ing  of general 

education A.A. A.S. AA.S. B.A. B.S. 

Source: Catalog Study, 1976. 
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bachelor's degrees but still quite large, with the bachelor of arts 
varying from 0 percent to as much as 80 percent general education. 

Table 1 also shows variation between the different degrees. 
The variation is greatest among the associate's degrees. The most 
common percentage (mode) of the undergraduate program re- 
quired in general education for the A.A. was 81-90 percent, which 
deviates sharply from the 2 1-30 percent of the A.A.S. Differences 
between bachelor's degrees are considerably less. 

Tables 2 and 3 show the variation in the amount of general 
education required by institutional type and by subject area. Table 
2 shows the percentage of five different types of colleges and uni- 
versities (research universities, other doctorate-granting univer- 
sities, comprehensive universities, liberal arts colleges, and com- 
munity colleges) requiring varying amounts of general education 

Table 2. Percentage of institutions requiring varying amounts of general 
education in their arts and science colleges by institutional type 

lnslilulional type 
- 

Other 
doclorale- Compre- 

Percentage o j  Research granting hensive Liberal Community 
program conristing univer- univer- univer- atis andjunivr 
of general educalion siliesm silksa silksa collegesa collegesb 

.Four-year programs only. 

bTwo-year programs only. 

Source: Catalog Study. 1976. 

(in deciles) to earn a degree in their colleges of arts and sciences. 
Table 3 provides the saie information for professional and techni- 
cal colleges, an aggregation of the practices of colleges of business, 
education, engineering, health sciences, and trade and technical 
arts. 

Examination of Tables 2 and 3 reveals the same types of varia- 
tion discussed with regard to Table 1. A comparison of Tables 2 
and 3, however, shows that arts and sciences colleges consistently 
require more general education than professional schools. This 
difference disappears in practice because colleges of arts and sci- 
ences generally permit students to satisfy approximately one- 
fourth to one-third of their general education requirements by tak- 

' 

ing courses in their major area. 
Though the amount of general education that colleges and 

Table 8. Percentage of institutions requiring varying amounts of general education 
in their professionaUtechnica1 colleges by institutional typea 

- 

Other 
Percentage of program doctorate- Cumrunity 
cashling of general Research grantmg Comprelmsioe and junior 

education universitiesb universitiesb univ~rsities coUpgpsc 

0 1.7 2.8 6.8 
1-10 20.0 9.2 8.5 3.4 

11-20 30.8 24.6 19.7 15.3 
21-30 30.8 34.4 47.0 23.7 
3 1-40 14.2 26.8 23.1 23.7 
4 1-50 1.7 4.2 1.7 10.2 
5 1-60 .8 6.8 
61-70 3.4 
71-80 3.4 
81-90 1.7 
91-100 1.7 

- - 

.Liberal a m  colleges arc not included in Table 9 because they are by definition solely arts and 
science colleges. 

bFour-year programs only. 

'Two-year program only. 

Sourcc Catalog Study, 1976. 





Content of Cenwal Education 

The content of general education varies from college to college. 
Some subjects are required in most general education programs; 
others are required in only a few. The  content of general education 
includes advanced learning skills, field distribution subjects, and 
general understanding courses. 

Advanced learning ski&-English composition, mathematics 
through geometry and two years of algebra, one year of foreign 
language, and physical education-are tools that students gener- 
ally need to sustain college-level study. Advanced learning skills re- 
quire students to have a firm base in the three R's and other basic 
skills. English composition is the most common general education 
requirement in two- and four-year colleges and universities, and in 
arts and sciences and technicaYprofessiona1 colleges combined. It is 

. specifically required in 76 percent of the general education pro- 
grams and can be used to satisfy distribution requirements in 
another 14 percent of the programs. Mathematics is required in 48 
percent of general education programs and is a means of satisfying 
distribution requirements in another 33 percent of the programs. 
Foreign language is a requirement in 24 percent of general educa- 
tion programs and a distribution subject in 39 percent of the pro- 
grams. Physical education is specifically required in 56 percent of 
general education programs and satisfies distribution requirements 
in another 9 percent of the programs. 

Field distribution sutjech involve no specified courses, but indi- 
cate one or more of three broad areas-humanities, natural sci- 
ence, or  social science-in which the student must take courses or 
credits. Social science is a requirement in 81 percent of the general 
education curricula and satisfies distribution requirements in 
another 9 percent. Natural science is a requirement in 71 percent 
of the programs and a distribution area in 13 percent. Humanities 
is required in 70 percent of the programs and fulfills distribution 
requirements in 11 percent more. 

General understanding courses, intended to give students both a 
broad and basic undergraduate learning experience, are required in 
a large number of colleges, though not a majority. Fine arts, gov- 

'All of the data in this section are drawn from the Carnegie Counal Catalog Study, 
1976. 

G - d m  = I = 
ernment and institutions, and religion are the most common 
courses in this category. Fine arts is required in 20 percent of the 
curricula and fulfills distribution requirements in 59 percent. Gov- 
ernment and institutions is a specific requirement in 18 percent of 
general education programs and a distribution subject in 63 per- 
cent of the programs. Religion is primarily a requirement at sectar- 
ian institutions. Seventeen percent of all general education pro- 
grams require religion and 19 percent permit religion to satisfy 
distribution requirements. 

The content of general education appears to fluctuate with 
time. For example, in a study of curriculum change in the arts and 
sciences between 1947 and 1967, Dressel and DeLisle (1969, p. 30) 
found that mathematics and foreign language increased as general 
education requirements, but a similar study by Blackburn and 
others (1976, pp. 15-16) reported a decline in these two subjects as 
requirements between 1967 and 1974. Both studies noted declines 
in the requirement of physical education and English composition. 
With regard to field distribution requirements, Dressel and DeLisle 
(1969, pp. 25-26) reported a constant level of natural science, so- 
cial science, and humanities requirements in the curriculum, while 
Blackburn and others (1976, p. 15) reported a subsequent decline. 

Concerns and Proposals 

Certain aspects of general education have been regularly criticized. 
Some of the criticisms are just, and in several instances proposals 
have been advanced or even implemented to remedy the deficien- 
cies. Some of the criticisms are unjust and are occasionally based 
upon misinformation. The merits and demerits of common criti- 
cisms are examined in the following pages. 

Criticism I: General education is a good idea in theory, but fails in 
! practice. 

Several difficulties seem to plague many if not most general educa- 
tion programs. They include the following (Levine, 1976, pp. 24- 
25): 

Rewards and incentives to faculty for participation in general 
education are meager. 
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General education teaching, even in nonuniversity settings, often 
serves as an adverse factor in faculty promotion or tenure be- 
cause general education involves service outside the discipline, 
bemuse general education teaching demands a disproportionate 
amount of faculty time which could be used for other more posi- 
tively perceived activities such as publication or committee work, 
and because the average faculty member does not excel at gen- 
eral education teaching, causing a blot on his or her teaching 
record. 
The training and experience of most faculty members does not 
prepare them well for broad, cooperative, interdisciplinary 
teaching. 
The turnover rate for faculty in general education is high, and 
participation is sometimes involuntary. 
Academic disciplines or departments have not utilized their most 
able and most senior faculty and/or graduate students to teach 
general education. 
Academic disciplines have often transformed general education 
courses into department introductions or the first course in the 
major which is an effective way to recruit student concentrators. 

These problems do not exist at all colleges. St. John's College 
is an example of an institution without any of the six problems. 
However, proposals for improvement at other colleges that are ex- 
periencing these problems include: 

Hiring faculty with abilities and interests more attuned to gen- 
eral education teaching. In this regard, the Carnegie Commis- 
sion (197 1, pp. 16- 18) recommended the establishment of doc- 
tor of arts graduate programs which would stress teaching in 
contrast to the research orientation of current Ph.D. programs. 
This proposal finds support from at least a modest majority of 
faculty (51 percent) who believe that undergraduate education 
would be improved if there were less emphasis on specialized 
training and more on liberal education (Carnegie Surveys, 
1975-76). Only 31 percent of undergraduates agree with the 
faculty assessment (Carnegie Surveys, 1975-76). 
Separating general education teaching from the functions of 
academic departments or disciplines. This proposal has been 
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tried many times with mixed results. At the University of 
Chicago the establishment of a general education college sepa- 
rate from the university (described in Chapter 12) caused the 
faculty at the college to be treated as second-class citizens within 
the university. In contrast, separation of the college faculty from 
the graduate school at the Claremont University Center has re- 
sulted in undergraduate colleges with vital and diverse missions. 
At institutions where graduate school activities are more pres- 
tigious than undergraduate teaching, this strategy is unlikely to 
work. 
Reformulating the rewards system to encourage general educa- 

- , tion teaching (Mayhew, 1976). 
Improving general education teaching through faculty and in- 
structional development (Gaff, 1975). 
Creating general education courses that link departmentally of- 

I fered mini-courses (short-term courses) on the same topics, such 
as ethics of the discipline or research methods (Smith, 1977). 

I 
i Criticism 2: General education programs are unpopular with stu- 

i dents. 

It is possible that students are not satisfied with the general educa- 
tion programs that they are required to take, but they do want gen- 
eral education. Ninety-seven percent of the students questioned in 
the 1976 Carnegie Council survey of undergraduates indicated 
that "a well-rounded general education" was an essential or fairly 
important element of a college education for them. There has been 
no change in student opinion on this question since the survey was 
administered in 1969. 

Critich 3: The student clientele of American colleges and univer- 
sities is too heterogeneous to permit common general education 
programs. 

Nationally, higher education has a highly diverse student body, but 
there are many institutions with student bodies sufficiently ho- 
mogeneous to offer a common general education program if they 
so wished. However, this is not true for a large number of institu- 
tions, and there is nothing basic to general education which re- 



quires that it be the same throughoqt the country or even within a 
single institution. In  fact, several large institutions have responded 
to their inability to offer a single general education program by 
offering several that correspond to different student needs. The  
University of Pennsylvania, for instance, offers four different gen- 
eral education programs to the students in its College of Arts and 
Sciences. 

Criticism 4:  General education is of little economic value to the stu- 
dent who is forced to study it. 

There are many who would challenge this statement with the claim 
that liberal education is the best long-run economic value to stu- 
dents (Bowen, 1977, pp. 33-37). Rather than debating the issue, it 
is appropriate to note that there is nothing intrinsic to general edu- 
cation that requires it to be impractical o r  unworldly. Indeed, Earl 
Cheit (1975) has proposed a fusing of professional and liberal arts 
endeavors. This has to some extent been accomplished in curricula 
like the Antfoch College cooperative or work-study program (de- 
scribed in Chapter 12), which provides both a vocational experi- 
ence and general education, and by the creation of courses like 
those recommended by Martin Meyerson (1974, pp. 177-178), in- 
cluding philosophy of law, social psychology of health, and aesthet- 
ics of engineering. 

Criticism 5: General education programs are weak in educational 
and philosophical integrity. 

This criticism is founded upon the gradual drift of general educa- 
tion programs from core curricula to free electives which was de- 
scribed earlier. This process is often more the result of political 
negotiation than educational philosophy (Levine and Weingart, 
1973, p. x). Such reasoning is certainly borne out in the case studies 
of the contemporary civilization curriculum at Columbia University 
and general education at Harvard University in Chapter 12 of this 
volume. 

Lack of integrity is not a fair indictment of all general educa- 
tion programs, however. Meiklejohn's Experimental College at the 
University of Wisconsin, Tussman's Experimental College Pro- 

gram at the University of California, Berkeley, the Great Books 
program at St. John's College, the general education college at the 
University of Chicago, and the General College at the University of 
Minnesota (all described in Chapters 12 and 13) were notable for 
their sound philosophical foundations. In fact, several general 
education proposals formulated since World War I1 have been 
applauded nationally for the cogency of their educational vision. 
Among them are the proposals of the Harvard Redbook committee 
(outlined in Chapter 12), the Magaziner-Maxwell report at Brown 
University (described in Chapter 13), and Daniel Bell's The Reform- 
ing of General Education (1968) at Columbia University (discussed in 
Chapter 1 1), and philip Phenix's Realms of Meaning (1964) (sum- 
marized in Chapter 11). 

Criticism 6: General education is poorly timed. 

This criticism has been voiced in two ways. The  first is to say that 
general education is more appropriate to older adults than to 18- to 
22-year-olds whose most immediate need is gainful employment. 
One response to this has been to say that society cannot afford to 
give jobs to people who are unaware of the ethical dilemmas and 
social implications of theirjobs in the world around them. Another, 
which is not inconsistent with the first, is the response of The Car- 
negie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching (1977, p. 204) 
which suggested a possible reduction in the amount of time stu- 
dents spend in college, combined with the introduction of "de- 
ferred electives" that will be available to the student later in life. ' 

The s e ~ o n d  way in which the criticism of poor timing has been 
raised is in calling for general education to become the province of 
secondary schools rather than colleges. For instance, the Carnegie 
Commission (1973, p. 20) proposed that "more responsibility for 
general education . . . be assumed by high schools." It is frequently 
pointed out that several functions of general education, such as 
education for citizenship, are important for all people, not just 
those who attend college. There is also evidence of duplication in 
college and high school studies, particularly in the area of general 
education. Blanchard (1971) reported an average duplicati~n of 
two-thirds of a year of course work. In 1976,38 percent of under- 
graduate students agreed that part of their undergraduate educa- 



tion was a wasteful duplication of work already covered in high 
school (Carnegie Surveys, 1975-76). A less radical proposal than 
transferring all general education instmction to the high school is 
that colleges and secondary schools work together to ensure better 
articulation in programming (Carnegie Commission. 1973, p. 103). 

For a commentary on general education, see Chapter 8, "General 
Education: An Idea in Distress," in The Carnegie Foundation for 
the Advancement of Teaching, Missions of the College Cum'culum: A 
Contemporary Rm'ew zuith Suggestions (1977). 
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Credits and Degrees 

Definition and History 

The credd is a rime-based, quantitative measure assigned to courses 
or course-equivalent learning. It is usually defined as 50 minutes of 
instruction per week for a term. As terms vary in length, credits are 
usually referred to as semester or quarter credits. Unit and credit 
hour are synonyms for credit. 

The degree may be thought of as a grade or rank that colleges 
and universities confer upon students for their educational attain- 
ments. The bachelor's degree and the associate's degree are the two 
principal types awarded at the undergraduate level. 

Credits and degrees are closely related. When students earn a 
predetermined number of credits, they are usually rewarded with 
degrees. It is important to note, however, that all undergraduate 
degrees are not credit based. The most common alternative re- 
quires that students complete a specified number of courses, each 
of equal weight, to earn a degree. For instance, Amherst College 

' requires that students complete 32 semester courses in order to 
graduate with a bachelor of arts degree. Other alternatives will be 
discussed later in the chapter. 

Histoty of Degrees 

The earliest degrees, doctoral degrees, were awarded at the Univer- 
sity of Bologna in the early thirteenth century. The degree, which 
required six to eight years of study, signified admission into the 
ranks of the university faculty. Four to five years into the doctoral 
course, the student became a baccakaureus, authorized to tutor or 

Credits and Degrees 
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4 offer informal lectures. In order to achieve this distinction, the stu- 

I dent was required to engage in a disputation and pass an oral 
examination administered by a faculty panel (Spurr, 1970, pp. 

1 E. s i i ) .  

[ The baccalaureate was also a feature of the University of Paris 

t 
and Oxford University curricula. At Paris, students were required 

$ to complete a liberal arts program or achieve bachelor's status prior 
\ to entering the advanced and more eminent faculties of canon law, 
I theology, and medicine. At Oxford, where English faculty congre- 
:: gated after their expulsion from the University of Paris, the arts 

cumculum and baccalaureate were emphasized rather than 
graduate study and the master's degree (which was the equivalent 
of a Bologna doctoral degree). 

The Oxford system was also adopted at Cambridge Univer- 
sity, which was established by Oxford faculty and students. And 
from Cambridge the bachelor of arts (B.A.) degree and master of 
arts (M.A.) degrees were imported to America. 

The first nine bachelor of arts degrees were awarded at Har- 
vard in 1642. To earn a bachelor of arts degree from Harvard, a 
student was required to attend the college for at least three years 
and ten months and complete a fully prescribed curriculum. The 
Harvard master of arts required little more than paying fees for 
three additional years without getting into trouble-there was not 
even a residence requirement (Brubacher and Rudy, 1976, p. 20). 

New forms of the bachelor's degree were developed in 
America as early as the second half of the eighteenth century. The 
University of Pennsylvania introduced the bachelor of medicine 
(B.M.) degree in 1768, and William and Mary first awarded the 
bachelor of law (B.L.) in 1795. However, of the 9,144 baccalaureate 
degrees conferred before 1801, all except 150 were bachelor of arts 
degrees. The remainder were bachelor of medicine (149) and 
bachelor of law (1) degrees (Eells, 1965, p. 84). 

Other baccalaureate degrees, such as the bachelor of science 
(B.S.) and bachelor of philosophy (Ph.B.), were created during the 
nineteenth century. The first bachelor of science degree was 
awarded in 185 1 by Harvard's Lawrence Scientific School for com- 
pletion of a three-year program. It was preceded in 1835 by the 
bachelor of natural science degree at Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti- 
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tute. The first bachelor of philosophy was awarded for a modern/ 
scientific course of studies at Yale in 1852. 

Until the nineteenth century, the bachelor's degree was the 
only earned degree offered by American colleges. Women's de- 
grees, which differed in title as well as content, were a short-lived 
departure. In 1835, Van Doren College for Young Ladies was em- 
powered to grant the degree of mistress of polite literature. In 
1853 Beaver College began awarding the mistress of liberal arts 
degree. And in 1873 Wheaton College gave students the sister of 
arts degree. 

Earned graduate degrees were awarded for the first time in 
1853, when the University of Michigan granted its first academic 
master's degree. Eight years later Yale conferred the first Ph.D. 

Another major development of the nineteenth century was 
the creation of the two-year associate's degree. The world's first 
associate's degree, the associate in science, was granted at England's 
University of Durham in 1873. The University of Chicago awarded 
the first American associate's degrees in 1898. It offered associate 
in arts, associate in literature, and associate in science degrees. 

Since the nineteenth century the number of college degrees 
has continued to grow. Degrees are no longer all campus based or 
even college based. As noted earlier, corporations such as General 
Electric, IBM, and AT&T now award the baccalaureate degree. In 
1970, New York state introduced an even more radical departure 
from traditional degree practices. It offered bachelor's and as- 
sociate's degrees through the Regents External Degree program 
solely by means of examinations and validation of accumulated 
college-equivalent credits. This external degree program (further 
discussed in Chapter 9) is not associated with any campus, offers no 
courses, and employs no faculty. 

Hislor)l of the Credit System 

The credit system was not introduced until the 1870s. It was in part 
a product of the growing practice of allowing students to include 
elective courses in their undergraduate programs. Colleges needed 
some mechanism for keeping track of the comparative academic 

m 
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their degrees. It was also an outgrowth of the expansion of public 
secondary education. Standards became necessary for colleges to 
evaluate applicant records from a large number of schools offering 
a v a r i e t y - 6 r o a e s  of varying quality. The credit system re- 
sponded to both needs. 

Dietrich Gerhard (1955) divides the development of the 
credit system into two phases. During the first or introductory 
phase, which reached a peak in the 1870s and 1880s, colleges began 

n+y sure the teaching of subject matter in course and hour units. 
Du ing the second or consolidating phase, which started around 
the turn of the century, high schools as well as colleges assigned 
credit units of different sorts to their courses and stated their 
graduation requirements in terms of credits. 

Charles W. Eliot symbolically inaugurated phase one in 1869 
with his maiden speech as president of Harvard University, in 
which he proclaimed his commitment to the elective system. In 
1870-7 1, the Harvard catalog stopped listing the studies each of 
the four classes was required to take and began listing individual 
courses, each with its own number. By 1884, requirements for the 
bachelor's degree were stated as 18.4 courses (Gerhard, 1955, p. 
653). The University of Michigan established quantitative course 
accounting even before Harvard. In 1877, it required students to 
take 24 to 26 full courses to earn a degree, a "full course" being 
defined as "five exercises a week during a semester, whether in reci- 
tations, laboratory work, or lectures" (p. 654). This system, or one 
like it, was adopted by most colleges with elective curricula before 
the turn of the century. 

The second phase of the credit system's development began 
in 1892, when Charles W. Eliot encouraged the National Education 
Association to appoint a Committee of Ten to look into college- 
high school relations. One of the concerns of this committee, 
chaired by Eliot, was the lack of standardization in the high school 
curriculum. To improve this situation, the Committee of Ten rec- 
ommended that the subjects taught in high schools be taught in the 
same way to all students enrolled regardless of their educational 
aspirations and that all subjects be held of equal rank for admission 
to college (see Appendix A). In this way the committee, 

I - = = n = I  
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of well-known and influential educators, hoped to standardize and 
make uniform the secondary school program. Allowance was not 
made for differences among schools. 

In the 1890s, another approach was taken to the problem- 
the introduction of a standardized measure of high school studies. 
In 1895, the New York State Regents proposed the creation of the 
count, which was "ten weeks of work in one of three subjects taken 
five days a week" (Brubacher and Rudy, 1976, p. 249). In its stead, 
Eliot in 1897-98 suggested the point, defined as approximately a 
half year's work in one subject consisting of four to five lessons a 
week in school or a term in college. Eliot recommended 20 points 
for college admission (Gerhard, 1955, pp. 656-657). 

An 1899 report of the Committee on College Entrance Re- 
quirements echoed Eliot's sentiments. The committee recom- 
mended a list of subjects that should be common to all high school 
programs and required for college admission. The subjects in- 
cluded four units (four years) of foreign language, two units (two 
years) of mathematics, one unit (one year) of history, and one unit 
(one year) of science (Gerhard, 1955, p. 657). The committee's unit 
was the equivalent of two of Eliot's points. 

The recommendation was adopted as policy in 1900 by the 
newly established College Entrance Examination Board of the 
Middle Atlantic States and Maryland, which had been created to 
encourage uniform admissions requirements and provide for a 
common board to examine students. In 1902, the North Central 
Association elaborated upon the work of the committee by defining 
the unit as a course lasting not less than 35 weeks and consisting of 
four to five meetings a week for not less than 45 minutes each. The 
unit was firmly established in 1906 by The Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advancement of Teaching; Eliot was chairman of the 
board. The Foundation offered college faculty a pension if their 
institution conformed to certain standards, one of which was "to 
require 14 'units' of high school credit for admission, each unit sig- 
nifying five recitations a week throughout the year in one subject" 
(Rudolph, 1977, p. 222). By 1908, the unit became known as the 
"Carnegie unit" as a consequence of the pension program and a 
national conference organized by the Foundation on college en- 
trance requirements. At that time the unit was defined as "any one 
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of four courses carried five days a week during the secondary 
school year" (Rudolph, 1962, p. 438). 

Since the first decade of the century, the credit system has 
persisted and expanded with little more than procedural changes. 
During the 1920s and 1930% a number of curriculum experiments 
sought to dethrone the system. They included the Honors Program 
at Swarthmore College (1921), Meiklejohn's Experimental College 
at the University of Wisconsin (1927), The College of the Univer- 
sity of Chicago (1931), and St. John's College (1937). At these in- 
stitutions the credit system was perceived to undermine under- 
graduate education. Each adopted a noncredit-based model pro- 
gram that attracted national attention (case studies on each can be 
found in Chapter 12). Needless to say, these institutions did not 
restrain the use of the credit system. In recent years the award of 
credit has even been extended to out-of-class and out-of-college 
learning, as described in Chapter 9. In 1968, a new form of credit, 
the "continuing education unit," was created to measure "all sig- 
nificant learning experiences of postsecondary level for which de- 
gree credit is not earned" (Kaplan and Veri, 1974, p. 5 ) ,  primarily 
to validate these experiences for job advancement purposes. One 
continuing education unit is awarded for every ten contact hours of 
continuing or nondegree credit education. 

State of Credits and Degrees 

Credits 

With rare exception all undergraduate degree programs in the 
United States rely upon the credit system or equally weighted 
course system. The exceptions are of three basic types. One is the 
integrated cum'culum, a completely required undergraduate pro- 
gram which is not broken down into course units. St. John's Col- 
lege's program based on the great books (described in Chapter 12) 
is of this type. 

The second is the progress 6y examination curriculum, in which 
the degree is earned by passing tests rather than courses. Students 
can theoretically earn credits by taking courses at such colleges, but 
these credits are used mainly for transfer purposes in earning a 
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degree at another institution and have no bearing on graduation. 
Hampshire College has a progress by examination curriculum, 
which is discussed in Chapter 9. 

The third type is the competency-based curriculum, in which stu- 
dents must achieve specified learning outcomes in order to earn a 
degree. Credits are irrelevant to the process, though they can be 
used in the same way as those earned in a progress by examination 
curriculum. Alverno College has such a program (see Chapter 9). 

The value of the credit varies significantly from college to col- 
lege. The reason is that the credit is defined on the basis of a term, 
and terms are variable in length. For example, the semester term 
averages about 15 weeks while the quarter term averages 10 weeks. 
As a result, the average semester credit entails 50 percent more 
class time than the quarter credit. 

This is taken into account in formulating degree require- 
ments. Nationally the baccalaureate degree requires an average of 
123 semester credit hours or 185 quarter credit hours. An as- 
sociate's degree requires half that number of credits-an average 
of 62 semester credit hours or 93 quarter credit hours (Blackburn 
and others, 1976, p. 10). 

Between 1967 and 1974, the number of credits required to 
earn a degree declined slightly. On the average, the bachelor's de- 
gree dropped two credits from 125 semester credit hours to 123, 
and the associate's degree dropped a single. credit from 63 semester 
credits to 62. However, the specific number of credits required for 
a degree varies even among colleges using the same calendar. The 
number is greatest among less selective liberal arts colleges (125 
semester credit hours) and least among the most selective liberal 
arts colleges (1 19 hours) (Blackburn and others, 1976, pp. 10-1 1). 

Degrees 
Hundreds of types of bachelor's and associate's degrees are 
awarded. There are currently almost 200 different associate's de- 
grees' and 650 types of bachelor's degrees, ranging from the 
bachelor of sacred music to the bachelor of welding engineering 
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Despite this diversity, the bachelor of arts (B.A.) and the bachelor 
of science (B.S.) are the most common of the baccalaureate de- 
grees. Ninty-nine percent of four-year arts and sciences colleges 
and 25 percent of four-year professionaYtechnica1 colleges offer 
the bachelor of arts degree. The bachelor of science is awarded by 
82 percent of four-year arts and sciences colleges and 85 percent of 
professiondtechnical colleges (Catalog Study, 1976). 

No universal differences separate the two degrees. Both con- 
sist of general education, a major, electives, and sometimes basic 
skills components. As Chapter 2 noted, the B.S. is likely to require 
more courses in the major than the B.A.; the B.S. is awarded sig- 
nificantly more often in the natural sciences than in the humanities; 
and the B.A. is used four times as often by arts and sciences colleges 
than professionalltechnical schools. Beyond this, differences de- 
pend on individual college policies, including (1) offering students 
a choice of degrees with no distinction between them; (2) requiring 
more advanced courses for the B.S.; (3) offering fewer electives in 
the:B.S. program; (4) requiring a minor for the B.S.; (5) requiring a 
thesis or project for the B.S.; and (6) having different general edu- 
cation requirements for the B.S. (at such schools, the B.A. program 
is likely to require slightly more general education) (Catalog Study, 
1976). 

Another type of baccalaureate degree offered by a number of 
colleges is the bachelor in general studies, also called the bachelor 
of liberal arts or bachelor of liberal studies. It is offered by 10 per- 
cent of four-year arts and sciences colleges and less than 1 percent 
of four-year professionaYtechnica1 schools (Catalog Study, 1976). 
The general studies degree is characterized by a ceiling on the 
number of courses students may take in the area of concentration 
and, in some programs, by an emphasis on general education. The 
University of Denver, the University of Michigan, and the Univer- 
sity of Minnesota are among the institutions awarding such de- 
grees. 

(Furniss, 1973). ASSOCIATE'S DEGREES 

Among associate's degrees, the associate in arts (A.A.), the associate 
'Based on a telephone conversation with American Association of Community and 
Junior Colleges, March 1977. in science (A.S.), and the associate in applied science (A.A.S.) are 
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the most popular types. They are offered at both two- and four- 
year colleges. At two-year institutions, the associate in arts is of- 
fered in 100 percent of the arts and sciences programs and 29 per- 
cent of the professiondtechnical programs; the associate in science 
is found in 41 percent of the arts and sciences programs and 44 
percent of the professionaUtechnica1 programs; and the associate in 
applied science is awarded in 7 percent of arts and sciences pro- 
grams and 41 percent of professionaVtechnical programs As- 
sociate's degrees are not as common at four-year colleges. Among 
four-year arts and sciences colleges, 20 percent offer the A.A., 9 
percent offer the A.S., and 1 percent offer the A.A.S. Among 
four-year professiondtechnical colleges, 4 percent award the A.A., 
10 percent award the A.S., and 2 percent award the A.A.S. Over 
three-fourths' of four-year arts and sciences colleges (77 percent) 
and four-year professionaUtechnica1 colleges (87 percent) offer no 
associate's degrees (Catalog Study, 1976). 

The differences between the three types of associate's degrees 
are more clear-cut than is the case with the baccalaureate degrees. 
General education, majors, electives, and basic skills may be part of 
any of the degrees. However, on the average, the associate in arts 
degree requires the most general education (a median of 61-70 
percent of the course of study) and the associate in applied science 
requires the least (a median of 21-30 percent). The associate in 
science fits squarely in the middle (a median of 41-50 percent). 
With regard to concentration, the degrees are exactly reversed. 
The median amount of the course of studies required in the major 
for the A.A.S. is 61-70 percent; for the AS., 60-61 percent; and 
for the A.A., 41-50 percent (Catalog Study, 1976). 

Associate's degrees also differ by the subject areas in which 
they are offered. The associate in arts is designed for four-year 
college transfer and tends to be used more by two-year arts and 
sciences colleges and four-year institutions than the other two de- 
grees. The associate in applied science is offered primarily in 
occupationaUtechnical programs and is not usually a transfer de- 
gree. The associate in science is used equally in ans and sciences 
and professiondtechnical programs, but in arts and sciences pro- 
grams it is more often awarded in the sciences than in the hu- 

g manities. The A.S. is sometimes intended for transfer and some- 
times not. 
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Despite the widespread availability of the three associate's de- 
gees,  relatively few community college students graduate with 
them (Monroe, 1972, p. 208). The reasons include early transfer to 

: four-year institutions, enrollment in nondegree programs, taking a 
job prior to completing the full course of study, and dropping out. i. 

I As a result, associate's degree requirements tend to be of little con- 
i.Y cern to community college students. Of,more importance to them 
;:. are the curriculum requirements of transfer institutions and poten- 
i tial employers. 

Nondegrees 

Not all college programs offer degrees. Some offer certificates and 
others offer no award. Certificate programs are, for the most part, 
highly specialized career courses which are usually, though not 
universally, shorter than degree programs, They are occasionally 
geared for admission to licensure or career entrance tests, and they 
are far more common at two-year colleges than four-year colleges 
and universities. Thirty-one percent of two-year arts and sciences 
programs and 83 percent of two-year professiondtechnical pro- 
grams award certificates. For instance, Monroe Community Col- 
lege in Rochester, New York, has 16 certificate programs in areas 
such as small business management, broadcast technology, and 
criminal justice. Among four-year institutions, only 21 percent of 
arts and sciences colleges and 28 percent of professiondtechnical 
colleges offer certificates (Catalog Study, 1976). 

Nondegree programs may also consist of activities such as 
continuing education or community service courses, short-term 
conferences or workshops, and course attendance by nondegree 
students. Many institutions, ranging from Harvard University to 
Miami-Dade Community College, engage in all three. In the fall of 
1974, 1,200,283 students were enrolled in nondegree programs of- 
fered by institutions of higher education (U.S. National Center for 
Education Statistics, 1976). 

Concerns and Proposals 
Criticism I: The credit system is inappropriate for undergraduate 
education. 

Barbara Burn (1974) has examined the credit system and identifies 
thirteen weaknesses: (1) The credit system produces fragmented 
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knowledge as a result of breaking education into small pieces; (2) it 
makes no provision for integrating knowledge, and many students 
are unable to do this themselves; (3) it denigrates the value of seri- 
ous scholarly work by assuming that all learning experiences offer- 
ing the same number of credits are interchangeable and have equal 
validity; (4) it makes time serving the basic requirement for the 
degree; (5) it falsely assumes that students learn at the same rate; 
(6) it falsely assumes that all faculty teaching skills are equal; (7) its 
focus on a common-time formula gives undue emphasis to form 
over content; (8) it distorts student motivation by a philosophy that 
views the purpose of education as the accumulation of course 

~ - -  

credits rather than learning; (9) its emphasis on contact hours fa- 
vors teacher-dependent students rather than students who can 
learn on their own and need only the assistance of a faculty 
member; (10) its emphasis on classroom learning is inconsistent 
with new and nontraditional forms of higher education; (1 1) it is 
unnecessarily expensive in time and energy; (12) it has no quality 
standard associated with it; and (13) it emphasizes the certification 3.. . 

, ., . 
function of colleges and universities and plays down other func- , 
tions. , 

However, Burn also points out twelve strengths: (1) Because 
the credit system is course based, it allows a student who fails to 
repeat only a course-not a term or year of work; (2) it makes pos- , 

I 
I 

sible the offering of higher education in a variety of units by assign- 
ing varying amounts of credit to different instructional arrange- ! ,  . 
ments; (3) it permits a variety of alternative academic calendars; (4) 
it allows students to work toward their degrees at their own pace by 
adjusting the number of credits they take; (5) it can reduce the cost 
of education by incorporating credit by examination and credit for 
prior learning; (6) it can broaden the learning opportunities avail- 
able to students if credit is awarded for independent study and 
nontraditional forms of education; (7) it helps students who select a 
new major or make other program changes avoid starting all over, 
since previously accumulated credits can often be applied to the 
degree; (8) it permits new courses to be initiated more easily than in 
higher education systems with fixed programs; (9) it allows more 
individualized and student centered education than a fixed cur- 
riculum; (10) it gives teachers a great deal of latitude in determin- 
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ing what and how to teach; (1 1) it facilitates interinstitutional traps- 
fer of credits; and (12) by encouraging the interchangeability of 
credits among different institutions, it permits colleges autonomy 
in designing their programs. 

One cannot easily conclude that the credit system is educa- 
tionally inappropriate; it is difficult to know whether the strengths 
are greater than the weaknesses or vice versa. However, some col- 
leges have created programs designed to maintain the strengths of 
the credit system while reducing its major weakness of fragmenta- 
tion. For example, Reed College and New College of the University 
of South Florida require students to complete a senior thesis, which 
is designed to decrease course fragmentation, to introduce students 
to serious scholarship, and to add a dimension to the baccalaureate 
beyond just "putting in time." Bard and Haverford colleges require 
students to pass a comprehensive examination intended to offer an 
integrating experience, to reduce course fragmentation, and to 
provide a common quality standard for students with different 
learning abilities. Bowdoin College offers students a general educa- 
tion senior seminar to integrate what may have been a previously 
fragmented college education. Curriculum requirements in gen- 
eral education and concentration at other institutions serve the 
same function. In addition, they are a means of stating that all 
learning is not equivalent. 

Critich 2: Degrees have little meaning. 

This criticism is usually raised on the grounds that almost a 
thousand different baccalaureate and associate's degrees are of- 
fered and that there is wide variety in the content of degrees, even 
those bearing the same name (see Chapters 1 and 2). Individuals 
unhappy with this situation suggest a number of improvements. 
They range from Robert Hutchins' proposal (1967) for a uniform 
system of degree programs and standards (see Chapter 10) to 
Robert Wolfe's recommendation (1969, pp. 15 1-153) that degrees 
be abandoned (see Chapter 11). Less radical proposals include 
Verne Stadtman's suggestion that degrees be treated simply as cer- 
tificates of program completion by individual colleges-not as 
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cross-insututional awards of greater significance2-and Stephen 
Spurr's recommendation (1970, p. 183ff) that the number of dif- 
ferent degrees awarded be substantially reduced-which would 
not be difficult, as many degrees are nothing more than a B.A. or 
B.S. in a specialty area (for example, Bachelor of Science in En- 
gineering). It was the Carnegie Commission's opinion (1973, p. 77) 
that any lack of common meaning would work itself out because 
degrees will ultimately become less important than a cumulative 
record of student educational accomplishment. The Educational 
Testing Service is putting this concept into action with the creation 
of the educational passport, a wallet-size microfiche which records 
the owrlers' educational and vocational accomplishments. 

Criticism 3: The certification or degree-granting function of col- 
leges undermines instruction. 

Eighteen percent of students responding to the 1976 Carnegie 
Council undergraduate survey said that getting a degree was more 
important to them than the content of their courses. They said it 
most often at comprehensive colleges and universities (19 percent) 
and least often at selective liberal arts colleges (9 percent). Under 
circumstances like this, when ends are more important than means, 
the result is often circumventive innovation designed to reach the 
end without having to go through the accepted means for getting 
there. For higher education, the consequence can be "easy" degrees 
and low-quality education. Degree mills like Rochdale College, 
which offered the public a B.A. for $25 with no strings (such as 
going to class or  studying) attached, can thrive in such an environ- 
ment. 

Over the years, a number of experiments have been under- 
taken to separate teaching from certification. Since 1921, Swarth- 
more has used external examiners to evaluate its honors students 
(see case study in Chapter 12). At Chicago during the Hutchins 
years, the teaching and examining functions were lodged in differ- 
ent parts of the university (see case study in Chapter 12). And 

'Based on a conversation with Verne Stadtman, Carnegie Council on Policy Studies 
in Higher Education, January 1977. 
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Harold Hodgkinson (1974) has called for the creation of Regional 
Examining Institutes, which would engage in credentialing and 
certification rather than instruction (see Chapter 1 1). 
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Best Practices in Graduate Admissions 

By Daniel J. Bennett, Research and National Issues Committee 

"Graduate admissions is related to almost every major interest of a university from recruitment to retention 
to academic quality to diversity. The admissions process is often the student's first real contact with the 
university, and the quality of the experience may well determine whether the student will attend and later 
complete the graduate program." 

From the Council of Graduate Schools' An Essential Guide to Graduate Admissions 

"Best practicesn and "graduate admissionsn mean different things to different people. The NAGAP 
membership represents a broad spectrum of graduate and professional admissions officers in 
departments, schools, and colleges within a large range of universities. I write from the perspective of 
director of a central graduate admissions office in a large research university. The fact that I also am 
director of graduate student and academic affairs reflects the fact that, to a large extent, graduate 
admissions at UCLA is decentralized to the academic departments and programs. However, the UCLA 
Graduate Division continues to maintain central responsibility for the graduate admissions process at the 
University. It is my intention here to outline what we and others have found to be effective in fulfilling this 
responsibility while maintaining a quality admissions process, as well as to speculate a little about the 
future of graduate admissions. I hope these observations are of sufficient universal application to benefit 
others who have responsibilities for various aspects of graduate and professional school admissions. 

Baseline standards 

The ultimate goal of the admissions process is to enroll top qualrty graduate students who can complete 
the program and contribute to research and professional achievement. Policies and procedures should 
facilitate, not impede, reaching this goal. University graduate admission baseline standards, including a 
bachelor's degree with minimum grade point average, standardized tests and English-language 
requirements, and administrative procedures, including requirements for admissions committees and 
record-keeping, need to be clearly articulated and widely disseminated. Academic senate faculty and 
graduate admissions personnel need to be involved in the generation of such policies and procedures, to 
ensure widespread agreement and the ability to effectively administer them. Baseline standards and 
admissions procedures should be in keeping with established academic standards (e.g., require 
accredited degrees) and legal requirements of the university. Baseline standards provide a defined 
framework for graduate admissions to ensure that applicants are qualified for graduate study and can 
compleje-their programs if admitted. However, keeping in mind the ultimate goal, there also must be 
flexibility to allow the admission of an applicant with alternative credentials and other outstanding 
qualities, through special recommendation by faculty and approval of graduate admissions. 

Recruitment, including recruitment to ensure diversity 

To achieve a quality graduate student body who contribute to the research and professional goals of 
graduate and professional programs, generally at least some recruitment activrty is needed, including 
recruitment to ensure diversity. At a large research university like UCLA, most recruitment is done at the 
level of the professional schools and graduate departments and programs, including attendance at 
recruitment fairs and forums. Department and program faculty play a key role in their contacts with 
faculty at feeder institutions. Print and web publications serve as powerful recruitment tools for graduate 
departments and programs. The availability of detailed information about faculty and their research 
interests, academic and professional programs, current graduate students and postdoctoral fellows, post- 
graduation placement records, and campus life all play a role in recruitment. 

Reprinted with permission from the National Association of Graduate Admissions Professionals (NAGAP) Journal, A Newsletter for 
Graduate Admissions Professionals, Volume 14, Number 1, (Fall 2001): 8 1  1. 



As in the case of many central graduate school offices, the UCIA Graduate Division is responsible for 
strategic planning that includes goals for graduate enrollment and financial support, and achievement of a 
diverse student body. The Division participates in established recruitment activities such as recruitment 
fairs and forums, including those coordinated by the University of California Office of the President, and 
initiates activities, such as a summer research program for promising undergraduates and admissions 
forums designed to encourage California State University students to apply to graduate programs at 
UCIA. 

Recruitment activities should be clearly defined and connected to outcome measures and information 
systems. Such activities should be dynamic and flexible, to meet the needs of and changes in academic 
programs, technology, the legal environment, and applicant cohorts. For example, one highly effective 
recruitment tool used at UCIA, and a number of other research universities, is a consortium admissions 
process for applicants to programs in the molecular and cellular life sciences. 'The UCIA ACCESS to 
Programs in the Molecular and Cellular Life Sciences required changes to both admissions and first-year 
registration and enrollment processes. The program allows an applicant to apply simultaneously to a 
dozen or so affiliated graduate programs. Admitted students pursue a common first-year curriculum and 
complete laboratory rotations that lead to the selection of a mentor and affiliation with a graduate program 
in the second year. Applicants appreciate the flexibility and wide access to programs in their areas of 
interest that this program offers. 

There is widespread agreement about the myriad benefits of a diverse student body, including unique 
contributions to the common good of the universrty and to specific research and professional goals. 
Diversity recruitment activity and admissions must be conducted in accord with federal and state 
regulations and judicial decisions governing or impacting the university. Within that framework, there are 
a number of techniques, tools, and activities that can assist in meeting these goals. For example, at 
UCIA and the University of Washington, both located in states where affirmative action is prohibited, 
admissions and financial support committees may consider in the decision-making process factors such 
as economic and educational disadvantages, overcoming personal adversity, community activities, and 
potential contributions to specialized fields of knowledge. 

Timely admissions processing, technology, working with graduate departments and programs 

A major goal of graduate admissions should be the timely processing of applications, decisions, and 
related information in order to better serve applicants and faculty committees as well as to secure 
acceptances from highly recruited admits. In many U.S. universities, centralized graduate admissions 
operatiomre being decentralized and subjected to the application of new technologies that enhance 
and support processes for applications, information-sharing, and decision-making and distribution. Web- 
based inquiry, application, status, and test-score transmittal processes allow applicants and departments 
and programs to access information more quickly. At UCLA, Graduate Admissions provides resource 
materials and training for department and program staff to evaluate the academic records, including 
international records, of their own applicants. Online decision-entry and intranet verification processes 
allow departments and programs to quickly transmit admit and financial award decisions to central offices. 
The best models for graduate admissions allow timely processing, widespread information-sharing with 
applicants and departments and programs through advanced technology, and protection and verification 
features that protect identity and information, as well as ensure the integrity of university standards and 
decision-making. 

Selection 

The selection process ideally should match the knowledge, interests and skills of applicants with the 
requirements and characteristics of graduate programs and the research and training interests of their 
faculty. In addition to the academic and professional portfolios of applicants, the process also must take 
into account the availability of student slots, funding and faculty. Evaluating graduate applicant portfolios 
is a subjective process that may differ greatly depending on the nature of the program, master's or 
doctoral, academic or professional. The process may include non-standard requirements such as an 



interview or audition. Some graduate programs require standardized tests, while others do not. Some 
programs consider (or require) prior work experience. While it is difficult to generalize about the graduate 
admissions experience because it is so wide-ranging, this complexity is also a strength because it creates 
the opportunity for graduate study for a wide variety of students with diverse backgrounds and 
experiences. 

Graduate admissions offices should encourage evaluative processes that are holistic in approach and 
include multiple criteria. The Educational Testing Service cautions that a test score should never be the 
sole criterion for acceptance or denial of admission. Cutoff scores below which every applicant is 
categorically rejected are also inappropriate, as is the use of combined scores, either as published 
admissions criteria or as part of the admissions selection process. No test can measure all the skills 
needed for success in graduate study. Low test scores may reflect differences among students from a 
variety of socio-economic backgrounds, differences between domestic and international students, or even 
test-taking anxieties that mask the true abilities of applicants. Therefore, test scores also should never be 
a sole determining factor in selecting applications for review. Graduate departments and programs 
should be encouraged to evaluate the effectiveness of their decision-making processes regularly based 
on recruitment and enrollment, student achievement, retention, graduation, and placement data. 

Offers of admissions 

In addition to the timeliness of offers of admission and financial support, applicants are often influenced 
by the quality of contact from the university. This may involve department staff and faculty, current 
students, or alumni. Some universities provide all or some applicants who are offered admission access 
to intranet infomation or enroll them in list serves and chat groups targeted for their current graduate 
students. 

Assuming that your university is a signer of the resolution, graduate admissions should regularly remind 
department and program staff and faculty of the Council of Graduate Schools Resolution Regarding 
Graduate Scholars, Fellows, Trainees, and Assistants, which stipulates that admits with an offer of 
financial support have until April 15 to make a decision on acceptance of the offer. The Resolution 
provides a foundation of collegiality and trust and ensures fairness and equity in the admissions process 
for CGS institutions. It is incumbent on all to avoid promises of "early signing bonusesn or any practices 
that violate the basics or spirit of the resolution. 

Legal issues 

U.S. courts frequently have found property interests created by implied and express contracts between a 
student and the college or university. The U.S. Supreme Court has indicated that a student at a public 
college or university has a Fourteenth Amendment property interest in attending a college or continuing 
his or her education there. On the other hand, courts have generally found that students probably do not 
have a Property interest in admission to college. A major court decision in the 1980's (Phelps v 
Washburn Univ. of Topeka, 634 F.Supp 556 [D. Kan. 19861) held that admission to a professional school 
is a privilege and not a constitutional or property right. While this means that applicant rights are more 
limited than those of students, every effort must be made to ensure that selection processes are not 
arbitrary or capricious, that published admissions standards are followed and admissions decisions are 
honored, and that illegal discrimination or bias is avoided. The graduate admissions office has campus 
wide responsibility for ensuring due process and compliance with established policies and procedures in 
major appeals cases. 

Central graduate admissions offices also are instrumental in ensuring compliance with state and federal 
privacy laws that pertain to applicants. Although the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) 
does not apply to unsuccessful or non-enrolled admits, it does apply to those admitted applicants who 
enroll. Also, many states have privacy laws that apply to applicants and impose restrictions similar to 
FERPA. Graduate admissions policies and procedures for the campus need to include standards for 
record-keeping and dissemination that are in accord with state and federal regulations. Online and paper 



applications and related forms need to be regularly updated by central graduate admissions to ensure 
compliance with state and federal legislation. 

At UCLA (and many other universities) Graduate Admissions is responsible for the issuance of non- 
immigrant visa (1-20 and IAP-66) applications. This requires staff to have extensive knowledge of the 
policies and procedures of the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service and State Department. We 
also conduct staff development courses that train departmental and program staff on issues connected 
with international students, including the documentation for issuance of the student visa and credential 
evaluation. 

Conclusion 

No one model for graduate admissions (centralized, decentralized, mixed) necessarily fits all situations 
and needs for all NAGAP member universities, and many will use a variation. At UCLA we have a highly 
decentralized process but with centralized policies and procedures, applications, databases, resource 
library, and a graduate admissions training program for departmental and program staff. In all instances 
systems and procedures should be designed to facilitate the timely processing of applications and 
decisions, a key factor in making the process helpful to both applicants and faculty review committees. 
Centralized policy, procedure, and related forms and databases facilitate compliance with state and 
federal laws and institutional records management and research. While recruitment is most effectively 
done at the department and program level, graduate admissions may be involved in establishing 
enrollment goals, and in coordinating specialized recruitment efforts and programs that support and 
supplement department and program activities. Recruitment efforts should be regularly evaluated. A 
holistic selection process that encourages decisions to be based on multiple criteria is preferable, and 
graduate admissions should allow sufficient flexibility to admit students with attributes that offset inability 
to meet all baseline standards. Offers of admissions and student support should be timely and in 
compliance with the CGS Resolution for member universities. 

Today it is commonly accepted that rapidly advancing technology will facilitate most of our common goals 
for graduate admissions. Applicants increasingly have world-wide online access to graduate program 
information, applications and processes that expedite inquiries, applications, and decisions. Decision- 
making by faculty also is assisted by online information and processes. Virtual recruitment fairs are in 
their infancy and so far show mixed results but may over time replace traditional on-site fairs and forums. 
The overall benefits of sharing and processing graduate program and admissions information via the web 
are too numerous to mention here, and future possibilities seem limitless. In the final analysis, people 
build campuses, graduate programs and faculty, and graduate admissions processes, and all of these are 
only as good as the people who build and staff them. Those of us who are graduate admissions 
professionals should be constantly aware of the role our systems, processes, and staff play in the 
admissions process and how we can improve our best practices to meet common goals. 
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Introduction 

This booklet seeks to provide the UK higher education [HE] sector wi th an 
authoritative guide to the Bologna Process to create the European Higher 
Education Area. It a ims to help the sector to engage wi th the Bologna Process 
and to benefit f rom the opportunities it creates. Clarifying key ministerial 
agreements, i t  dispels the myths surrounding the consequences of 'Bologna' fo r  
the UK and indicates sources of further information. 

The Bologna Declaration which aimed to create the 'European Higher Education 
Area' [EHEAI by 2010 was signed in  1999 by Baroness Blackstone, former UK 
Minister fo r  higher education, and Ministers f rom 28 other European countries. 
Through specific objectives, the Bologna Process i s  working towards developing a 
coherent European higher education [HE] space to foster employability and 
mobility in Europe. I t  also aims to increase the competitiveness of European 
higher education in the world. 

While in  1999 the UK was already engaged in  actions which would fu l f i l  the 
Bologna objectives, the 2001 Prague minister ial  Communiquk reviewing progress 
in the Bologna Process, introduced new areas of action to which the UK HE 
sector is responding. In  just over four years the Process has grown f rom six 
objectives, known as 'action Lines', to  ten and now has over 40 signatory 
countries. The Bologna Process now includes actions to be implemented under a 
range of policy areas, including qual.ity assurance, credit transfer and 
accumulation, Lifelong Learning and, more recently, doctoral-level qualifications 
and joint degrees. 

If UK interests are to  be ful ly voiced in debates on these important issues, it is 
vital that the UK HE sector engages in the Process in  the Lead-up to  the next 
minister ial  sur r~mi t  taking place in Bergen, Norway, in May 2005. Failure to do so 
could mean UK HE Loses out on the potential benefits and opportunities offered 
by the creation of the European Higher Education Area. The European University 
Association Convention of European Higher Education Institutions taking place in  
Glasgow on 31 March - 2 Apr i l  2005 provides an important opportunity for UK 
institutions to  influence the next phase of the Bologna Process. 



'Bologna' aims to facilitate and promote greater mobility so that students wi l l  
acquire the skills employers are Looking for, such as cultural maturity, increased 
confidence and Language skills. It provides a useful forum for networking and 
exchange of good practice across Europe. Crucially, a UK HE sector f irmly 
embedded in the coherent European Higher Education Area of 40 countries wi l l  
enable institutions to enhance their European and international profile. 

This booklet w i l l  be updated following the ministerial summit in Bergen with the 
support of the Europe Unit's stakeholders, including the Funding Councils for 
England, Scotland and Wales, The Quality Assurance Agency and the Standing 
Conference of Principals. It is designed to provide guidance on specific issues but 
also a general overview of the Bologna Process. I hope you find it helpful. 

Tish Bourke 
Manager, 
UK HE Europe Unit 
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Key dates in the Bologna Process 

1998 - Sorbonne Declaration 
The Sorbonne Declaration in 1998, signed by Ministers responsible for higher 
education in France, Germany, Italy and the UK, identified the building blocks for 
the Bologna Process. This was the first step in agreeing that European higher 
education systems should be coherent and compatible to strengthen recognition 
of qualifications and international competitiveness of European higher education. 
The Declaration included calls for a two-cycle [undergraduate/postgraduate] 
degree structure and the use of credits. 

1999 - Bologna Declaration 
In 1999, Ministers from 29 European countries, including the UK, met in Bologna 
and signed a Declaration establishing a European Higher Education Area by 2010. 
The initial broad objectives of the Bologna Process became: to remove the 
obstacles to student mobility across Europe; to enhance the attractiveness of 
European higher education worldwide; to establish a common structure of higher 
education systems across Europe, and; for this common structure to be based on 
two main cycles, undergraduate and graduate. This in turn would Lead to greater 
transparency and recognition of qualifications. 

2001 - Creation of the European University Association 
At a meeting in Salamanca, Spain, the Association of European Universities and 
the Confederation of European Union Rectors' Conferences merged to create the 
European University Association [EUA]. As a single organisation serving and 
representing the university community in Europe, the EUA provides a stronger 
voice and a more powerful presence for institutions in  the Bologna Process. 

2001 - Prague ministerial summit 
Ministers from 32 Bologna signatory countries met in Prague for the first biennial 
summit to assess progress made according to the action lines set out in the 
Bologna Declaration. Ministers reaffirmed their commitment to the Bologna 
Process. They welcomed the involvement of a number of new actors: the 
European University Association [EUA], National Union of Students in Europe 
[ESIB], European Association of Institutions in Higher Education [EURASHE] and 
the European Commission. Ministers agreed on three new action Lines to add to 
the six in the Bologna Declaration: a focus on lifelong learning, the inclusion of 
higher education institutions and students in the process, and the promotion of 
the attractiveness of the European Higher Education Area. 



2003 - Berlin ministerial summit 
The second Bologna ministerial review summit  took place in Berl in in 2003. 
Ministers called for a focus on three intermediate priorities for the next two 
years: quality assurance, the two-cycle system and ,the recognition of degrees 
and periods of study. The development of an overarching European HE 
qualifications framework alongside national qualifications frameworks and the 
award of the Diploma Supplement by a l l  HEls by 2005 were also called for. 
Ministers considered i t  necessary to go beyond the focus on two main cycles of 
higher education and agreed on a new action line: to include the doctoral level as 
the 'third cycle' in the Bologna Process to build l inks between the European 
Higher Education and Research Areas. Ministers accepted requests for 
membership of the Bologna Process f rom countries in southeast Europe and 
Russia, expanding the Process to 40 European countries. 

2005 - Bergen ministerial summit 
The next ministerial s~ammit w i l l  take place i n  Bergen, Norway, on 19-20 May 
2005 and is Likely to welcome further new merr~bers to the Bologna Process. 
The UK is likely to host the 2007 ministerial summit. 

Further information 
The fu l l  texts of Bologna Process ministerial agreements can be found at: 
www.bo1ogna-bergen2005.nol 



Decision-making in the Bologna Process 

An intergovernmental process 
Decision-making in  the Bologna Process is  carried out through an . . 
~ntergovernmental '  process by Ministers f rom signatory countries meeting at  

biennial summits to move the Process forward. It  is not administered by the 
European Commission as competence for  education I.ies with European Union 
[EU] member states. Decisions are reached by the consensus of the 40 signatory 
countries involved. This approach acknowledges the diversity in  Europe's higher 
edl~cat ion systems. 

Ministerial summits 
The most  i r r~portant forum in  the decision-making process is the two-yearly 
minister ial  review of 'Bologna', when education Ministers f rom each signatory 
country meet to  assess progress and to plot the course for the near future. The 
next minister ial  summit  w i l l  take place in  May 2005 in Bergen, following those in 
Prague in 2001 and in  Berl in in  2003. 

The minister ial  summits are supported by two groups: The Bologna Follow-Up 
Group and the Bologna Board. 

The Bologna Follow-llp Group 
The Bologna Follow-Up Group (BFUG) consists of representatives f rom a l l  40 
Bologna signatory countries. The Group is  chaired by the c ~ ~ r r e n t  EU Presidency, 
wi th the host country of the next ministerial summi t  as Vice-Chair. The BFUG's 
role is to help signatory countries to fol low up on the recommendations made at 
the minister ial  summits. The Group produces an official work  programme of 
seminars on priority issues between ministerial summits. 

The Bologna Board 
The Bologna Board is smal ler and is chaired by the current EU Presidency wi th 
the host of the forthcoming minister ial  summit  as Vice-Chair. Previous and 
succeeding EU Presidencies are represented and three participating countries 
are elected by the Bologna Follow-up Group for one year. 



Role of the European Commission 
Membership of the Bologna Process extends beyond the EU to forty signatory 
countries. As such, the Bologna Process is  conducted outside ,the framework of 
the EU. However, it is important to note that the majority of signatory countries 
(25 countries following the recent enlargement of the EU] are EU member states. 
The Commission's competence in the education sphere is based on Article 149 of 
the EU Treaty which entitles the Community " to contribute to the development of 
quality education by encouraging co-operation between member states". The 
Commission sees an important role for the Bologna Process in achieving the 
objectives of the EU's so-called 'Lisbon Strategy' to make the EU 'the most 
competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world by 2010'. EU 
moves towards enhanced European cooperation in vocational education and 
training .through the so-called 'Bruges-Copenhagen Process' are inextricably 
linked to the Bologna Process. 

Bologna signatory countries have granted the European Commission a special 
status as a fu l l  member of the BFUG and the Bologna Board. This status and the 
European Commission's role as a source of funding for Bologna projects gives 
the Commission considerable influence in the Bologna Process. 

Other organisations 
The Council of Europe (CoE), the European University Association [EUA], the 
European Association of Institutions in Higher Education [EURASHE) and ,the 
National Union of Students in Europe (ESIB) are consultative members of both 
the BFUG and the Bologna Board. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organizatiorr European Centre for Higher Education (UNESCO-CEPES) is 
a consultative member of the BFUG. This arrangement has enabled .these 
important stakeholders to play an active role in Bologna Process decision- 
making. 

Further information 
Members of the Bologna Follow-Up Group and the Bologna Board: 
www.boLogna-bergen2005.no 

European Commission: 
europa.eu.int/comm/education/poLicies/educ/boLogna/boLogna~en.htmL. 



Key Players 

In the UK ... 

Government - Ministers f rom the UK attend biennial Bologna minister ial  
summits.  Officials f rom the Department for  Education and Ski l ls [DfES], and the 
Scottish Executive, are members of the Bologna Follow-Up Group. As holders of 
the Presidency of the European Union during the second half of 2005 and as 
Likely hosts of the 2007 Bologna minister ial  summit,  UK Government officials w i l l  
hold a place on the smal ler  Bologna Board f rom January 2005 to December 2006. 
www.dfes.gov.uk www.scotland.gov.uk/Topics/Education 

The Quality Assurance Agency [QAA] - QAA plays an active role i n  the Bologna 
Process, notably in  European Level debates on quality assurance and 
accreditation. QAA is represented on the Board of the European Association for  
Qual.ity Assurance in  Higher Education. www.qaa.ac.uk 

The UK HE Europe Unit - T h e  Unit coordinates UK HE sector involvement in  the 
Bologna Process and other European initiatives and policy debates. See page 40 
for  more details. www.europeunit.ac.uk 

UK Socrates-Erasmus Council (UKSEC] - UKSEC administers the EU Socrates- 
Erasmus programme in the  UK, providing information to higher education 
institutions [HEls] and students on the EU's education and training programmes. 
UKSEC plays an active role in  European HE debates, projects and events. It is 
responsible fo r  the administration of the UK's national Bologna Promoters which 
are Listed on the UKSEC website. Funded by the European Commission, the 
Promoters provide advice and support to institutions on the Bologna Process, 
notably on the Diploma Supplement and the European Credit Transfer System. 
www.erasmus.ac.u k 

National Recognition Information Centre (UK NARIC] - UK N A R K  is  a national 
agency under contract to the DfES. It  is the official source of information and 
advice on the comparability of international qualifications f rom over 180 
countries worldwide with those i n  the UK. UK NARIC provides information about 
education systems and qual.ifications to HEls, professional bodies and 
commercial  organisations. www.naric.org.uk 

Engineering Council UK [EC UK] - EC UK regulates the engineering profession in  
the UK and formal ly represents the interests of UK engineers abroad. EC UK is 
participating in  a EU-funded project which intends to propose a f ramework fo r  
sett ing up a European system for  accreditation of engineering education. 
www.engc.org.u k 



At European Level ... 

European Comrr~ission (ECI - Bologna is an intergovernmental process and, as 
such, the EC does not have competence to Legislate on the Bologna Process. 
However, the EC is having a growing influence over the Process by participating 
in Bologna decision-making forums and by funding a range of Bologna projects. 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/education/index~en.htmL 

European University Association (EUA] - The EUA is a consultative member of 
the Bologna Follow-Up Group and Board. It is the representative organisation of 
both the European universities and the national rectors' conferences. The EUA 
has 702 members in 45 countries across Europe. Around 80 UK universities are 
members, as we l l  as Universities UK whose Chief Executive and President sit on 
the EUA C o ~ ~ n c i l .  www.ena.be 

European Association of Institutions in Higher Education (EURASHE] - 
EURASHE is a consultative member of the Bologna Follow-Up Gr01.l~ and Board. 
It is the European representative organisation of higher education institutions. 
The Standing Conference of Principles [SCOP] is a member  and sits on the 
EURASHE Executive Council. www.eurashe.be 

The National Unions of Students in Europe (ESIB] - ESlB is a consultative 
member  of the Bologna Follow-Up Group and Board. I t  is the umbrella 
organisation of 48 national unions of students f rom 36 countries. The National 
Union of Students [NUS) is a member and sits on the ESlB Executive Committee. 
www.esib.org 

The Council of Europe (CoE] - The CoE is an observer on the Bologna Follow-Up 
Group and Board. It makes important contributions to the Bologna Process, 
notably through the COE/UNESCO Lisbon Convention on the Recognition of 
Qualifications. It provides a bridge to countries not yet party to the Bologna 
Process and the EU, as we l l  as a platform for debate between ministr ies and 
academics. The Council of Europe holds its annual higher education plenary 
session each autumn which is attended by a UK government and higher 
education sector representative. www.coe.int 



European Association for Qual.ity Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA] - 
ENQA's members  are currently public authorities, associations of HEls and 
quality assurance agencies. The UK's QAA is a member. The Berl in minister ial  
Communiquk mandates ENQA "to develop an agreed set of standards, 
procedures and guidelines on quality assurance, to explore ways of ensuring an 
adequate peer review system for quality assurance and/or accreditation agencies 
o r  bodies, and to report back through the Follow-up Group to Ministers in  2005." 
www.enqa.net 

The ENIC-NARIC Network - The ENIC-NARIC Network is made up of national 
recognition information centres in  EU member  states [the NARICs] and those in  
non-EU European countries [the ENICs). The network provides a fo rum for  
exchange of information on recognition issues. The network is part  of the EU's 
Socrates-Erasmus programme which st imulates the mobility of students and 
staff between higher education institutions in these countries. 
www.enic-naric.net 

UNESCO European Centre for Higher Education (UNESCO-CEPES) - UNESCO- 
CEPES promotes co-operation in higher education in  Europe wi th  a part icular 
focus on Central  and Eastern Europe. It  is a consultative member of the Bologna 
Follow-U p Group. www.cepes.ro 

The Bologna Secretariat - The country hosting the forthcoming Bologna 
minister ial  summi t  provides a Secretariat for  the Bologna Process. The 
Secretariat has administrative and operational responsibility for  the next 
minister ial  conference. It  carries out secretarial functions for  the Bologna 
Follow-Up Group and Board. www.bologna-bergen2005.no 



Action Line 1 

Adoption of a system of easily readable and comparable degrees 

Introduction 
The establishment of readable and comparable degrees across Europe underpins 
many of the Bologna Process reforms. The improved flexibil ity and transparency 
provided by degrees that can be easily read and compared wi th  qualifications 
across Europe enables students and teachers to have the i r  qualifications 
recognised more widely. This facil itates freedom of movement around a more 
transparent EHEA. The readability of European degrees w i l l  enhance the 
attractiveness of European HE to the rest of the world. 

Recent developments 
The Bologna Process sees an important role fo r  the Diploma Supplement in  
realising th is  action Line. -The Berl in minister ial  summi t  in  2003 called fo r  "every 
student graduating as from 2005 to receive the Diploma Supplement automatically 
and free of charge". The Diploma Supplement is  a document to be issued to 
students by the i r  higher education insti tut ions on graduation. It  is  widely used in  
many Bologna signatory countries and a ims to describe the qualification received 
in a standard format that is  easy to understand and easy to  compare. I t  also 
describes the  content of the  qualification and the structure of the higher 
education system within which it was issued. It  is not a curr icu lum vitae and 
simply acts as a supplementary explanation of the qualification certif icate rather  
than a substitute fo r  it. The European Corr~mission has recently published a 
proposal fo r  a 'E~.~ropass', an  online d o c ~ ~ m e n t  providing a single framework for  
the recognition of qualifications and competences across Europe incorporating 
the Diploma Supplement and other existing transparency instruments. 

The Bologna Process requires a l l  signatory countries to rati fy the "Convention on 
the Recognition of Qualifications concerning Higher Education in  the European 
Region". I t  was formulated by the Council  of Europe in  Lisbon and is  hence 
usually referred to  as the 'Lisbon Convention'. The Convention states that no 
discrimination should be made against holders of qualifications across European 
countries. Access to  fur ther  HE study and use of an academic t i t le should be 
granted to holders of qualifications on the same grounds as citizens f rom the 
country where recognition is  sought. I t  places responsibil ity to demonstrate that 
an application does not meet  the requirements fo r  fu r ther  higher education study 
wi th  the insti tut ion making the assessment. The Convention also encourages a l l  
signatory countries to issue the Diploma Supplement to  the i r  graduating 
students. 



UK response 
The UK ratified the Lisbon Convention in 2003. UK HEls are engaging wi th  the 
requirements of the Diploma Supplement and a number  of institutions have 
already introduced it. Progress in introducing the Diploma Supplement has been 
affected by data collection and cost issues but there is  growing acceptance that 
students graduating in  the UK should be able to benefit f rom the enhanced 
recognition and mobil i ty that the Diploma Supplement brings. The Transcript 
element of the Progress File is s imi lar  to  the Diploma Supplement apart  f rom a 
sma l l  number of data fields and the sequence for the information i t  provides. The 
UK HE El- rope Unit, in collaboration wi th  other stakeholders, is advising the 
sector on issuing the Diploma S~ ipp lement  and UK institutions are encouraged to 
proceed wi th  issuing the Diploma Supplement as soon as possible. A national 
description of the higher education systems in  England, Wales and Nor thern 
Ireland is available to  help HEls issuing the Diploma Supplement. Scotland is 
producing a separate national description. Both descriptions are available on the 
UK NARIC's website. The UK Socrates-Erasmus Council  [UKSEC] supports 
institutions in  using funds under the Organisation of Mobility heading in  their  
Erasmus grant to  introduce the Diploma Supplement and through administering 
the UK Bologna Promoters who advise institutions on issuing the Diploma 
Supplement [see UKSEC website below fo r  details]. 

The European Commission awards the Diploma Supplement Label to  institutions 
issuing the Diploma Supplement correctly. 

Differences in  the Length of Masters qualifications across Europe have the 
potential to  create recognition difficulties for UK Masters graduates. While many 
European countries offer Masters programmes Lasting two years, in  the UK and 
some other Bologna signatory countries one-year Masters degrees are common. 
The UK also operates some integrated four-year courses Leading directly to  a 
Masters qualification [ for example, MEng, MSci, MPhys, MChem], and is not alone 
in  offering this kind of course. The Bologna Process seminar on Master-Level 
Degrees in Helsinki, Finland, i n  2003 recommended that there should continue to  
be flexibility in  the definition of second-cycle/Masters programmes and that 
these should be defined in ECTS te rms as programmes f rom 60 ECTS credits to  
120 1i.e. one academic year to  two academic years]. The requirements for  the 
Erasmus-Mundus Programme for  joint Masters programmes reflect the Helsinki 
recommendation [i.e. 60-120 ECTS credits]. Those UK insti tut ions which are 
c ~ ~ r r e n t l y  using ECTS for  the i r  Masters Programmes and which have Masters 
Lasting for one calendar year or, in  some cases, sl ightly Longer, tend to use 90 
ECTS credits. 



The UK approach to study programmes focuses on learning outcomes and the UK's 
Bologna seminar on the topic in Edinburgh in July 2004 recognised the primacy of 
lean-ling outcomes. It is important that a l l  those involved in the Bologna Process 
should recognise that the process allows for continued flexibility both at first cycle 
and second cycle level and that this flexibility is particularly valuable for the 
diversity of students and learning pathways which are developing. 

Further information 
UK HE Europe Notes E/04/10, E/04/14 and E/04/18 on the Diploma Supplement and 
E/04/17 on the Masters degree: www.europeunit.ac.uk 

European Commission Diploma Supplement guidel.ines: 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/education/policies/rec~quaL/recognition/diploma~en.html 

European Commission Diploma Supplement Label: 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/education/programmes/socrates/ects/guide~en.pdf 

Diploma Supplement national description for England, Wales and Northern Ireland: 
www.naric.org.uk/ds.asp 

The Lisbon Convention: www.conventions.coe.int/Treaty/en/Treaties/HtmL/165.htm 

UK Bologna seminar on 'Using Learning Outcomes': www.bologna-bergen2005.no 

Europass: 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/education/programmes/europass/index - en.htm1 

UK Socrates-Erasmus Council, including list of UK Bologna Promoters: 
www.erasmus.ac.uk 



Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh, hosted the LIK's Bologna seminar on 'Using Learning Outcomes'. 
Photographer: Laurence Winram 



Action Line 2 

Adoption of a system essentially based on two cycles 
including qualifications f rameworks 

Introduction 
The Bologna Process requires the adoption of a system based on two cycles 
[undergraduate and graduate]. The Bologna Declaration stated that the f irst cycle 
should Last a min imum of three years while no length is  specified for  the second 
cycle Masters qualification. This has required extensive restructuring of higher 
education systems in  many European countries. Ministers f rom Bologna 
signatory countries have recognised the value of qualifications frameworks i n  
making Europe's HE qual.ifications more  transparent and compatible wi th  one 
another. Qualifications frameworks at national and at European level have the 
potential to  make mobil i ty and qualification recognition across Europe easier. 

Recent developments 
Following progress across Europe in  establishing a two-cycle system, Ministers 
at  the Ber l in  minister ial  summi t  in  2003 called on the Bologna Follow-Up Group 
to explore how to l ink shor ter  HE programmes, such as the UK's Foundation 
degrees, to  the f irst cycle. 

Also i n  Berlin, Ministers called on signatory countries to establish national 
qualifications frameworks by 2005, "which should seek to describe qualifications in 
terms of workload, level, learning outcomes, competences and profile". At European 
Level, the summi t  called fo r  the elaboration of "an overarching framework of 
qualifications for Europe". A sub-group of the Bologna Follow-Up Group is 
responding to  the ca l l  and has agreed that the so-called 'Dublin Descriptors' - 
generic qualifications descriptors for  Europe - should be included in  such a 
framework. Key issues which are being addressed concern the scope of such a 
framework and whether  credit should be included. The group w i l l  make 
recommendations to the minister ial  summi t  i n  Bergen in  May 2005. 

Work is  also underway on qualifications frameworks within the so-called Bruges- 
Copenhagen Process on enhanced European cooperation i n  vocational education 
and training [VET]. Launched in  2002 in  Copenhagen, the Bruges-Copenhagen 
Process includes 31 European c o ~ ~ n t r i e s  and a ims to  introduce common 
reference Levels fo r  VET in  Europe. A follow-up minister ial  summi t  i n  Maastricht 
in  2004 called for  the introduction of a credit system (ECVET] for  vocational 
education and training. The European Commission has recently set up an 'Expert 
Group on a European Qualifications Framework' t o  br ing together the initiatives 
in  both the Bologna and Bruges-Copen hagen Processes and "produce a blueprint 
of a European qualifications framework". 



UK response 
Unlike many Bologna countries at the signing of the Bologna Declaration in 1999,  
the UK already had a two-cycle system in place. The three-year Bachelor degree 
followed by the one or two-year Masters results in  a min imum of four years 
study. In Scotland, the four-year Bachelor's degree with Honours is  followed by 
the one-year Masters. 

The UK has several qualifications frameworks in place. There is  a Framework for 
Higher Education Qualifications in England, Wales and Northern Ireland [EWNI], 
which meets the criteria set out in  the Berl in Communique. The comprehensive 
Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework [SCQF] incorporates a l l  Scottish 
qual.ifications, and Wales is currently embedding a lifelong Learning Credit and 
Qualifications Framework for Wales [CQFW]. The Framework for Higher 
Education Qualifications in  England, Wales and Northern Ireland does not 
incorporate a l l  HE study o r  credit. 

The UK is keen that any .framework for gualifications for Europe should be 
overarching and flexible and should al low national qualifications frameworks to 
articulate with one another. If credit is  to  be included, it should be allocated on 
the basis of the Learning outcomes of periods of study alongside notional Learning 
effort o r  hours studied, to ensure that the programmes concerned can feasibly be 
studied. The role of levels and level descriptors in  the El- ropea an Credit Transfer 
System needs clarification. Activity on qualifications frameworks within the 
Bologna and Bruges-Copenhagen Processes should complement and not 
duplicate one another. For current information on the debate on qualifications 
frameworks please contact the UK HE Europe Unit at: info[aeuropeunit.ac.uk. 

Further information 
The Bruges-Copenhagen Process: 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/education/coper~hagen/index~en.html 

Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework (SHEFC]: www.shefc.ac.uk 

Credit and Qualifications Framework for Wales [CQFW]: 
www.eLwa.ac.uk/eLwaweb/elwa.aspx?pageid=1612 

Framework for Higher Education Qualifications in England: 
www.qaa.ac.uk/public/heguide/guide.htm#22 



Action Line 3 

Establishment of a system of credits 

Introduction 
At the outset .the Bologna Process saw the introduction of a European credit 
system as contributing to the removal of obstacles to academic mobility and 
facilitating mutual recognition of qualifications and periods of study. Credit is 
seen to have an important role to play in curriculum design and in validating a 
range of Learning in an era of lifelong learning. The European Credit Transfer 
System [ECTS] was introduced by the European Commission to facilitate 
recognition of exchange programmes under its Socrates-Erasmus programme. 
ECTS is used widely across Bologna signatory countries as a mechanism for both 
transfer and accumulation. 

Recent developments 
The Berlin ministerial summit in 2003 called for the European Credit Transfer 
System [ECTS] to be used as a transfer and accumulation system across Europe. 
Ongoing discussions are taking place in the Bologna Follow-Up Group working 
group on qual.ifications frameworks and in other decision-making forums over 
whether a framework of qualifications for Europe should incorporate credit and 
how credit should be allocated to periods of study. 

UK response 
In the UK, credit is used universally in Northern Ireland, Wales and Scotland. 
Scotland and Wales have credit transfer and accumulation systems in place 
within integrated credit and qualifications frameworks: the Scottish Credit and 
Qualifications Framework (SCQF] and the Credit and Qualifications Framework 
for Wales [CQFWI. Many institutions in England use credit for transferring 
between programmes o r  institutions, and use ECTS for transfers within Europe. 
Some consortia of English institutions use credit for accumulation. The report of 
the 'Measuring and Recording Student Achievement Scoping Group', chaired by 
Professor Burgess, Vice-Chancellor of the University of Leicester, was published 
in November 2004 and called for efforts to be made to develop a common higher 
education credit system for England, Wales and Northern Ireland. A new steering 
group representing higher education institutions and HE stakeholders has been 
convened to consider how the recommendations can be taken forward. 



There are issues to be resolved concerning the practical impl.ications of ECTS 
developing into an accumulation system for  Europe.The UK favours the use of 
credit in the European higher education area to take account of the Learning 
outcomes of periods of study alongside notional workload o r  'ho~,~rs studied'. This 
w i l l  be important in the debate on whether to incorporate credit into a 
qual.ifications framework for  Europe. For up-to-date information on the ongoing 
discussions on credit in  the Bologna Process please contact: 
infoli3europeu nit.ac.u k. 

The European Commission awards the ECTS Label to institutions applying ECTS 
correctly. The Label raises the profile of the institution as a transparent and 
reliable par tner  in  European and international cooperation. UK Bologna 
Promoters support institutions in  using ECTS. 

Further information 
Report of the 'Measuring and Recording Student Achievement Scoping Group': 
bookshop.universitiesuk.ac.uk/downLoads/measuringachievement.pdf 

European Commission ECTS Users' Guide: 
www.europa.eu.int/socra/education/programmes/socrates/usersg~en.html 

UK National Academic Recognition Information Centre [LIK NARIC] - 
www.naric.org.uk 

ENIC-NARIC networks: wwwenic-naric.net 

Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework [SCQF]: www.scqf.org.uk 

Credit and Qual.ifications Framework for Wales [CQFW]: 
www.elwa.ac.uk/elwaweb/elwa.aspx?pageid=1612 

Framework fo r  Higher Education QuaI.ifications in  England: 
www.qaa.ac.uk/pubLic/heguide/guide.htm#22 

UK Bologna Promoters and the ECTS Label: www.erasmus.ac.uk 



Action Line 4 

Promotion of mobility 

Introduction 
The "promotion of mobility by overcorr~ing obstacles to the effective exercise of 
free movement" was one of the founding objectives of the Bologna Process 
featuring in the 1999 Bologna Declaration. Ministers at the Berl in ministerial 
summit in  2003 identified mobility of students, academics and administrative 
staff as "the basis for establishing the EHEA". Bologna Process reforms, such as 
greater use of credit, the development of qualifications frameworks and 
European quality assurance a l l  facilitate mobility in  Europe by creating a higher 
education area built on trust and high quality HE. 

Recent developments 
The European Urrion administers a series of mobility programmes to encourage 
students and scholars from a l l  over Europe to spend t ime in the higher education 
institutions of other EU countries and beyond. The European Commission has 
recently published proposals for a new lntegrated Action Programme for  Lifelong 
Learning. The programme w i l l  run from 2007-2013 replacing the current EU 
Socrates programme. The proposal includes targets for substantial increases in 
teacher and student mobility with the goal of reaching three mil l ion participants 
by 2010. 

The Bologna Process is also considering funding of mobile students, notably at a 
Bologna seminar in Nordwijk on 'Designing Policies for  Mobile Students' in  
October 2004. I t  is Likely that work in this area w i l l  continue following the 2005 
ministerial summit  in Bergen. 

UK response 
The UK welcomes efforts to make student and staff mobility in Europe easier. 
Greater mobility brings increased career opportunities for students and teachers 
in the European employment market. The UK HE Europe Unit has gathered views 
from the UK sector on the European Commission's proposal for a new mobility 
programme. Stakeholders f rom across the UK have welcomed the proposed 
increase in funding for the programmes. Decentralisation of funding and 
administration procedures to national agencies is also wholly desirable. Many 
HEls have stressed the importance of the quality of the mobility experience, 
alongside the need to increase participation. It is important that future mobility 
programmes are adapted to a new student cohort of Lifelong Learners, part-t ime 
and mature students and that they maintain flexibility in  Length of student t ime 
spent abroad. For up-to-date information on the proposed new lntegrated Action 
Programme please contact: info[deuropeunit.ac.~~k 



Further information 
The European Union's Lisbon strategy: 
ww.europa.eu.int/comm/lisbon~strategy/index~en.htmL 

European Commission proposals fo r  the new generation of education and 
training programmes: 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/education/doc/official/keydoc/2004/newprog~en.pdf 

Europe Note number E/04/15 on the 'New generation of European Commission 
education and training programmes': www.europeunit.ac.uk 

UK Socrates Erasmus Council [UKSEC]: www.erasmus.ac.uk 

Bologna seminar on 'Designing Policies for  Mobile Students', October 2004: 
http://www. bologna-bergen2005.no/EN/BoL~sem/Seminars/041O10-12Noordwij k-  
Nederlands. HTM 
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Action Line 5 

Promotion of European cooperation in quality assurance 

Introduction 
Quality assurance plays a central role in achieving the Bologna objective to 
enhance the international competitiveness of European higher education. 
European cooperation in quality assurance wi l l  make it easier to compare 
qualifications across Europe and wi l l  facilitate mobility. A l l  Bologna ministerial 
communiqu~s have made reference to qual.ity assurance. 

Recent developments 
Quality assurance was made a priority at the Berlin ministerial summit in 2003. 
Ministers stressed that primary responsibility for quality assurance Lies with each 
higher education institution. They set down requirements for national quality 
assurance systems which are broadly compatible with arrangements across the 
U K. 

Also in Berlin, Ministers gave a mandate to the European Network for Quality 
Assurance in Higher Education [ENQA], now an association for exchange of 
practice in quality assurance. The UK's Quality Assurance Agency [QAA] is 
represented on the Board of ENQA and plays an active role in European debates 
on quality assurance. ENQA was asked to: 

"develop an agreed set of standards, procedures and guidelines on quality assurance, 
to explore ways of ensuring an adequate peer review system for quality assurance 
and/or accreditation agencies or bodies, and to report back through the Follow-up 
Group to Ministers in 2005." 

In doing this, ENQA was asked to cooperate with European representatives of 
higher education institutions and students: European University Association 
[EUA); European Association of Institutions in Higher Education [EURASHE); and 
the National Unions of Students in Europe (ESIB]. ENQA wi l l  report back findings 
to Ministers at the next ministerial SI-~mmit in Bergen in May 2005. For up-to-date 
information on the ENQA discussions, please contact: comms~qaa.ac.uk. 



The European Commission participates in debates on quality assurance and in 
October 2004 i t  published a 'Proposal for  a Recommendation' on fur ther  
cooperation in EU HE quality assurance. Following an ear l ier  proposal in 1998, 
the Recommendation sets out five steps to achieve mu tua l  recognition of quality 
assurance systems in  Europe: a requirement for in ternal  quality assurance 
mechanisms; a common set of standards, procedures and guidelines; a European 
register of qual.ity assurance and accreditation agencies; freedom for  higher 
education institutions to  choose their  quality assurance o r  accreditation agencies 
wi th  a requirement for EU member  states to accept the  judgements of any 
agency on the register for  purposes of licensing o r  funding. The European 
Commission's Recommendation w i l l  contribute to Bologna Process debates on 
quality assurance. 

There have also been developments i n  the area of professional accreditation. In 
some continental countries the Licence to practise is  included in  the award of the 
HE qualification. The European Corr~mission has recently pledged funding for  a 
project to  develop a pan-European accreditation process for  engineering. The 
European Consort ium for  Accreditation [ECA] is an  association of twelve 
countries wi l l ing to accredit professional qualifications often Leading to both the 
award of the degree and I.icence to practise professionally. The objective of ECA is  
the achievement of mu tua l  recognition of accreditation decisions among i ts  
member  countries. 

The European Commission-funded project, Tuning Educational S t r u c t ~ ~ r e s  in  
Europe, is  contributing to  the Bologna Process by identifying generic and subject 
specific competences. The various phases of the Tuning project include 
participants f rom around 130 HEls across Europe and play an important role in  
developing mutua l  t rust  and understanding of qualifications across Europe. 



UK response 
The UK hopes that developments at European Level w i l l  have a positive impact on 
quality assurance developments in the UK. While quality assurance 
arrangements in many European countries are based on subject review and 
accreditation, the UK would be opposed to the development of a single, intrusive 
or  bureaucratic quality assurance agency at European Level. There is a need to 
increase understanding of the benefits of ,the UK approach of institution-led 
quality assurance with a clear focus on quality enhancement. The Scottish HE 
sector is implementing the 'enhancement-led institutional review [ELIR]' 
approach to quality assurance. The UK supports work in the EUA's Quality 
Culture Project, which contains useful recommendations for European quality 
assurance. The project focuses on embedding systematic and coherent quality 
culture in HEls in Line with Bologna objectives. The project findings have a helpful 
emphasis on the improvement and development of quality. 

In the UK an academic qualification is  followed by participation in structured 
industrial training programmes or  supervised professional practice in 
employment, resulting in membership of professional and statutory bodies. 
Professional bodies carry out subject accreditation in as Light a form as possible. 
There is a need to explain the UK approach to professional accreditation in order 
to avoid recognition difficulties in the future. 

The European Commission has an important contribution to make to Bologna 
Process debates on quality assurance; however, more detail is needed on the 
practicalities of the Commission's draft Recommendation's proposal to allow 
HEls the ability to choose a QA body from a European register. The UK HE sector 
is currently considering the details of the Commission's Recorr~mendation with 
the Government. Developments in quality assurance in Europe shol-11d continue to 
be led by institutions and key stakeholders in higher education. For up-to-date 
information on the Commission's Recommendation please contact: 
infokleuropeunit.ac.uk. 



Further information 
European Commission's Proposal  for  a Recommendation on quali ty assurance: 
europa.eu.int/eur-lex/pri/en/lipllatestldoc/2004/com2004~0642en01 .doc. 

European Network  fo r  Quality Assurance in  Higher Education [ENQA]: 
www.enqa.net 

EUA Quality Cul ture Project: www.eua.be/eua/en/projects~quality.jspx 

Europe Note E/04/04 on the  'Ber l in min is ter ia l  summi t  on  the  Bologna Process': 
www.europeunit.ac.uk 

Joint Quality Initiative [JQI): www.jointquality.org 

Quality Assurance Agency: www.qaa.ac.uk 

Tuning Educational Structures i n  Europe Project: 
www.relint.deusto.es/TUNINGProject/index~phase2.htm 



Action Line 6 

Promotion of the European dimension in higher education 

Introduction 
Since its launch in 1999 the Bologna Process has called for curriculum 
development, inter-institutional cooperation, mobility schemes and integrated 
programmes of study, training and research to add a European dimension to 
higher education in signatory countries. 

Recent developments 
At the Berlin summit in 2003, Ministers agreed at national level to "remove 
obstacles to the establishment and recognition of such degrees (joint degrees], and 
to support the development and adequate quality assurance of integrated curricula 
leading to joint degrees". 

The Cot-~ncil of Europe and UNESCO have recently approved a Recommendation 
on the Recognition of Joint Degrees as an amendment to the Lisbon Recognition 
Convention. The Recommendation was discussed at the 2004 Bologna seminar 
on Joint Degrees in Stockholm and is Likely to be endorsed by Ministers at the 
forthcoming summit in Bergen in 2005. 

The European Urriversity Association [EUA] 'Joint Masters Project' explored the 
operation of joint degree programmes. The more recent EUA 'Doctoral 
Programmes Project' is promoting cooperation and mutual  learning in the 
development of joint doctoral programmes at European level. 

The European Commission's Erasmus Mundus mobility programme offers 
students and scholars from third countries scholarships to study Masters 
courses offered by consortia of universities in three or  more different European 
col-~ntries. 

UK response 
Joint degrees, based on carefully-designed joint study programmes, have the 
potential to provide students and staff with the opportunity to acquire language 
skills and cultural maturity. A flexible approach to the design, length and criteria 
for joint programmes is important to ensure that students from a range of study 
paths can participate in them. The UK HE Europe Unit is, however, aware of plans 
to reform university charters to allow for award of joint degrees. The UK's Quality 
Assurance Agency has also recently produced a second edition of a 'Code of 
Practice for Collaborative Provision'. 



Further information 
Recommendations f rom Bologna seminar on Joint Degrees in Stockholm: 
www.bologna-berlin2003.de/pdf/Stockholm~results.pdf 

Recommendation on the Recognition of Joint Degrees: 
ww.bologna-bergen20O5.no/EN/Other/Lisbon~Recdoc/040609~ 
Recommendation joint-degrees.pdf 

Erasmus Mundus programme: 
europa.eu.int/comm/education/programmes/mundus/index~en.htmL 

EUA Joint Master's Project: www.eua.be/eua/en/projects jo in t . jspx 

EUA Doctoral Programmes Project: 
ww.eua.be/eua/en/Doctoral~Programmes.jspx 

QAA Code of Practice for Collaborative Provision: 
www.qaa.ac.uk/publ.ic/COP/cprovis/contents.htm 



Action Line 7 

Lifelong Learning 

Introduction 
The Bologna Process has identified Lifelong Learning as an essential element of 
the European Higher Education Area and its expansion has become one of the 
guiding principles for the development of a l l  education and training policy in 
Europe. It affects a l l  aspects of European higher education - mobility 
programmes, elearning, research, vocational education, recognition of 
qualifications - and is a fundamental objective of the Bruges-Copenhagen 
Process [see below]. It has been identified by the European Union [ELI] as having 
a central role to play in achieving the EU's goal of the Lisbon Strategy " to  make 
the EU the world's most competitive and dynamic knowledge economy in the world". 

Recent developments 
At the 2003 Berlin summit Ministers called for qual.ifications frameworks to 
"encompass the wide range of flexible learning paths, opportunities and techniques" 
and to make appropriate use of the ECTS credits. 

The European Commission's so-called Bruges-Copenhagen Process is working 
on enhanced European cooperation in vocational education and training [VET]. 
The Bruges-Copenhagen Process is aiming to establish a credit system for VET 
and common reference Levels. The European Union's proposals for education and 
training programmes to replace the current Socrates programme include plans 
for an integrated framework geared towards Lifelong Learning. 

UK response 
The UK welcomes Lifelong Learning as an essential part of the Bologna Process. It 
views this form of Learning as a way of increasing competitiveness, and as an 
instrument of social cohesion. The Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework 
[SCQF] and the Credit and Qualifications Framework for Wales [CQFW] support 
Lifelong Learning by incorporating a l l  Levels of education into single qualifications 

-frameworks. The Scottish Executive has also publ.ished a Lifelong Learning 
Strategy. The recent report of the Measuring and Recording Student Achievement 
Group, chaired by Professor Robert Burgess, recommends that a national credit 
system be developed in England in the interests of lifelong Learning and as an 
instrument for developing qualifications frameworks. 



Constructive developments within the Bruges-Copenhagen Process and the 
Bologna Process should complement, and not duplicate, one another. Efforts to 
include vocational education and training in a framework of qualifications for 
Europe are welcome although a proliferation of levels in such a framework would 
be undesirable. For up-to-date information on qualifications frameworks and the 
Bruges-Copenhagen Process please contact: infolileuropeunit.ac.~~k. 

Further information 
The Bruges-Copenhagen Process: 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/education/copenhagen/index~en.html 

Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework [SCQF]: www.scqf.org.uk 

Credit and Qualifications Framework for Wales [CQFW]: 
www.elwa.ac.uk/elwaweb/elwa.aspx?pageid=1612 

The Burgess report: 
www.bookshop.universitiesuk.ac.uk/downloads/measuringachievement.pdf 

Jan Figel, ~ u r o ~ e a n  Commissioner for Education, 
Culture and Multilingualism 
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Action Line 8 

Higher education institutions and students 

Introduction 
Higher education institutions and students have a vital role to play in the Bologna 
Process and Ministers have called upon them to become involved in forming a 
diverse and adaptable European Higher Education Area. The European HE 
umbrella bodies: the European University Association [EUA] and the European 
Association of Institutions in Higher Education [EURASHE] provide a presence for 
institutions in the Bologna Process. The National Union of Students in Europe 
IESIB] represents students in Europe and plays an active role in Bologna Process 
debates. These umbrella organisations are consultative Members of the Bologna 
Follow-Up Group and Board. 

Recent Developments 
The Berl in ministerial summit in  2003, building on .the Prague Communiquk, 
recognised that it is "the active participation of all partners in the Process that will 
ensure its long-term success". And the Bologna Process has acknowledged the 
necessity for institutions " to be empowered to take decisions on their internal 
organisation and administration". 

The Berl in summit also noted that students are fu l l  partners in higher education 
governance and stressed the need for "appropriate studying and living conditions 
for the students". 

UK response 
In the UK, Universities UK, the Standing Conference of Principals and the 
National Union of Students engage in the Bologna Process through their 
respective European umbrella organisations. The UK HE sector has established 
the UK HE Europe Unit to raise awareness of European issues and coordinate UK 
involvement in Bologna Process debates. Representatives of institutions and 
students sit on the UK HE Europe Unit's High Level Policy Forum and officer-led 
European Coordinating Group to inform the policy positioning of the Unit. At 
European level, it is vital that representatives of higher education institutions and 
students are fu l l  partners in the Bologna Process. It is therefore essential that 
the EUA, EURASHE and ESlB participate alongside government representatives 
in the Bologna decision-making forums, in particular at the ministerial summit in  
Bergen in May 2005. The fu l l  report of the EUA's Trends IV survey on institutions' 
perspectives of 'Bologna' has an invaluable role to play in the of,ficial Bologna 
Process stocktaking exercise, which assesses how the Bologna Process is 
progressing towards meeting its objectives. 



Further information 
European University Association: www.eua.be 

European Association of Institutions in Higher Education [EURASHEJ: 
www.eurashe.be 

National Union of Students in Europe [ESIB): www.esib.org 

UK High Level Policy Forum and European Coordinating Group: 
www.europeunit.ac.uk/about~us/index.cfm 
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Action Line 9 

Promoting the attractiveness of the European Higher Education Area 

Introduction 
One of the founding objectives of the Bologna Process was to enhance the 
competitiveness of European higher education in a global market. The aim is that 
the creation of a coherent and transparent European Higher Education Area with 
compatible and high quality HE systems w i l l  make European HE more attractive 
to the rest of the world. 

Recent developments 
The European Union's 'Erasmus Mundus' mobility programme was launched in 
2004 to strengthen Links between EU member States and non-EU countries 
through the creation of 250 new inter-university Masters courses. It also provides 
EU-funded scholarships for third country nationals studying in the EU, and for EU 
nationals studying in  non-EU countries. 

The Prague ministerial summit opened Bologna Process seminars and 
conferences to representatives from aro l~nd the world. And as the Bologna 
Process expands to 43 Members at the Bergen summit, the European Higher 
Education Area w i l l  be almost double the size of the European Union. 

UK response 
The UK, which has been consistently successful in attracting international 
students, has been committed to a strategy of international competitiveness for 
some time, through the Prime Minister's Initiative [PMI) and other developments. 
The UK government and devolved administrations have funded the British 
Council to Launch a major five-year world-wide marketing initiative to encourage 
international students to study in  the UK. This campaign includes the branding 
initiative, EducationUK, designed to help UK HEls promote themselves. 

The Wales International Consortium [WIC) represents a l l  twelve higher education 
institutions in Wales and is a unique example of an entire sector working 
strategically together for shared benefit. It actively promotes Wales as a 
desirable and effective study destination for international students, featuring 
attractive Learning, research and career opportunities and competitive, affordable 
quality education. 



The Bologna Process has the potent ia l  to  enhance the  attractiveness of European 
HE to the outside wor ld  as European HE becomes more structured and 
comprehensive. I t  i s  v i ta l  that the U K  is ful ly engaged in the Process to  enable it 
to benefit f rom the increased competitiveness of the European Higher Education 
Area. As an  increasing number  of continental HEls are offering programmes 
taught in  English, it is  also cruc ia l  that the UK engages in  the creation of the 
European Higher Education Area to  ensure that UK insti tut ions remain active and 
competitive in the European market.  

Further information 
Erasmus Mundus programme: 
www.europa.eu.int/comm/education/programmes/mundus/index - en.htm1 

Education UK: www.educa~tionuk.org 
Wales International Consort ium: www.waLesinternationaLconsortium.com 



Action Line 10 

Doctoral studies and the synergy between the European Higher Education Area 
[EHEA] and the European Research Area [ERA) 

Introduction 
The Bologna Process sees research as an integral part of European higher 
education. Meeting in Berlin in 2003, I-~igher education Ministers considered it 
necessary to include the doctoral Level as the third cycle in the Bologna Process. 
In doing so, the Link between the Bologna Process to create the European Higher 
Education Area and the European Union's Lisbon objective to develop a European 
Research Area (ERA) was strengthened. 

Recent Developments 
In 2003 the European Commission published a Communication on 'Universities in 
the Europe of Knowledge' on the role of universities in achieving the EU's Lisbon 
goal to become "the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in 
the world by2010". In a further Communication the Commission also considered 
the importance of professional career development for researchers in Europe. 

The European University Association [EUA] has recently Launched a Doctoral 
Programmes Project to examine the development of existing doctoral courses. 
Several UK institutions are involved in the project, which aims to identify 
essential conditions in the development of such programmes in Europe and to 
promote cooperation. It identifies good practice and compares standards. The 
project findings w i l l  be presented at a Bologna Process seminar in Salzburg in 
February 2005 when recommendations w i l l  be made for the ministerial summit 
in May 2005. 

UK response 
The incorporation of doctoral Level qualifications into the Bologna Process has 
the potential to enhance doctoral Level study in the UK by creating opportunities 
for mobility and collaboration for staff and students. It also highlights the 
importance of ~~~niversity-based research in the European Higher Education Area 
and in the EU's European Research Area. The UK calls for Bologna requirements 
to remain flexible regarding the length and structure of the third cycle to 
accommodate the diversity of doctoral level qualifications in Europe. Teacher- 
training should be an optional element of doctoral-level qualifications. Ahead of 
the EUA Salzburg seminar this action line remains work in progress. For further 
information on doctoral level qualifications within the Bologna Process contact: 
info~europeunit.ac.u k. 



Further information 
European Commission Communication on 'Universities in the Europe of 
Knowledge', 2003: 
www.europa.eu.int/eur-Lex/en/com/cnc/2003/com2003~0058en01 .pdf 

European Research Area: www.europa.eu.int/comm/research/era/index~en.html 

European Commission Conference on 'The Europe of Knowledge 2020' in  Lihge, 
2004: 
www.europe.eu.int/comm/research/conferences2004/univ/backgro~1nd~en.htmL 
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G Lossa ry 

AUT 
BFUG 
CoE 
CQFW 

DTI 
DfES 
DS 
EC 
ECTS 

EC (UKJ 
ECVET 

ENIC-NARIC 
EHEA 
ENQA 

ERA 
ERC 
ESlB 
EU 
EUA 
EURASHE 

EWNI 
FP 
FP6 

FP7 
GATS 

Association of University Teachers [www.aut.org.uk] 
Bologna Follow-Up Group [www.bologna-bergen2005.nol 
Council of Europe [www.coe.int/portalT.asp] 
Credit and Qualifications Framework for  Wales 
[www.elwa.org.u k]  
Department of Trade and Industry [http://www.dti.gov.uk] 
Department for Education and Skills [http://www.dfes.gov.uk] 
Diploma Supplement 
European Commission [www.europa.eu.int/comm/index~en.html 
European Credit Transfer and accumulation System 
[www.europa.e~~.int/comm/education/programmes/ 
socrates/ects-en. html]  
Engineering Council UK (www.engc.org.uk1 
European Credit Transfer System for  Vocational Education and 
Training 
National Recognition Information Centres [www.enic-naric.net1 
European Higher Education Area 
European Association for Quality Assurance in  Higher Education 
[formerly 'Network'] [www.enqa.net] 
European Research Area 
European Research Council 
National Unions of Students in  Europe [www.esib.org] 
European Union [www.europa.int] 
European University Association [www.eua. be] 
European Association of Institutions in  Higher Education 
~www.eurashe.be] 
England, Wales and Northern Ireland 
EU Framework Programme [for research] 
Sixth Framework Programme 
~www.europa.eu.int/comm/research/fpb/index~en.html] 
Seventh Framework Programme 
General Agreement on Trade in Services 



HEFCE 

HEFCW 
HE 
HE1 
HEURO 

HEW 
JQI 
NAFTHE 
NUS 
OMC 
OST 
QAA 

R&D 
RAE 
SCOP 
SCQF 
SHEFC 

UNESCO 

UNESCO 
CEPES 
UK NARK 

UKRO 
UKSEC 
UUK 
us 
WIC 

WTO 

The Higher Education Funding Council  for England 
[www. hefce.ac.uk1 
Higher Education Funding Council for Wales [www.hefcw.ac.uk] 
Higher education 
Higher education institution 
Association of UK Higher Education European Officers 
Ihttp://www.heuro.org/] 
Higher Education Wales [www.hew.ac.~~ k l  
Joint Quality Initiative [www.jointquality.org] 
University and College Lecturers' Union Iwww.natfhe.org.uk1 
National Union of Students [www.nusonLine.co.uk] 
Open Method of Coordination 
Office of Science and Technology [wwv\r.ost.gov.uk] 
The Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education 
[www.qaa.ac.uk] 
Research and Development 
Research Assessment Exercise [www.rae.ac.uk] 
Standing Conference of Principals [www.scop.ac.uk] 
Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework [www.scqf.org.ukl 
The Scottish Higher Education Funding Council  
[www.shefc.ac.u k ]  
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul tura l  Organisation 
[www.unesco.orgl 
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cul tura l  Organisation 
European Centre for Higher Education [www.cepes.ro] 
The UK National Academic Recognition Information Centre 
[www.na~-ic.0rg.u k ]  
UK Research Office [www.ukro.ac.~~k] 
U K Socrates Erasmus Council Iwww.erasmus.ac.u k l  
Uliiversities UK [www.universitiesuk.ac.uk] 
Universities Scotland [www.~~niversities-scotland.ac.uk1 
Wales International Consort ium 
[www.waLesinternationaLconsortium.com] 
World Trade Organisation [www.wto.org] 
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World Education News and Reviews 

anuarylFebruary 2004 
- 

I Feature 

) The Bologna  achel lor's 'iegiee: A; ~vew iew 

By Mariarn Assefa, Executive Director, WES I and Robert Sedgwick, Editor, WENR 

I. Introduction 

I 
S i n c e  h e  signing of the Bologna Declaration in 1999. Europe has gradually been moving toward a two-tiered 
system of higher education based on separate bachelor's and master's degrees. Countries that have the traditional \ long first degrees plan to phase them out by 2010, when the Bologna Process is scheduled for completion. 

The reasons for this transition are fairly straightforward. First and foremost, the new degrees are more flexible, both in I terms of their curricular content and exit points. The long first degrees, which were primarily designed to prepare 
students for scholarly work, can last up to seven years in some countries forcing many students to abandon their 
studies before graduation. It is anticipated that the new (shorter) bachelor-level degrees will make university 
education more relevant to the demands of the labor market and enhance comparability between the disparate I systems of higher education that exist in Europe. 

By adopting the new bachelorlmaster's degree structure, European countries also hope to boost the global 
competitiveness of their institutions of higher education. Many countries began introducing the new bachelor's 
programs in 2001/2002. and the first of the new degrees will be awarded in 2005. 

This article will examine the new Bologna bachelor's degree using Austria and Italy as case studies. In 1999, both I countries adopted legislation that restructured their higher education programs and implemented the Bologna 
bachelorlmaster's model. We will be focusing on the bachelor-level degree here and will deal with the Bologna 

I 
master's degree in a forthcoming issue of WENR. ' One of the main benefits of the new bachelor's degree is that it allows students to pursue graduate studies or 
employment anywhere within Europe depending on the type of program they completed. However, gaining 
recognition for the new degrees beyond Europe is also among the stated objectives of the Bologna Declaration. The I first cohort of students enrolled in the new Bologna programs are scheduled to graduate next year, and the new 
degrees will begin turning up in North America for assessment. How will the Bologna bachelor's degree be viewed on 
this side of the Atlantic? 

This article will take an in-depth look at the Bologna bachelor's degree. To better help us understand and assess this 
new degree, we will examine two sample programs taken from universities in Austria and Italy. 

I II. The Traditional (Long) First Degree 

University first degrees in Europe differ significantly from country to country. The typical long degree can require I anywhere between four-and-six years of study but students usually take longer to graduate. The curriculum for long 
first degrees is largely defined by individual faculties but specialization in a particular field of study is perhaps its most 

I 
salient characteristic. In almost all instances students are required to write and defend a thesis in order to graduate. 

AUSTRIA 

The traditional Diplomstudium programs last four-to-five years, but in fact most students usually take longer to finish. 
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The programs are divided into two cycles: The first cycle introduces the student to an area of specialization and 
concludes with an examination known as the Erste Diplompriifung. The second cycle entails indepth study and 
concludes with an examination, the Zweite Diplompriifung, and a written thesis. Students who successfully complete 
this stage of higher education are awarded either a Magister or a Diplom degree, depending on the field of study. 

The traditional Laurea requires four-to-six years of study depending on the discipline and is awarded upon the 
defense of a thesis. In the sciences, the curriculum is divided into two phases: a first two-year period which is 
considered a preliminary stage with basic theoretical disciplines and a second three-year stage which consists of 
courses in the specialization and its application. The laurea gives admission to doctoral studies programs via 
competitive exams, and is also the minimum legal requirement for entry into most professions. Holding the laurea 
gives the right to use the title dottore/dottoressa. 

Ill. The Bologna Bachelor's Degree 

Under the new system currently being implemented, bachelor's and master's degrees can be awarded by universities 
and non-university institutions of higher education. The degrees will be defined by their content and outcome rather 
than by the type of institution that awarded them. Hence, the new degree structure under Bologna represents a 
departure from the traditional binary system of universities and polytechnics because the value of degrees is now 
based on the content and objectives of the curriculum rather than school type. Some degrees will be designed to 
allow immediate access to the labor market while others can be used for admission to graduate study at the master's 
and doctoral levels. In sum, the new degrees will require a significant restructuring of traditional systems of higher 
education. 

A principal objective of the Bologna Process is to make university degrees transparent so that employers and 
institutions of higher education will be able to understand a student's credentials. To further facilitate transparency, the 
new degrees will be quantified in terms of ECTS credits and accompanied by the diploma su~~lement, which provides 
a detailed description of the studies completed by the individual. 

In order to promote the desired comparability and transparency among European credentials, some common criteria 
have been formulated to define the new Bologna bachelor's degree: 

1) A bachelor-level degree is earned at an institution of higher education and requires between three-and-four years 
of full-time study, or 180 to 240 ECTS credits. 

2) A bachelor-level degree is earned at both traditional universities and at non-university institutions of higher 
education. 

3) The details (profile) of each degree program and its learning outcomes should be noted in their title and included in 
the diploma supplement issued to the student. 

4) Bachelor's degrees that prepare students for further study should be freestanding and should not be regarded as 
part of a longer curriculum. This allows students to change disciplines andlor pursue graduate studies at another 
institution. Admission to secondcycle (graduate) degree programs requires successful completion of first-cycle 
(undergraduate) degrees. 

Austria 

Austria adopted the Bakkalaureat as a first university degree in September 1999. Programs leading to this 
qualification were introduced the following year, and the first cohort of new degree holders is scheduled to graduate in 
2005. As of 200312004, as many as 180 individual bachelor programs have been adopted at Austrian universities. 

The current plan is to offer bachelor's and master's degrees in at least 50 percent of all academic fields by 2006. All 
newly introduced programs must adhere to the two-tiered structure called for by the Bologna Declaration. Universities 
can no longer offer the traditional long first degrees. Students who began their studies under the old system have the 
option of staying in that program or transferring to the new, bakkalaureat program. Admission requires the 
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Reifeprufung or Matura, the Austrian school-leaving certificate awarded upon the completion of 12 years of I elementary and secondary education. 

U s a m p l e  program 

I The Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration ( WINchafisuniversltal Wien) offers a bachelor's 
program in information systems designed to train specialists in the field of IT and information systems. The program 
focuses on the IT knowledge necessary to qualify students for occupations that include designing, developing and I introducing applications in the IT sector. 

The program lasts six semesters and consists of 106 weekly hours (64 in core subjects, 32 in special subjects and 10 
in electives.) Core subjects include 16 weekly hours in business administration, 22 weekly hours in information ! systems. 8 weekly hours in information technology and a variety of additional classes. The 32 hours of specialized 
subjects include an IT specialization area plus additional IT-oriented specialist subjects or an advanced IT subject. 
The program includes an internship that can be completed either in a business enterprise or as a research project I within the university. Twenty-five percent of the program is taught in English. 

Students are required to write two research papers in the course of the program. In the first paper, they must discuss 

I a specific topic in an IT-related field (i.e., their IT specialization area or an advanced IT subject.) In order to graduate, 
students must successfully complete all required courses and submit a second research paper related to their 
internship. A student's overall grade is based on the individual grades received in each course. Students graduate 

I 
with the academic degree of Bakkalaurea/Bakkalaureus in social and economic sciences. 

I 
BACHELOR'S DEGREE PROGRAM IN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

Note on credits: In this program offered at the Vienna University of Economics and Business Administration, each 
weekly hour is equated with-1.75 ECTS credits. For more information on how the ECTS system is used in ~ u r o ~ e  
please go HERE. 

Core Subjects 

I 1) Fundamentals of Economics (2 weekly hours) 
2) Fundamentals of Mathematics (2 weekly hours) 
3) Accounts and Financial Reporting 1 (2 weekly hours) 

1 4) Marketing l (2 weekly hours) 
5) Personal Management, Leadership and Organizational Behavior 1 (2 weekly hours) 
6) Introduction to Business lnformation Systems (2 weekly hours) 
7) Cost Accounting 1 (2 weekly hours) 1 8) Procurement, Logistics and Production 1 (2 weekly hours) 
9) Corporate Finance 1 (2 weekly hours) 
10) Computer Lab: Business lnformation Systems (2 weekly hours) 
11 ) Political Economy and Economic History (2 weekly hours) 1 12) Economic Policy and Institutions (2 weekly hours) 
13) European and Public Business Law 1 (2 weekly hours) 
14) Private Business Law 1 (2 weekly hours) 

( 15) Statistics (2 weekly hours) 
16) Business Communication I (Foreign Language 1) (2 weekly hours) 
17) Business Communication I1 (Foreign Language 11) (2 weekly hours) 
18) Principles of Modeling (2 weekly hours) 
19) Principles of Programming (2 weekly hours) I 20) Computer Lab: Programming (2 weekly hours) 
21) Fundamentals of Information Management (2 weekly hours) 

t 
22) IS Project Management and Teamwork (2 weekly hours) 
23) IT Internship (8 weekly hours) 
24) Advanced Practical Project 1 (2 weekly hours) 
25) Advanced Practical Project 11 (2 weekly hours) 
26) Database Systems (2 weekly hours) 
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27) Algorithms and Data Structures (2 weekly hours) 
28) Analysis of Information Systems (2 weekly hours) 
29) Networks and Network Security (2 weekly hours) 

Total Weekly Hours: 64 

IT Specialization Area Weekly Hours 

Students select one from the following areas: 

1) E-Business (1 6 weekly hours) 
2) Electronic Commerce ( I  6 weekly hours) 
3) lnformation Management (1 6 weekly hours) 
4) New Media (16 weekly hours) 

Total Weekly Hours: 16 

IT-Oriented Specialist Business Administration Option Weekly Hours 

Students can choose one of the following IT-oriented specialist business administration options: 

1) Corporate Finance (16 weekly hours) 
2) Commerce and Marketing (16 weekly hours) 
3) Organization and Supply Management (16 weekly hours) 
4) Operations Research (1 6 weekly hours) 
5) Tourism Analysis and Leisure Marketing (16 weekly hours) 
6) Transport Economics and Logistics (1 6 weekly hours) 

OR 
they can choose one from the following Advanced IT Subjects: 

1 ) Data Analysis and Decision Support (1 6 weekly hours) 
2) GEO lnformation Systems (16 weekly hours) 
3) lnformation Management and Law (16 weekly hours) 

Total Weekly Hours: 16 

Elective Subjects 

Electives can be chosen from classes offered by any 
recognized Austrian or foreign university as long as an 
examination is required for each class. 

Total Weekly Hours: 10 

IT Internship 

The IT internship is to be completed within the framework of a class in which a specific topic is addressed and 
practical performance is evaluated. The IT internship can either be completed as an internship at an external 
company or as an internship in the university environment (e.g. in a research project). The results of the IT 
internship are to be summarized in the form of a bachelor's research paper. 

Universlty Education in Austria 
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New System 

Humanities & Social Sciences 

Bachelor Program: 6 semesters I Humanities & Social 
Sciences Academic Degree: Bachelor of- 

I Diploma Program: 8 semesters 

Academic Degree: 
Diploma Program: 10 semesters 

Academic Degree: e.g. Diplom- 
lngenieur 

Engineering 8 Science 

I Engineering 8 Science Bachelor Program: 6 - 8 
semesters 

Di~loma Program: 10 

I 
semesters - Academic Degree: Bachelor of 

- 
Academic Degree: Diplom- 
lngenieur 

I Master's Program: 2 semesters 

Fine Arts 8 Music 

Bachelor Program: 6 - 8 

I Fine Arts 8 Music semesters 

Diploma Program: 12 Academic Degree: Bachelor of 
semesters 

I Academic Degree: 

Magister Program: 4 semesters 

Academic Degree: Magister- 

In 1999, the Italian government began restructuring its degrees along the lines set out in the Bologna Declaration. The 
first university degree under the new system is the Laurea (same as the old degree name). It is three years in length ) and requires 180 ECTS. 

The process of adopting the Bologna reforms has been taking place gradually with the first bachelor-level (laurea) 
programs launched in 2000/2001. Some of the traditional long first degrees programs, especially in the professional 
fields, are still being offered. For example, medicine, dentistry, veterinary science, pharmacy, architecture, etc. will 
continue to be offered via integrated long programs lasting 5-6 years leading to the laurea. They have not been 
restructured the way other programs have. 
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Students who were enrolled in the old laurea (long, first degree) or diploma universitaria programs in 2000/2001were 
given the choice of completing their studies under the old system or transferring to the new laurea programs in a 
corresponding field. However, the transfer is not automatic and has been left up to each faculty to decide on a case- 
by-case basis. 

The new undergraduate programs (corsi di laurea) are designed to give students an adequate command of general 
scientific methods and contents as well as specific professional skills. Admission to laurea programs requires the 
Italian school-leaving certificate (Diploma di Superamento dell'Esame di Stato conclusive dei corsi di lstmzione 
Secondaria Superiore) after completion of 13 years of primary and secondary schooling. The more selective 
programs can impose further course and grade requirements. 

Sample Program 

The Bocconi University of Milan offers a new laurea program in business administration (economia aziendale). The 
program's objective is to give students an understanding of the economic, financial, social, legal, cultural and 
technical foundations of business, and to equip them with the analytical and decision making skills that will allow them 
to manage different businesses in a changing environment. Graduates will be qualified for professional and 
managerial positions in marketing, sales, finance or human resources. 

The program is three years in length and requires the completion of 180 ECTS credits (146 credits in compulsory 
subjects, 12 elective credits, 12 credits in two European languages, four credits in computer science and six credits 
for the final project). Students who wish to take English as one of their languages must have achieved a minimum 
TOEFL score of 550 on the paper test or 21 3 on the computer-based examination. Other English language tests may 
be used to show a comparable level of proficiency. 

During the first year, students study economics, business administration, law, history, quantitative methods and 
computer science. In the following years, they take marketing, finance, production, logistics, business organization 
and accounting. Courses in Italian and English are taken throughout the program. 

LAUREA PROGRAM IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

First Year 

FIRST SEMESTER 

1 ) Economic History 
2) Mathematics (first module) 
3) Principles of Private Law 
4) Theory and Principles of Management 
5) Computer Skills 
6) First Foreign Language (preparatory modules) 

SECOND SEMESTER 

1) Accounting and Financial Statements 
2) Fundamentals of Management 
3) Mathematics (second module) 
4) Microeconomics 
5) Principals of Public Law 
6) First Foreign Language (preparatory modules) 

Total first year credits: 62 

Second Year 

FIRST SEMESTER 
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C 1) Accounting and Financial Statements 2 
2) Macroeconomics 
3) Organizational Theory 
4) Statistics 

1 5) Theory and Principals of Public Management 
6) FirstlSecond Foreign Languages (preparatory modules) 

I SECOND SEMESTER 

1) Corporate Finance 
2) Financial Mathematics 
3) Managerial Accounting ) 4) Marketing (taught in Italian) 
5) FirsVSecond Foreign Languages (preparatory modules) 

I Total second year credits: 60 

I Third Year 

FIRST SEMESTER 

i )  Financial Markets and Institutions I 2) Innovation and Technology Management 
3) Management Information Systems 
4) Public Economics I 5) First Elective Course' 
6) Second foreign Language (preparatory modules) 

SECOND SEMESTER 

i )  Company and Business Law 1 2) Strategic Management 
3) Second Elective Course 
4) Second Foreign Language 

I 
5) Final Work 

Total third vear credits: 58 

University Education in Italy 

I 
Degrees 
Awarded 

First Cycle (undergraduate studies) 

I First Laurea degree program Laurea (L) 

Second Cycle (graduate studies) 

t Second Laurea degree Laurea Specialistica (LS) 
program 

First-level specialization- Diploma di Specialiuazione (DS) (Diploma of 

Years of Credits Study 

~c*,.Il..,.,.. ...,- r r r r r l~ r r r~nt lnAT~nIPCE~~+ l l r~  htm 
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degree program Specialist) First-level specialization degree 

First-level master's degree 
program 

Master di I" Livello 
First-level master's degree 

Third Cycle (postgraduate studies) 

Research Doctorate Program Dottorato di Ricerca (Research Doctorate) 3+ 

Second-level specialization- Diploma di Specialiuazione (Diploma of Specialist) ,20-300 
degree program Second-level specialization degree 2 - 5  

Second-level master's 
degree program Master di 11' Livello Second-level master's degree 60+ 

O 2006 World Education S e ~ c e s  
Bowling Green Station 

P.O. Box 5087 
New York. NY 10274-5087 

USA 
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World Education News and Reviews 

Evaluating the Bologna Degree in the U.S. 
By Mariarn Assefa, Executive Director, WES I and Robert Sedgwick, Editor, WENR 

I T h e  first Bologna bachelor's degrees were awarded in 2003, which means that European students will soon begin 
using the new qualifications to gain entry to graduate-level programs in the United States. The Bologna bachelor's is 
(in most cases) a three-year, freestanding degree designed to prepare students for further study or employment. How 
then does this new degree compare with the traditional American bachelor's degree? At first glance, there are some 
failly obvious similarities belween the two: the nomenclature is the same, and both are terminal first degrees leading 
to either access to the job market or graduate study. At the same time, the degrees are quite different from one 

I another, as we shall see. 

In the last issue of WENR we presented an overview of the new Bologna bachelor's degree, comparing and 
contrasting it with the traditional first degrees in Europe. This article puts the Bologna degree up against the American I bachelor's and illustrates how it will be evaluated when presented in the U.S. for graduate study. 

The U.S. Bachelor's Degree 

.In the United States, institutions set degree requirements in terms of credits that are typically distributed over a period 
of four years. Each year is divided into semesters or quarters. The built-in flexibility of the system allows students to 
adjust the number of credits they choose to complete annually, so it is possible for students to earn their degrees in ) less than four years. They can also take longer than four years to complete their undergraduate education if they take 
fewer credits or attend school on a part-time basis. 

I Most bachelor's degree programs require the completion of a minimum of 120 semester credits drawn from three 
areas of study: general education, the major and electives. 

General education is unique to the American system of undergraduate education. It is generally known as "the I breadth component of the undergraduate curriculum and is usually defined on an institution-wide or college-wide 
basis. It generally involves study in several subject areas and frequently aims to provide a common undergraduate 
experience for all students at a particular institution. It has been variously described as the necessary prerequisite for I specialized study" (Levine 78). 

Students are usually expected to complete their general education requirements early on in their undergraduate 

I studies. Most undergraduates undertake these courses during their freshman and sophomore years before they begin 
to concentrate on a major. 

General education can be offered as either core curricula, distribution requirements or free electives. When it is set in I the form of a core curriculum, general education consists of a set of common, broadly based and interdisciplinary 
courses usually required of all students and consist of subjects in the humanities, social sciences and natural 
sciences. Distribution requirements ensure that students complete their general education by taking a minimum 
number of courses or credits in specified academic areas drawn from the humanities, social sciences and natural 
sciences. Free electives allow students to take courses outside their major to fulfill the general education 
requirements. 

87 
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The quantity of general education varies from institution to institution. However, on average between 40 and 60 
percent of U.S. bachelor's degree programs are devoted to general education. The remaining credits are devoted to 
the major and related subjects. 

Comparing the Two Degrees 

Even though the Bologna Process has resulted in shorter degree programs that are defined in terms of required 
credits and introduced a two-tiered (undergraduatelgraduate) system, the new European bachelor's is still quite 
distinct from its U.S. counterpart. Based on the sample "Bolognan bachelor's degrees we examined from Austria and 
Italy (see previous issue of WENR), it is apparent that the European degrees are more heavily concentrated in the 
major - or specialization - and that the general education component which is so crucial to U.S. undergraduate 
education is absent. The new degrees, awarded by traditional European institutions, are undeniably European in 
character. 

Below we have juxtaposed two programs for a bachelor's degree in business administration: one from lndiana 
University in Bloomington, and the other from the Bocconi University in Milan. Italy. 

In the Italian program, courses in the major are taken starting in the first semester of study. The entire curriculum is 
devoted to business and related subjects including mathematics, computer science and foreign languages that are all 
taught in the same faculty. The sheer number of required courses in business and related subjects indicates that the 
program is heavily concentrated in the major, which is covered in great depth. 

In comparison, the U.S. degree program includes subjects drawn from a wide range of disciplines to fulfill the 
university's general education and distribution requirements. The Kelly School of Business mandates that students 
who major in business "take at least 62 semester credits outside of business and economics coursework" in the 
different departments and faculties at lndiana University. Courses in the major and related subjects constitute 50% of 
the 124 credits required for the bachelor's degree. 

At the same time, the objectives and intended outcomes of both programs are remarkably similar as they aim to equip 
students with the tools and skills required for employment or for graduate education in their chosen field. 

The Kelly School of Business states that its graduates should "possess a broad-based knowledge of business and the 
business environment and the role that business plays in society; understand the national, international, political. 
social and economic environment that landscapes a firm's operations; be able to articulate their thoughts orally and in 
writing and be computer literate; understand and incorporate ethical principles in all processes and decisions; 
possess an appreciation of the opportunities and problems involved in managing complex organizations; have the 
skills and capability to work effectively with others in the completion of joint tasks; possess the ability to find and 
formulate problems, think analytically, and recommend solutions; have the understanding and expertise needed to 
function effectively in an advanced technological society." 

The Bocconi program aims to "give students an understanding of the economic, financial, social, cultural, legal and 
technological foundations of business, and to equip them with the analytical and decision making tools that will allow 
them to manage different businesses in a changing environment. Graduates will be qualified for professional and 
managerial positions in marketing, sales, finance or human resources." 

The main differences between the two programs-the number of years of study, the amount of coursework devoted to 
the major, and the absence of general education from the Italian curriculum-reflect the distinct characteristics of each 
educational system 

The Evaluation 

The task for the credential evaluator is to examine the new qualification and determine whether it constitutes sufficient 
preparation for graduate admission in the U.S. To achieve that end, it is necessary to establish a coherent set of 
criteria that can be used for comparing the American and European degrees. The main criteria that World Education 
Services ONES) considers when assessing a degree are the level, structure, scope and intent of the program. Those 
factors are expressed in terms of: requirements for admission to the program; its contents and structure; and the 
function that the credential is designed to serve in the home system, respectively. After having considered all the 
relevant factors, WES regards the new three-year Italian laurea as functionally equivalent to a U.S. bachelor's degree. 
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C 
The number of years of study is merely one of the elements that define the structure of a program. In this particular 
case, the discrepancy in the number of years between the Italian and U.S. bachelor's degrees is outweighed by the 
similarities between the two programs. 

I Failure to recognize the Bologna bachelor's degree solely because it is a three-year qualification would leave U.S. 
graduate schools no choice but to reject candidates who apply for admission using these degrees, even when their 
records demonstrate that they have completed more than enough subjects in their discipline, have achieved the same 
skills and level of knowledge as their U.S. counterparts, and would very likely succeed at the graduate level. Such I decisions would not only lack any academic merit. but they would also have profound and negative implications for 
international academic mobility. 

Academic credentials serve as recorded proof of an individual's itinerary and accomplishments within a coherent and 
unified system of education. Credential evaluation exists first and foremost to facilitate the international mobility of ( students, scholars and professionals. This ideal is codified in the Convention on the Recognition of Qualifications 
Concerninn Hi~her  Education in the European Region, adopted in 1997 and signed by 41 countries including the 
United States. The Convention calls on member states to promote, encourage and facilitate the recognition of 

I credentials earned outside of their borders to encourage the mobility of students and professionals. It also specifies 
that "Each country shall recognize qualifications as similar to the corresponding qualifications in its own system unless 
it can be shown that there are substantial differences." 

To be effective, credential evaluation must examine the nature, structure and objectives of different systems of I education and build the bridges that allow students and professionals to use their educational qualifications 
internationallv. 

I SAMPLE PROGRAMS 

b Kelley School of Business (Indiana University) 

I The bachelor's program at the Kelley School of Business provides a generaleducation component complemented by the study of business and 
economics. The application of this principle promotes a balanced program of study while it enables a student with an interest in a professional area of 
business to specialize in that field. 

I In addition, all undergraduate programs indude courses that ensure the development of a basic understanding of the principles and practices 
involved in the management of business firms in the dynamic economic, social, and political environment of the world today. Four interrelated. 
rigorous Junior-level courses in marketing management, operations management, financial management, and strategic management, known 
collectively as the integrative core, are required of all business majors. Consideration is given also to basic trends that are likely to shape the pattern - of the business world in the years ahead. Beyond these basic requirements. students are aiven an opoortunitv to ~ursue studies from a wide varietv 

I 
- . . - .  

of subject areas. 

Graduates of the Undergraduate Program of the Kelley School of Business at Indiana University should have a general knowledge and appreciation 
of accomplishments in the physical sciences, arts, humanities, and social sciences; possess a broad-based knowledge of business and the business 

I environment and the role each business plays in society; understand the national, international, political, social. and economic environment that 
landscapes a firm's operations; be able to articulate their thoughts orally and in writing and be computer literate; understand and incorporate athlcal 
principles in all processes and decislons; possess an appreciation of the opportunities and problems involved in managing complex organizatlons; 
have the skills and capability to work effectively with others in the completion of joint tasks; possess the ability to find and formulate problems, think - analytically, and recommend solutions; have the understanding and expertise needed to function effectively in an advanced technoloaical 

I environment. 
- 

BACHELOR'S PROGRAM IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

I The course work required for the B.S. degree In business consists essentially of three parts: 

I. General-Education Comwnent 
II. Business Component 
Ill. Electives 

GENERAL EDUCATION COMPONENT 
(62 credlt hours) 
Kelley School of Business majors must complete at least 62 credit hours outside of business and economics course work. 
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I. Communications (8-9 credlt hours) 
Elementary Composition or an approved English composition option (2-3 cr.) 
Public Speaking (3 cr.) 
Business Communications (3 cr.) 

II. Mathematics 
Finite Mathematics (3 cr.) 
Brief Survey of Calculus (3 cr.) OR Calculus 1 (4 cr.) 

Ill. lnternatlonal Dlmenslon (6 credit hours) 
The international dimension requirement may be fulfilled in any one of the following four ways. 

I. Language 
A minimum of 6 credit hours of a language at the 200 level or above 

2. International Business and Economics 
A minimum of 6 credlt hours from the following list: 
The International Business Environment (3 u.) 
International Business: Operations of International Enterprises (3 cr.) 
International Business Law (3 cr.) 
International Finance (3 cr.) 
Public Policy and the International Economy (3 u.) 
lnternational Marketing (3 cr.) 
Survey of lntematlonal Economics (3 cr.) 
lnternational Trade (3 cr.) 
-International Monetary Economics (3 cr.) 
Economic Development (3 cr.) 
Soviet-Type Economies In Transmon (3 cr.) 

3. Approved Overseas Programs 
Participation in any approved oveneas program of Indiana University (minimum 6 cr.) will fulfill this requirement. Please see a business advisor. 

4. Area Studies 
Selection of two approved courses (minlrnurn 6 cr.) from one of the following area studies programs: 
African studies 
Centre1 Eurasian studies 
East Asian studies 
Latin American and Caribbean studies 
Near Eastern studies 
Russian and East European studies 
West European studies 

DlsMbutron Optlon 

Complete a total of 27 credR hours of course work distributed in the following way: 

1. Fiiieen (15) credit hours of course work offered by the Cdlege of Arts and Sciences in one of the areas listed below with a minimum of 6 credit 
hours at the 3001400 level (with the exception of Natural and Mathematical Sciences, which requires 6 credit hours st the 200 level or higher): 
Arts and Humanities 
Social and Historical Studies 
Natural and Mathematical Sciences 

2. Six (6) credit hours in each of the other two College of Ark and Sciences areas not selected for the 15 credit hour requirement. 

Fleld Specfalhatlon Optlon 

Students may complete one of the fleld specializations llsted below by completing 27 credit hours taking any courses from the departments or schools 
within the chosen field. At least 6 of the 27 required credit hours must be at the 30W400 level for all but the science end technolcgy field, which 
requires at least 6 credit hours at the 200 level or above. 

1. Communication 
Joumallsm 
Telecommunlmtions 
English 
Communication and culture 
Speech and hearing sciences 
Physics (PI05 and Pi06 only) 
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2 Environmental 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Geological sciences 
Public and environmental affairs 
Physics (P120, P201. P202, P211, and P310 only) 

3. Global Studies and Languages 
African studies 
American Sign Language 

= Central Eurasian studies 
Classical studies (language courses) 
East Asian studies 
Frenchlltalian 
Germanic studies 

= India studies 
Jewish studies 

Latin American and Caribbean studies 
Near Eastem studies 
Russlan and East European studies 
Spanish/Portuguese 

West  European studies 

4. Not-for-Profit 
Fine arts 
Jewish studies 
Music 
Philosophy 
Public and environmental affairs 
Religious studies 
Social work 
Theatre 

5. Sclence and Technology 
Astronomy 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Computer science 
Geological sciences 
History and philosophy of science 
Mathematics 
Medical science 
Physics 

BUSINESS COMPONENT 

I. Fundamentals 
Business Accounting Skills (1 cr.) 
Introduction to Financial Accounting (3 cr.) 
Introduction to Managerial Accounting (3 cr.) 
The Computer in Business (3 cr.) 
Legal Environment of Buslness (3 cr.) 
Technology (3 cr.) 
Career Perspectives (2 cr.) 
Introduction to Microeconomics (3 cr.1 
Introduction to ~acroeconomics'(3 c;) 

= Statistical Analysis in Economics and Business (3 cr.) 

11. Junlor Year 
Managing and Behavior in Organizations (3 cr.) 
Buslness and Economic Strategy in the Public Arena (2 cr.) 

Ill. Senior Year - Business Career Planning and Placement (2 cr.) 

N. Integrative Core (12 cr.): (must be completed wlth a C or hlgher) 
Financial Management (3 cr.) 
Strategic Management (3 cr.) 
~ a r k e t i n ~  Management (3 cr.) 

= Operations Management (3 cr.) 

Integrative Core (12 cr.): (must be completed wlth a C or higher) 
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Financial Management (3 cr.) 
Strategic Management (3 cr.) 
Marketing Management (3 cr.) 
Operations Management (3 cr.) 

Business Concentrations 

In addition to fulfilling the generaleducation component and the business component requirements previously Ilsted, students In the Kelley School of 
Business select one or more of the following concentrations, listed below under their home departments. 

Accounting and lnfonnation Systems 
-Accounting 
Computer Information Systems 

Buslness Economics and Publlc Policy 
Economic Consulting Track 
Public Policy Analysis Track 

Business Law 
Legal Studies 

Flnanw 
Finance 
Finance-Real Estate 

Management 
Entrepreneurship [ABSENTJ 
International Studies 
Management 

Marketing 
Marketing 
Marketing-Distribution Management 

O~eratlons and Declslon Technoloales 
Business Process Management - 
Production/Operations Management 

THE BOCCONI UNIVERSITY 

The Bocconi University of Milan offers a new laurea program in business administration (economia aziendale). The pmgram's objective is to give 
students an understanding of the economic, finandal, social, legal, cultural and technical foundations of business, and to equip them with the analytical 
and decision making skills that will allow them to manage different businesses in a changlng environment. Graduates will be qualified for professional 
and managelial positions in marketing, sales, finance or human resources. 

The program is three years in length and requires the completion of 180 ECTS credits (146 credits in compulsory subjects. 12 elective credii. 12 
credii in two European languages. four credits in computer science and six credits for the final project). Students who wish to take English as one of 
their languages must have achieved a minimum TOEFL smre of 550 on the paper test or 213 on the computer-based examination. Other English 
language tests may be used to show a comparable level of proficiency. 

Durlng the first year. students study economics, business administration, law, history, quantitative methods and computer science. In the following 
years, they take marketing, finance, production, logistics, business organization and accounting. Courses in Italian and English are taken thmughout the 
program. 

LAUREA PROGRAM IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 

Flrst Year 

FIRST SEMESTER 

1) Emnomic History 

http://www.wes.org/ewenr/PF/04Mar/PFFeature. htm 
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2) Mathematics (first module) 
3) Principles of Private Law 
4) Theory and Principles of Management 
5) Computer Skills 
6) First Foreign Language (preparatory modules) 

SECOND SEMESTER 

1) Accounting and Rnancial Statements 
2) Fundamentals of Management 
3) Mathematics (second module) 
4) Microeconomics 
5) Principals of Public Law 
6) First Foreign Language (preparatory modules) 

Total first year credits: 62 

Second Year 

FIRST SEMESTER 

1) Accounting and Financial Statements 2 
2) Macroemnomlcs 
3) Organizational Theory 
4) Statistics 
5) Theory and Principals of Public Management 
6) FirstlSemnd Foreign Languages (preparatory modules) 

SECOND SEMESTER 

1) Corporate Finance 
2) Financial Mathematics 
3) Managerial Accounting 
4) Marketing (taught in Italian) 
5) FirstlSecond Foreign Languages (preparatory modules) 

Total second year credits: 60 

Third Year 

FIRST SEMESTER 

11 Financial Markets and Institutions 
2) Innovation and Technology Management 
3) Management Information Systems 
4) ~ub l i~~conorn ics  
5) First Elecfive Course* 
6) Semnd foreign Language (preparatory modules) 

SECOND SEMESTER 

1 Comoanv and Business Law 
2 j  strategic Management 
3) Second Elective Course 
4) Second Foreign Language 
5) Final Work 

Total third year credits: 58 
Total credits: 180 

The editors would like to thank Mr. Lonnie Johnson, executive director of the Austrian Fulbright Commission, and 
The Austrian Ministnl of Education, Science and Culture fortheir helpful suggestions on Austria's system of higher 
education. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The European Credit Transfer System was initially set up in 1989 as a pilot scheme 
within the framework of the Erasmus programme. Its aim at that time was to facilitate 
the recognition of study periods undertaken abroad by mobile students through the 
transfer of credits. As a transfer system ECTS has expanded to over 30 countries and 
has been introduced in more than one thousand higher education institutions. 

The 40 Signatory States in the Bologna Process have identified ECTS as one of the 
cornerstones of the European Higher Education Area. A large number of countries 
have adopted ECTS by law as an accumulation system for their own higher education 
systems and others are in the process of doing so. In some countries ECTS has 
become a requirement for accreditation. The Zurich Conference on Credit Transfer 
and Accumulation, held in October 2002 by the European University Association, 
endorsed the central role of ECTS in higher education. ECTS will have a fundamental 
place in the design of a national and European Oualifications Framework. Schemes 
based on ECTS are being introduced in other continents. 

The correct use of ECTS depends on the commitment of thousands of motivated 
people working in higher education, in very different circumstances and cultures. 

The following measures have been taken in order to assist these persons and to 
promote the correct and consistent use of ECTS across Europe: 

This Users' Guide is made available in user-friendly web-based form, including 
examples and answers to frequently asked questions 
A short brochure named ECTS Key Features is available on the web and can be 
obtained in hard copy 
An ECTS Label has been introduced for higher education institutions using ECTS 
in a correct way in all their degree programmes. 
ECTSDS Counsellors across Europe are available to provide guidance to 
institutions wishing to introduce ECTS and prepare for the ECTS Label. 

ECTS makes study programmes easy to read and compare. It can be used for all types 
of programmes, whatever their mode of delivery, and for lifelong learning purposes. 
It serves both mobile and non-mobile students: it can be used for accumulation within 
an institution and for transfer between institutions. ECTS helps learners moving 
between countries, within a country, town or region, as well as between different 
types of institutions; it also covers self-study and work experience. For these reasons 
the well-known acronym "ECTS" now stands for "European Credit Transfer and 
Accumulation System". 

The Diploma Supplement is another important transparency tool, closely linked to 
ECTS. Therefore, information on the Diploma Supplement and on the Diploma 
Supplement label has been included in this guide. 

We hope that the new ECTS Users' Guide will be helpful and welcome comments for 
its future improvement. 



KEY FEATURES OF ECTS 

ECTS credits 
Student workload 
Learning outcomes and competences 
ECTS grading scale 

ECTS credits 

The European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System (ECTS) is a student-centred 
system based on the student workload required to achieve the objectives of a 
programme of study. These objectives should preferably be specified in terms of 
learning outcomes and competences to be acquired. 

ECTS is based on the principle that 60 credits measure the workload of a full-time 
student during one academic year. The student workload of a full-time study 
programme in Europe amounts in most cases to around 1500-1 800 hours per year 
and in those cases one credit stands for around 25 to 30 working hours. 
Credits in ECTS can only be obtained after successful completion of the work 
required and appropriate assessment of the learning outcomes achieved. Learning 
outcomes are sets of competences, expressing what the student will know, 
understand or be able to do after completion of a process of learning, long or 
short. 
Student workload in ECTS consists of the time required to complete all planned 
learning activities such as attending lectures, seminars, independent and private 
study, preparation of projects, examinations, and so forth. 
Credits are allocated to all educational components of a study programme (such as 
modules, courses, placements, dissertation work, etc.) and reflect the quantity of 
work each component requires to achieve its specific objectives or learning 
outcomes in relation to the total quantity of work necessary to complete a fill year 
of study successfully. 

How to allocate credits? 

Credit may be allocated to all types of study programmes, irrespective of their length, 
composition or nature. Programmes may consist of year-long courses or shorter 
modules. They may cover work placements and research. They may be first, second 
or third cycle. Credits can also be used for stand-alone courses, such as modules 
offered to learners not engaged in a full cycle programme of study. 

The correct way: 



Base the allocation of credits to the different components of a study year on a realistic 
estimation of the student workload required for the average student to achieve the 
learning outcomes established for each of the components. Make sure that the total 
number of credits for one academic year is 60. Subsequently, check the original 
allocation of credits on a regular basis by gathering and analysing bottom-up 
information on actual student workload. 
For more information see the section on student workload 

One wrong way: linking credits to contact hours. 
There is no direct link between contact hours and credits. For example, a lecture hour 
may require three hours of independent study by the student, while a two-hour 
seminar might involve a full week of preparation. A student-workload based system 
like ECTS therefore cannot be based on contact hours, even if a university uses the 
indication of the number of contact hours for other purposes, such as calculating staff 
time. 

Another wrong way: linking credits to status or prestige. 
ECTS credits only express student workload measured in time. They say nothing 
about the status of a course unit or the prestige of a teacher. For example, an 
introductory course might require more student time than an advanced one. The 
specific characteristics of each course unit will be described in the Information 
PackanelCourse Catalogue. 

Frequently Asked Ouestions 

All learners are different. Some learn slowly, others quickly. Why base credits on 
"the average learner'? 

Of course, individual learners might need more or less time to achieve the same 
learning outcomes. However, basing a programme on a reasonable and realistic 
estimate of the time required by an average learner protects all students from 
unrealistic and overloaded programmes or from excessively light and undemanding 
ones. It helps academic staff to design and deliver realistic curricula. 

Are credits recognised automatically by universities? 

ECTS does not guarantee automatic academic recognition. The degree awarding 
institution decides on what credits to accept for a specific programme. Recognition is 
of course obligatory in the case of agreed student mobility when there is a prior 
Learning Agreement, between the home institution, the host institution and the 
student as is the case in the Socrates-Erasmus programme. The ECTS Transcript of 
Records and the Diploina Suppleme~lt facilitate swift and informed recognition 
decisions. 

Does a university have to accept students with ECTS credits wishing to enter later 
years of study? 



No, the degree awarding institution decides what to accept or not to accept. However, 
the learner has a right to careful consideration of hisher previous studies. ECTS 
transparency tools provide the necessary information. 

Is there a minimum number of credits that must be obtained at the degree awarding 
instiiution ? 

That is entirely up to the degree awarding institution to decide, within the legal 
framework in which it operates. 

Would the same module utilised in different programmes of the same institution 
carry the same number of credits for all students? 

Yes, if the module is truly the same, it would cany the same credit weight, 
independent of the programme in which it is situated. However, it may happen that 
modules having similar learning outcomes might require different amounts of time 
from students in different programmes because of differences in their previous 
knowledge and in the choice of materials to be studied. These characteristics will be 
clarified in the course descriptions contained in the Information PackageICourse 
catalogue. 

Can an academic programme contain more than 60 credits per year? 

In exceptional cases, when a programme of study clearly exceeds the European 
average of around 1500/1800 hours per year, an academic year could contain more 
credits. These cases must be well documented and justified in the Information 
PackageICourse Catalogue. A programme designed to require 52 weeks of full-time 
study (no holidays), would normally lead to 75 credit points. The 'high intensity' or 
'special quality' of a course is not a reason to give more credits. 

Should a student acquire exactly 60 credits a year or 30 per semester or 20 per 
trimester? 

A full time student would normally acquire 60 credits per year, 30 per semester or 20 
per trimester because study programmes are designed to this purpose. A successful 
mobile student might, exceptionally, acquire a few more or less credits as a result of 
the complexity of designing a programme of study abroad which fits hisher 
curricular needs. Such small differences would be foreseen and approved in the 
Learning Agreement. 

Can an unsuccessful student receive credits for course units failed? 

Students need to be successhl and be awarded a passing grade in order to receive 
credits for the course unit concerned. Within a condoning procedure the institution 
might exempt a student from getting credits in a specific module by stating that 
overall the student 
has achieved the objectives of that particular year of the programme the 
student has registered for because of hisher overall performance. 
Details of this process have clearly to be stated. 



Can a student who studies abroad and sits m m s  abroad be obliged to sit exam 
(during or after the stay abroad, in person or electronically) at the home university, 
covering the same period of study? 

No, the period of study undertaken abroad (including examinations or other forms of 
assessment) replaces a comparable period of study (likewise including examination or other 
forms of assessment) at the home institution. 

Must a university recognise courses successfully taken by the student, but not listed 
in the Learning Agreement? 

No, the university is not under such an obligation. All courses followed should be 
listed in the Learning Agreement. The Learning Agreement may be amended and 
such an amended version must be signed again by the three parties concerned: the 
home university, the host university and the student. 

Are work placements covered by ECTS? 

Yes, ECTS is not limited to taught courses. It also covers work placements. Work 
placements can be described in terms of learning outcomes and work time expressed 
in ECTS credits. The award of credits, of course, can only take place after appropriate 
assessment. 

May the doctoral cycle carry credits? 

Yes, ECTS can be applied both to taught courses and to research. Hence it can be 
applied to the doctoral cycle. The learning which takes place in the doctoral cycle, as 
in any other, can be described in terms of learning outcomes and work time expressed 
in ECTS credits. 

Can you provide some examples of credit allocation? 

Some schematic examples are presented below: 

Example 1 - First Cycle (Bachelor) -Preferable 
(semester or trimester system and a common basic number of credits 

Example 2- First Cycle (Bachelor) -Acceptable 

10 

10 
10 

10 

10 
10 

Year 2 

Year 3 

Total 

60 

60 

60 

180 

20 20 

10 

10 

5 

5 

20 

20 5 

5 



(common basic number of credits) 

Year 2 

I I I 

Example 3- First Cycle (Bachelor) -Acceptable 
(variable number of credits) 

Year 3 I 10 

60 
I 

10 I 1 60 
20 

I 

20 

25 

10 

Year 2 

I5 

10 
Total 

Year 3 

Year4 

Good practice in credit allocation suggests that institutions should use a common 
basic number of credits (for example 5 or 6)  which makes it easier to combine credits 
from different departments. For more concrete examples refer to the home page of the 
ECTS label institutions. 

1 180 

I I 

60 23 

Total 

9 

13 

60 
I 

1 240 

8 

7 

5 14 
22 8 

21 
11 



Student workload 

Several approaches for determining student workload in higher education 
programmes are being developed across Europe. A promising approach has been 
tested in the framework of the university project "Tuning Educational Structures in 
~urope"', supported by the European Commission in the framework of the Socrates 
programme. This project focuses on learning outcomes and general (generic) 
competences and subject related competences. It shows that approaches to teaching, 
learning and assessment have an impact on workload. It identifies a four step 
approach for determining student workload. 

The four steps 
To realize the overall objective, namely the development of an approach which leads 
to a truly valid consideration of a student's workload, implementation of the 
following steps is recommended. 

I. Introducing modules/course units 
There are non-modularized systems and modularized systems. In a non-modularized 
system each course unit can have a different number of credits although the total for 
one year will still be 60. In contrast, in a modularized system the course 
unitslmodules have a fixed workload, 5 credits for example, or a multiple of this 
number. The workload of a module is based on the total amount of tasks a student is 
expected to do as part of the overall programme of study. These tasks are defined 
with a view to the learning outcomes to be achieved, and the time (work hours) a 
student needs to achieve them. For example, a module of 5 credits allows for around 
125 hours of work of a typical student. 

II. Estimating student workload 
Each module is based on a number of educational activities. They can be defined by 
considering the following aspects: 

types of courses: lecture, seminar, research seminar, exercise course, practical, 
laboratory work, guided personal study, tutorial, independent studies, 
internship, placement or 'stage', fieldwork, project work, etc. 
types of learning activities: attending lectures, performing specific 
assignments, practising technical or laboratory skills, writing papers, reading 
books and papers, learning how to give constructive criticism of the work of 
others, chairing meetings, etc. 

0 types of assessment: oral examination, written examination, oral presentation, 
test, paper, portfolio, thesis, report about an internship, report on fieldwork, 
continuous assessment, etc. 

Teachers estimate the time required to complete the activities foreseen for each 
course unit 1 module. The workload expressed in time should match the number of 

More information about the Tuning project can be found on the Europa Internet server: 
h~Yle//euro~aeuint/comm/education/Tunin.h~l or on the servers of the coordinating institutions: 
University of  Deusto, Bilbao, Spain (w\~w.reIint.deusto.esTTunincrProiect/index.ht) or 
University of Groningen, The Netherlands (~wvw.let.rua.nl/TunineProiect/i~idex.htn~). 



credits available for the course unit. Teachers must develop suitable strategies to use 
to best advantage the time available. 

III. Checking the estimated workload through student evaluations 
There are different methods to check whether the estimated student workload is 
correct. The most common method is the use of questionnaires to be completed by 
students, either during the learning process or after the completion of the course. 

IV. Adjustment of workload and/or educational activities 
The outcome of the monitoring process or an updating of the c o m e  content might 
lead to an adjustment of the workload and/or the type of educational activities of the 
course unit/module. In a modularized model it will be necessary to adjust the amount 
of learning material and/or the types of teaching, learning and assessment activities, 
because the number of credits (e-g., in our example, 5 or a multiple of 5) is fixed. In a 
non-modular model also the number of credits can be changed, but this will, of 
course, have an effect on other units, because the total number of credits of the 
programme of study is fixed (e.g. 30 per semester, 60 per year etc.). An adjustment of 
workload and/or activities is required anyway when the monitoring process reveals 
that the estimated student workload does not correspond to the actual workload. 

Tuning offers two forms that can be helpful in making decisions on and adjustment of 
the student workload. The first form is for the teacher to plan the educational module 
and estimate the student working hours involved. The second is for the student to 
indicate the actual amount of time spent on the module, thus providing an opportunity 
to check whether the estimated workload corresponds to reality. 

Planning Form for an Educational Module (teacher) Standard form Completed 
example 
Form for Checking Workload of an Educational Module Standard form Completed 
example 
(student) 

Freauentlv Asked Questions 

What is the ideal sizelor a course unit /module? 

This is up to the teaching staff, although it is recommended not to make units too 
small to avoid fragmentation of a student's programme of study. It is also advised not 
to make the units too large, to avoid creating potential stumbling blocks in the 
learning process. 



Learning outcomes and competences 

As stated above, learning outcomes are sets of competences, expressing what the 
student will know, understand or be able to do after completion of a process of 
learning, whether long or short. They can refer to a period of studies, for example to a 
first or a second cycle programme, or to a single course unit or module. Learning 
outcomes specify the requirements for award of credit. They are formulated by 
academic staff. The actual competences acquired by the individual learner may of 
course go beyond the stated learning outcomes. 

Competences represent a dynamic combination of attributes, abilities and attitudes. 
They can be subject specific or generic. Fostering competences is the object of 
educational programmes; they will be formed in various moduleslcourse units and 
assessed at different stages. 

Study programmes are divided into blocks or clusters of units, which should 
correspond to specified learning outcomes (knowledge, skills and understanding). 

Universities are encouraged to describe learning outcomes and competences for each 
course unit. See the section on the Information PackaaelCourse catalogue, but it is a 
fact that writing learning outcomes is new to university staff in most countries. 
There is a clear need for guidance and exchange of experience on writing and using 
learning outcomes in different languages and cultural settings. As a first step readers 
of the Guide are referred to the Tuning proiect. and the web site of the Boloma 
Seminar on Using learning Outcomes held in Edinburgh on 1-2 July 2004.~ 

Frequentlv Asked Questions 

m a t  is the point of describing course units /modules and study programmes in 
terms of learning outcomes rather than in terms of contents in the traditional way? 

In final analysis the aim of education is to prepare learners for an active and positive 
role in society. Learning outcomes place the emphasis on the results of the learning 
process for the learner in terms of knowledge, understanding and abilities rather than 
on the means the teaching staff employs to obtain those results. In other words, the 
use of learning outcomes represents a shift in thinking from a staff-based input- 
oriented system to a student-centred output-oriented approach. 

What is the connection between learning outcomes and competences? 

Learning outcomes of a specific study programme or a course unit I module are 
expressed in terms of competences. 

http:llwww.bologna-edinbur~112004.0ra.uW1.a~ And notably to the conference 
paper "Linking Levels, Learning Outcomes and Assessment Criteria" of Jenny Moon of Exeter 
University. 



Can you give a concrete example of how to express learning outcomes in terms of 
competences? 

Here are some examples. 

An example of a subject specific competence in the field of Histow: 
At the end of the course unidmodule the learner is expected to demonstrate hisher 
ability to comment and annotate texts and documents correctly according to the 
critical canons of the discipline. 

An example of a subject specific competence in the field of Physics: 
At the end of the course unidmodule the learner is expected to be able to describe and 
explain the finction of the basic devices of optoelectronics; optical fibres; liquid 
crystal displays; bi-polar and surface field eflect transistors and MOS light emitting 
diodes. 

An example of a generic competence: 
At the end of the course unidmodule the learner is expected to be able to demonstrate 
the use of information-retrieval skills eflectively, in relation to primary and secondary 
information sources, including information retrieval through on-line computer 
searches. 



The ECTS grading scale 

Grading is an essential and sensitive part of the learning process. It is strongly rooted 
in the diverse pedagogical and cultural traditions of the various educational systems 
in Europe. There is a need, however, to make national grading systems more 
transparent, to allow a smooth transfer of grades from one system to another, in order 
to serve mobile learners and graduates. 

In the framework of ECTS a grading scale has been developed to facilitate the 
understanding and comparison of grades given according to different national 
systems. It has no national reference point and aims at an objective evaluation of 
student abilities relative to those of other students within the same system. It was not 
designed to replace national systems, but to enhance the understanding of them in 
other countries. 

The ECTS grading scale is based on the rank of a student in a given assessment, that 
is how helshe performed relative to other students. The ECTS svstem classifies 
students into broad moups and thus makes interpretation of ranking simpler. It is this 
group in^ that lies at the heart of the ECTS mading system. 

The ECTS system initially divides students between pass and fail groups, and then 
assesses the performance of these two groups separately. Those obtaining passing 
grades are divided into five submoups: the best 10% are awarded an A-made, the 
next 25% a B-grade. the following 30% a C-made, the following 25% a D-grade and 
the final 10% an E-grade. 

Those who have not achieved a performance sufficient to allow a passing grade are 
divided into two subgroups: FX (Fail - some more work required before credit can be 
awarded) and F (Fail - considerable further work is required). This distinction allows 
differentiation between those students who have been assessed as almost passing and 
those who have clearly lacked the required knowledge and skills. 

The ECTS grading scale can be represented in tabular fashion: 

The main requirements for establishing ECTS mades are: the availability of 
sufficiently detailed primary data, cohorts of sufficient size to ensure validity, proper 

ECTS 
Grade 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
FX 
F 

% of successful 
students normally 
achieving the grade 
10 
25 
30 
25 
10 
-- 
-- 

Comment 

The use of words like "excellent" or "good" is 
no longer recommended as they do not fit with 
percentage based ranking of the ECTS Grade 
Transfer Scale. 

Fail - some work required to pass 
FAIL - considerable further work required 



statistical methods and regular - quality control of the results obtained through the use 
of the scale. 

The degree of differentiation shown in marks varies greatly not only from country to 
country, but in many cases within a single country, or indeed within a single 
institution. Expression in terms of ECTS grades is simple where the local marks are 
highly differentiated. However, a sizeable number of instances exist where the local 
marks are less differentiated than those of the ECTS grading scale. These cases fall 
into two categories depending on whether the primary assessment data allows 
establishment of a ranking list or not. Where the original assessment can provide a 
ranking list, this ranking may be used directly to provide the appropriate ECTS grade. 
Where a valid rankine cannot be obtained from the primary assessment data. only an 
ECTS pass or fail should be recorded 

The size of the cohort used as a basis for arriving at the ECTS grades is of great 
importance. When large numbers of students are being assessed for the same course 
unit/module at the same time, the situation is straightforward as the results of the 
assessment can be used to arrive directly at ranking and therefore to ECTS grades. A 
cohort of students where at least 30 individuals achieve passing grades is suggested as 
the minimum number necessaw for meaningful ranking, although larger numbers are 
to be preferred. 

A variety of strategies are oven to institutions where cohorts are not of sufficient 
&. Grades obtained at different sessions or in different, but related modules at the 
same session may be compiled in a variety of ways to arrive at suitably sized 
cohorts. For instance, experience shows that: 

the marks over several course units/modules of similar level often follow a similar 
distribution 
the distribution of marks over a five-year period is likely to produce a balanced 
result. 

Higher education institutions should strive to provide ECTS grades for all of their 
students and to take into account the ECTS grades awarded by other institutions. A 
certain amount of flexibility is always advisable since the ECTS grading scale was 
designed to improve transparency of a variety of grading systems and cannot, by 
itself, cover all possible cases. 

Freuuentb Asked Ouestwns 

Is the use of the ECTS Grade Transfer Scale obligatory under ECTS? 

The use of the scale is strongly recommended. The scale is, however, not obligatory 
for the award of the ECTS label. 

How should we handle systems which provide only pass -fail assessment? 

Obviously local systems where assessment is aimed at only padfail or threshold 
criteria cannot provide ranking. In these cases a pass should be indicated, for example 



by inserting the letter P or the word 'pass' in the column for grades. Such institutions 
which award only passlfail or threshold criteria should indicate this very clearly in 
their Information PackageICourse Catalogue as this fact may have recognition 
consequences for visiting students returning to an institution with a more 
differentiated grading system. 

Is it necessary to indicate the percentage of students who failed a course 
unithodule? 

It is not obligatory, but transparency is increased if the percentage failure rate is given 
for each of the courses graded. It is recommended that these rates be included in the 
Transcript of Records. 

What should one do when the national system has fewer passing marks than the 
jive letters lfor successful students) in the ECTSgrading scale? 

The closer an institution can get to a one-to-one relationship between its own marks 
and the ECTS grading scale, the easier the grading process will become. In other 
cases decisions must be made according to the distribution pattern of local grades 
trying to avoid injustice to students. 



Transcript of Records 

The ECTS Transcript of Records is used to document the performance of a student 
over a certain period of time by listing the course units or modules taken, the credits 
gained, the local grades awarded and preferably the corresponding ECTS grades. It 
reflects both the quantity of work and the quality of achievement. 

The Transcript of Records is used for mobility students at two separate moments. 
First it must be issued and sent to the host institution by the home institution for all 
outgoing students before their departure in order to provide information about the 
course unitslmodules that they already have completed and the results obtained. 
Secondly it must be issued and sent by the host institution to the home institution for 
all incoming students at the end of their period of study. 

The Transcript of Records provides a standard format for recording all study activities 
carried out by students. It is an essential tool for academic recognition. Therefore, it is 
crucial to determine who is responsible for producing it and how it is issued and 
delivered. Institutions should pay special attention to training academic and 
administrative staff in the use of the Transcript of Records and the conversion of 
grades. 

The achievements of all students, not only mobile students, can be handled 
systematically within a single computerised system in the Transcript of Records 
format. This will make it possible to insert an ECTS Transcript of Records in the 
Diploma Supplement issued to all graduating students, whether they were mobile or 
not. 

Institutions are free to use their own version of the Transcript of Records provided 
that it contains the elements and follows the sequence suggested in the standard form 
provided. The use of the standard ECTS Transcript of Records is, however, 
recommended. 

ECTS Transcript of Records Standard form Comvleted example 

Frequentlv Asked Ouestions 

What is the difference between a Transcript of Records and a Diploma 
Supplement? 

The Diploma Supplement is linked to a degreelqualification. It supplements an 
official diploma certifying the award of a degreelqualification. It covers an entire 
degree programme (for example a first, second or third cycle). It is issued according 
to a standard international format and reports all activities carried out to obtain the 
degree. In that sense it is the sum of all Transcripts of Records received by a student 
within a study programme. In fact it is good practice to insert a final ECTS Transcript 
of Records in the Diploma Supplement under point 4.3. The Diploma Supplement 



follows a precise format agreed by the European Commission, the Council of Europe 
and UNESCO and endorsed by the Bologna Signatory States. 



ECTS - EUROPEAN CREDIT TRANSFER AND ACCUMULATION SYSTEM 

TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDS 

.......................................................................................................................... NAME OF SENDING INSTITUTION: 
Faculty/Depamnent of ..................................................................................................................................................... 
ECTS departmental coordinator: ..................................................................................................................................... 
Tel.: ........................................... Fax: ............................................ e-mail: .............................................................. 

NAME OF STUDENT: ................................................................. First name: ........................................................... 
Date and place of birth: ....................................................................................... (sex) : ................................................. 
Matriculation date: .................................................... Matriculation number: ............................................................... 

..................................................................................................................... NAME OF RECEIVING INSTITUTION: 
Faculty/Department of .................................................................................................................................................... 
ECTS departmental coordinator: .................................................................................................................................... 
Tel.: ........................................... Fax: ........................................... e-mail: ............................................................. 

( 1 )  (2) (3) (4) (5) see explanation on back page 

Course 
Unit code 

(1) 

Diplornaldegree awarded: 
............................................................................................................................................... 

Date Signature of registrarldeanladministration officer 

Title of the course unit 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

.................................................................................................................................................................. 

to be continued a a separate sheet 

Stamp of institution: 

NB : This document is not valid without the signature of the regisbarIdean/adminis~mtion officer and the official stamp of the institution. 

Duration of 
course unit (2) 

Local 
grade (3) 

ECTS 
grade 
(4) 

ECTS 
credits 

(5) 

Total: 
............. 



(1) Course unit code: 

Refer to the ECTS information Package 

(2) Duration of course unit: 

Y = 1 full academic year 
1s = 1 semester 
1T = 1 tedtrimester 

2s = 2 semesters 
2T = 2 tem/trimesters 

(3) Description of the institutional grading system: 

(4) ECTS grading scale: 

FAIL - considerable further work is required 

(5) ECTS credits: 

1 full academic year = 60 credits 
1 semester - - 30 credits 
1 tedtrimester - - 20 credits 



SOCRATES / ERASHUS 1 
?..b.,2e -> 8 , >  y,.q, ,," .*:.,2:- =.. -.. ,."..<. - , * p .  .. - .,c .r+.=- sw-. .:=x..-.ii..:z,,.-' , ,  L 

'@&~~&#N~~&I(~Q@J"s~$~~~II#~~.$~ G - ATH I NE 04 . , , ,  , .. . . . . 
I 

FIEU) OF STUDY: BUSINESS AJXMNISTRATION. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  m 
ATHENS UNIVERSITY OF ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS I 

Department of .BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIQN . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -  . . . .  
Deparbnental Coordimatw: Prof.. Pan. Paschos. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . .  

+30 210 8203198 Tel.: . . . . . . . . . . . .  - Fax: +30 210 8228419 - .  . , E-mail: . P P . W ~ O S @ R U ~ ~ ~ T  . I 
- - .  - . . . . . .  Fint Name: . . . . .  

Date and place of birth: . . . . . .  Sex: Q M  O F  I 
....... I Hatriculation date: 04,10.2001. Matriculation number. I 

Department of. BLISINESS ADMINISTRATION. . . . .  . . -  
Departmental Coordimat~r:~~r: M k h ~ l  I \ r g 1 ! ~ 0 ~  . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  

+441895274000 T I . :  , . . . . . . . . .  F~ +441895203384 E-mail: . ~ichael.~r~h~mu@b&el.a~.uk . I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  

. . . . . . .  

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

- . - . - .  

INDUSTRIAL POLICY 

. . . . . . . . .  

* see expbnlrtMn on back page 

NO 
Diploma / degree awarded: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . -  . -  . 

Date 
17.09.2003 

Signature of registrar / dean / administtation officer Stamp of institution t 
(signature) 

Katerina Galanaki 
ECTS Institutional Coordinator 



Refer to the Information Package / Course Catalogue - - 

Y = one full academic year 
IS = one semester 
ZS = two semesters 
IT = one term /trimester 
21 = two terms /trimesters 

Final Degiee Average Grades 

18 - 8,5 1. Exc.ellent . 

-8;5-=-6;54 Very Good . . . -. - . - - - - . - . - - -.. 

. -. . - . . . - . . . - .- . . .- . 
6,s 1 5 Good 

Ltxa1,Orades-for Individual-Courses -- - - - - - . - - - . - -. 
. .  - 

- .  ..- -~ .- . . .... - .  . -- - 
10 - 9,5 - 9 Excellent -. - . . -- 

8,5 - 8--.-7,5-- 7~Very. Good- - . . . -. . - -  

. . = , - . .  , _ _  * _  - .  . - . . - : , . '  . . (&e:&:&@& . -- " = - . . .  - ,  . .  
: r; i 

, , .  . . . . . I- - - Y ' , : . ,  
i - _ I _  - . -  . - 

- . - > . , , ? . a  '. ' ,  
, :  : 

% of successful students 
LOCAL GRADES EClS GRADES normally achieving the grade 

A 10 
B 25 
C 30 
D 25 
E 10 
Fx -- 
F --- 

One full academic par = 60 aedii 
One semester = 30 a e d i i  
One term /trimester = 20 credits 



COMPARATIVE OVERVIEW 

Additional notes (Fiaure t l a  and C1 bl (continuedl ECTS i s  most commonly used for both credit 
Estonia: ECTS will be introduced in all higher education institutions in  2006/07. 
Greece: A law due for adoptlon will make ECTS mandatory. 

transfer and accumulation 
Finland: The national credit system will be adapted to ECTS by August 2005. It is not 
planned for use with doctoral programmes. in the great majority of countries in which the ECTS system has been 
Holy See: Following the legislation of 2004, ECTS Is gradually being implemented. introduced, it is used for both the transfer and accumulation of credits as 
Ireland: ECrS is used in particular within the Institutes of Technology. advocated in the Berlin conference communiqut5 
Italy: The national credit system has been compatible with ECTS since 2001. 
Portugal: Legislation adopted in  February 2005. In the Holy See and the United Kingdom (Scotland), ECTS is used solelyfor 
Romania: ECTS has been introduced In the flrst and second programmes at ISCED 5A of credit transfer. 
in accordance with legislation since 1998. It Is being implemented in universities In 
2004/05 and will be extended on a general basis from 200906 onwards. Fiaure C2: I ~ / e m . e n t a t i o n  of ECTSas a credit transfer and/or 
Spaln: According to the decree of September 2003, ECTS will have to be introduced accumulation system, 2004/05 
before October 2010. In 2004/05, study programmes are still described In terms of 
national credits. 
Turkey: ECTS has been introduced in most universities since 2001 under the 
European mobility programmes. It is expected to be compulsory at the end of 
2005106. 
United Klngdorn (ENGMILSINIR): In Wales, two credits i n  the national systems 
equate to one ECTS credit. in England and Northern Ireland, where regional credit 
consortla operate similar systems, two credits also equate to one ECTS credit. 

Transfer and accumulation O ECTS introduced 
(excluding mobility programmes) 

Only two countries or regions (the German-speaking Community of o Solely transfer : Information not available 

Belgium and Russia) do not have a credit system (whether national or In source:Eurydice. 

line with ECTS). However, this situation should change in the course of 
the next few years. In these countries, there have been recommendations, Croatia: E n s  will be fully Implemented in 2005/06 and used both for transfer and 
local experiments or working groups relating to its future implements- accumulation. 

tion. Llechtensteln: The situation shown originally related solely to the Hochschule 
Liechtenstein. It has become gradually applicable to  other institutions (IAP and UfH) 
since January 2005. 
United Klngdom ( 5 0 :  The national credit system is used for transfer and 
accumulation. 



EIROPEAN COUNTRY CODES 

Andorra, Principality of 
Albania 
Austria 
Bosnia-Herzegovina 
Belgium 
Bulgaria 
Switzerland 
Former Czechoslovakia 
Cyprus 
Czech Republic 
Germany 
Denmark 
Estonia 
Greece 
Spain 
Finland 
France 
Croatia 
Hungary 
Ireland 
Iceland 
Italy 
Liechtenstein 
Lithuania 
Luxembourg 
Latvia 
Macedonia 
Malta 
Netherlands 
Norway 
Poland 
Portugal 
Romania 
Russian Federation 
Sweden 
Slovenia 
Slovak Republic 
Turkey 
United Kingdom 
Holy See (Vatican City State) 



DIPLOMA SUPPLEMENT 

Diploma Supplement 
example 
Diploma Sup~lement Checklist 

- -  . 

Standard form Cornvleted 

The Diploma Supplement is an annex, an explanatory note attached to a diploma 
awarded by a higher education institution. It helps to explain the diploma which may 
often be understood only within the country concerned. When fully completed this 
document provides all the information necessary to make a valid assessment of any 
degree or qualification. 

The Supplement should be issued to every student of every type of degree 
programme, upon graduation, together with their official diploma, free of charge, in a 
widely spoken European language. 

Institutions should disseminate information regarding the purpose and content of the 
Diploma Supplement among their own students as well as to local organisations, 
employers and other interested persons. 

In this connection, the EUROPASS initiative4 of the Commission should be noted. 
The Commission proposes to integrate the different transparency instruments 
developed for vocational training (like the European Portfolio and the European CV) 
and bring them together in a single European Framework for Transparency of 
Qualifications and Competences, which would include the Diploma Supplement. 

Diploma Supplement Checklist 

Each Diploma Suv~lement should start with the following   re amble: 

"This Diploma Supplement follows the model developed by the European 
Commission, Council of Europe and WESCO/CEPES. The purpose of the 
supplement is to provide suflcient independent data to improve the international 
"transparency" and fair academic and professional recognition of qualifications 
(diplomas, degrees, certifcates etc.). It is designed to provide a description of the 
natzoe, level, context, content and status of the studies that were pursued and 
successfuIIy completed by the individual named on the original qualifcation to which 
this supplement is appended. It should be pee porn any value-judgements, 



equivalence statements or suggestions about recognition. Information in all eight 
sections should be provided. Where information is not provided, an explanation 
should give the reason why. " 

And continue with the following, eight sections: 

1 Information identifying the holder of the qualification 
1.1 Family name(s): 
1.2 Given name(s): 
1.3 Date of birth: (daylmonthlyear): 
1.4 Student identification number or code: (if available) 

2 Information identifying the qualification 
2.1 Name of qualification and (ifapplicable) title conferred (in original 

language) : 
2.2 Main fields(s) of study for the qualification: 
2.3 Name and status of awarding institution (in original language): 
2.4. Name and type of institution (if different from 2.3) administering studies 

(in original language): 
2.5 Language(s) of instruction/examination: 

3 Information on the level of the qualification 
3.1 Level of qualification: 
3.2 Official length of programme: 
3.3 Access requirements(s): 

Information on the contents and results gained 
Mode of study: 
Programme requirements: 
Programme details: (e.g. modules or units studied), and the individual 
grades/marks/credits obtained: (ifthis information is available on an official 
transcript this should be used here) 
Grading scheme and, if available, grade distribution guidance: 
Overall classification of the qualification (in original language): 

Information on the function of the qualification 
Access to further study: 
Professional status (ifapplicable): 

6 Additional information 
6.1 Additional information: 
6.2 Further information sources: 

7 Certification of the supplement 
7.1 Date: 
7.2 Signature: 
7.3 Capacity: 
7.4 Official stamp or seal: 

8 Information on the national higher education system(s) 
(N.B. Institutions who intend to issue Diploma Supplements should refer to the 
explanatory notes that explain how to complete them.) 



Explanatory notes on completing supplements 
(The numbers below refer to the numbered sections in the Diploma Supplement) 

1. Information identifying the holder of the qualification 

1.1 Provide the full family or surname. 

1.2 Include all givenlfirst names. 

1.3 Indicate day, month and year of birth. 

1.4 This should identifj the individual as a student enrolled on the particular 
programme which is covered by the Diploma Supplement. A national or State 
personal identification number could be included for those countries that have such 
systems of identification. 

2. Information identifving the qualification 

2.1 Give the full name of the qualification in the original language as it is styled in the 
original qualification e.g. Kandidat nauk, Maitrise, Diplom, etc. If the qualification is 
a dual award this should be stated. Indicate if the award confers any nationally 
accepted title on the holder and what this title is e.g. Doctor, Ingknieur etc. Indicate if 
the title is protected in law. 

2.2 Show only the major field(s) of study (disciplines) that define the main subject 
area(s) for the qualification e.g. Politics and Histoiy, Human Resource Management, 
Business Administration, Molecular Biology etc. 

2.3 Indicate the name of the institution awarding the qualification. This is often, but 
not always, the same as the institution administering the studies and delivering the 
programme (see 2.4 below). Qualifications may be delivered by a sub-contracted 
institution that has been given a 'franchise' or some type of 'accreditation' by a senior 
competent authority. This might be the state, a university or a professional institution. 
Sometimes the senior authority may be a foreign institution. If this is the case it 
should be indicated here. Also indicate the status of the awarding institution: 
Privatehndependent, Private and State recognised, State, and if applicable who it is 
accredited by etc. Finally, indicate the general national educational classification of 
the awarding institution e.g. Universiy, Fachhochschule, Professional Bocjr, 
Technical College, Grande Ecole etc. If there is a difference between the awarding 
institution and the institution delivering the qualification indicate the status of both. 

2.4 This refers to the institution which is responsible for the delivery of the 
programme. In some cases this can be different from the institution awarding the 
qualification (see 2.3 above). Also indicate the status of the institution delivering the 
studies: Privatehndependent, Private and State recognised, State, and if applicable 
who it is accredited by etc. Finally, indicate the general national educational 
classification of the administering institution e.g. College of Higher Education, 
Private Institute etc. 

2.5 Indicate the language(s) by which the qualification was delivered and examined. 



3. Information on the level of the qualification 

3.1 Give the precise level of qualification and its place in the specific national 
educational structure of awards (explained and cross-referenced to the information in 
section eight). The local educational framework should be explained, e.g. University 
Undergraduate/Postgraduate, Baccalaweate + x years etc. Include any relevant 
information on 'level indicators' that are nationally devised and recognised and which 
relate to the qualification. 

3.2 Explain the official duration of the programme in weeks or years and the actual 
workload including information on any major sub-components i.e. practical training. 
Preferably, the workload should be expressed in terms of total student effort required. 
This consists of the normal designated time on the programme including taught 
classes and private study, examinations etc. This can be expressed as x hours per 
week for x weeks, or just by using the normal local description of the length e.g. one 
year full-time study. 

3.3 List or explain the nature and length of access qualification(s) or periods of study 
required for access to the programme described by this Diploma Supplement e.g. 
Bachelor Degree, Baccalaureate etc. This is particularly important when intermediate 
studies are a prerequisite to the named qualification. 

4. Information on the contents and results gained 

4.1 The mode of study refers to how the programme was undertaken e.g. Full-time, 
Part-time, IntermittentISandwich, Distance, including Placements etc. 

4.2 If applicable, provide details of the regulations covering the minimum standards 
required to secure the qualification, e.g. any compulsory components or compulsory 
practical elements, whether all elements have to be passed simultaneously, any 
thesis/dissertation regulations etc. Include details of any particular features that help 
define the qualification, especially information on the requirements for successfully 
passing it. If available, provide details of the learning outcomes, skills, competencies 
and stated aims and objectives associated with the qualification. 

4.3 Give details of each of the individuaI elements or parts of the qualification and 
their weighting. List the actual marks and/or grades obtained in each major 
component of the qualification. Entries should be as compIete as possible and in 
accordance with what is normally recorded at the institution concerned. Cover all 
examinations and assessed components and/or fields of study offered in examination, 
including any dissertation or thesis. Indicate if the latter were defended or not. All this 
information is often available in the form of a transcript (a useful format for 
transcripts was developed for the European Credit Transfer System [ECTS]. Many 
credit-based systems employ detailed transcripts that can be integrated into the wider 
framework of the Diploma Supplement. If information on the credit allocation 
between course components and units is available it should be included. 



4.4 Provide information on the grading scheme and pass marks relating to the 
qualification e.g. marks are out of a possible 100% and the minimum pass mark is 
40%. Tremendous variations in grading practices exist within and between different 
national higher education institutions and countries. A mark of 70% in some 
academic cultures is highly regarded whilst in other countries it is regarded as 
average or poor. Information on the use and distribution of grades relating to the 
qualification in question should be included. 
4.5 If appropriate, indicate the overall classification for the final qualification i.e. 
First Class Honours Degree, Summa Cum Laude, Merit, Avec Distinction etc. 

5. Information on the function of the qualification 

5.1 Indicate if within the country of origin, the qualification normally provides access 
to further academic andlor professional study, especially leading to any specific 
qualifications, or levels of study e.g. access to Doctoral studies in Hungary. If this is 
the case, specify the grades or standards that have to be obtained to allow progression. 
Indicate if the qualification is a terminal (end) award or part of a hierarchy of awards. 

5.2 Give details of any rights to practise, or professional status accorded to the 
holders of the qualification. What specific access, if any, does the qualification give 
in terms of employment or professional practice and indicate which competent 
authority allows this. Indicate if the qualification gives access to a 'regulated 
profession'. 

6. Additional information 

6.1 Add any additional information not included above but relevant to the purposes of 
assessing the nature, level and usage of the qualification e.g. the qualification 
involved a period of studyltraining in another institution/company/country andfor, 
include further relevant details about the higher education institution where the 
qualification was taken. 

6.2 Indicate any further useful information sources and references where more details 
on the qualification could be sought e.g. the higher education institution web site; the 
department in the issuing institution; a national information centre; the European 
Union National Academic Recognition Information Centres (NARK); the Council of 
Europe/UNESCO European National Information Centres on academic recognition 
and mobility (ENIC). 

7. Certification of the suv~lement 

7.1 The date the Diploma Supplement was issued. This would not necessarily be the 
same date the qualification was awarded. 

7.2 The name and signature of the official certifying the Diploma Supplement. 

7.3 The official post of the certifying individual. 

7.4 The official stamp or seal of the institution that provides authentication of the 
Diploma Supplement. 



5 DIPLOMA SUPPLEMENT 

I This Diploma Supplement follows the model developed by the Europeon Commission, Council of Europe and UNESCO/CEPES. The purpose of the supplement is toprwidesuaicienl 
recognition of qualifications [diplomas,degrees,certificalesetc.). It is designed to provide a descriptionofthenature,level,con~ext,content and stabsofthestudies thatwere pursued 
and successfully completed by the individual named on the original quolificotion towhich his supplement is appended. It should be free from any value judgemenk, equivalence 
stdemenb or suggestions about recognition. Information in all eight sections should be provided. Where information is not pravided, an explanation should give the reason why. 





Instltliild Telcneolalochta Lelt lr Ceanalnn I Higher Education and Troming Awards Council 
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6 DIPLOMA SUPPLEMENT 
This Diploma Supplement follows the model developed by the European Commission, Council of Europe and UNESCO/CEPES. The purpose of the 

I supplement is b prwide sulcient recognition of qualifications (diplomas, degrees, certificates etc.]. It is designed to prwide a description of the nature, 
level, context, content and status of the studies hat  were pursued and successfully completed by the individual named on the original qualification 
to which this supplement is appended. It should be free from any value judgements, equivalence statements or suggestions about recognition. 

4 INFORMA1-ION ONTHE CONTEhlTS AND 

Learner mual mibfy progmmme requkemenb m preluibad in the A p p d  
bvne Schedub and the Mark and Sbandorda of tha I~1aute; wb@ pmr 
rmrk b genemEy 40%; IurlherdelDiL rr*mJyil.le 

4.3 Please see overleaf 

4.4 Grading scheme and, if available, grade distribution guidance: 

OVERALLAVERAGE CWSlF lCAT lON 

Bachelor of Burineu S&r 
1st Class Honours 

2nd Class Honours, Grade I 

2nd Class Honours, Grade 2 

Morh out of 100%; Pou mok 40% 

Awrd  g m d i i  bated on Iind rtoge m m g e  

adhihistering studies (in origighal language): 
Lenerkenny InMtute olTechmLogy, an autonomou~ tm bw!Mion, etlablLhed 
h 1971 (mm.iyh.bJ; bnnnrly tnarm aa Leffertenny Regbml Technical 
College; Raglond Technhl College8 Ad 1992 den ;  higher educolbn ond 
bolnlng pqmmmea uaredaed by HETAC. 

. . 

I ~5 ~ a n ~ u a ~ e j i )  6f in&&bA&qnii"edbn: 
) 

EnglLh 

3 INFORMATION ONTHE LEVEL OFTHE 
QUAUFICATION 

3.1 Level o f  qualification: 

W e b r  Degree (Honours). In fulklme mode bur p a n  pod Lewing CerHfimte; 

3.2 Offitial length of p r o p m e :  

In f u h  nmde 4 p a n  (240 ECrS WL) 
In porHlnta mode, 240 nedb mp/ be oaurnubled a s r  m m l  p a n .  

-. - . . - 

QUALIFtCKrION 
. . 

,'5.1 Acc~iss,to f~r t ! je r  itiidy: 
Degree pmgmmme~ nry enHlle a a u  la por(gmdvde tludy. 

. 5.2 Pmfysiorial status ( i  applicable): 

l)llr cmord ennth he Ihemer, on opplirmion, b h l o l e  Membeohtp of ha 
l~lihlha of Pmfeuional Frord Row F o m &  

6 ADDITIONAL 
INFORMATION 

6.1 Additional information: 
I 

Not oppkuble 

6.2 Further information s o u ~ e i :  

mm.lya.s 

. . . .  



4.3 Prcigtamme details-(eg. modules or units studid), and the individual gradedmarklcredii obtained: 

763 Capaci 7b3 Capacity: 

914 Official stamp or seal: A Official stamp or seal: 

7 CERJ[FICATION OFTHE SUPPLEMENT . ,  . .  . , 
, ~NST&T~&N . . 

: 7.4 k t& 

7.2 Signature: 

. . 

AWA-~NG~ ~ 6 . 0 ~  

7.lDate: 

I 
7.2 Signature: 
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DESCRIPTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM IN IRELAND 
OCTOBER 2003 

Introduction Educafion ond Tminlng Awards Council. In some cam, following a 

The hlgher education or thirdlevel sec!or in ,Ireland indudes a range of review process, the inrwbns have been or moy be delegated authority 
Higher Edudon lnswhrtions - Univentties ond InrfitutcH of ~bchrt~logy as by the Cound to make higher education bnd Mning awards themsefves. 

well as Coneges of Education, the ~ational College of Art and Dedgn, In addition, while the I~tbutlons have primary responsibility for quari  

non-Stote aided privatd higher edu& colleger ond other National ouumnce, the Courtcil has a qualii aswrance monitoring and d e w  role 

inshtions. The Un'kenities and Colleges of Education are funded by the in relation to the-inrhiionr. 

Hiihpr Education Authority (HEA). The In&h.of Technalogy and' the 

Dublin lnstikrb bf Technology ore funded &redly by the Department of Other hlgher education colleges and inshiions indude N&nal indhtbns, 

EdumHod and Science Iwww.educabn.ie) prWe colleges and other higher education and huinlng lnsmufbna 

H-r, under recent IegIslaHon any provider of educuiion and buhing 

Ireland has a binary system of higher education, designed to ensure regardlass of the source of that provision, whether it b in an edudonnl 

maximum flexibilii ond mspon.dvmw to ))re n d n  of d e n h  and to the institution, the workplace or the community, can apply to h a ,  Higher 

wide variety of social and economk requiremenla. However, wRMn each Education and Tmitiing Am& Council for validation of a programme. 

and b e h n  he two serton, a diweraiiy of insfiMions offer differing 

and lweh of wuner The Un'neniAes ore eswnfiaby concerned with Finally, the Dublin InrltMe of Technology (DllJ (wmn.dit.b) makes ib 

undargradwte ond postgraduate progmmmes, together with bask and own awards following legid& which was p o d  in 1997. Whila DIT 

appiied research. The main woik of the of Technology is in under- has prbnory m$ponjMiiy for the bnplernentation of. quality assurance 

gmduate programmes, with o smaller number of postgraduate progmmmes pracedures, the Ndonal QualRkatloru Authority of lreland has a quality 

and a growing involvement In regionally orientated applied resea&. aswmnce dew role In rel- to these procedures. 

G o w e n t  Agsdsr N&al Fmnmwedc of Quaftlicarbns 
The Higher Educafion Aulhorify (HEA) (www.heak) which was m b b I W  . The NqHonal Fmmewot'k df QwRHcaiionr (bunched on 17 OcIober. 

In 1971 b responsible for furthering the devebpnwnt and a & h g  in 2003) mb the wera0 atandads of the awards of the Higher E d d o n  

the d i n a t i c i n  of Skte imartment in higher educution. The ~afional .and Tralning Awa* Cwndl ,and .the Dublin lnrlihrte of Technology, or 

'Qualifications Authiiy of Ireland (NQAI) (www.nqbi.ie) was & M i  well am aapmmod& the -rds of ha univ81j'k.s. TheTmnewwk is 

by $e h e u a l i i n s  (Education and~rainin~) Ac? 1999,ad i s , r m b l e  the h,gl%, egtianally orid intqnationol$uscepbd en*, through which all 

' f ~ r  estab;~irhi and maintaining the'~ationa1  m me work of ~ w l i i i r u  ~&ming adhleve~nts may be n k u d  ktcrted to eat+ other, atxi 

The Higher Educaiion andTralning Awdrds Coundl (HETAC) (www.kcie) '  whkh defimu the &onship b-n OD educafion and lmining arm&. 

which was alro estttblthed as part of ke '-k? Act b ihe q~~ ' It b a ldevel humework yith higher ducbfion and-hhrtng awards being 
bording body for h e  Inimutas bf ~e?inabgy and-other nomrniyersity made ai k l s  6 10. i);e ~ d o n a l  ~ w k n s  ~uhority of Ireland h a  ' 

higher education conegsr and inrlihrtians. HETAC moy also delegate the defined an initial aet of 15 haior award types for each of he 10 leveb os 

auihority make awards to an InlfiMe of Technology. . follows. 

Higher Education Institdons LEVOL MAJOR AWARPTPPE 
There i re  seven unlvevenilies recognbed under the UnkeniHes Act, 1997 10 ~octdral Degree 

- Univeniiy College Cork, U n M i  College Dublin, National Univeriii of 9 Moskn Degree and Podgaduate Diploma 

lreland Gabmy, NaHonal Untvenity df lreland Maynooth, TrinHy College 8 . . Honoun Bacfielor D~ignte and Higher Dipkma 

Dublin, the Univenity of Umerick and Dublin Gty Unlvenity. The Univenities 7 Oldlnary Bachelor Degree 

validate and award , M r  own qualificafioru as well as thoss in Insthiion, 6 Advanced Certificote a d  Higher Cdrtificate. 

reqnised by hem iduding for exam&, fke Collegai of ~duwt ion The 5 Level 5 Certificate 

Univenih'es haw prirriary respo@bildy b their own qiicllity,~umhce 4/5 +ng Cediat+ . 

syatemc and b e  estobilhed tha'.k~)i Unh&ar,Qccility bard  (Iu~B). 4 &I 4 ~;ertilicpk 
to promotd bpst prqctice In qualby auumnw, hughbut their sector. The 3 Level 3 CerHfikb & ~unior ~thificate 

Higher Educaibn Authority also ha& a rdew tole In telatibn to quait& 2 Level 2 GMkote 

cururanw pracedures in UriiveniWe6. 1 Level 1 C~&W 

There are thirteen lnslihrtes of Technology (IoTs), which are de@nutedinder Awards at Lerelr 7 19 10 d l  be made by he Higher Edbdion and Training 

lfm Regional Technical Colleges Act 1999. The inrMons are A t h h  IT, IT - .Awards Coundl, the Dubllh l r u h  of Technology, the Unheniwes and 

' * B l a n c h o h ,  Cork IT, I~ .6r low.  Dundblk IT, Dun l&ghalre InrHhrb of InsW&s d Technology @h beleg~tad Authority. At Level 6, the HQ& 
Art, Design and Technology, Letterkenny IT, Gahva@ayo IT, ~ k r l c k  IT, IT Cinrficafa awatd will be made by Higher Educatian and ~mln'lng Awards 

Slip, IT kidght,,IT fralee and Werford IT. C a u d I , a ~ ~  ~"bl ln lnsmutd bf T d n p h .  ,,. 
These cbnduct leadlng to awards made by the HI&; . . . The ~aiiomi-Fiu.kv& h in the pmc& d baing implemented. 

. ' 
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Shared 'Dublin' descriptors for the Bachelor's, Master's and 
Doctoral awards 

A reportfmm a Joint Quul io  Initiative infonnaIgroqb (contributors to the document areprovided in the Annex). 

23 March 2004 

1 INTRODUCTION 

This note proposes a shared Dublin' descriptor for the doctoral award. The descriptor extends 
the existing Dublin descriptors for Bachelor's and Master's awards that have been published 
previously through the Joint Quality Initiative'. 

In keeping with the Dublin Descriptors for the Bachelor's and Master's awards, the doctoral 
descriptor is a general statement of the expected attributes of a doctoral student that is 
independent of the precise nature of the educational process. The descriptor draws upon other 
sources some of which are associated with national frameworks of qualifications including: 

Quality Assurance Agency Framework for higher education qualifications 

Scottish Credit and Qualifications Framework;' 

Irish National Framework of Qualifications" 

Danish Qualifications Frameworky 

The note also considers the sequence of three Dublin Descriptors that relate to completion of 
the first, second and third Bologna cycles and indicates the progression steps between the cycles. 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 The Berlin CommuniquC 

In September 2003 the Berlin Communique 2003 added a third cycle to the Bologna process to 
include doctor education and promote links between the European Research Area and the 
European Higher Education Area. 

Moreover, in relation to qualifications frameworks the ComrnuniquC mentions: 

hhnirfers etlcourage the member St& to ehborafe ajrammork ojrompmabIe at~d conpafibla qwbjicatiotujor their 
higber eciucafion yferns, wbicb sboukiseek & desmmbe quaticotr'ons in f e r n  ojrvorkloall, he.!, hrning outcomes, 
competenns andprof&. T h y  aLo undertake to ebborate an owarching framervork ojquabjicationsjor the 
Eumpean Higher E h d i o n  Am. 

Within suchjramworh, &gees shouId have dierent defined outcomes. First and second gcIe degrees sbou/d have 
&Jerenf orientations and vmllllo~pmefiiles in order to accommo&te a dvem3 ojindiuiduol, acadpmic and bbour 
market nee&. Ftrst 9 t h  degrees shoukigiue access, in the sense ofthe Lirbon Recognilion Convention, to second lyr/e 
pmgrammes. Second 9 t h   degree^ shorrldgive access to dortoraIsfudier. 

2.2 O n  fotmulating a doctoral descriptor 

The various types of doctorate in use across Europe include three broad types: the doctorate that 
is predominantly research based (often awarded PhD), the professional doctorate, and the so- 
called lugher doctorates'. 

The professional or practitioner doctorate is a relatively new and still evolving practice in 
European higher education. Many professional doctorates in UK, where they are well established 
in some fields such as Psychology, require that the candidate completes a substantial piece of 
original research that is comparable "in ~tanahrd ifnor in scale'"' to a supervised PhD. 

The 'Higher doctorates', that are available for example in Ireland, the United Kingdom and 
Denmark, require attributes that are different in character from those required for PhDs or 
professional doctorates. 

Following discussion the JQI group consider that a shared Doctoral descriptot should 
encompass the outcomes of research-based and professional doctorates, but that it should not 
refer to particular forms of study. 
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3 DUBLIN DESCRIPTORS FOR BACHELOR'S, MASTER'S AND DOCTORAL 
AWARDS 

3.1 'Dublin' Descriptors 

The JQI Dublin descriptors for Bachelors and Masters were &st proposed in March 2002 (see: 
www.jointquality.oq). It is proposed that for a better understanding of the Dublin descriptors' 
in the context of the Berlin communiqui and their possible future usage, alternative headings, as 
indicated below, may be more appropriate: 

Bachelor's degrees are awarded to students who: 

Qualifications that signi6 completion of the first q c l e  are awarded to students who: 

have demonstrated knowledge and understanding in a field of study that builds upon and 
supersedes their general secondary education, and is typically at a level that, whilst supported by 
advanced textbooks, indudes some aspects that will be informed by knowledge of the forefront 
of their field of study; 

can apply their knowledge and understanding in a manner that indicates a professional' 
approach to their work or vocation, and have competences2 typically demonstrated through 
devising and sustaining arguments and solving problems mithin their field of study; 

have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually within their field of study) 
to inform judgements that indude reflection on relevant social, scientific or ethical issues; 

can communicate information, ideas, problems and solutions to both specialist and non- 
specialist audiences; 

have developed those learning skills that are necessaq for them to continue to undertake 
lurther study with a b h  degree of autonomy. 

Master's degrees are awarded to studeats who: 

Qualifications that signify co~ilpletiol~ of the second q c l e  are awarded to student.. who: 

have demonstrated knowledge and understanding that is founded upon and extends 
and/or enhances that typically associated with Bachelor's level, and that provides a basis or 
opportunity for originality in developing and/or applying ideas, often within a research3 context; 

can apply their knowledge and understanding, and problem solving abilities in new or 
unfamiliar environments within broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts related to their field of 
study; 

have the ability to integrate knowledge and handle complexity, and formulate judgements 
with incomplete or limited information, but that include reflecting on social and ethical 
responsibilities linked to the application of their knowledge and judgements; 

can communicate their condusions, and the knowledge and rationale underpinning 
these, to specialist and non-specialist audiences dearly and unambiguously; 

have the learning skiUs to allow them to continue to study in a manner that may be 
largely self-directed or autonomous. 

Doctoral degrees are awarded to students who: 

alternative 

Qualifications that signi% completion of the third cycle are awarded to students who: 

have demonstrated a systematic understanding of a field of study and mastery of the 
skills and methods of research associated with that field; 
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have demonstrated the ability to conceive, design, implement and adapt a substantial 
process of research with scholarly integrity; 

have made a contribution through original research that extends the frontier of 
knowledge by developing a substantial body of work, some of which merits national or 
international refereed publication; 

are capable of critical analysis, evaluation and synthesis of new and complex ideas; 

can communicate with their peers, the larger scholarly community and with society in 
general about their areas of expertise; 

can be expected to be able to promote, within academic and professional contexts, 
technological, social or cultural advancement in a knowledge based society; 

Glossaty 

1. The word 'professional' is used in the descriptors in its broadest sense, relating to those 
attributes relevant to undertaking work or a vocation and that involves the application of 
some aspects of advanced learning. It is not used with regard to those specific 
requirements relating to regulated professions. The latter may be identified with the 
profile / specification. 

2. The word 'competence' is used in the descriptors in its broadest sense, allowing for 
gradation of abilities or skills. It is not used in the narrower sense identified solely on the 
basis of a 'yes/no' assessment. 

3. The word 'research' is used to cover a wide variety of activities, with the context often 
related to a field of study; the term is used here to represent a careful study or 
investigation based on a systematic understanding and critical awareness of knowledge. 
The word is used in an inclusive way to accommodate the range of activities that support 
original and innovative work in the whole range of academic, professional and 
technological fields, including the humanities, and traditional, performing, and other 
creative arts. It is not used in any Limited or restricted sense, or relating solely to a 
traditional 'saentific method'. 
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Differentiating between cycles 

Cycle 

1 (Bachelor) 

2 (Master) 

3 (Doctorate) 

Knowledge and understanding: 

Ps] supported by advanced text books [with] some aspects informed by 
knowledge at the forefront of their field of study .. 

provides a basis or opportunity for originality in developing or applying ideas 
often in a research* context .. 

[includes] a systematic understanding of their field of study and mastery of the 
methods of research* associated with that field .. 

1 (Bachelor) 

2 (hiaster) 

3 (Doctorate) 

Applying knowledge and understanding: 

[through] devising and sustaining arguments 

[through] problem solving abilities [applied] in new or unfamiliar environments 
within broader (or multidisciplinary) contexts .. 
Fs demonstrated by the] ability to conceive, design, implement and adapt a 
substantial process of research* with scholarly integrity .. 
FS in the context of] a convibution that extends the frontier of knowledge by 
developing a substantial body of work some of which merits national or 
international refereed publication .. 

- 

1 (Bachelor) 

2 (blaster) 

3 (Doctorate) 

Making judgements: 

[ivolves] gathering and interpreting relevant data .. 
[demonstrates] the ability to integrate knowledge and handle complexity. and 
formulate judgements with incomplete data .. 
[requires being] capable of critical analysis, evaluation and synthesis of new and 
complex ideas.. 

1 (Bachelor) 

2 (Master) 

3 (Doctorate) 

Communication -- 
[of] information, ideas, problems and solutions .. 
[of] their conclusions and the underpinmag knowledge and rationale (restricted 
scope) to specialist and non-specialist audiences (monologue) .. 
with their peers, the larger scholarly community and with society in general 
(dialogue) about their areas of expertise (broad scope).. 

1 (Bachelor) 

2 plaster) 

3 (Doctorate) 

Leatning skills .. 
have developed those skills needed to study further with a high level of 
autonomy .. 
study in a manner that may be largely self-directed or autonomous.. 

expected to be able to promote, within academic and professional contexts, 
technological, social or cultural advancement .. 



The framework for qualifications of the European 
Higher Education Area 

Genela1 secondary education also includes vocational education with a 
sufficiently general component 

Short cycle (within 
or linked to the first 
cycle) 
Qualification 

Outcomes 

Qualifications that signzfy completion of the 
higher education short cycle (within or 
linked to thefirst cycle) are awarded to 
students who: 

> have demonstrated knowledge and 
understanding in a field of study that 
builds upon general secondary 
educationM and is typically at a level 
supported by advanced textbooks; such 
knowledge provides an underpinning 
for a field of work or vocation, personal 
development, and further studies to 
complete the first cycle; 

> can apply their knowledge and 
understanding in occupational contexts; 

> have the ability to identify and use data 
to formulate responses to well-defined 
concrete and abstract problems; 

> can communicate about their 
understanding, skills and activities, with 
peers, supervisors and clients; 

> have the learning skills to undertake 
further studies with some autonomy. 

ECTS Credits 

approximately 
120 ECTS 
credits 



" The word 'professional' is used in the descriptors in i s  broadest sense, 
relating to those attributes relevant to undertaking work or a vocation and 
that involves the application of some aspects of advanced learning. It is not 
used with regard to those specific requirements relating to regulated 
professions. The latter may be identified with the profile I specification. 

ffi The word 'competence' is used in the descriptors in its broadest sense, 
allowing for gradation of abilities or skills. It is not used in the narrower 
sense identified solely on the basis of a 'yeslno' assessment. 

First cycle 
qualification 

Qualifcations that signzfi completion of the 
first cycle are awarded to students who: 

> have demonstrated knowledge and 
understanding in a field of study that 
builds upon their general secondary 
education2', and is typically at a level 
that, whilst supported by advanced 
textbooks, includes some aspects that 
will be informed by knowledge of the 
forefront of their field of study; 

> can apply their lcnowledge and 
understanding in a manner that indicates 
a professionai65 approach to their work 
or vocation, and have competences66 
typically demonstrated through devising 
and sustaining arguments and solving 
problems within their field of study; 

> have the ability to gather and interpret 
relevant data (usually within their field 
of study) to inform judgements that 
include reflection on relevant social, 
scientific or ethical issues; 

typically 
include 180- 
240 ECTS 
credits 



> can communicate information, ideas, 
problems and solutions to both 
specialist and non-specialist audiences; 

> have developed those learning skills 
that are necessary for them to continue 
to undertake further study with a high 
degree of autonomy. 

Second cycle 
, qualification 

Qualifications that signlfL completion ofthe 
second cycle are awarded to students who: 

> have demonstrated knowledge and 
understanding that is founded upon and 
extends andlor enhances that typically 
associated with the first cycle, and that 
provides a basis or opportunity for 
originality in developing andlor 
applying ideas, often within a research67 
context; 

normally carry 
90-1 20 ECTS 
credits - the 
minimum 
requirements 
should amount 
to 60 ECTS 
credits at the 
second cycle 
level 

"The word 'research' is used to cover a wide variety of activities, with the 
context often related to a field of study: the term is used here to reoresent a 
careful study or investigation based o n a  systematic understanding and 
critical awareness of knowledge. The word is used in an inclusive way to 
accommodate the range of activities that support original and innovative 
work in the whole range of academic, professional and technological fields, 
including the humanities, and traditional, performing. and other creative 
arts. It is not used in any limited or restricted sense, or relating solely to a 
traditional 'scientific method'. 



Third cycle 
qualification 

> can apply their knowledge and 
understanding, and problem solving 
abilities in new or unfamiliar 
environments within broader (or 
multidisciplinary) contexts related to 
their field of study; 

> have the ability to integrate knowledge 
and handle complexity, and formulate 
judgements with incomplete or limited 
information, but that include reflecting 
on social and ethical responsibilities 
linked to the application of their 
knowledge and judgements; 

> can communicate their conclusions, and 
the knowledge and rationale 
underpinning these, to specialist and 
non-specialist audiences clearly and 
unambiguously; 

> have the learning skills to allow them to 
continue to study in a manner that may 
be largely self-directed or autonomous. 

Qualzficatiom that signzfy completion ofthe 
third cycle are awarded to students who: 

> have demonstrated a systematic 
understanding of a field of study and 
mastery of the skills and methods of 
research associated with that field; 

Not specified 



> have demonstrated the ability to 
conceive, design, implement and adapt 
a substantial process of research with 
scholarly integrity; 

> have made a contribution through 
original research that extends the 
fiontier of knowledge by developing a 
substantial body of work, some of 
which merits national or international 
refereed publication; 

> are capable of critical analysis, 
evaluation and synthesis of new and 
complex ideas; 

> can communicate with their peers, the 
larger scholarly community and with 
society in general about their areas of 
expertise; 

> can be expected to be able to promote, 
within academic and professional 
contexts, technological, social or 
cultural advancement in a knowledge 
based society. 



GLOSSARY 

ASSESSMENT 
The total range of written, oral and practical tests/examinations, projects and 
portfolios, used to evaluate the student's progress in the course unit or module, form 
an assessment. These measures may be used by the students to evaluate their own 
progress (formative assessment) or by the institution to judge whether the student has 
achieved the learning outcomes of the course unit or module (sumrnative assessment). 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA 
Descriptions of what the learner is expected to do, in order to demonstrate that a 
learning outcome has been achieved. 

COHORT 
The group of students that started a particular degree programme in the same year is 
known as a cohort. 

COMPETENCES 
Competences represent a dynamic combination of attributes, abilities and attitudes. 
Fostering these competences is the object of educational programmes. Competences 
are formed in various course units and assessed at different stages. They may be 
divided in subject-area related competences (specific to a field of study) and generic 
competences (common to any degree course). 

CONDONING 
Condoning is the term used when an examination board exempts a student from 
reassessment in a failed module if the other related modules are passed with 
sufficiently high marks. 

CONTACT HOUR 
A period of 45-60 minutes of teaching contact between a staff member and a student 
or group of students is defined as a contact hour. 

CONTINUOUS ASSESSMENT 
Continuous assessment refers to the situation where assessment as described above 
takes place within the normal teaching period and contributes to the final assessment. 

CONVERGENCE 
Convergence involves the voluntary adoption of suitable policies for the achievement 
of a common goal. Convergence in the architecture of national educational systems is 
pursued in the Bologna process. 

COURSE UNIT or MODULE 
A self-contained, formally structured learning experience. It should have a coherent 
and explicit set of learning outcomes, expressed in terms of competences to be 
obtained, and appropriate assessment criteria. 

COURSEWORK 
Coursework defines required tasks within a course unit or module. 



CREDIT 
In the case of ECTS, a credit is a unit used to measure student workload in terms of 
time. 

CREDIT ACCUMULATION 
In a credit accumulation system a specified number of credits must be obtained in 
order to complete successfully a semester, academic year or a full study programme, 
according to the requirements of the programme. Credits are awarded and 
accumulated only when the successful achievement of the required learning outcomes 
is confirmed by assessment. 

CREDIT FRAMEWORK 
A system that facilitates the measurement and comparison of learning outcomes 
achieved in the context of different qualifications, programmes of study and learning 
environments on the basis of student workload measured in time. 

CREDIT LEVEL 
Credit level is an indicator of the relative demands of learning and of learner 
autonomy. It can be based on the year of study andor on the type of course content 
(for example, BasicIAdvancedSpecialised). 

CREDIT TYPE 
Credit type provides an indicator of the status of a course unit or modules in the study 
programme. It can for example be described as Core (major course unit), Related 
(unit providing instrumentlsupport) or Minor (optional course unit). 

CYCLE 
A cycle is a course of study leading to an academic degree. One of the objectives 
indicated in the Bologna Declaration is the "adoption of a system based on two main 
cycles, undergraduate and graduate." Doctoral studies are now generally referred to as 
the third cycle. 

DEGREE I DIPLOMA 
Degree describes the qualification awarded by a higher education institution after 
successful completion of a prescribed study programme. In a credit accumulation 
system the programme is completed through the accumulation of a specified number 
of credits awarded for the achievement of a specific set of learning outcomes. 

DIPLOMA SUPPLEMENT 
The Diploma Supplement is an annex to the official degreelqualification designed to 
provide a description of the nature, level, context, content and status of the studies 
that were pursued and successfully completed by the holder of the 
degreelqualification. It is based on the model developed by the European 
Commission, Council of Europe and UNESCOICEPES. It improves international 
transparency and the academic1professiona1 recognition of qualifications. 

I 

DOCTORATE or DOCTORAL DEGREE 
A high level qualification which is internationally recognised as qualifying someone 
for research or academic work may be designated as a doctorate or doctoral degree. It 



will include a substantial amount of original research work which is presented in a 
thesis. It generally refers to the degree awarded after completion of third cycle 
studies. 

ECTS (European Credit Transfer and Accumulation System) 
ECTS is a system for increasing the transparency of educational systems and 
facilitating the mobility of students across Europe through credit transfer. It is based 
on the general assumption that the global workload of an academic year of study is 
equal to 60 credits. The 60 credits are then allocated to course units or modules to 
describe the proportion of the student workload required for achievement of the 
related learning outcomes. Credit transfer is guaranteed by explicit agreements signed 
by the home institution, the host institution and the mobile student. 

EXAMINATION (EXAM) 
The term examination normally refers to a formal written and/or oral test taken at the 
end of a course unit or module or later in the academic year. Other assessment 
methods are also in use. Tests within the course unit or module are classed as 
continuous assessment if they contribute to the final assessment. 

FIRST DEGREE 
A first cycle qualification, as defined by the Bologna Declaration, normally awarded 
after successful completion of a minimum of three years or 180 ECTS credits is 
designated a first degree. 

GRADE 
A final evaluation based on the overall performance within an individual course unit 
or module in the study programme. 

GRADUATE STUDIES 
A course of study undertaken after completion of a first degree and which normally 
leads to a second cycle degree. 

HIGHER EDUCATION 
Higher education applies to programmes of study that may be entered by students 
holding either an appropriate school leaving certificate from an upper secondary 
school after, in general, twelve years of schooling or other relevant professional 
qualifications or other approved prior learning and/or prior experience. Providers may 
be universities, universities of professional studies, higher education institutions, 
colleges, polytechnics etc. 

ICT TEACHING 
ICT teaching includes teaching/studying/learning that make use of information and 
communication technology. It usually takes place in e-learning environments. 

LEARMNG OUTCOMES 
Learning outcomes are statements of what a learner is expected to know, understand 
and/or be able to demonstrate after completion of a process of learning. Learning 
outcomes must be accompanied by appropriate assessment criteria which can be used 
to judge that the expected learning outcomes have been achieved. Learning outcomes, 
together with assessment criteria, specify the requirements for the award of credit, 



while marking is based on attainment above or below the requirements for the award 
of credit. Credit accumulation and transfer is facilitated if clear learning outcomes are 
available to indicate with precision the achievements for which the credit will be 
awarded. 

LEARNING TIME 
The number of hours an average student will need to achieve specified learning 
outcomes and gain credits to be awarded after assessment. 

MARK 
A mark is any numerical or qualitative measure used to describe the results of 
assessment in an individual course unit or within a well-defined scale. 

MODULE 
See course unit 

OPTIONAL COURSE 
A course unit or that may be taken as part of a study programme but is not 
compulsory for all students is referred to as optional. 

STUDY PROGRAMME 
An approved set of course units or modules recognised for the award of a specific 
degree form a study programme and can be defined through the set of learning 
outcomes to be achieved for the award of a specified number of credits. 

RECOGNITION 
Recognition within ECTS requires that the credits achieved by a student through 
successhl completion of course units or modules as described in the Learning 
Agreement at the host university must replace an equivalent number of credits at 
hisher home institution. 

RESIT EXAMINATION (EXAM) or ASSESSMENT 
Students who have not been able to take or pass an Examination or assessment on the 
first date scheduled may be offered the opportunity to take a resit examination or 
assessment at a later date. 

SECOND CYCLE DEGREE 
A second cycle degree is a higher education qualification awarded after the successhl 
completion of second cycle studies and may involve some research work. A student 
normally takes it after completion of a first degree. 

SKILLS 
Skills are abilities formed in learning activities which can be divided into 'subject 
specific' and 'generic'. 

THESIS 
A thesis is a formally presented written report, based on independent research work, 
which is required for the award of a degree (generally second degree or doctorate). 

TUNING 



To 'tune' means to synchronise a radio on the desired frequency; it means 'tuning' 
the various instruments in an orchestra so that music can be played without unwanted 
dissonance. In the case of the Tuning Project, it means creating agreed reference 
points for the organisation of higher education structures in Europe, recognising that 
the diversity of traditions is a positive factor in the creation of a dynamic common 
higher education area. 

TUTORIAL 
A tutorial is a period of instruction given by a tutor aimed at exploring in greater 
depth, revising and discussing material and topics presented within a course unit or 
module. 

UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
Undergraduate studies are defined as those normally carried out prior to the award of 
a first degree. 

WORKLOAD 
The workload includes all learning activities required for the achievement of the 
learning outcomes (i.e., lectures, practical work, information retrieval, private study, 
etc.). 
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I lNTRODUCTION 

T h e  new bachelor's and master's 'Bologna degrees' started filtering into evaluators' inboxes at World Education 

I Services (WES) soon after the first graduating class - 2002103 - began applying for a U.S. equivalency of their newly 
awarded degrees. As the European educational reform movement, known commonly as the Boloana Process, has 
gained pace, so those charged with evaluating the new degrees in the United States have started acquainting 

I 
themselves with the reforms and their implications. 

In previous issues of WENR we have: documented the challenges and the progress being made towards the 2010 
goal of a European Higher Education Area [The Boloana Process as Seen From the Outside]; described the new 
Bologna bachelor's degree, comparing and contrasting it with traditional long degrees in Europe [The Bologna 
Bachelor's Dearee: An Overview]; and, in last years' MarchlApril issue, we compared the bachelor's degree in 
business administration from Indiana University's Kelly School of Business with that from the Bocconi University in 

I 
Milan, Italy [Evaluatina the Boloana Dearee in the US]. 

We begin this article by providing a practical guide to the new tools and documents that credential evaluators can 
expect to receive in the coming years together with the new 'Bologna degrees'. We have included a sampling of 
documents received at WES as well as generic documents provided by the European Commission and national I ministries of education. The second part of the article will outline some of the issues that are beginning to surface in 
Bologna-related discussions regarding degree equivalencies and international student flows. 

I BACKGROUND 

The Bologna Process is a fundamental restructuring of higher education in Europe, of which the introduction of three 
cycles - bachelor, master and doctoral - in lieu of the traditional long program is the single most important feature. 
Traditionally, students who failed to complete a first university degree program at a European university had nothing 
to show for their many years of study and the courses that they had completed. Therefore, one of the key goals of the 
reform movement is to improve graduation rates at European universities and more efficiently prepare students for the I labor market. 

A realignment of this size and magnitude affecting higher education across 40 signatory countries is truly a unique 

I and enormous undertaking. The last major European higher education reform movement was what is referred to as 
'the massification of higher education," which took place in the 1960s and 1970s. That process saw the creation of 
non-university institutions of higher education that were distinct from universities and never enjoyed the same status 
as them. An essential aspect of the Bologna reforms, therefore, is its emphasis on lifelong learning and the I importance of incorporating professional and technical schools as equal partners within the structure of the European 

? 
tertiary system. 

Originally signed in 1999, the Bologna Declaration is an agreement now covering 40 countries to create a European 
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Higher Education Area by 2010. In addition to a fundamental restructuring of degree systems, signatories to Bologna 
have agreed to promote quality assurance systems, remove obstacles to the mobility of students, implement a system 
of easily readable and comparable degrees, and establish a common credit system. The following is offered as a 
guide to some of the transparency and mobility tools that have been introduced to help achieve those goals. 

Programs and degrees will be expressed using the European Credit Transfer System (ECTS). 

What is the ECTS? 

The ECTS is a key tool in the promotion of academic mobility within, to, and from Europe. First introduced by the 
European Commission in 1989. within the framework of the Erasmus mobility program to facilitate credit transfer for 
tertiary-level students spending study periods abroad, the ECTS has since been adopted as the standard credit 
transfer and accumulation system to be used in all countries and institutions that have adopted the Bologna reforms. 

As part of the ECTS process, European institutions are required to disseminate an array of supporting information in 
the form of three main tools: institutional lnformation catalogs, the ECTS study contract between institutions and 
between the institution and student, and the transcript of records. 

The credit, what is it and how does it work? 

The ECTS is a credit system based on a definition of what constitutes a full-time academic course load, reflecting the 
quantity of work each course requires of a student in relation to the total quantity of work required to complete a full 
year of academic study at a particular institution. Credits are assigned to all academic work (lectures, laboratory work, 
seminars, examinations. private study and theses) that comprises an integral part of the program of study. 

Credits are awarded only when the course has been completed and all required examinations have been successfully 
taken. In ECTS terms, 60 credits represent the workload of one year of full-time study, 30 credits are given for a 
semester and 20 credits for a trimester. Sixty credits stands for an average workload of around 1500 hours, which 
corresponds to around 25 student work hours per credit. In ECTS terms a bachelor's degree consists of 100 to 240 
credits. A master's degree should normally represent an additional 60 or 120 credits, for a total of 300 credits. 
Within this framework, institutions and faculties allocate credits among their various courses. 

See sample transcript with ECTS credit allocations 

THE ECTS INFORMATION PACKAGEICOURSE CATALOG 

European nations are increasingly promoting themselves as international study destinations. This has led to a 
dramatic increase in the quantity and quality of informational outputs on education systems and program offerings in a 
manner that is increasingly consistent and systematic across the emerging European Higher Education Area. 

The ECTS information package resembles a US university catalog. It provides up-to-date information on the 
institution, faculty, organization and structure of programs and courses. It is available in hard copy and online, and the 
information is updated annually. It offers also descriptions covering the content, prerequisites, mode of assessment, 
time unit, type of course, teaching and learning methods employed and ECTS credits allocated by the department 
offering the course or program. 

Sample lnformation Packages (Bearing Quality Label) 

Deusto University, Bilbao (Spain) 
Agricultural University of Wrocla w (Poland) 
Agder Univetsity Collecle (Norway) 

THE 'TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDS 

The new European academic transcript breaks the learning achievements of the student into individual course or 
module units and shows the course weighting in terms of ECTS credits. The transcript also shows the grades 
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awarded according to the local grading scale and the ECTS grading scale. 

C See aeneric and specific examples 

I ECTS GRADES 

Many different grading scales currently co-exist in Europe. In order to facilitate the mobility of students and their 
grades between institutions, an ECTS grading system has been developed to complement the award of ECTS credits. I h i s  provides additional information alongside that provided on the transcript, but does not replace the local grade. 
Receiving institutions make their own decision on how to apply the ECTS grading scale to their own system. Grades 

m are reported on a carefully calibrated and uniform A-F scale combined with keywords and short qualitative definitions. 

WES GRADING SCALE EQUIVALENCY 

- 

ECTS 
Scale Definition 

EXCELLENT - 
outstanding 
performance with only 
minor errors 

VERY GOOD - above 
the average standard 
but with some errors 
- 

GOOD - generally 
sound work with a 
number of notable 
errors 

SA1-I SFACTORY- 
fair but with 
significant 
shortcomings 

SUFFICIENT - 
performance 
meets the 
minimum criteria 

FAIL - some more 
work required 
before the credit 
can be awarded 
- ~ 

FAIL - 
considerable 
further work is 
required 

I 

Percentage 
I of I 
1 Achieving 

the Grade 

I Successful 

1 
Normally 

~ + + . . . ~ r n ~ . ~ ~ ,  ..roe Arm/~~,,~~~/P~/n<i~n/nhra~tir.al htm 

U.S. Grade 
Equivalents 
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THE DIPLOMA SUPPLEMENT 

The Diploma Supplement (DS) was introduced to provide independent data designed to improve the international 
transparency and fair academic and professional recognition of academic credentials. As its name implies, it is issued 
together with a final diploma or degree. The DS provides a description of the nature, level, context, content and status 
of the studies successfully completed by the individual named on the original qualification. 

Institutions are expected to follow the standard DS format and provide all the information elements specified in the 
template. The DS is composed of eight sections (information identifying the holder of the qualification, information , 

identifying the qualification, information on the level of the qualification, information on the contents and results 
gained, information on the function of the qualification, additional information, certification of the DS, information on 
the national higher education system). The DS is not a substitute for a diploma or degree; it is issued in addition (as a 
supplement) to the qualification itself. However, institutions are required to apply the same authentication procedures. 
such as an official stamp and signature, as for the diploma. 

See DS model and examples 

ENIC-NARIC NETWORK 

The European Network of Information Centers (ENIC) and National Academic Recognition and lnformation Centers 
(NARIC) located in each participating country serve as additional sources of information to aid degree recognition and 
equivalency. The ENIC-NARIC website provides information on national systems of education. It also provides the 
contact information of the agencies and individuals that are available to answers queries about a country's 
educational structure and qualifications, with the goal of facilitating cross-border degree recognition. 

How is the implementation monitored? 

While many countries in Europe are at various stages of implementing the Bologna reforms, it has become evident to 
those involved in the process that there is a need to provide some simple reference points with regard to student 
workload and learning outcomes to guarantee the legitimacy, transparency and effectiveness of the process. 

While the framework of the Bologna reforms have been set by the ministers of education of the signatory countries, it 
is the working groups composed of academics, students and employers who are negotiatirlg to make sure that degree 
programs are properly set and calibrated across disciplines and across the participating countries through a process 
known as Tuning. 

The name Tuning was chosen for the project to reflect the idea that universities do not necessarily look for 
harmonization of their degree programs but simply for points of reference, convergence and common understanding. 

The project Tuning Educational Structures in Europe has, in part, been undertaken to ensure that credit allocations 
for courses or modules are defined across Europe by similar and equitable competences and subject-related learning 
outcomes (i.e. what skills are students acquiring from a certain degree program and how can they be compared to 
other degrees in the same field at other institutions of higher education within Europe?). This concerns both subject 
specific competences and generic cornpetences, like communication skills and leadership. The Tuning process is also 
designed to take into account a range of other variables, such as teaching methods and diversity of traditions so as 
not to restrict academic or institutional autonomy. 

For more information on Tuning go here: 
Phase 1 
Phase 2 

ECTS Standards of Good Practice 
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1 The European Commission in November 2004 awarded, for the first time, the ECTS Label to I I institutions. The 
ECTS Label is awarded to institutions which apply ECTS correctly in all first- and second-cycle degree programs. The 

C 
Label is designed to raise the profile of nominated institutions as transparent and reliable partners in European and 
international cooperation. 

I 
The ECTS label is awarded for three academic years. In addition to applying ECTS credits correctly to all academic 
programs, institutions are required to make widely available (online and in hard copy) information packages/course 
catalogs in two languages (or only in English for programs taught in English), samples of learning agreements, 
transcripts of records and proof of academic recognition. 

List of Institutions awarded ECTS Label 

I Diploma Supplement Standards of Good Practice 

- 

Similar to the ECTS Label, the Diploma Supplement Label is awarded to institutions that ensure transparency and 
recognition by issuing supplements that meet the guidelines set by those who developed the model DS. In the first 
round of applications and selections, conducted in November 2003.85 institutions applied for the Diploma I Supplement Label of which 28 were awarded Labels (75 percent were hom Nordic countries). 

I List of institutions awarded h e  Diploma Supplement Label 

The Bologna Bachelor's Degree Equivalency Issues 

I The last few months have witnessed an increasing volume of literature on the Bologna degrees in both professional 
journals and in the mainstream press. Much of the discussion on this side of the Atlantic has focused on the 
challenges that now face U.S. colleges and university admissions offices and professional evaluation services in 

I finding a fair and balanced equivalency for the new European three-year degree. 

Different views have emerged around the issues and, as the process of evaluating foreign degrees in the United 
States is entirely independent from any national authority, it is no surprise that a range of interpretations and 
decisions have been proposed. The crux of the debate centers on whether or not the new three-year bachelor's 
degree is comparable to a US degree and constitutes adequate preparation for graduate studies at institutions in the 
United States (i.e. is it equivalent to a U.S. four-year bachelor's degree?). 

in the view of those for whom the number of years is the most prominent consideration when judging a degree, a 
three-year degree cannot be compared to the US degree, which requires a minimum of 120 semester credits and is 
typically completed in four years. Moreover, they argue that accepting the Bologna first degree as eqlrivalent to its I US. counterpart for graduate admissions is unfair to domestic students who are required to completi the equivalent 
of four years of undergraduate study. 

From a functional standpoint, as we suggested in a previous issue of WENR, it is the scope and intent of the new 
Bologna degrees that should be evaluated rather than a count of the years a student has spent at university. As an 
example we compared the bachelor's degree in business administration from Indiana University's Kelly School of 
Business with the new three-year degree from the Bocconi University in Milan. We concluded that while the Kelly I School of Business program was a year longer. the two degrees are functionally equivalent. Although the general 
education component common to U.S. bachelor's programs is not a feature of the Italian university system, the depth 

I 
and scope of the new three-year laurea more than adequately prepares students for entry-level management jobs or 
for the rigors of a master's program at a U.S. institution of higher education. 

US-Europe Mobility lssues 

1 One of the main objectives of the Bologna Process is to facilitate educational and professional mobility within Europe 
and beyond by making qualifications coherent and transparent. 

The harmonization of degree structures across Europe is designed not only to make the various systems of education 
better understood, but also as the cornerstone of a policy to increase the number of non-European students enrolling 
at European institutions of higher education. 
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In order to attract intemational students, European universities have started to offer detailed information on academic 
programs, housing, student services as well as other requirements such as health insurance, visa and residency 
rules. Many are starting to offer credit-bearing courses taught in English (approximately 1,500 master programs were 
offered during the 2003104 academic year in countries where English is not the first language). These features alone 
represent a significant transformation for European universities, which are now more outward looking and responsive 
to the needs of students, including international students. 

Although this trend can be seen to represent a challenge to U.S. institutions of higher education in terms of 
intemational student recruitment, the Bologna Process also presents future recruitment opportunities. A recent report 
by GMAC (Graduate Management Admission Council), a global business school association, assessed the possible 
implications of the structural changes of the Bologna Process in the context of graduate management education. The 
report concluded, in part, that the reforms will result in a huge increase in the number of post-Bologna bachelor 
graduates, many of whom will be seeking entry to mastefs-level programs. If the findings of the report can be 
extended beyond the domain of management education to all fields of study, then, from the perspective of U.S. 
universities and colleges this newly enlarged pool of European bachelor graduates can be seen as a possible boon to 
recruitment opportunities. 

In conclusion, the Bologna Process is impacting the way in which U.S. admissions offices evaluate European 
credentials. Their work, however, is being made much easier by the abundance of information that is being made 
available as European nations increase the attractiveness and transparency of their tertiary-level credentials. 
Furthermore, the speed with which information is being made available both online and in hard copy means that the 
evaluator in the United States more than ever has the tools necessary to make informed decisions when assessing 
the new European degrees. 

@ 2005 World Education Services 
Bowling Green Station 

P.O. Box 5087 
New York, NY 102765087 

USA 
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Samples 

Czech Republic 

Denmark 

France 

Germany 

Italy 

Latvia 

Norway 

Sweden 



MASARYK UNIVERSITY IN BRNO 
MASARYKOVA UNIVERZITF V BRNE 

DIPLOMA SUPPLEMENT / DODATEK 
DIPLOMA NO. / DIPLOM t. ' 

This Diploma Supplement model was developed 
by h e  European Commission, Council of Eu- 
rope and UKESCOICEPES. The purpose of ehc 
supplement is to provide sufficient independent 
data to improve the international "transparency" 
and fair academic and professional recognition 
of qualifications (diplomas. degrees, certificates, 
etc.). It is designed to provide a description of 
the nature, level, context and sbtus of the studies 
that were pursued and succ~~sfully completed by 
the individual named on the original qualificatjon 
to which this supplement is appended. It should 
be free from any value judgements, equivnlencq 
statements or suggestions about recognition. In- 
formation in all eight sections should be provided. 
Where information is not provided, an explanation 
should give the reason why. 

DIPLOM 

Tenlo Dodatek k diplomu odpovidfr modelu vy- 
tvoienCrnu Evropskou kornisl, Radou Evropy a or- 
ginizacemi UNESCOICEPES. Ih l e rn  dodatku 
je poskytnoul odpoAdajicl mnobtvi netavislfch 
tidajfi pro zlepHenl m&inArodnl ,,prJhlednosti" a 
spravedliveho akademickeho a profesniho uzn8- 
vdni kvalifikacl (diplom8, titulf. osvZdi5eni atd.). 
Dodatek je uden 'pro popis pods~aty, obsahu, 
brovnE a postavenf studif; kter6 byla uskuteCnEna 
a dspESni! dokonzena drlitelem kvalifikace, ke 
kterb je tento dodatek pfipojen. Dodaeek nebb- 
sahuje Udn6 oceniinf, prohl63eni i rovnocennosli 
neb0 dopomEeni k uzndni. VSech osm Ehtf do- 
daiku je vyplnho. Tam, kqe informace nejsou 
uvedeny, j e  uvedeno zdfivodneni. 

1. lNFORMATION IDENTKFYING THE HOLDER OF THE QUALIFICATION 
INFORMACE 0 TOTO~NOSTI DR~ITELE KVALIFIXACE 

1.1 Family name 1 PKjmenl: 

1.2 First name 1 Jmbno: 

1.3 Date of binb 1 Datum narozenf: 1977/32/23 
Place, Country of Birth f Misto narozenk Praha 

1.4 Studenl identification number 1 
Univerzitni Hslo osoby: 

2. INFORMATION IDENTIFYING THE QUALIFICATION 
INFORMACE 0 DRUHU KVALIF'IKACE 

2.1 Name of qualification I N b v  kvali fikace: bakalma 
Name of degree / Titul: Bc. 

2.2 Main field(s) of study for the qualification / Political Science / Politologie - 
Hlavnf studijni obor (oboiy) v r h c i  Psychology / Psychologie 
kvali fikace: 

2.3 Name and status of institution awarding Masarykova univexzita v BmE, Brno 
qualification / NAzev a poscaveni udi5lujfcf University-type public higher education 
institute: institution / Univerziuli veikjn4 vysoki Skola 



/ 2.4 Name and status o i  insriation Masaryk University in Bmo, 
administering studies / Nhev a postaveni ~ a c u l t ~  of Social Studies / 
institute zajifhjfcl studium: Masarykova univerzita v BmE. 

Fakulta socidnfch sudil  
University-type public higher education 
institution / Univerzimf vefejnzl vysoka Skola 

2.5 Language@) of insnuctonfexamination / Czech / EcStina 
Studijnf jazyk(y) ve kter6m je realizovhna 
vfuka a zkouSky: 

3. INFORMATION ON THE LWEL OF THE QUALIFICATION 
INFORMACE 0 ~ R O V N I  KVALIFlKACE . . 

3.1 Level of qualification / 
oroven kvalifikace: 

Higher educarion in Bachelor's degree 
programme 1 VysokoSkolsF6 bakaltEskt vzdEl6ni 

3.2 Standard length of programme / 6 semesters I semestd 
Standardnf doba prograrnu: 

3.3 Access requirement(s) / Secondary education with secondary-school 
PoZadavky pro pHstup ke studiu: leaving certificate / Stiedni vzdtlani ukoneent 

maturicou 

4. INFORMATION ON THE CONTENTS AND RESULTS GAINED 
INFORMACE o OBSAHU A D O S A ~ E ~ C H  WSLEDC~CH 

4.1 Form of study I Foma studia: full-time I prezenhi 

4.2 Programme iquirernents / 
Pohdavky v rhc i  prograrnu: 

180 ECTS, 
Bachelor thesis 1 BakaISski5 pdce. 
Find state examination / Stitnf izSvtreEn4 
zkouSka 

4.3 Programme details / 
PodrobnC Jdaje o programu a jednotli9ch dosafenjch hodnocen~chlzn6mk~ch/lmditech 
Bachelor thesis / BakalBFskt! price: 

Social representation of W11l 1 
Socian f reprezentace pojmu vdle 
Exam grades 1 Hodnocenk 

Final state examination 1 SGhl aiv5&zi zkou3ka: 
Comparison of Political Systtrns / 
Komparace politicwch systernfi 

Methodology of Psychology / 
Metodologie psychologie 

General Psychology I 
Obecna psychologie 

Political Philosophy and Theory 1 
'Politick6 filozofie a teorie 

good 1 dobie 

good / dobie 

good 1 dobFe 

good / dobie 

very good / vel mi dobfe 



Social Psychology I 
Socianf psychologie 

Developmental Psychology 1 
Vjvojovh psychologic 

The overall result of the state exam / 
Celkovj vfsledek stBtni zkouSky 

good 1 dobfe 

very good l velmi dohie 

good / dobk 

Code / K6d Subject / N h v  pkdmEtu 
ECTS / Kredity Date / datum Grading / Hodnoceni 

FSS:PSY 1 13 

FSS:PSY I08 

FSS: POL705 

FSS:PSY I75 

FSS:POL706 

Introduction to psychology. / Uvedenl do psychologie 
4 ECTS 200UO t /12 

History of Political Ideas / DEjiny politickjch idejf 
6 ECTS 200UOlllfi : 

Developmental psychology I / Vfvojovd psychologie I 
4 ECTS 2002/0 1 128 

Introduction into Political Science / Ovod do politologie 
6 ECTS 2OWOU04 

Social Psychology 1 / Socibi  psychologie I 
4 E m  2002/05/13 

lbentierh Century Political Philosophy I Politick4 filosofie 20. stoietf 
6 ECTS 2002/06104 

Methodology of Political Science I Metodologie politologie 
6ECTS 200~06108 

General Psychology ill Obecnfi psychologie - pro2ivhi. jednhl 
4 ECTS 2002/06/08 

Methodology of Social Sciences / 
Metodologie socibhich vEd 0. 

6 ECTS 200U06111 
Principles of Personality Psychology / m a d y  psychologie osobnosti 

4 ECTS 2002/06/17 
General psychoIogy - Cognitive processes / 
Obecnd psychologie - kognitivnf procesy 

4 EerS 2003101117' 
Human physiology / Fyziologie Elov€ka 

3ECTS 2003/0 11 17 
Social Psychology TI / Socislnf psychologie 11 

4 ECTS 2003/02/03 
Czech Political System I. / Politick3 sydm CR I. 

6 ECTS 2003/02/W . 
Psychopatology / Psychopatologie 

3 ECTS 2003/W06 
Theory of Democracy / Teorie demokracie 

6 ECTS 2003/02/ 1 9 



,/ Cod=/~6d Subject I N6zev pfedmEtu 
ECTS / Kdity  Date / Datum Grading / Hodnocenf 

FSS: WL707 

FSS:SPP3 1 6 

FSS:PSYI46 

FSS:SPP108 

FSS:POL217 

FSS:PSY I 14 

FSS: WL102 

FSS:POL200 

English for Academic Purposes 11. / 
Anglickj'jazyk 1I. pro neobmvt studenty anglietiny 

2 ECTS 2003/M/30 
Persoael Management / Metody personanf prdce 

4 Ern . 2003/06/11 
Stitistical Analy~is in PsychoIogy / 
Statisticki analfza dat v psychologii . . 

3 ECTS 2003/06/15 
Social Psychology ID (Communication) / SociBlnf psycho(ogie II1 

4 ECTS 20031 061 1 7 
Principles of Neurosciences / ZWady neurovM 

3 ECTS 2003@/20 
Political Systems of Democratic Countries I. / 
Politick6 systdmy dernokratickjch z e d  I. 

6 ECTS 2003/06/23 
~ z e c h  Poliucd Syslern a. / ~otiuckj sysc&n CR 11. 

6 ECI'S 2003/06/28 
Drugs and Society / Prevence zneuZfvhf n6vykovjkh lilt& 

3 ECTS . 2003/07/01 
Mental Health I / DuSevnf hygiena I. 

3 ECTS 2003/1U02 
Principles of Economics I Z&lady ekonomie 

4 Ems 2003/12/15 
Terorism / Terorismus 

6ECTS . 2003/12/16 
Social-psychologicai group training 1 / 
Soc. psychologickf vfcvik ve skupin€ i (blokovh m a )  

2 Ems 2003IlU30 
Intelligence Service Activities / 
Zpravodajsk6 Gnnost - h o d  do tinnosti zpravodajskfcb sluZeb 

4 ECTS 20W/01/ 13 
Complex and Dynamic Systcms I KomplexnC a dynarnicke systbrny 

3 ECTS 2004/0J/ 14 
Reseatch mtxhods in psychology / Ibjetody v)izkurnu v psychologii 

4'ECrS 2004/01/16 
Party Systems / Syst6my poIiticwch stran 

I0 E C B  2004101/19 
Globalization and Tmsnationalization: Political Analysis 1 
Globalizece a aansnacionalizace: pJiticM anal- 

7 ECTS 2004/01/21 
Psychology of education / Psychologie vjchovy a nd6Uvhf 

4 ECI'S 200410 1 1 ~ 2  



/ FSS: PSY 136 

Subject I N i h v  pWkdmElu 
ECTS / Krldity Datc / Datum Grading / Hodnaenf 

Psychology in Archi[ccture / Psychologie v architekture 
3 ECTS 2W/O 1 I22 z Z 

Developmental psychology I1 / Vgvojova psychologie I1 
4 ECTS 2004/0U1 I zk C 

Zimnf vjcvikoe kun (in Czech) 
1 ECTS 2004/02/27 z Z  

Social-psychological group training IT / 
Soc. psychologi* vycvik ve skupint U (blokov6 3uka) 

2 ECTS 2CHk/05/ 1 6 z Z 
Elections and referenda in 2003 / Rok 2003 - volby a referenda 

s m s  2004/05i1 a zz  
Diploma Seminar / DiplomovJ seminD k obomve priici 

4 ECTS z004/05n6 z z  
Methodology of psychology / Metodnlogie psychologie 

4 ECTS 2004/05/30 zk A 
Baccalaureate thesis seminar I S~miniV k bakal4hk6 diplomovt pdci 

6 ECTS 2004/05/3 1 Z Z  
Psychology in Politics 1 Psychologie v politice 

3 Ems 2004/06101 k P 
Zdravo[d osvobozenl (in Czech) . 

1 ECTS 2004/06/0 I Z Z  
The Color Psychology / Psychologie barev 

3 ECTS 2004/06/08 z Z 

4.4 Grading scheme, grade distribution guide / 
KlasifikaEni stupnice a vysv3leni jejich vjznamu 
'Qpe of evaluation: 
z - creditinon-credit; k - colloquium; zk,kz,PZk.BZk,RZk,SoZk - examination; 
SDzk,SRzk - post-graduate ("rigodznf") examination; SZk - final examination 
Within the scale; 

L 

For examination: excellent ( I ,  A) / excellenl minus (B) 1 very good (2, C) 1 1 , 
very goad minus (D) / good (3, E) 1 failed (4, F) 
passed (P) 1 failed (N) For colloquium: 

For credivnon-credit course: requirements fulfilled (req. fulfilled) (2) / no1 fulfilled (N) I 

Zpdsoby hodnoceni: 
z -z6po&r; k - kolokvium; kz - klasifikovanf z8pdel; ~PZk ,BZk ,RZk ,So~  -zkouJka; 
SDzk,SRzk - doklorsks Ei rigor6mi zkouiEka; SZk - statnl -Av5rcEnB zkougka 

I 

S ~ l a  hodnoreak 
Zkoufiy a klas. ~IpoEty: vjborn€ (I, A) / vjbornt minus (B) I velmi dobfe (2, C) I I 

velmi dobie minus (D) 1 dobie (3, E) 1 nevyhowjlci (4, F) ! 
Kolokvia: prospd (Pi / neprospE1 (N) 
ZpEty:  zap$teno (2) I nezapoEteno (N) 

I 

- 4.5 Overall classification / CeIkovS: klasifikace: passed / pro@Ia 



5. INFORMATION ON THE FUNCTION OF THE QUALIFICATION 
INFORMACE 0 FUNKCI KVALIFIKACE 

5.1 Access to further study / 
Piistup k dalHimu studiu: 

Master's degree programme / 
Magistersky studijnf program 

5.2 Professional status 1 Pmfesnf postavenk Bachelor / Bakaig 

6. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
DOPLAKOVB INFORMACE 

6.1 Additional information /Doplfikovt informace: 
A graduate of the BA in Political Science Programme qualified for careers in analytical research. 
political institutions, government agencies, ilon-profit organizations arid Privare sector. I Absol- 
vent oboru Politologie v bakalak6m stupni s kvalifdcacf pro analytickou, politickou a spdvnl 
(linnost ve vefejdrn, soukrornh a netiskovkm sektoru. . - 
The graduate has at his/ her disposal such knowledge of psychology thatenables him I her to deal 
with communication issues or to help clients in various ways in his / her practice. / Absolvent 
se znalostmi a vi5domostmi z psychologie, kt@ se ve sv6 profesi zabfvi4'kornunikacf neb0 
fiznfrni formami pomoci druhjm lidem. 

6.2 Additional information souroes / Dalgi informdnf zdroje: 
Masarykova univerzita v Brn8 (www . muni . cz) 

Ministery of Mucation. Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic 
Minisbmtvo Skolstvi, rnlsldek a teloechovy CR 
(www . msrnt . cz) 

Eumpean Union National Academic Recognition Information Centres - NARIC 
Nkodnf infonnatni sdediska Evropske unie pro akademicke uznSiv5ni 
(www. naric. cz) 

The Council of Europe / UNESCO European National Information Centres - ENIC 
Evropsk4 n&odoi stiediska pro akadernickd unav6ni a mobilitu Rady Evropy a UNESCO 
(www . csvs . cz) 



7. CERTIFICATION OF THE SUPPLEMENT , D I/ POWBZEN~WD*~XU 

This Diploma Supplement refers to the following original dfi~l~rnents: 
7.1 Diploma No. / Diplom t. 
7.2 Date / Darum: 
7.3 Signa~ure / Podpis. 

7.4 Name / Jmeno: 
7.5 Position / Funkce: 
7.6 Official stamp or seal / 

OficiflnC razftko neb pdet 

. . 
LadisIav RabuSic 
dean / dgkan - .  



8. INFORMATION ON THE NATIONAL HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM 
INFORMACE o NARODN~M VYSOKOSKOLSK~M SYSTEMU 

f Higher Education InstiLutians 

Higher education institutions Form the highest level of the education system in h e  CzechmRepub- 
lic. They provide accredited degree 'programmes as we11 as lifelong teaming programmes. Higher 
education institutions are either university-type or non-university-type. 
University-type higher education institutions provide all types of degree programmes as well as related 
activities in the areas of research, development and artistic and other creative work. Non-university- 
type higher education institutions provide mainly Bachelor's degree programmes as well as related 
activities in thc areas of research, development and artistic and other crcaGvc work. 
There are public, state and private higher education institutions. The public and private higher educa- 
tion institutions come under the responsibility of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, white 
state instit~tions(military universities and the police academy) are under hi responsibility of the Min- 
istry of Defence and the Ministry of the Interior. The list is available at h t t p  : / /www . msmt . cz /. 
Higher education involves studying within the framework of an accredited degree pmgramme in 
accordance with the cumculum for a given fom of studies. The form:of swdy can be full-time, 
part-time or distance studies. There are three types of degree programmes: at h e  Bachelor's, Master's 
and doctoral levels. 
Admission to a Bachelor's degree programme or to a four- to six-year Master's degree programme 
is conditional on completion of comprehensive secondary education or comprehensive secondary 
vocational education after 13 years of study. The secondary-school leaving certificate (maruriml 
vysv&itenl) is issued after passing the secondary-school leaving examination. Admission to one- 
to three-year Master's degree programmes is conditional on graduating ftom a Bachelor's degree 
programme. Admission to a doctoral degree programme is conditional on satisfactory completion of 
a Master's degree programme. 
EJigber Educetion Qualifications 
The qualification snuchlre recognises three levels of degree pmgrarnmes - bnkalfJsky' srudijnf 
program (Bachelor's degree programme), rnagistersky'srud~nlpmgrum (Master's degree programme) 
and doktors& st~4d~n/program (doctoral degree programme). 
A Bachelor's degree programme takes from 3 to 4 years (180-240 ECIS credits) to complete, and 
ends with a final state examination. Part of the examination is usually the defence of a Bachelor thesis. 
Graduates are awarded one of the following academic degrees: I 

w bcrkaltfi wrrt?nl(BcA.) - Bachelor of Fine Arts - in the field of fine.arts; 
w b a W F  (Bc.) - Bachelor - in other fields. 

The abbreviation of tbe is written before the name. 
A Master's degree programme involves 1 to 3 years (60-180 E m  credits) of study after a 
Bachelor's degree programme or 4 to 6 years (240-360 ECI'S credits) of study from the beginning 
of university studies. Graduates have to take a final stare examination and defend a Diploma tbesis. 
Studies in the field of medicine, veterinary medicine and hygiene are completed by passing an advanced 
state examination. Graduates are awarded one of the following academic degrees: 

infen* (Ing.) - Engineer - h the fields of economics, technical sciences and technologies, 
agriculture and forestry and in rnitim fields of study; 

a iden)ir archire& (Ing. arch.) - Engineer Architect - in the field of architecture; 
dokfor rneditiny (MUDr.) - Doctor of Medicine - in the field of medicine; 
u r b n i h r '  (MDDr.) - Dentist - in the field of dentistry; 



dokror verennaml mediciny WVDr.) - Doct6r of Veterinary Medicine - in the field of 
veterinary medicine; 
rnagistr umPnl(MgA.) - Master of Fine Arts - in the field of fine arts; 
magistr (Mgr.) - Master - in other fields. 

The abbreviation of these titIes.is written before the name. 
Holders of the academic degree of magistr can take an advanced state examination in the same field 
of swdy and to defend a dissertation leading to the following academic degrees: 

doktor prciv (WDr.) - Doctor of Laws - in the field of Law; 
doktorfilozofie (PhDr.) - Doctor of PhiIosophy - in the field of humanities, teacher education 
and social sciences: 
doktor pilmdn(ch v&l (RNDr.) - Doctor of Natui$l Sciences - in the field of natural sciences; 
dokrorfarmacie (PhannDr.) - Doctor of Pharmacy -in the field of pharmacy: 
Cicencidt reologie (ThLic.) or doktor reologie (ThDr.) - Licentiate .of Theology or Doctor of - .  
Theology - in the field of theology. 

Thc abbreviations of these titles are written before the name. 
The standard length of a docbral degree programme is three years. Doctoral studies ate completed 
by the state doctoral examination and the defence of a disseriation. Graduates are awarded one of thc 
following academic degrccs: 

doctor (Ph.D.) - Doctor 
r doktor teologie mD.) - Doctor of Theology - in the fieId of theology. 

The abbreviations of chese titles are written after the name. 

Vysoke Roly pfedstavujl nejvy S f  iiroveil ndi95lavaciho systemu. v Ccskt republice. Nabizeji akredi- 
tovant? studijnl progamy a take celo2ivomf vzdEl5v&rd. Vysok6 Skoly jsou univenitniho a neuniver- 
rimill0 typu. 
Vysok6 gkoly univenimho typu mohou uskul&iiovat vSechny typy studijnich progra.mil a v souvislosti 
s tlm vMeckou a vjkkumnou, vfvojovou, umEleckou nebo dalH tvfirEf Einnost. 
Vysok6 &oly neuniverzitnl uskuteZi'iuji bakalWC studijni programy a mohou t62 usku~fiovat 
magisterske studijnf programy a v souvislosti s tim v~zkumnou. vjvojovou, urnUeckou nebo d.al3i 
NilrEf Einnos~ 
VysokC Skoly jsou vekjnt, stalnl a soukromt. VekjnC a soukromt vyspke Skoly spadajt do pasobnosti 
Ministersnra Skolstvi ml4deZe a tGlovjchovy, st6tnl institute (vojenskh vysok6 Skoly a policejnl 
akademie) spadaji do pilsobnosti Ministerstva obrany o Ministerstva vnitra. Seznamy vysokych Hkol 
jsou k dispozici na h t  t p  : / / www . msmt . cz ! . 
Vysoko!!kolsk6 n d ~ ~ l  se dskhi4 studiem v dmci akreditovaneho studijniho programu podle stu- 
drjn.00 plbu stanovenou formou studia. Forrna studia rniiie bft prezeneni, dismEni nebo jejich 
kombinad. Jsou ffi typy studijntch progmrnil: bakal6hkf, magistersky a doktorsk$. 
Plijeri do bakalarSk&o studijnfho programu neb0 do magisterskeho studijnfho programu. kt@ ne- 
navawje na bakaliitskj studjnf program, je podmintno ukonbenfm vleobecnfm stfedoxs olskfm 
vz .dUni~~~  nebo odbornfm shdoSkolskfrn vzdEIhim (maturita). Pfijetl do rnagis'mkych sludijnfch 
programfi navazujlcich na bakalfikt? studijni progamy je podmingno absolvovhlrn bakalBsk&o 
srudijnfno programu. Wjed do doktorskbho studijmio programu je podmineno bsp88njk ukmEenim 
magistersk6ho swdijniho programu. Vysokti Xkola nebo fakulta miik smovir dalsf podmlnky pfijetl 
ke studiu tjkajfcf se urCit$ch znalostf, schopnostf nebo nadM apod. 



KvalifikaEnf struktura rozliSuje t i  SirovnE sludijnfch pmgramd -- bakalfikf studijnl program. magis- 
tersky studijnl program a doktorsky studijni program. 
BakalBfskf studuni program - standardnf doba studia je 3 a2 4 roky ( I  80-240 ECTS kreditj). 

I 
Studium se MdnE ukonCuje sdtni ztlvt5retnou zkouk!kou, jejE souE(istl je zpravidla obhajoha bakalhki 
priice. Absolvendm se udElujc ~itul ,,bakalP umenf' (BcA.) v oblasti umEnf neb0 ,,bakalhY* (Bc.) 
v ostatnlch oblastech. Tituly se uvtIdl5ji pred jmbnem. 

I 
Magisterskf studijnl program trvB 1 a2 3 roky (60-1 80 ECTS kreditS) po absolvov6nf bakalfik6ho 
studijnfho pmgramu nebo 4 aZ 6 let (24&360 ECTS kredj td) v pHpad&, kdy nenavazujc na bakal &ky' 

E 
studijnf program. Studium se %dnB ukonEuje stBtnf z4itretnou zkouSkou, jejn sou&tf je obhajoba 
diplomov6 prhce. V oblasti lkkaistvi a veterinihiho 16kafstvf a hygieny se studium WdnE ukonEuje 
' sL8tnl tigordzni zkouHkou. Absolven ttim se udQuj f akademicke ti tuly : . 

I 
inZenfr (Ing.) v oblasti ekonomie, technickfch v M  a technologii zemW6lstvl, lesnictvi a 
vojenstvf; 
inknjr architekt (Ing-arch.) v oblasti architektury; 

I 
a doktor mediciny (MUDr.) v oblasti ltkafstvc . - 

zubni 16kd (MDDr. j v obIasti zubniho I6kaTstvi; 
I 

doktor veterinhf medicfny (MVDr.) v oblasti veterinhiho lbkahtvi; . 
rnagistr urnenf (MgA.) v oblasti urnhi; 

a magistt (Mgr.) v ostatnfch oblastech. 
a 

VSechny tyto ti tul y se uvddt5j[ pfed jrnCnem. I 
Absolventi magistwskfch studijnfch propamb, kt& ziskali akadernicw titul ,,magisu", mohou vy- 
konat v tk2e oblasti studia stltnf rigordznf zkodku. jejIZ soufa'stl je obhajoba rigor6znf pdce. Po jcjim 
wkon6nl se udEluji tyto akademickt! tituly: 

doktor pdv (JUDr.) v oblasti pdva; 
r doktor filozofie (PhDr.) v oblasti humanitnlch, pedagogickfch a spoleEenskjkh v5d; 

doktor pffrodnfch vtd (RNDr.) v oblasti p'ilrodnich vM; I 
doktor farmacie (PharrnDr.) v oblasti farmrtcie; 
Iicenciit tmlogie (ThL,ic.) neb doktor teologie (ThDr.) v oblasu' teologie. 

VSechny tyto tituly se uvadEjl pfed jmbnem. 
I 

Standardni doba studia v doktorskem s~dijnlm progarnu jsou 3 roky. Studium se tadnt ukonihje I 
stiitnf doktorskou zkouSkou a obhajobou disertacni pdm. AbsoIventOm studia v doktorskjch stu- 
dijnlch prograrnech se udEluje akademickf titul ,,doktor" (Ph.D.); v oblasti teologie titul ,,doktor 
teologieab (Th.D.). I 
Vfechny tyto tituly se uviSd6jf zajmbnem. 



Diploma Supplement 
SYDDANSK ~UNTVERSITET 
UNIVERSlTY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK 

Holder of QdXcation 

hmily rrpmc(a): 

C i  namc(s): 

Doo: of bi. 21. November 1979 

C i ~ n m r m b c r .  

Main fields of study 

hguagc. litennuc, bmry and culture 

Syddaadr Uaivemidnivusicg of Sourhem Denma&. The Univcrsiry of Southern Denmark is a s ~ ~ - r r c o p i d  and 
snre-funncui higher education in.uiauion, @red according ro 3te M i  of Xcrearch Univdrg Aa of  May 28rh 
2003. 

k n p a g e ( a )  of i I m a c d o n l 4 ~ n  

Danish and EngIiih 

LePel ofq "" %DO 

A medium cydc nsglcb h a d  q d h t i o n  - normnlly requiring 3 years of time higher cduerion studies. 

Official laagth of progmmmc 

3-ycat BA. = 180 Em5 credit poina 

A ~ ~ * u K c  to the BJLIB.Sc nquim $ Ihe Upper Secondary School Leaving Examinvion, orb) rbc Higher Prcpantoxy 
Examination, or c) the Higher Business %aminadon, or d) Higher Technical ExamimPrion. Applicants with o h  
quaIificatioar may h a&nit~d afur an awssmat of that qualif~catiaar. 

Contents aad Results Gaincd 

1 Certified Copy 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK I 



Aim ofprograauw 

SYDDANSK 1 UNIVERSITET 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK 

' Ihe BA. d q u  in En&& aims m givc sdeno rbc abiiy ro communicate dfuxkdy in sph and w r i t t ~ ~  w, and 
m haw a basic grounding in the cultures, Litentum and b i i e s  of the English-spaking mrld ( d y  in relacion to 
Amcsicr ad Britain.) 
Camplaion of the &pee p r o m e  requires a high M ofachievement io rhc wrc djmr 
Study aaivitiies withia o b r  subjarr ar a maximum of 60 EClS credit poiats may bt induded in the +year pm- 
@lase r& to rhc diploma). 

Progmmmc d a d s  and individual p p d d d &  obaiocd 

P ~ n & r r o r h c ~ t n n s u i p r i n & d i p l o m a  

Gnding d u m a  and if applicable grnde d i d b a i o n  idomdon 

Plcacc&u,rhccrplanamIygradingscalr. 

O v c m l l ~ ~ n o f ~ q ~ o n , l e . h o ~ u r a ~ ~ ~ u  

Not applicable for Dana qudifkadoac. 

Thc applicability of the Qualibtion 

A c c c s s t o h n t h a ~  

A wmpLad BAflBSc g i m  anar m the equivalent MA.lh4.k 

TIC BA in &@I qualifk students b r  F ~ K  anpbymmr in rhc educatiod, c D m d  and culcunl ficlb. 

Additiod Information 

I&rmuion in Engtirh on the Univusirg of Soudvm Dcnmafk (study pn- conmts of ck pmgmnmcs r d ,  
Wtitr and dcparoncnts) k aniW at the UMrg's  webnrc www-rdu.dk or fmm the Ikgistds Otfia C a m v j  
55, $230 Odwc M, phone 4 5  65 50 10 00. e - d -  studi&&dk. G e n d  in fondon  on highw c d d o n  in 
D 4  can k obmid from Thc Danish Minihay of Education at -.uvm.dk, The Ministry of Sdcna, Technology 
and Innolnrion at w w w . d  or From The Danish Rectors Co&rmcc at www.dCl.dk. 

Univenjry of!hdcm Damark is a ttscmh-bascd uniPcrsiy hundcd in 1998. Univccsicy of S o d a n  Dm& t a 
m- of thc fbrmcr Odtnsc Uniwmiy. Swchem Dcnrnuk School of BllsineJs and Engincaing and the Sourh Judand 
Univctdry Char Ir has qpmximady 11,000 khdar  and mamr mdena. 5,000 Opcn University scudmcs and 450 
W.D. &ts. These 6gues include more rhan 900 forsige studmu. The k r s i t y  bas a dofapproximdy 2,000 
full-dms cquinlurn. of whkh more than 1.000 arc d e n .  Univusiy of Souchcm Dmmatkconsins of phc Frmlry of 
Humanities, rhc Pacul y of Soda S c i ,  thc F d t y  of HcJth Sciences and the Pacultp of S c t a a  and En- 

The Univcairyof Sodern  Duynark also fOQLSS on wn~uing education and o f f a  a number ofsummu - ewy B 

year, pccsenring rhc k raarch. In addirion, rhc Unn&v has an a t c n h  Opm Uniwsity depammt 

At rhc Univenii of SwthPa Denmark ba& h w d  ar applied x s a d  in givm hi+ priority. Fm&g come Crom the 
Gmemmcnt. from M and international rrreaKb hnds Pnd from co-opemion with busincss mrpodons 

Certification of the Supplement 

Rcgi&crar's Office 



SYDDANSK ~UNMRSITET 
UNIVERSITY OF SO- DENMARK 

B A C H E L O R  

harden 24. iuni 2004 afsluttet bacheloruddannelsen 
has completed the Bacheor Degree Programme 

2 ir GRUNDFAG i ENGELSK 
2-year CORE COURSE in ENGLISH 

T W I E  It i ENGELSK 
THIRD YEAR in ENGLISH 

Uddannelsen giver ret ti1 betcgnelsen Bachelor B.A. 
The degree confen h e  right to bear the title 

1. september 2004. 

Dean 



harden 
bar on tbc 

I SYDDANSK UNIVERSITET 
UNlVERSlTY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK 

Cpr. ar. 

2 5.r GRUNDFAG i ENGELSK 
Z-year CORE COURSE in ENGUSH 

DeAm 
Dean 



Navn, fibmc 

Cpr-nr.. Civilrq. No. 
SYDDANSK I UNIVEUITET 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK 

ENGELSK 2 &t GRUNDFAG 
ENGLISH 2-YEAR CORE COURSE 

BA-PROJElt(T: 
BACHELOR PROJECT: 

Mass Communication 
Hjcmmeopgavc, &an cmur 
Escn&d euq, Erk.mrrl LXMU'W 

SPROGLIG INTRODUKTION 
LANGUAGE MTRODUCTION 

Hjemmeoppve, intern carsur 

Errmrlcd may, Intrrrrlaamimr , 

LITI'ER/ER INTRODUKTION 
INTRODUCI'ION TO m T U R E  

Hjcmmeopgavc, intsn censur 
Extcndul rag, I d  a a m i ~  

HISTORISK INTRODUICIlON 
INTRODUCTION TO HISTORY 

Hj~nmeopgave, intern crnsur 
Exten& mpy, I n r d  ruuniner 

MUNDTLJG SPROGFZERDIGHED 
ORAL PROFICIENCY 

Munddig, intern censur 
Oral rrom, I n d  d e ~ ~ ~ n r r  

FONETM 
PHONETICS 

Skriiig, intern cmsur 
Written hkrrud examiner 

AMERMANSK HISTORIE 
AMERICAN HISTORY 

Kun gyldig i or&d nicd univcrsitcrca ptazgcsarnpel Side 2 
This donanent is 0-4 in rh; on'@na/, braring cbe U n i m y i  crdowdstizmp 



Navn, Name 

Cpr-nr., Gvif re# NO. 
SYDDANSK IUNIVERSITET 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK 

MUNDTLIG SPROGFJZRDIGHED & FORMIDLING 
ORAL PROFICIENCY & COMMUNICATION 

GRAMMATIK & SKRIFIWG SPROGBRUG A) 
GRAMMAR AND WRI?TEN PROFICIENCY A) 

GRAMh4ATIK & SKRIFIUG SPROGBRUG B) 
G W  AND WRITI'EN PROFICIENCY B) 

IJTIERATURHISTORIE A) 
UTERARY HISTORY A) 

~ ~ S T O R Z E  B) 
LITERARY HISTORY B) 

Hjcmmcopgavc, intern ahw 
Eu ta rdcdq ,  In&& 

-om C) 

LITERARY HISTORY C) 

BRlTrSK HISTORIE 
BRITISH HISTORY 

SPROGLIGT SEMINAR: 
UUIJGUAGE SEMINAR 

Kun ggldig i original med univcnitctcts pragatanpei Side 3 



Navn, Nhm 

Cpr-nr.. Civil reg. Nu. 
SYDDANSK ~UNNERSITET 
UMVERSlTY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK 

Ersranct af ~algtig:~omodct&n:~inguistics and Dcconstnrction 
SkriMig, &ern cwur  
RrpIhccd by Snninar Opnpn~~Bostmodmrimr.~L'nguistia a d  D c w d n  
W r i m  aam, Excmralovllffinrr 

VALGFAGPAUL AUSlXkA POSTMODERN LIFE OF WRITING 
SEMINAR OMION: 

VALGFAG:WM AT HOME AND ABR0AD:THE UNITED 
SIATES ANDTHE-E CONFLICT 
SEMTNAR OPTION: 

Banzrk at dcn gcnercrede sum af ECTS-points kan &gc Fn den sarnle.de sum @ gnrnd af ahnding. 
P h c  mtiu that chc rounded ualw . f E C l 3 ~ r d i r r  may&&firn chr d u a b  fm aspca$cpm~pam 

Kun &dig i ori@ med u~ijvpitcteu prqcstunpd Side 4 . 



har dcn 
h a  on h e  

SYDDANSK IUNIVERSITET 
UNIVERSITY OF SOWHERN DENMARK 

Cpr. nr. 

24. juni 2004 p ~ r d  bestact 

Tredie k i ENGELSK ( B A )  
Thirdyear in ENGLISH @A) 

Odtost. den 1. aptembu 2004 

Kun gyldig i or@d mcd univcrsiw p n e g e ~ t ~ p c l  

Tbis h m t  it o m  otuj in the rm'g;d bearing d r  U'wn$ i  rmbarrrdscamp 



SYDDANSK IUN~VERSITET 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK 

TREDIE h I.ENGELSK B A  
ENGLISH THIRD YEAR @A) 

FORSKNINGSSEMlNAR - INDHOLD 
RESEARCH SEMINAR 

C u l d  Aspectc of America's History and Society 

Skifig, h r n  cum[  

Wriwn cram, ErtmraCamninm 

S-G FORMIDLING 
WRTITEN COMMUNICATION 

POR!XNINGSSEMDIAR - INDHOW, 
RESEARCH SEMINAR 

Clars in Soudrun Culture 
Mundtlig, c k n  ~ n s ~  

O r d m ,  &tmmExtrrnalcvaminer 

MUNDTLXG FORMIDLING 
ORAL COMMUNICATION 

Mundtlig, ckrtern ccnsur 
Oralaam ExmMCaamincr 

TILVALGTHE SOUTHERN 'IIBMEFROM MISSISSIPPI TO 
THE CAROLINAS 
SEMZNAR: 

Skriiig, intern amu 
Wn'nm cram, I n d  ~ i n c r  

TILVALGIDEVEXDPLNG AMERICA 
SEMINAR: 

Kun gyldig i migirul mcd uaivcrsitcteo pqcstempcl Side 2 
Tbt &cwnrnt t ofin'd 4 in the origind bearing the Unim'tyi mborsedstamp 



Navn, Nme 
SYDDANSK ~ U N T V E R S ~ T  
UNIVERSlTY OF SOUTHERN DENMARK 

B d  at den g ~ ~ ~ t r e d c  sum af ECTS-points lcan afvigc lia den samlcdc sum p;l pmd af afrundiig. 
Plarre no& that tbe roundad uduc o f E C 7 3 d o  PM. &fif;.m tbe d &+a speciipgrmn. 

Odanse, den 1. september 2 0 4  

- 
Kun gyidig i original mcd ~ t c t c t s  pr;ekatcmpcl Side 3 

Th dommmt ir o&d only in tk orighf, b*&g tbc Wnin-i emb4sromp 
170 . . 



I Schema des etudes superieures en France Page 1 of 1 

I SCHEMA DES E f  UDES SUPERIEURES EN FRANCE I 

ECTS : cr6dlts europeens juiilet-2004 

I ~ d g h  4-0 &y GcUbiCa 

I 
I . b h h ,  bo$m+ *alpb ;h W#hL 

w p /  LL/+// i a  lmdtc &,j & d C q p  1'3 

I 

, Ay khk m-$Jk 
. Qhb - is %pS 

~ l s c b  ; bk &wk P~pqb? A kb l 3 ~ / w ~ r ~ u ~ ~ k , ~  

I vis&, p \'&& 171 

httr>:llww.sup.adc.education. fi/lmd/schmEtudsup. htrn U28/20( 
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I RELEVE DE NOTES ET RESULTATS page: 1 1 2  

Session 1 
1 

N' Ehrdlant: - INE : 
N B l e :  21 mare 1976 ir : AIX (01 3) 

h ~ t t  DEUG LEA Anglais-Portugai nlveau 2 
a obtenu les nates euivantes : 

ECTS NoWE 0 
IAV210 - bngm et 9 15.8131 20 A d d s  
cMli ion englalee 1 (9 
credrts) 

Grammaire 15.51 20 

Traduction 18120 

Phonetlque 18.251 20 

Chrlllaatlon US 11.5/20 

PBV220 - Portugal8 1 (9 9 14-9/20 Admis 
--1 

PBV22l - Portugals 11.9/20 
1. 'WFj 
PBV222 - Porlugai6 9.88 / 20 
1, CMliition 

LEA230 - Sc. Bcon. 6 1 1.25/ 20 Admk 
Oestfon des entfeprlses 
(8 wedits) 

Gestlon entreprirres 11.5/20 

So. B#nromiques 11 120 
LEA240 - $c. lurid., expr. 6 131 20 Admb 
fr. (6 c m i )  

Dmlt 18/20 

Frawls 101 20 

lAV250 - Langue et 9 15.125/20 Admis 
clvlU8atlon angldse 2 (8 
-1 

Gremmalre 10/20 

Theme 17/ 20 

Phonbtique 19.5/ 20 

Civlllsalion 14/20 

Session Pte lUW 

S11998/99 



nhmit8 de Proven- 

I Page: 2 / 2 

No Etudlanl : ' INE : 
a : AiX(013) I N6 te : 21 mars 1078 

insdl en DEUG LEA Anglais-Pa 

I a obtenu 106 notes suivantes : 
ECTS 

. PSV261 - Portugais 1 3.333/ 20 S1 1 9 9 W  
2. traduotion ) PBV2(12-Portu* 6 -625 / 20 S1 199B/BB 
2, CMleation 

LEA270 - Sclen~es 6 14/20 Admi8 S1 1998/98 
Bconomlquw. I C o m p ~ t t i t ~  (6 ortiriitm) 

Economla 12/20 S1 199R/90 
16/20 S1 IW&99 Comptabllne I LE*2M-SC.]Uldlpuso. 6 13.375f 20 Admis S1 1998/99 

Expr. fr. Bureautklue (8 
~ r e d n ~ )  

I Droit 12/20 S1 199- 
12.5/20 Sf 1988/99 Franwis 

Bureautlque 17/20 S1 1698198 , Rdault.1 badml.clon se~slon I : 13.03 1 20 Admle 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

t Falt a Marsellle. le 12 lulllet 1999 
Le Secdlaire Q6n4ral 

L Donnadleu 
Alrls bnpoltanl : II no pout &e ddirvrb qu'm seul exemolalre du pr8sent t e k d  de M e .  Auam duplketa ne sera fournl. 

. . . - .  . .. --.....--....--..-.-- 



*zr:(seaau) ~ 0 1 1 m a .  BEOL~CL) ) EC:OISJ. oz~a:swa . 0 1 6 z 8 w . w .  lewu Dm- urs)s8d w Lcat:L e o o m  LW 
Annee universltalte 

Universitd de P r o V ~ ~  

I RELEVE DE NOTES ET RESULTATS Page : t / t 

Sesslon 1 

1 

64120 PERTUlS 

ABsulta? Sesslan 

IAV613 - Langue anglaise (1 2 crddits) 14.713120 Adrnis S 1 1999/00 

IAV613A - Anglais des aftalms 11.85120 S1 1999100 

IAVBI 30  - Tradudim orale 15120 S1 1999/00 

IAVB13S - Synthr)se/reductiin 15.5120 S 1 1 999100 

tAV613T - Traduction 16.5/ 20 St 1999nW 

P8V620 - Portugals (langue) (12 credits) 12.5f 20 Admis 51 199BfOO 
14/20 Admis S l  199WOO 

141 20 S1 1999/00 

Civilisation btilannlque 14/20 S1 1839/00 

PBV640 - Portugals (~Mlisation) (6 10120 Adm k sl l m m 0  
crddits) 
LEA655 - Gestlon, Econornie (8 cr8diIs) 12.7120 Admis S 1 1 999100 

Geslton. 6mnomle 
Economle internationale 

LEA661 - Techniques de gestlon (8 
a6di is)  
LEA67A - Option (6 cr6dits) 

LEA673 - Traduclion 
LEA680 - Stage (4 crPdits) 

Rbsultat d'admlssion session 1 : 

1 1.667 / 20 Admis S1 1999100 

15/20 Admis S1 1999/00 

Falt B Marseille. le 12 juiliet 2000 
Le Secrdlaire GdnBral 

1 76 G. Barberan 

A& Itnprlwrl : U ns pet11 Btre dlhrr6 qu'rm seul erenvtafre du prbenl relev& denote. Aucun dtrpkala ns sere foumi. 



University of Provence 

Certificate of Achievement 

The Secretary General of (be University of Provence certifies that 

The Bachelors Degree in Applied Foreign languages 
Specialization: 

English 
Portuguese 

is conferred upon 

Dated at 

(-1 

Student Number: 19705335 

Warning: Only one copy of this transcript will be 

Marseilk the 10" day of July, 2000 
The Stcretary General 

deIivered. No other copies will be made. 



University of Provence - Aix Center 

Student Number: 
Diploma Number: 
INE (N&d Ideotification Number): 

University year 1997-1 9% 

FEB 0 8 2006 

84 120 Pcrtuis France 

Tmnscript Fim Session 1998 

The uodersigncd Head of tbe Studeat division certiiiw thet : 
bornMarch21.1978 

obtained the fillowing grades in the dipbrna: 
DEUG (G-1 Un-mrsity Studies Diploma) L.E.A. (Applied Foreign Languege~ An) 
English-fortuguese Level 1 

Module 

1,EAEOO 
LEAF1 0 
PBAAOO 
PBVWO 

Name 

Applied English k l 1  
Civilization of English- 
S p e a k ~ c o ~ e s  
Economics and Law 
French Ekpresh 
Beginner's Portuguese 
Civilization of Portuguese- 
Speaking CoMnies  
-%PPb of partugsl 
G q p p h y  of B d  

Credits Grade Results Session 
Session 1 1 

14.76 Pass 
1225 Pass 

10.00 Pass 
10.70 Pass 
13.00 Pass 
10.50 Pass 

Total obtained credits (out of 60) 60 
(stamp) 

Tbe second session calendar will be available on August Is: 36 14 code TELESUP 

Waming: No otbm txansript will be delivered Aix 09/21/98 
Students are required to make their 
own photocopies if mcesnry. Martine Bustany 
If a module is mot passed, tha submodule 
grades will not be kept for the upcoming year. 

Pmcesed by the Computer Resource Center of the University of Provence 



University of Provence 

TRANSCRIPT AND RESULTS 
Session 1 

University year 1998/1999 

page 1 of 2 

FEB 0 8 2mY6 

~wdek- umber: National Identification Number ( 
Born: March 2 1,1978 Bip lace :  Aix (0 1 3) 
emoUed in the fillowing diploma DEUG in AFL. English Portuguese level 2 
obtained the fbllowing grades: 

IAV2 10 - bglish langusge and civilization 1 (9 
credits) 

Grammar 
Trsmslah'on 
P h d s  
US civiliartial 

PBV2nl- P-gue 1 (9 &its) 
PBVZZl - PatuguePt 1, Isngmgc P B m  - I. civilization 

LEA230 - Emnanics, Businss Management (6 
aadits) 

W n c s s  Mnagunrnt 
Eamanics 

L . E A Z 4 0 - L a w , ~ E x p r e s s i ( 6 d t ~ )  
Law 
Frcnch 

IAV2SO - Pnglish langrragc and civilization 1 (9 
credits) 

GnrrmMlr 
Tmndatim 
mmdc9 
Civilizetian 

pens - ~omgue~e  2 (9 -1 

15.5 /20 
18 /20 

182Sf20 
11.5120 
11.9/20 h 
11.91 20 
9.88/20 

1135/20 Pass 

115/20 SI 
1 1  I20 SI 
13/28 Pars SI 
16 /20 SI 
10120 s I 

15.125120 Psss SI 

lOI20 S1 199W99 
17 120 SI 1991Y99 

19.5 120 SI 1991VP9 
14 /20 S1 1998199 

9.479 / 20 Pass S 1 199899 

Dated at Marseille the 1 2h day of July, 1999 
'The Secretary General 

L. D o d i  

Warning: Only one copy of this transcript will be delivered. No other wpies will be made. 



University of Rovence FEB 0 8 

~tuden~~umber:  National Identification Number: 
Bom: March21, I978 Birthplace: AIX (01 3) 
enroIlod in tbe following diploma DEUG in AFL English PO- 
obtained the foIlowing grades: 

ECTS Mm Rcsuh Scsion 
Scheme 

PBX261 - Portugmu~ 2, lmnsletim 9 13.333 I20  Pass S1 1 9 9 W  
PBV262 - 2, c i v i l i  

5.625 1 20 51 199W 
LEA270 - Eamomics Aocamting (6 edits)  6 14 I20 Pam 51 199W99 

Ecrnanics I2  120 S I  1998199 
A- l6lZO Sl  199W 

LEA280 - Law, FrcnQ Exps&. m c e  6 13.375120 Pans S1199W99 
(6 di) 

Lew 12/20 S1 1 9 9 W  
French 12.5120 S1 1998f99 
Offias Mwnat im 17/20 S1 1998199 

Admission results session 1 : 13.01 I20 Pass 

Dated at Marseille the 1 2 ~  day of July, 1999 
The Secretary G e d  

L. D o d i e u  

Warning: Only one copy of this transcript will be delivered. No other copies will be made. 
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I University of Provence 

TRANSCRIPT AND RESULTS 

I Session 1 

- 

I FEB 0 8 2006 
84 1 20 Pertuis 

I 5 National Identification Number A 

Born: B*q;;,+q$*,Sgl, ,, 

ena]led in 'he following diploma: ,&&&wI@ k ~ , , l , ~ t ! ~ "  ,,i4;,, rni$$&f& + . ? 8by.. ,>. , .;., ?rkt<: y. @&Quese %!;:-;, .>, 

I obtained the following grades: 

G m k m a d b ~  Rsuh sessim JW 

I 
Scheme points 

IAV613 - English language (12 credits) 14.713 /20 Pass S1 I W / W  
IAV613A - EhmhessEngliSt, 11.85 120 S I I W W  
IAV6130 - Chd 15/20 S1 1999100 
IAV613S - SynthtsislSummery 15.5 120 Sl 1999/00 

I lAV613T -T- 16.5 12Q SI 1999/00 
PBV620 - Porbrguese (l-) (1 2 d t s )  12.5 /20 PBss S1 1999/00 
1AV63 1 - Englih civilization (6 &its) 14/20 Pass SI 1999/00 

US civiliPrtian 14/20 Sl  19WM 
UK civilization 14/20 S1 1999tOO 

PBV640 - P- (civilization) (6 credits) 10/20 Psss S11999/00 
LEA655 - bhugcma~t, Ecuaomics (8 u&) 12-7/20 ~ S S  S1 1999f00 

M8nugaacnt. Econanics 12.5 / 20 Sl 1999100 

I lnterna2iaral Eumwics 13 /20 S1 1999/00 
LEA66 1 - Managemait Tuhiques (6 acdits) 11.667/20 Psss S¶1999/00 
LEA67A - Optian (6 di) 15/20 Pass S11999/00 

I 
LEA673 - Txanslation 15 120 51 1999100 

LEA680 - ht& (4 12/20 Wlss Sil999100 

Admission results session 1 : 13.003 f 20 Pass 

I 
I 

/- 

I 
Marseille the 12" day of July, 2000 Dated at 

The Secretary General 
G. Barbeam 

Warning: Only one copy of this transcript will be delivered. No other mpies will be d e .  

I 
91-d ee6r6Ez* * .=&. ' " ' . - . .... " ..---.---.....----..- 

a xd. - - -. - - -- - . - - - -- -- 
82:EI 90-h9J--80 

(stamp) 

University year 1999/2000 

pagelof1 



FACULTY OF MATHEMATICS AND 
NATURAL SCIENCES 

,.; ,;;; . --:,-. . . . '+ '. - -  . .. . . . . . \  
having m+le.teci !:. . . &,j-i&ed w&se of study 

\ . .. . l  .';:,> . L' I '. . , .  
:.: &:: . : . - 

COASTAL (&&w&..~: d\!rnmG 
,..- - . . . 

and is admitted to all rights and pr-ivdqges 

belonging to this degree 

DATE: 30.6. 

DEAN ff THE FACULTY 



CHRISTIAN ALBRECHTS UNIVERSITY OF KlEL - 
OLWWSEN-E 40,241 18 I(IEL WRMNY 

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COASTAL GEOSCIENCES AND ENGINEERING 
COASTAL RESEARCH IAemATORV (COEUB) .$ 5 

6 .  z =s 
RECORDS P" & 

Ld 
NAME: DATE OF B I R W  , 
COURSE NR. COURSE MODULE HOURS ECTS ORADE G W  ECTS 

POINT GRADE GRADE 
WINTER SEMESTER (2003RW4) 

87750 COASTAL PROCESSES ' 60 7 58 3,5 D 
WlS1. DEPOSITIONALSYSlEh4S . 45 3 5? 4.0 E 
m i 2  W E D  NaATHENlATCS 6Q 5 74 2.0 B 
67753 GH)ORAPHICAL INF0RMATK)N SYSTEMS AN0 REMOTE SENSING 60 5 71 2,3 C 
67IS4 PRINCIPLES OF FLUID FLOW. AND P I M W r  TAANSPORTS 60 7 65 3.0 C 
67756 MARINE GEOPHYSICS 45 3 62 4.0 E 

W E R  SEMESTER (2004) 
6?7?% COASTAL EVOLUTKiN AND PROTECTION 60 7 82 1,3 A 
BnSO HYMlOlNFORMATlON SYSTEMS APPLIED TO COASTAL ENVIRONMENT! 60 7 74 2.0 B 
87761 COASTAL ENWRONMENTAL SURMnNO 80 I 71 .2J C 
67762 INTEGRATED COASTAL DDNE MANAGEMENT 60 I IT 1.7 B 
67l63 FIELO STUDIES 45 3 63 3.0 C 
€7784 MARINE OEOCHWJSTRY APWW TO COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS 45 3 78 1.5 A 

WINTER SEMESTER 12004/200!3 
MASTER THESIS 8 M O W  30 77.5 1.7 B 

ORALMAM 75 2.0 6 
M.SC. PROGRAM OCTOBm 1.2003 - W C H  31,2005 
SEMESTER = 3. HOURS 9 680, ECTS - 90, UNITS = 16 
ORADE POINTAVERAOE = 70 

GERMAN ORADE AVERAGE 2.3 
ECTS GRADE A W E  a C , . . 1 

C 



Trararvlpt Form (German Appllcanls) 



Transvlpt Form [German Appllcant6) 

NamedSmht - ~d~ ' WEB R.(. e 
IFbal) WJ w a i m w u r l  (It-) 

s t s m m  

'2 I Ccastal Research Laboralmy (CoreQb) 
- W e W o f K l e l  

Phane: +49 (0)431880 W 3  
Sax: +48(0)43188073W 





I FACOLTA' DI INGEGNERIA 

I Numero Registro : Matricola : ' 

I 
VISTI GU ATII D'UFFICIO, SI CERTIHCA. A RICHIl3TA DEU'TNTERESSATO CHE 

La S ign  ., nata il a BALEVENG (CAMERUN), ha superato presso 
questa Universita' I'esame finale di LAWREA IN INGEGNERIA DELLE TELECOMUMCAZIONI (9 - 
CLASSE N.9 DELLE LAUREE IN INGEGNEIUA DELL'INFORMAZIONE di cui a1 D.M. 04/08/2000) , in 
data 20/12/2OW con la votazione 101J110. Diploma n 

A1 titolo conseguito compete la qualifica accademica di DOlTORE (di cui a1 decreto MlUR n. 27012004. 
artl3. comma 7). 

La laurea conseguita ha esclusivamente valore di qualifica accademica, e non abilita all'esercizio professionale. 
Si certifica, inoltre, che la durata del corso e' di TRE ANNI. 
Si certifica, infine, che il relativo diploma e' in c m o  di compilazione. 

I 
II presente certificato si rilascia in carta libera per gli usi per i quali la legge non prescrive il bollo (D.P.R. 
2611W1972 N. 642, ALL. B). 
I dati riportati nel presente certificato sono estratti dall'archivio informatizzato del Cenwo di Calcolo 
Amministmtivo di questa Universita' @.LGS. 12/02/1993 N. 39). 
La firma del responsabile dell' Ufficio e' omessa ai sensi dell' art. 3 del D U S .  1YOZ1993 N. 39. 

F.io IL CAPO S ERVIZIO 
CORRADINI MARINA 

Wdd Education Services, Inc. * 

El 



C. 

IVERSITA QEGU STUD1 Dl PARMA 

FACOLTA' DI INGEGNERIA 

Numero Registro : Matricola : 
Pagina 1 di 4 

VISTI GLI Al'TI D'UFFICIO, SI CERTIFICA, A RICHIESTA DELL'INTERESSATO QE 

La Sig.ra .. naul il ' , a BALEVENG (CAMERUN), ha superato press0 
questa Uoiversita' I'esame finale di LAUREA IN INOEGNEIUA DELLE TEIXCOMUNICAZIONI (9 - 
CLASSE N.9 DELE LAUREE IN INGEGNERIA DEU'INFORh4AZIONE di cui al D.M. 04/08/2000) , in 
data 20/12/2004 con la votazicwre 101/110. Diploma n 2751 del08/03IU)O5. 

A1 titolo conseguito compete la qualifica accsdemica di DOTTORE (di cui al decreto MIUR n. 270/##)4, 
art. 13. comma 7). 

Peril conseguimento del suddetto titolo ha sostenuto e superato i seguenti esamk 

[=W=Q=a AnnoESh Volo CFU AF. SSD Data CoraoDld.(*) 

STRVTTATOMICA D E W  
MATERLA E TEORDEL 
LEGAME CHlM100 
AppLTEoRIe 
LEG.(WMIaOSATI DI 
AGGRE0.DEU.A 
MA-E CIN 

PlSJCA OENERALE AB 1 

POND. Dl WFORNIATICA A E I 
LAB.DI PROGRAMWONE 

'IEORIA DEI SUiNAU A 1 

ECONOMIA E 2 
ORGANUZAZIONE APENDALe 
A 

eLABORAZlONE NUMERICA 2 
DEl SEGNAU A 

riLElTRomCA A 0  2 

s o S a u l 0  

SoJanurn 

SmIaUno 

Frapa~mo 

Frcquauato 

Solleauto 

Sasttnolo - 
FraFMuaro 

Soslcrmto 

Somulo 

Sostenuro 

Sostenuto 

Srmmuto 

Sortcauto 

SosMuu, 

So5lenld0 
--.- 

10.00 DIG-INPIDI UM9R003 019 0240 
-.-.--...----.a -.-- - .-........... 

. . World Education M c e s ,  ~ao. 

24.m 



I *:' . 

C UNIVERSITA DECU STUD1 Dl PARMA 

Numero Registro : 

FACOLTA' DI INGEGNERIA 

huegmntnto A m  Eslto Voto CRI AR. SSD Data ConioDiW) 

13128 STRUMENTIPER ' 2 SmI~%luto ZBlM 
APPLICAZIONI WEB ' 

131 17 TEORlA DEI SEUNALI B 2 SOSL~UIO 25/30 

14603 ANlENNE A 3 Sosrcnutcl 28130 

13123 BAS1 Dl DAn A 3 ~ u t o  2600 

14578 COMUNICAZIOM ELGI1WCHE) So%enm~ 2BM) 
A 

14579 C O ~ O L U  D l G ~ ~ A L l  3 Sooteuulo W M  

ELEITRONICA DU SlSlEMl 3 
DIGITAL1 A 
PROPAGAZIONE GUIDATA 3 

PROVA FlNALE 3 

R E I l  Dl faECOMUNlCAZlONl3 
A 
RICERCA OPERATIVA A 3 

SICURePANEUE RETI Dl 3 
TELECOMUNIUU. 

SISIEMI Dl 3 
TeLECOMUNlCAZlONE A 

m m i ~ n c ~  A 3 

Si certif~a, ibfme. che il titolo della tcsi discussa e' il scguentc: 
ipv6 e meccanismi di transizione da zpv4 a zpv6 
Relatori: Dottore VELTRI LUCA 
Si certifica, ino1h.e. che la durata del corso e' di TRE ANNI. 
Si certifica, infine, che il relativo diploma e' m corn di compilazione. 

La laurea conseguita ha esclusivamen~e valore di qualifica accademica. e non abilita all'esercizio professionale. 
Il presente certificate si rilwia in carta libem per gli usi per i quali la legge non prescrive il b1lo @SR 2611011972 N. 642, 
ALL. B). 
I dati riportati nel presente certificeto sono estratti dall'archivio informatizzato del Centro di 
Universih' [D.LGS. 12/02/1993 N. 39). 
La firma del responsabile dell' Ufficio e' ornessa ai semi dell' art 3 &I D U S .  12/02/1993 N. 39. 



UNIVWSITA DEGU STUD1 Dl PARMA 

FACOLTA' DI INGEGNERIA 

Numero Registro : CE20040240006000009 

F.to IL CAPO SERVIZIO 
CORRADINl M A  

( * ) Decodifica codici dei Corsi Didanici presenti n ~ 1  documento 

019 UNIVERSITA' Dl PARMA 0240 INGEGNERLA DELLE 
TELECOMUMCAZIONI 

019 UNIVERSITA' Dl PARMA 0460 INGEGNERIA DELLE 
TELECOMlJNICAZIOM 

Decodfica codici dei Senon Scientifici Disciplinari (S.S.D.) 

MAT105 ANALlSl MATEMATICA 
FISlO1 FlSlCA SPERlMWALE 
ING-INFlOf SISTEW Dl ELABORAZONE DEUE U4FORMAZONI 
MAT103 GEOMETRI A 
L-LINll2 LINGUA E TRADUZIONE - LINGUA INGLESE 
ING-INFIO?TELECOMUNlCAZlONl 

, ING-INFIWAUTOMATICA 
ING-INDD:~NGEGNERIA ECONOMICO-GESTIONALE 
ING-INFIOI ELElTRONlCA 
ING-INDn ELEmOTECNICA 
ING-INF/OiCAMPI ELETTROMAGNEnCl 
MAT109 RlCERCA OPERATIVA 
CHUVY07 FONDAMENTI CHIMICI D E L E  TECWOLOGLE 

Decodifica codici dellc Attivita' Formative (A.F.) 

9 Non Disponibile 
A ATIIVITA FORMATIVE Dl BASE 
B ATIVlTA FORMATNE C A R A T T E R ~ T I  LA CLASSE 
C ATI7VITA FORMATIVE DI AMBITI DISCIFUNARI AFFINI 0 INTEGRATIVl 
D ATllVlTA FORMATIVE AUTONOM.4MEhTE SCELTF, DALLO !3TDENTE 
E ATllVTTA FORMATlVE PROVA FINALE E LINGUA STRANJERA 
F ATllVlTA FORMATJVE \'ARlE 
G A SCELTA AUTONOMA DELLA SEIIE (AMBIT1 Dl SEDE) 
T CARATIERIZANTI TRANSITATE AD AFFINl 



L: 
I UNNERSITA DEGU STUD1 Dl PARMA 

FACOLTA' DI INGEGNEHIA 

Matricola : 144915 
P a ~ i n a  4 di 4 



University of Parma 
Faculty of engineering 

Number of registry: CE20040240006000009 Matriculation:l44915 

Based on the officials' documents in our possession, we certified as required by 

Mrs. _ born on at Baleveng (Cameroon) that she 
has succeeded to the final exam of BACHELOR in Telecommunlcatlons Engineering 
(Laurea In lngegneria delle telecomunicazioni) (9-Class N.9 of the Lauree in Information 
Engineering as at D.M.04/08M000) on 12t2012004 with grade 1011110. Diploma I 
of 03/08/2005. 

To the title achieved, the academic qualificatfon of Doctor competes (of which to 
decree MIUR n.270/2004, art.13, comma 7). 

The achieved Bachelor has exclusively value of academic qualification and it does not 
qualify to the professional exercise. 
It is certified that the duration of the course Is three years. 

I It is certified that the release of the diploma is in progress 

The present certificate is released for the use acknowledge by the law (D.P.R. 
26/10/1972 N.642, ALL.B) 
The data reported In the present certificate are extracted from the electronic 
administrative center system of this University (D.LGS. 12/02/1993 N.39). 

The attache to the release 
MARINA CORRADlNl 

F.to the foreman 
MARINA CORRADlNl 



Number 

UNIVERSITY OF PA 
Faculty of engineering 

registry CE2M340240006000009 Matriculation: 

Based on the officials documents in our possession, we certified as required by 6rs. 
3n (. at Baleveng (Cameroon) that she has 

&cceeded to tlie final exam of BACHELOR In Telecommunications Engineering . 
(Laurea in lngegneria delle telecomunicazioni)(9Class N.9 of the Lauree in Information 
Engineering as at D.M.04/08/2000) on 12t2W2004 with grade 10111 10. Diploma 
of 03/08/2005. 

To the title achieved, the academic qualification of Doctor competes (of which to decree 
MlUR n.27012004, art.13, comma 7). 

For the attainment of the aforesaid title, Mrs has took and succeeded to the following 
classes: 



To the title achieved, the academic qualification of Doctor competes (of which to decree 
MlUR n.270/2004, art. 1 3, comma 7). 

The achieved Bachelor has exclusively value of academic quaiifcation and it does not 
qualify to the professional exercise. 

It is certified that the duratiin of the course is three years. 

It is certified that the release of the diploma is in progress. 

The present certificate is released for the use acknowledge by the law (D.P.R. 
2611 011 972 N.642, ALL.B) 

The data reported in the present certificate are extracted from the electronic 
administrative center system of this University (D.LGS. 12/02/1993 N.39). 

The signature of the responsible is omitted according to the art 3 of the DLGS 
12/02/1993 N.39 

I Parma, 30/05/2005 

The attached to the release 
MARINA CORRADlNl 

F.to the foreman 
MARINA CORRADlNl 



6 ( )It decodes Didactic codes of the course presents In the document. 

I 019 University of Parma 0240 engineering of the telecommunications 
019 University of Parma 0460 engineering of the telecommunications 

It decodes codes of the dlbclpllnary sclentlflc flelds.(S.S.D) 

MAT/05 Mathematid analysis 
ms/ol Applied physics 
WG-INFlO5 processing Systems 
MATI03 Geometry 
L-LIN/12 Language and traduction - English language 
ING-INFlO3 telecwnmunications 

ING-INFlO4 Automation 

ING-INFn5 Management and economy engineering 

LNG-XNFIO1 Electronics 
ING-INFO 1 Electrical engineering 
LNG-1NF102 Electromagnetic flelds 
MAT109 Operating research 
QIIM/07 Chemical foundations of the technologies 

Core codes of the actlvltles(AF) 
9 Not available 

A Base core activities 
B Activities related to the class 
C Core activities related to the program or for integration. 
0 Core activities chosen by the student 
E Core activities Graduation test and foreign language 
F Several formative activities. 
G Be chosen by the faculty. 
T Characterlzlng journeyed to analogous 
CFU Credit core Unit 



Repubblica Italiana 
UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUD1 DI SIENA 

MATRICOLA A PROTOCOLLO N. 

FACOLTA' DI LeTTERE E FILO3OFIA 

SI ATI'ESTA CHE LA SIG-XA 
. - . :. A 

NATA A CAMBRIDGE ( IL HA SUPERATO, 
PRESS0 QUESTA UIVIVERSITA' EN DATA 18/02/03 E CON VOTI CENTODIECI/110 E LODE 
L'ESAME DI LAUREA IN 
LINGUE E LETl'ERATURE STRANIERE (a. 11) 

PER IL CONSEGUIMENTO DELLA LAUREA, LA MEDESIMA HA SUPERATO I SEGUENTI 
ESAMI, CON A FIANCO INDICATO: IL SETTORE DISCIPLINARE, IL NUMERO DEI CREDITI 
O'R'ENUTI E LE VOTAZIONI, ESPRESSE IN TRENTESIMI: 
****************t********************************************+********+******* 

SETTORE VOTO CFU DENOMINAZIONE 
PI-OGR/Ol*"* 30' 06.00 GECGRAFIA MODULO 6 
L-FIL-LET/~O 30L 04,OO LETTERATURA ITALIANA MODULO 9 
L-FIL-LET/10 30' 03,OO LETTERATUFA ITALIANA MODULO 10 
L-FIL-LET/~O 29* 03,oo LETTERATURA ITACIANA MODULO 11 
L-LIM/OB**** 30L 06.00 LETl'ERATUFA PORTO(;HESE E BRASILIANA I 
L-LIN/06**** 30* 06.00 LE'ITERATURE ISPANO-AMERICANE I 
L-LIN/09**** 25. 10,OO LINQUA WRMOHESE E BRASILIRNA I 

AU6172m 
L-LIN/07**** 27f 10,OO'LINGUA SPAGNOLA I 
L-LIN/Ol**** 30L 06.00 LINGUISTICA APPLICATA 
M-STO/OQ**** 30L 06.00 STORIA CONTEMPORANEA I1 
L-FIL-LET/~I 30. 06.00 CRITICA LETTERARIA E LETTERATURE COMPARATE 
L-FIL-LET/O9 30. 06,OO FILOLOGIA ROMANZA MODULO 1 
INF/Ol****** 30' 04.00 INEORMATICA APPLICATA MODULO 1 - LABORATORIO W E  
L-LIN/OB**** 30L 06.00 LE'ITERATURA PORTOOHESE E BRASILIANA I1 
L-LEM/06**** 30* 06.00 LETTERATURE ISPANO-AMERICANE I1 
L-LIN/12**+* S" 06,OO LINGUA INGLESE I 
L-LIN/O9**** 28f 10,OO LINGUA PORTCGEIESE E BRASILIANA I1 
L-LIN/07"** 28' 10.00 LINGUA SPAONOLA I1 
L-ART/05**** 30f 06,OO STCRIA DEL TEATRO YKlDERNO E WNTEMPORANEO 
************ 30* 04.00 LE'LTERATURE AFRICANE DI ESPRESSIONE PORTOGHk3E 
M-DEA/Ol*'** 28. 05.00 COKllNICAZIONE INTERCUL- 
L-LIN/OB**** 30L 03,OO LE'ITERA'MJRA PORTOGHESE E BRASILIANA I1 MODULO 3 
L-LIN/OBf"* 30L 03.00 LElTERkTURA PORTOGHESE E BRASILIANA I1 MODULO 4 
L-LIN/OB**** 30L 04.00 LE?TERATURA F'ORTOGHESE E BRASILIANA I1 MODULO 5 
L-LIN/06**** 30L 06.00 LElTERATLTRE ISPANO-AMERICANE I11 
L-LIN/O9**** 30. 10.00 LIKGUA PORTOGICZSE E BRASILIANA I11 
L-LIN/07"** 30. 10.00 LIKGUA SPAONOLA I11 
M-FIL/OS**** 30L 06.00 SEMIOTICA 
************ Sf* 09.00 PRClVA FINALE 

PER UN TCITALE DI CREDITI 180,00/180. 

LEGENDA : 
30L = TRENTA E LODE ID 0 IDONEO AP = APPROVATO 

S = SUPERATO SU 0 SUFFICIENTE BU = BUONO 
DC = DISCRETO OT - O'ITIMO DI = DISTINTO 

***t****~****C**********************************************************+***** 

SI RILASCIA LA PRESENTE ATTESTAZIONE IN CARTA LIBERA PER GLI US1 PER I 
QUALI LA LEGGE NOEi PRESCRlVE IL BOLLO. 



Repubblica Italiana 
UNIVElSITA' DEGLI STUD1 DI SIENA 

MATRICULA 670400141 PROTOCOL 1.82843 I 
DEP- OF LXTERATUReS AND PBYLOSOPBY 

916 REREBY CERTIFY TRAT MS 

BOW I N  CAWRIDGE ( 1 ON PASSED. 
BY THIS UNIVERSITY ON 1 8 / 0 2 / 0 3  AblD WITB A FIRAL llRRR OP OEE BmDRED AND TEE / I 1 0  CUM LAUDE, TXB DEUREZ 
I N  

. .. FOREIGN LITERATORES AND LAPlGQAGES (CL.111 1 
I 
I 

TO T R ~ B  T e e  DEGR~E SBE PASSED TAE F O L L O V ~ G  m s .  m TO TBE ~ X A P ~ S  m u  ~ L L O T ~  T= LIST YITB: TUB 
DISIPLXNAR AREA, THE NUMB- OF CREDITS, AWO THE MRRI(S, EXPRESSED M TBIRTISTII: 1 

I 
AREA HARK CREDITS RXAH 
I-GGR/Ol**** 30' 06 ,00  GECGRAPBY MODULE 6 
L-FIL-=/lo 3 0 1  04,OO ITALIFd LITERATOW MODULE 9 
L-FIL--/lo 30. 03,OO I T A L I W  LITERATURE HODULE 1 0  
L - P I b L F T / 1 0  29. 0 3 , 0 0  ITALIAN LITERATURE MODULE I1 
L-LIR/OB**** 3 0 1  06.00 EORTOWESE AND BRABILIAN LITERkTDRES I 
L-L1~/06**** 30* 0 6 r 0 0  1SPABO-BHBRIWLPI LITERATORE I 
L-LIA/09**'* 25. 10,OO PORTUGUESE AWD BRASILIAB LANGUAGE I 
L-LR3/07**+* 27. 10,OO SPANISB LAWGUAGE I 
L-LILP/Ol"'* 30L 0 6 ~ 0 0  APPLIED LIW~ISPICS 
Pa-ST0/04**** 305 06,OO C O ~ ~ T Y  B I S m Y  11 
L-PIL-lkP/14 30. 0 6 ~ 0 0  ~ ~ 1 t x n  OF L ~ ~ R A T O R E  rum -PARED LITERATUICSS 
L-FIL-LBT/O9 30* 06,OO 3OWAEICE PHYLOLOGY UOWLE 1 
IEF/Ol****** 30* 0 4 , 0 0  APPLIED IYFOREPLTICS MODULE 1 - BASE LAB 
L-LIW/00**** 30L 0 6 , 0 0  PMtTUWESE AED BRASILIAE I1 
L-LIW/06"*- 30. 06,OO ISPAUO-AMBRICAU LITERATURES I1 
L-LIN/12"+* S** 06.00 ERGLISB LANGUAGE I 
L-LIU/09**** 28. 1 0 , 0 0  PORTUGUESE AND BRBSILIAE LANGUAGE I1 
L-LIU/07**+* 20* l0,OO SPM1ISB LANGUAGE XI 
L-ART/OS**** 30, 06.00 HODERN AND CONTEMPORARY TEMPRE BISTORY 
SO* 04 ,00  ARRICAN LITEXFLTURES OF PORUGUESE EXPRESSION 
U-OEh/Ol** ** 28. 05.00 IRWRCULTOW COPWONICBTIOIO 
L-LIH/O8***+ 30% 0 3 , 0 0  PORTUGUESE BBD B R A S I L W  LITERATDRE I11 MODULE 3 
L-LRI/OB'*** 3 0 1  03,OO PORTUGUESE AND BRASILIBA LITERATURB 111 MODULE 4 
L-LIlf/OE+*** 30L 04,00 PORIXIGWESE AND BRASILIAW LITERATORE I11 MODULE 5 
L-LM/06**** 30L 06,OO ISPANO-WRICAti LITl%RATORES 111 
L-LIE/09**** 30. 10,OO PORTUGUESE AND BRABIIIMI JANCIIAGK I11 
L-LIN/07"** 30. 1 0 , 0 0  SPANISH LANGUAGE 111 
W-PIL/OS'*** 30L 0 6 r 0 0  SEMIOTICS 
S** 09100 ENAL DISSERTATIOW 

BOR TOTAL CREDITS 1 0 0 , 0 0 / 1 ~ 0 .  
LEGEWOA: 
30L - TEIRTY CDM LAOOE I D  - IDONEXJS AP - APPROVED 
s - PASS (PASS/EAIL EXAII) SO - SVPMCIENT BU - MOD 

I 
DC - FAIRLY GOOD OT - EXCELLENT DI - VERY GOOD I 
THIS ATTESTATION I S  GIVEN M ORDItU.RY PAPER EUR T I 5  USES FOR WHICE TKS LAW DOES HOT PRBSCRLBE A 
STAMP. 
SIERA, 21/10/04  



Repubblica Italiana 
UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUDT DI SIENA 

MATRICCW4 770700007 PROTOCOLLO H. 82842 I 
FACOLTA' DI LETTERE E FILOSC-FIA I 

SI ATTESTA LA 9IG.NA I 
NATA A CAMBRIDGE IL HA SUPERATO, 
PRESS0 QUESTA UNIVERSITA' IN DATA 14/06/05 E CON VOTI CENTODIECI/llO E LODE 

DELLA LAUREA, LA PiEDESIMA HA SUPERATO I SEGUENTI 
ESAMI, CON A FIANCO INDICATO: IL SETTORE DISCIPLINARE, IL NUMERO DEI CREDITI 
OTTENUTI E LE VOTAZIONI, ESPaSSE IN TRENTESIWI: 
****t+*t***++**+**+t*t*****t***********++*++++t*+******+**+++*+**+******t***** 

SETlORE VOTO CFU DENOMINXZIONE 
*+***+*+*+** AP+ 180.0 CREDI'PI RICONOSCIWI'I DAL TITOM PRECEDENTE 
M-FIL/OS+*++ 30* 06,OO FILOSOFIA DEL LINQUAOOIO MODULO 3 
L-LIN/Ol++++ 30L 06,OO GLOTTDLOQIA MODULX) 3 (GLOTTOLOGIA E LINGUISTICA) 
L-FIL-LET'/lZ 30L 06.00 LINmSTICA ITALIANA MODULO 3 I 

M-FIL/O2**** 30. 06.00 UX;ICA MOWLO 1 
L-LIN/Ol++** 30* 06.00 STORIA DELLA LINOUISTICA 
M-DEA/Ol**+* 30L 06.00 ANTROI'O~IA COGNITIVA MODULO 1 
L-LIN/Olt*** 30L 06,OO LINGUISTICA APPLICATA I1 
M-PSI/Ol*+*+ 30L 06.00 PSICOIIINGUISTICA 
L-LIN/Ol**'* 30L 06,00 FONOWDIA 
L- FIL-LET/O9 3 0L 06.00 FIWKGIA ROMAblZh/LS 
BI0/09*'*"* 30L 08.00 FISIOUIGIA LTMANA 
U-DEA/Ol***+ 30L 06.00 CIVILTA' INDIGENE D'AMERICA 
**+++***+*+* S+* 21.00 PRWA FINALE 
**+++++*+*++ s** 05,oo S ~ I N A R I O  

R6I:num 
AU6 1 7 20@5 

L-LIN/Ol**** 30L 05,OO CAFSBIAMENTO LINGUISTIC0 E TOPOLOOIA 
M-DEA/Ol***+ 30L 05.00 ETNOLINGUISTICA MODULO 2 
L-LIN/Ol**** 30L 06,OO LABORATORIO DI RICERCA LINGUISTICA 
L-FIL-LET/O4 30. 03.00 MORFOFONOLOGIA LATINA 
L-LIN/Ol*"* 29. 06#00 SEMANTICA/LS 

PER UN TOTALE DI CREDITI 305,00/300. 

91 ATTESTA C??E LIINTERESSATA HA OTTENUTO IL RICONOSCIMENTO DEL TITOLO PRE- 
CEDENTE PER UN TOTALE DI 18.3.00 CREDITI DJ4L COMPETENTE ORGAN0 ACCADEMICO DI 
FACOLTA' . 
LEGENDA : I 

30L = TRENTA E LODE ID = IDONEO AP = APPROVATO 
S = SUPERATO SU = SUFFICIENTE BU = BUONO 
DC = DISCRETO OT 0 OTTIMO DI = DISTINTO 

t~*********C*t**********~**t*.******tt****tt**t**tt*****t***t****t**tt***t**** 

I 

91 RILASCIA LA PRESENTE AlTESTAZIONE IN CARTA LIBERA PER GLI US1 PER I 
QUAtI LA LEGGE NON PRESCRIVE IL BOLM. 

SIENA, 26/07/05 



Repubblica Italiana 
UNIVERSITA' DEGLI STUD1 DI SIENA 

MTRICDLA N. 770700007 

DEPMTMENT OF LITERATURES AND PUYLOSOP3Y 

WE =BY CEXTIPY THAT MS. 
[A 

BORN IN CAMBRIDGE ( ON 1 2 / 0 2 / 8 0  PASSED, 
BY =IS n a r r v ~ ~ s f i r  cw 06/14/05  m win mw o m  BUM)- m T W / I ~ O  cm LAUDB 
lSLe D E G W  EXAM IN1 
IN LINGUISTICS (CL. 4 4 / 3 J  
TO TAKE TBe DEGREE SBE PASSED THE WLJjXfNG -.NEXT TO TEE EXAMS WILC FOLLOW THE LIST WITBITRE DISMPLWAEl AREA. 
=E ~ B R  OP CR&DIFG,AND THE m, BXPRE~~ED IN m~nglg: I 
AREA MARX CREDITS NBHE 

*********** AP* 180.0  RECOGNIZED CREDITS FROM PREVIOUS D w  
M-FIL/OS**** 30* 06 .00  PXILOSOPBY OF 19NGllAGE MODULE 3 
L-LRS/O~'*** 3 0 1  0 6 , 0 0  GLOTTOLOGY MODULE 3 (GLOTTOUXiY AND LINUUISTICS) 
L-PIL-LET/lZ 3 0 L  06.00 ITALIAE LINGUISTICS MODULE 3 
M-FIL/0Z9"* 30' 06.00 LOGICS MODULE 1 
L-LIN/Ol**** 30. 06 .00  BISTORY OP LI-STICS 
H-DEA/OIM*' 3 0 L  06.00 COGNITIVE ABTROPEOLOGY MODULE 1 
L-LIN/O~*'** 3 0 t  06,OO APPLIED LINGUISTICS I1 
U-PsI/O~"*' 3 0 t  06 .00  PSYCfIOLINGOISTICS 
L-LILI/Ol"** 30L 06 .00  PIiOIiOLOGY 
L-PIL-LET/O~ 3 0 L  06 .00  R-CE PBILOICP~Y/LS 
BIO/O9****** 3 0 L  0 8 . 0 0  ElMW PEYSIOIDCR 
H-DeA/Ol**** 30L 06 .00  IUDIGEBWS CIVILIZATIONS OF AMERICA 
************ S** 2 1 . 0 0  FIUAL TRESIS 
*+*+*+++++** s** 05.00 S M ~  
L-LIN/Ol***' 30L 05 .00  LINGUSTIC CIIANG3 AMD T1POMX;Y 
U-DEA/O~***' 3 0 1  05 .00  ETNOLINGUISTICS XODOLE 2 
L-LIN/OIC"* 3 0 L  0 6 , 0 0  IAB OF LIblWISTIC RESWLRCR 
L-FIL-LET/O4 30. 03.00 WOREQPBONOLOaY OF U T I I  
L-LfM/Ol**** 29' 06 .00  SEHASTICS/LS 

FUR TOTAL (JIEDITS 305,00/300.  

WE CERTIFYIKOREOVER, laAT THE STUDeW1.8 PREVIOOS DEGREE RAS BEEN TOTALLY RECOGNXEED BY TEE DEPARTEIENT.9 
COMPETENT C M I T T E E  FOR A TOTAL OF 1 8 0  CREDITS. 

LEGEHDA: 
3OL - THIRTY CUM mUDE 
6 = PASS (PASSIFAIL EXAW) 
DC - FAIRLY GOOD 

I D  - IDONEUS AP - APPROVED 
SO SUF!?ICIENT 80 - COOD 
OT 9 EXCELLENT DI - VERY GOOD 

THIS ATTESTATION I S  GIVEN IN ORDINARY PAPER EDR TilE USES S R  OlEICR TEE IhY DOES NOT PRESCRIBE A STAMP. 
SIE33A. 19/11/04  



COPY 

r) 

1 UNIVERSITY Reg Nr. U4100QZ18 OF LATVIA 

T ' s  OlpIoma Supplenrent/oIlows the madel &eloped by rhe Etu~pean Cammlsso~ Council of h p e  and 
UMBCOKX?ES ~ ~ o f ~ ~ ~ I s t o p m v i & ~ c l e n l ~ t m O t o r ~ ~ ~ e  
tntetnaH4 '1-cy' d @ r  Occcdenrlc a n d p ~  mvgnitlon o/@J&om (dplornm 
dJcrrles erc). I t  is &signed to W d e  a discripnon of the nahua, Iml, context and s t a m  of the smdies 
rha~ w m  pwsued d sutxe@~Ry completed by the InrlihrM named In the Dlpoma to which this 
mppIement Is q p d d  It shvuid be&#vm any ~ j u & m e n ~ r ,  equbdenw statemnu or suggestions 
abd retwgnIUron h.nnatlon In ail eight sections siuJJ be prowtied Where in/onnWon is nor provided, he 
reason shall be ~~ 

. . J  DIPLOMA SUPPLEMENT (Diploma Serlw BD A Nt. , ) 

- .  
I. IDENTlTY INFORMATION OF THE HOLDER OF THE QUALIFICATION 

I. 1. Name: 

1.4. Student idantifidon number or code: I 

2. INFORMATION IDENIlFYING THE QUALIFJCATlON 

- -- 
MAY 20m 

2.1. Name of the w.Sp!i~q p d  the title amfad,  if applicable (31 original language): Sac*oasl?;&&'&g;-m 
$i.!,:;$-2 j :?:yjj;7;:.:? 

2.2. Mein field(s) of study f i r  the qualification: 
Bndncss -n, nwhdhg, hfmmdon s c h a  of eaonodq m d e w d c s  and 
g u o n l t r o t h r c - f i n a n # ~ ~ I l i a m y , - ~ ~  
nticroeconorrrtcs 

2.3. Name 6n original language) and stabs of the awarding mstitution: 

Luh+h u- - (MO& J999), -f4 tudwS& 

2.4. Name @I original language) and status of institution administering the studies: same In item 
2.3. 

3. INFORMATION ON THE LEVEL OF THE QUALlFiCATION 

3.1. Level of the qualification: Fbst (- wadmdc degne 





5. INFORMATION ON THE FUNCTION OF THE QUALIFICATlON 

5.1. Oppommi ties for M e r  studies: 
Aowss lo sh@pmpamntes or to 2 J e e o M  Hfghrr Ptafefdonal EdmnVon 
~ a n V n m d c s i g n e d f o r ~ c r j P c r m v a r d t 0 ~ ~  

6. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

6.1. Additional inform*. 

Lh,fKrsi~ of Latvia s e ~ I p m / t s s i o n a l  higher ecftrarmonpmgmme Teacher a d  ig s~bpmgmnm 
Teacher of German br & d r a y  .Moo1 I( d i c R d / S w n  05.1 1.2003 IIU 3 1.12.2009. 

6.2. Further information sources: 

u u o f -  
R4tLO b h m k  19, Hga, tahrto LV-1586, fmb 7225039; 
Accrdomlc I~$omu&n Cbdm @hTC%NARIC in Eatvia)# 
Vohu iek Rifgrq Lrdrdq LV-10SOs &@hone +371-7225155, f i  +371-7221006, e: 
-b 

7. CERTIFICATION OF THE SUPPLEMENT 

8. INFORMATION ON THE NATIONAL HIGHER EDUCATION SYSTEM 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TROMS0 

NORWEGLAN COLLEGE OF FISHERY SCIENCE 

HAS AWARDED THE DEGREE 

MASTER OF SCIENCE 

TO 

Tromsp, I June 2000 

DlRUTlOR OFCOUEOE 



Date of birth 

Matriculated at the University of Tromsg in 1998 

has in the Spring Semester 2000 been awarded the Degree 

I MASTER OF SCIENCE 

In International Fisheries Management 
I 

Credit courses: 

Course Term Credit Mark 

I IFM-140 Basic economics 1998, autumn 5 2.9 

IFM-(31 Fisheries biology and harvest technology 1998, autumn 5 2 3 

IFM-230 Fisheries ecology 

Fisheries development 

IFM-240 Fisheries economics 

I IFM-300 Fisheries data analysis 

IFM-3 10 Fisheries management 

1999, spring 4 2.9 

1999. spring 2 2.6 

1999, spring 4 3,1 

1999, autumn 2 Pass 

1999, autumn 4 2.9 

IFM-30 1 Research seminnr 1999, autumn 4 Pass 

I 
Title of the Master Thesis: "THE PROSPECTS FOR COMMUNITY PARTICLPATION ZN 

I CXMEROON'S FISHERIES Rl.3OURCE MYNAGEMEAT STRATEGIES" 

Mark awarded for the Master Thesis: 2,2 



DIPLOMA SUPPLEMENT - -. .. . -- . - .  - .  ... 
The University of Tromsr is one of tom universities in Nomay. The mnmal admission nquirinml is a complded 
secondary scbool leaving catificate, which is awarded on completion d a  he-year course of gmerel upper studits . 
Students have a bbd of 12 yeanr' ed& below nnivcrsity level. 
At Norwegian univgsiries, coprses ate measllnd in 'vekaall', tbe Nomcgh tam for aedit units. The wraal W o a d  
per semester is 10 vekttall. which is equhdmt to 30 ECI'S d t s  (Emopcao Community Corwe Credit ' has fa  
S~SICID). ?he academic year consists of LWO sanestas. 
The grading scalc goes &om 1.0 to 6.0. (with rhc cxmption dLaw studi4 which hna a scale dmmD 6.00 t6 1.00). Tht 
best grade is 1.0 and tbt minimum pass grade is 4.0 (witb some wrce;ptiops). 
There is no fixed d i m i o n  of grades for the mire univasity. -bution is b a d  on stetiatics for sacb 
f e c u l t y I d ~ V i t u t c .  The ECl?j n m b g  convcrtjon table is not in use at the Uoivdty of Ttoma. 

The under~rahate demy at Nwcwe&n universities is called cfddatdcandidata megisterfi.(Ca&q.). ' h e  
Candmng. dcpc  denotes a broad g d  education aod mey be obtained in luunanib social scia#es, nehDal 
sciences, as a combination of these. A compPlsmy a~scinPhilos@y,lmownasclExamen 
philolophicwm @x.pU) is part ofthc C a D d m a g . r  . 

The Cand.mag. degree in bummitics and social &nas mnsists of a combination of bne or more 
(foundation oourses), colnpIlising one year offuil-time study in a singe subject (20 vcktmll), adom ormore 
~ l l o m f e g ,  (inlermediatc comes), c~sompriSine one sancstg of full-time study beyond Iponnfae (10 M). 

a 

It m y  also~acPaneaeremnu(suncsterunit), which is a  one-^^ rimtcourse(lO*l). 
'Ihe dtgrcc requires exams totalling 70 vekaall(210 ECI'S) in addition to Ex.phiL, ovcr an estims8d'forP yeenr of study 
in huinanities or social sciences, or s combination of these. 

Tht Candmag. degree-in nahsal sciences amsisls of aa ajpiovcd combination of foundation sub- witb 35 vclbtall 
innahwlscismrs,ofarhicbU)vddtaUmPdbcinthsmajwsubjed Oneeddit ioaalsme~m(1O~tsrcql l i rrd 
toenmedepthin themajmwbjea* Wwrm~thhsvetheqUi- tofa t  l c e s t o n e y c m ' s ~ ~ o a d < 2 0  
velttall) in c- other t h o  tbc fidd of his&r major. Ibc degra r q a h  examid0119 totalling 65 vdUtalI(195 
ECZS) plus Ex.phil., and amounts to no estimated 35 years dm h nalural scicncca . 
Jbt Graduate d m  is a d d  on completion of an additional gradPste study in a mejm subject, hKlwn as 
a b o v c d f a p . ' I h e g r a d u M e d e g r c e i s a W l - t i m c s a r d y ~ k y o n d ~ .  
Graduate d e p c s  indrrde compulsory c o m a  and papers, iadqmdcnt rresearch and a thesis. Thc Univdq ofIkoms0 
offers graduate &gem in bumaDities and social sciena$ leading nspcctively to the dtgras of Candidamfa 
Philolagkc (Cad; philol) mid Candidatusla Rarua Politicenm, (Clmd polit.), bath reqoLing IWO dditional years of 
~ y , t o ~ g 6 y e a r s . S h t d i ~ ~ i n n a h l r a l s c i s n c e s , J e a d i n g ~ t h e ~ n r s l a S c i e n d a M n . ~ ~ 1 5 a d d i t i o n a l  

. . years, giving a tofal of 5 years. 
Tbc graduate degree studies mey be foUowed by a doctoral study 

The Mastv d e m q  054 iu Ihe University of Tromsg lead m the titles of MBster of Philosophy WPM.) IMestg d 
Science (M.Sc.). .The Isngue(pe of instruaiw aed cxambtion is Enghi. 
The Master dtgne is comparable to the Graduate degree in terms of dunuion, workload, and volynte of the mdy. lk 
admission mphmmt is the Cand.mag. dcgne or an equvialtnt B d m  degree with a minimum of 30 vcldtall(90 
EClS arcdits) in a &vmt fidd subject for the shldy propmum dtbe actual master degree. 

-deareesvaa morerigid strucn9e.Thscstudypmgmmmare m n m a l l y e  ofmodnlcjwhich 
mast be taka io a given scqumcu The University of T m  awaFds profss'inal d a r e s  L3: Etgkahg: SiV. iq& 
(43 years); Law: Caod.jur. (6 years); M e d i c k  Can&mcd. (6 yeam):- C&phanm (5-yam); hyd&& 
Cand.psycho1. (6 years). The Univcrsiry also affm a 5-year study pmgmmmc in F w  sdenas, leading to the dypca 



MASTER OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL FISHERIES 
MANAGEMENT 

The master degree studies offered at the Norwegian College of Fishery Science (NCFS), 
University of Tromsb, are study programmes of two years with full work load, 
corresponding to 40 vekttalV 120 ECTS (European Community Course Credit Transfer 
System) at graduate level within subject fields of international relevance, aimed at both 
foreign and Norwegian students. The language of instruction and examinations is 
English. 

Aims of the Programme 
The main aim of the program at the NCFS is to provide an interdisciplinary education 
with a practical aim - a program which combines primarily economics and biology, with 
other courses in technology, principles of organisation, and law. Students must complete 
a dissertation on a topic related to their home country. 

The program is interdisciplinary, with courses (comprising 30 credits) and a research 
project (10 credits). The program is teaching-intensive, with a larger emphasis on course 
work than the individual research project. 

The aim of the programme is to qualify students of both sexes for jobs in fisheries 
management in private organisations, or public administration at the regional, national 
and international level. 

Course Content and organisation 
The progranune is teaching-oriented, particularly in the first year of study when students 
attend an intensive series of obligatory and optional (recommended) lectures. However, 
emphasis is also placed in the direct participation of the students, in the form of 
literature searches and data retrieval, oral presentations, term papers, fieldwork, 
laboratory assignments and computer labs. These tasks are often performed by groups of 
students, and a positive disposition towards teamwork is essential. 

The admission requirement is a Bachelor degree or a Norwegian Candidatalcandidatus 
Magisterii degree or the equivalent. Applicants must have knowledge of mathematics 
and statistics. 

For assessment, one of the two following scales is used: 
A scale ranging from 1.0 to 6.0 in which 1.0 is the best mark and 4.0 is the lowest 
passing mark, or , 

. Pasflail 

The enclosed Diploma Supplement describes the Norwegian higher education system. 



ECTS . EUROPEAN CREDIT TRANSFER SYSTEM 

TRANSCRIPT OF RECORDS 
$$- I . I I 

NAME OF STUDENT:, , . _I__._....____I__ -..- 
NAME OF SENDING INSTITUTION: m S J R A U ! U I . W  --..,..--~,-- 
Period of Stay . Z 8 / 8 W & Q I d # ! 2 - -  

NAME OF RECEIVING INSTITUTION: UNIVERSIDAD DE EXTREMADURA (Spain) 
ECTS Co-ordinator: DAa. Concepci6n Hermosilla AIvarez 
Tel.: +34 927 25 70 18 Fax: +34 927 21 64 t 8  E-mail: rellnt@unex.es 

ECTS 
grade (4) 

I I I 

I I I 

GUA ESPANOLA I FIRST TERM 9.5~10 B I I 

Local 
grade (3) Tie of the course unit 

ISTORIA DE ESPAM 7/10 I FIRST TERM I 
1 I I 

- 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) see e*lanation on back page 

Duration of 
Course unit (2) 

C 

EMES PARA EL ESNDIO DE LA UTERANRA I FIRST TERM 9.W 0 

Date Signature of ECTS Coordinator 

B 

Stamp 

tu?d unlversky ,, 
'-\- +- Concepcl&n Hermosilla Alvarez 

N8: Thb document la not valld without the signature of the ECTS Wrcflnator and the offidel stamp of the brstiMlon. 



. . 
I 

I '  (2) Duration of course unit: 

Y = 1 full acadernlc year 
1 S = 1 semester 2s = 2 semesters 

I I T  = I teridtrirnester 2T = 2 termsJtrimesters 

(3) Description of the lnstltutional gradlng system: 

JAN 2 3 2006 

FROM INST* 
The Spanish gradlng system ranks the marks in a scale between 1 and 10, being 1 the 
minimum and 10 the maximum. 
Therefore, a mark of 5/10 indicates that the pupil has passed but that histher knowledge 
on the subject should be improved. 
A mark of 10110 (Matrlcula de Honor) indicates that the pupil has achieved the highest 
recognition either by means of exams, papers or partlcipatlon In class. 

(4) ECTS grading scale: 

(5) ECTS credits: 

1 full academic year = 60 credits 

ECTS Grade 

A 

6 

c 

D 

. E 

FX 

F 

1 semester = 30 credits 
1 tetdtrirnester = 20 credits 

% of successful 
students narmally 

achlevin~ the grade 

10 

25 

30 

25 

10 

- 
- 

Definition 

EXCELLENT - outstanding performance with only minor ertors 

VERY GOOO - above the average standard but with same errors 

GOOD - generally sound work wIth a number of notable errors 

SATISFACTORY - fair but with slgnMcant shwtcomlngs 

SUFFICIENT - performance meets the mlnlmum criteria 

FA11 - some more work requlred before the credit can be awarded 

FAIL - mslderaMe further work is required 
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Education in India 

By Nick Clark, Editor WENR 

INTRODUCTION 

T h e  lndian system of education has its roots in the system inherited from the British at 
independence in 1947. Although the structure left by the British provided for educational 
opportunities from primary school to university, the system was highly exclusive and available to 
only a select minority within lndian society. Jawaharlal Nehru and the members of the Constituent 
Assembly responsible for framing the lndian Constitution (1950) sought to deal with the social 
and educational inequalities of illiteracy and discrimination by explicitly prohibiting discrimination 
in education on the grounds of religion, caste. sex, race or birth. To prevent such discrimination 
certain rights are guaranteed, including the right for lndian citizens to enter any institution of 
education and to receive instruction in their native language. 

Current education policy as related to structure and access is based on the objectives of the 
National Education Commission (NEC), which, in its 1968 Education Policy, called for a standard 
educational structure based on a 10+2+3-year model. The first ten years were to be non-selective 
and provide a well-rounded general education available to all children. After the first ten years of 
general education the system would become highly selective and provide opportunities in both 
the academic and vocational streams. In addition, the NEC stressed the importance of advancing 
opportunities in science and 
technology. 

The 1968 Education Policy has been 
reformed on two occasions, the 1986 
National Policy on Education (NPE) and 
a revision in 1992 called the Programme 
of Action. The NPE re-stresses the need 
for a system of education that grants all 
students up to a given level - 
irrespective of caste, creed, location or 
sex - access to education of a 
common educational structure and 
comparable quality. Particular emphasis 
is placed on achieving universal primary 
education for all and universal adult 
literacy. Within the school system, NPE 
goals are based on a National 
Curriculum Framework with common 



core subjects supplemented by elective components, and a structure based on ten years of 
general primary (lower and upper) and lower secondary education. The exact breakdown of the 
primary and lower secondary stages varies by state, however, all states follow a model based on 
ten years of general education followed by two years of pre-university or upper secondary 
education and (in a majority of cases) a three-year bachelor degree (10+2+3). 

The system of education at the tertiary level is vast and full of contrasts, making it a highly 
complex systern for the outsider to come to grips with. While quality standards run the gamut, 
from world class to dysfunctional, the number of institutions operating in the country grows 
unabated year after year as the systern strives to meet burgeoning demand. At independence, 
there were 25 universities and 700 colleges enrolling approximately 200,000 students; in 1984, 
there were 121 universities. 15 deemed universities, 5040 colleges and 10 institutions of national 
importance enrolling 3.1 million students; today (2005) there are 234 universities. 95 deemed 
universities, 17,625 colleges and 13 institutions of national importance enrolling almost 10.5 
million students. 

Quality standards have undoubtedly suffered as a result of this growth, however, at the top tier, 
lndia has a collection of institutions to rival any in the world. Institutions such as the All lndia 
lnstitute of Medical Sciences, the Indian Institute of Science in Bangalore and, above all, the 
Indian Institutes of Technology have been receiving lavish funding from the government for 
decades. As a result, they have been producing crop upon crop of highly skilled graduates who 
are in high demand both at home and abroad, and who have been helping to set professional 
standards across India. 

From 1966 on the official language of instruction in lndia was intended to be Hindi, however, anti- 
Hindi protest forced the government to declare both English and Hindi official languages. At many 
universities today a majority of classes are taught in English. especially in professionaVtechnicaI 
subjects and graduate studies. At the primary level instruction is largely in Hindi or regional 
languages. English is introduced from iifth grade (Standard V). 

Literacy and Enrollment 

At independence an estimated 85 percent of the population was illiterate and just 30 percent of 
children were enrolled in primary school. Of those enrolled in school, half dropped out before 
completing a primary education. As a result, literacy and prirnary enrollment rates have been 
constant targets of government policy. In recent years the central government has launched a 
series of wide-reaching literacy campaigns, and in 1988 the National Literacy Mission (NLM) was 
established with the goal of achieving functional literacy for 80 million illiterates aged 1535. The 
Mission's current goal is to achieve a sustainable threshold literacy rate of 75 percent by 2007. It 
has extended its target demographic in recent years to include out-of-school children in the 9-to- 
14 age group. 

Meanwhile, local governments at the district and municipal level have been given much greater 
autonomy over the management of primary education. At present, 271 districts in 18 states have 
launched district specific plans under the joint statelcenter sponsored 'Sarva Shiksha Abhivan' 
(campaign for universal education) initiative, which builds on existing programs such as the 
District Primary Education Program designed to promote universal primary education up to 
Standard Vlll by 201 0. 

Although enrollment and literacy rates remain low in comparison to other developing nations, it 
should be noted that great progress has been made. Literacy rates have increased from 44 
percent in 1981, to 52 percent in 1991, and 65 percent in 2001. In the 1990s alone, an additional 
20 million children entered school, and from 1950 to 1998 the number of schools in lndia 
quadrupled while enrollment rates increased sixfold. 



Despite these achievements, India's primary education sector continues to face considerable 
challenges, as underlined by the concluding remarks of India's Tenth Five-Year Plan (2002- 
2007): "Our performance in the field of education is one of the most disappointing aspects of our 
developmental strategy." Access to education remains stratified across and within states, with 
educational opportunities and outcomes differing considerably between girls and boys; between 
the poor and the better-off; and between children of scheduled castesltribes and other children. 
High drop out rates remain a reality of the education sys'tem as children from poor families are 
required to earn an income, while large numbers of rural areas still do not have reasonable 
access to schools. 

PRIMARY EDUCATION 

The prirnary cycle lasts seven to eight years and is divided into two stages: lower prirnary 
(Standards I to V) and upper primary (Standards VI to VIII). In fifteen states the primary cycle 
finishes at standard VII, in the others it ends at Standard VIII. Municipal boards administer 
education at all levels and either the school or the board sets examinations held at the end of 
each semester and school year. 

The language of instruction at the lower primary level is generally the mother tongue, either Hindi 
or a regional language. From upper primary other languages are introduced: English andlor Hindi 
(if Hindi is not the mother tongue). At some private schools, English is used almost exclusively. 

Children begin formal schooling at the age of five or six and compulsory education is guaranteed 
by the constitution as a fundamental right until the age of 14. The current reality, however, is that 
60 percent of all students who enter the primary cycle drop out by Standard V, while an estimated 
23 percent receive no formal schooling at all. 

Duration: Eight years (seven in a few states). 

Cuniculurn: The primary school curriculum emphasizes general education and covers basic 
subjects such as reading, writing and arithmetic, supplemented by history, geography, general 
science and civics. At state schools, English is required from Standard V. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION 

Secondary education is divided into two, two-year stages: lower (Standard IX to X) and higher (XI 
to XII). After both stages students take examinations controlled by state and central examination 
boards. In addition to administering the Standard X and Standard X+II examinations, the boards 
are responsible for setting cuniculums and issuing school-leaving certificates at affiliated schools. 
The boards receive academic and research support from the government-sponsored National 
Council of Educational Research and Training (NCERT), while overall administration of school 
education is shared by the Central Department of Education and the state ministries of education. 



At present, 34 secondary boards exist. Three boards operate at the national level, while the 
remaining 31 boards have jurisdiction within a state or part of a state. 

The three All-India (central) boards are: 

Central Board of Secondaw Education (CBSE) 
Council for the lndian School Certificate Examinations (CISCE) 
Natlonal Institute for Open schoolinq (NIOS) 

Schools offering CBSE and ClSCE curriculums are generally considered to attract the more 
academically gifted students. Schools affiliated with these boards - and offering their 
curriculums - must undergo an accreditation process which is designed to ensure that teaching 
staff and facilities meet prescribed standards. In addition, CBSE and CISCE marking procedures 
are considered to be more rigorous than those of state boards of secondary education. The 8278 
schools that currently subscribe to CBSE follow a common national curriculum based on the 10+2 
model. Subscribing schools tend to be private or operated by the Central Government, while their 
students tend to come from more affluent backgrounds. Because of the exacting standards of the 
CBSE curriculum and examinations, many consider CBSE standards the bar by which to judge 
the curriculum, examinations and results of state secondary school boards. Students may also 
study the CBSE curriculum independently and take the exam at one of many national and 
international testing centers. 

A list of all 31 recognized state boards of secondary e d ~ ~ t l o n  is available from the 
Department of Higher and Secondary Education at: www.education.nic.inIcirculars/boards.asp. 

The average academic week consists of 45 periods of 40 minutes duration, and the school year 
runs a minimum of 200 teaching days. While the academic year begins in different months in 
different states, it most commonly runs from JuneiJuly to MarcMApril and is divided into three 
terms. In some of the northern hill states, the long recess is in winter rather than summer. 

Regarding the language of instruction, the National Curriculum Framework, issued by NCERT in 
2005, stresses that "a renewed effort should be made to implement the three-language formula, 
emphasizing recognition of children's home language(s) or mother tongues as the best medium 
of instruction. These include tribal languages," whileUEnglish needs to find its place along with 
other lndian languages." The medium of instruction at all schools affiliated to the CBSE is English 
or Hindi. 

Lower Secondary 

Lower secondary school generally begins at Standard IX and lasts two or three years. In keeping 
w'W the first eight years of lndian education, lower secondary education emphasizes general 
education with no, or little, specialization. 

Students take one of various Secondary School Certiicate Examinations at the end of Standard 
X. If successful, students are awarded the Secondary School Certiicate (or .ts equivalent) by the 
relevant State or All-India Board. A mark sheet listing courses and grades is issued with the 
award of all secondary school certificates. 

Duration of Program: Two or three years 

Cumculum*: Two languages (13 periods total), of which one must be Hindi or English; 
mathematics (7); science and technology (9); social science - including history, civics and 
geography (9) -work education or pre-vocational education (6); art (2); physical education and 



health education (2); electives that can include commerce, painting, music, home science or 
information technology. 

* Deparfment of Education. "Secondary School Curficulum 2002-2004. Vol. 7 Main Subjects." 

Lower Secondary Certificate: Secondary School Certificate (SSC) 

NB: Lower secondary qualifications may also be known as: 

lndian Certificate of Secondary Education (awarded by CISCE) 
(New) Secondary School Certificate (awarded by NIOS) 
Secondary School Leaving Certificate (awarded by some states) 

8 All-India Secondary School Certiicate (awarded by CBSE) 
Matriculation Certificate (no longer awarded) 

Upper Secondary 

Upper secondary education (sometimes referred to as 10+2) is dual track (academic, 
vocationaVprofessional). The second stage of secondary education is designed to allow for 
diversification and specialization, while also preparing students for higher education. Broadly 
speaking, there are three standard majors or specializations in the academic stream: science, 
business and humanities. 

Instruction is offered at higher secondary schools, two-year colleges and university-affiliated 
colleges. Non-governmental bodies manage an estimated 58 percent of higher secondary 
schools, while the rest are public institutions. 

The State or All-India Boards of Secondary Education determine curriculum at the higher 
secondary level. The curriculum that a particular school follows will be determined by the State or 
All-India board to which it is affiliated. Those schools affiliated with the new-Delhi-based Central 
Board of Secondary Education, for example, will follow its curriculum and offer All lndia Senior 
School Certificate Examinations administered by the Board. 

The vocational stream prepares students for a variety of occupations through vocational studies 
and training at technical high schools and technical high school centers. Programs are offered in 
160 fields such as agriculture, commerce, technology, paramedical services and home 
economics. States have a high degree of autonomy in determining the focus of vocational high 
school offerings as determined by their particular manpower needs. However. the Central 
Institute of Vocational Education (CIVE) and the Joint Council on Vocational Educational (under 
the Central Ministry of Human Resources Development) regulate and set curriculum standards 
for the secondary vocational sector. Transfer from the vocational stream to the academic stream 
is generally not encouraged. although vocational high school qualifications do grant access to 
related higher education programs. 

Examinations are administered by the All lndia and State boards of vocational education. The 
Council for the lndian School Certificate Examinations offers the Certificate of Vocational 
Education (Standard XII) examination, which is taken on completion of two years of (English- 
language) studies following the Indian Certificate of Secondary Education (or equivalent). 

Duration of Program: Two years. 

Cumculum: In the academic stream, students are prepared for university-level studies in a 
number of specializations. The Central Board of Secondary Education posts the syllabi of its 



various subject offerings on its website at: httw://cbse.nic.in (click 'syllabus' on sidebar). NIOS 
makes available its suggested cuniculums at: w.nios.ac.inlsvllabus.htm. The National Center 
for Educational Research and Training recently published its latest (2005) recommendations and 
guidelines for curriculum design across all major subject areas (for all levels of Indian schooling) 
at: www.ncert.nic.in/Syllabus/Svllabus wntents.htm. 

In the vocational stream, students normally receive broad-based training in a range of 
occupational areas. Thirty percent of the CIVE-recommended cuniculum consists of language 
and general foundation courses. Theory and practice. including on-the job training, make up the 
rest of the cuniculum. ClVE makes its curriculum recommendations available at: 
htt~://~sscive.nic.in/vep curr.htrn. Students graduating from high school vocational programs 
often go on to do apprenticeship training. More information on apprentice options is available at: 
httw://~sscive.nic.in/act cources.htm. 

Upper Secondary Certificates (Current): 

National Boards: All India Senior School Certificate (CBSE), Indian School 
Certlflcate and Certificate of Vocational Education (CISCE), Senlor Secondary 
Certification (NIOS). 
State Boards: Most states award a Higher Secondary (School) Certificate 
(HSCIHSSC), while a lesser number of states award the Intermediate Certificate and 
the Pre-University Certificate. 

Other (Defunct) Certificates: 

Pre-University Examination Certificate - Awarded by a university after one year of 
study beyond SSC prior to 1976. 
Intermediate Examination Certificate - Awarded by a university after two years of study 
beyond SSC. 

Higher Secondary Grading Scales 

The state grading scale for the Higher Secondary School Examination is as follows: 

45-59% 
Second 

Division or 
Class 



CBSE grading scale: 

HIGHER EDUCATION 

The Indian higher education system is based on the British model consisting of a three-tier 
degree structure (bachelor, master, doctorate) and a system of affiliated colleges or universities, 
based loosely on the nineteenth century structure of the University of London. The three founding 
universities in India were established in the mid 19th century in Madras (Chennai), Bombay 
(Mumbai) and Calcutta. 

According to the Department of Secondary and Higher Education, there were 342 degree- 
granting institutions and over 17,000 colleges in lndia in 2005. A majority of the nation's degree- 
granting institutions maintain large networks of affiliated colleges that, at the largest universities, 
number upwards of 200. At most universities instruction takes place at affiliated colleges, but the 
affiliating university is responsible for setting the syllabus, conducting examinations and awarding 
degrees. 

English is used as the language of instruction at many higher education institutions while at 
others up to four different languages (including English, Hindi and regional languages) are used, 
depending on the program. At the graduate level courses are largely taught in English. 

Ministry figures for academic year 2004105 estimate the total enrollment of tertiary-level students 
at 10,481,000 and faculty at 457,000. 

Private Institutions 

Most Indian universities are public institutions. The central govemment provides just one quarter 
of funding for higher education, with much of rest made up by the states. Regarding the 
establishment of private universities, the central govemment attempted to regulate the industry 



through the introduction of the 1995 Private Universities Bill. The bill came unstuck, however, 
because of protest from the private sector over the onerous financial and academic requirements 
contained within the bill, in addition to provisions for continued government regulation. 

Still, a number of states have passed their own legislation regarding the establishment of private 
universities, often without adequate scrutiny. The 2002 passage of the Chattisgarh Private 
Universities Act was the first such legislation and was quickly followed by similar legislation in 
other states such as Uttaranchal. However. after the almost immediate establishment of close to 
100 universities, many of dubious standing, the legislation was publicly discredited and in 2005 
overturned by the Indian Supreme Court, which declared the 95 private institutions operating in 
the state illegal. In other states, especially in the south and west, there has been a rapid increase 
in the number of private medical and engineering colleges many of which are said to be of 
dubious standards. 

Despite the proliferation of sub-standard private colleges, the top private colleges are beginning 
to meet the unmet demand for technical and managerial education. !UJ and Aptech are two 
examples of private multi-campus institutions serving the technical training needs of India's 
rapidly developing economy. A number of private institutions have in recent years been awarded 
deemed-university status. A high-profile case in point is that of the pioneering Mani~al Academy 
of Hinher Education which was awarded deemed university status despite its model of complete 
financial self-sufficiency. 

The University Grants Commission 

Established in 1956, the University Grants Commission (UGC) advises the government, both 
state and central, on the establishment or upgrade of degree-awarding institutions of higher 
education. The UGC maintains a database of government-recognized institutions eligible to 
award degrees, which is made available on its website at: www.uac.ac.in1insideluniversitv.html. 

The UGC sets the minimum standards that institutions must meet in order to earn degree- 
awarding powers. In addition to setting curriculum standards for degree programs, the 
commission has oversight of the various institutions charged with maintaining quality standards in 
the lndian tertiary education sector. The UGC also derives a degree of control over quality 
assurance through the distribution of grants and development funding for institutions of higher 
education, as well as the implementation of special projects designed to promote greater levels of 
academic rigor, as described here: www.unc.ac.inlpolicVlauality assurance.htrnl. 

ACCREDITATION 

Established in 1994 by the UGC, the National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) 
is responsible for evaluating and accrediting institutions and academic departments. As in the 
United States, the accreditation process is voluntary. Accredited institutions are awarded an 
overall grade (with a passifail threshold). At the time of writing, a total of 122 universities and 
2558 colleges had been accredited. 

NAAC accreditation is a three-stage process: 

Preparation of a self-study report by the institution. 
Institutional visit by an external evaluation team. 

= Grading, certification and accreditation based on the results of the previous two stages. 



The commission's assessment criteria are available from its website at: www.naac- 
india.com/criteria.asp. 

The NAAC grading scale has been revised on a number of occasions. It has mutated from a pilot 
A to E grading pattern, to a five-star scale, to its current nine-point alphabetical scale that ranges 
from A++ to C. Both the star system and the current system are based on a 100-point scale. 
Institutions are graded according to the score they receive: 

NAAC Grading Scale: 

A score below 55 percent is considered a failing grade and accreditation is not awarded. 
Accreditation is good for five years. In 2005, the first round of reaccreditations began. 

The current list of accredited and reaccredited institutions is available at: www.naac- 
india.com1accreditedali.a~~. 

Established in 1945, the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE) is responsible for 
planning, formulating and maintaining norms and standards in technical and professional fields. It 
works with the relevant technical and professional boards to issue regulations for the 
establishment of new institutionslprograms, and sets academic standards for postsecondary 
courses. Through the affiliated National Board of Accreditation (NBA). AICTE assesses quality 
standards at institutions that volunteer to undergo the accreditation process. 

Programs that receive a score greater than 650 on a 1000-point scale are accredited for a three- 
year period. Those scoring above 750 are accredited for a period of five years. Those scoring 
below 650 are considered to have failed the accreditation process. 



To date, the NBA has accredited 1019 programs at 200 technical institutions. The complete list of 
accredited programs is available at: www-nba-aicte.ernet.inlnmna.htm. 

Professional councils are responsible for the recognition of professional programs, promotion of 
professional institutions and the providing of grants to undergraduate programs. The statutory 
professional councils are: 

All lndia council for Technical Education (AICTE) 
Distance Education Council (DEC) 
lndian Council for Agricultural Research (ICAR) 
Bar Council of lndia (BCI) 
National Council for Teacher Education (NCTE) 
Rehabilitation Council of lndia (RCI) 
Medical Council of lndia (MCI) 
Pharmacy Council of lndia (PCI) 
lndian Nursing Council (INC) 
Dentist Council of lndia (DCI) 
Central Council of Homeopathy (CCH) 
Central Council of lndian Medicine (CCIM) 
Council of Architecture 
National Council for Rural lnstitutes 
State Councils of Higher Education 

ADMISSION TO HIGHER EDUCATION 

Students who have successfully completed 12 years of secondary education and have passed 
the Higher Secondaty School Certificate (or its equivalent - see above) are eligible for admission 
to university first-degree programs. Entry to certain disciplines and institutions is by competitive 
entrance examinations. For entry to medical or engineering programs and some agricultural and 
computer science programs, students must sit state or national examinations. 

Admission to the prestigious and highly competitive lndian lnstitutes of Technology is based on 
the results of the centrally administered Joint Entrance Examination (JEE). Two other 
institutions - Institute of Technoloav - Banaras Hindu University and Varanasi School of Mines, 
Dhanbad -also use the JEE for admissions. Every year approximately 200,000 candidates are 
tested in physics. mathematics and chemistry, from which just 5,000 students are accepted to the 
nine schools that administer the JEE. Therefore, just one in every 40 candidates who takes the 
JEE is successful, making it one of the world's most selective university admissions 
examinations. 

The Central Board of Secondary Education conducts the All-India 
EngineeringlPhannacylArchitecture Entrance Examination (AlEEE) for admission to degree- 
level programs in engineering, pharmacy and architecture at Central Universities, National 
Institutes of Technology, Deemed Universities (other than those covered by the JEE), and at 
some State Universities. States conduct the State Engineering Admission Test (SEAT) for 
admissions to engineering programs at State Universities. 

Special provisions (or quotas) are set aside for candidates from disadvantaged groups, such as 
those from scheduled castes and tribes, or those with disabilities. For competitive examinations 
such as the JEE, students from these groups generally receive a five percent leeway in the marks 
they must achieve for admission. 



At the graduate level, admission is normally based on the completion of a relevant bachelor's 
degree with a Second Class pass or better. The most competitive institutions admit students with 
First Class degrees only. In the fields of engineering and technology applicants are normally 
required to take an admissions test such as the Graduate Aptitude Test for Engineers, or an 
institutional equivalent. Many business schools require students to take entrance examinations 
such as the Management Admissions Test (MAT). The six highly prestigious lndian lnstitutes of 
Management conduct their own admissions test known as the Common Admissions Test 
(CAT). 

Further Information on the various admissions examinations can be found at: 
w\rvw.indiastudvcenter.com/univ/examinfo/defauIt.asp. 

INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Degree-Granting Institutions 

The 342 degree-granting institutions in India can be broken down into three main categories: 
Institutions of National Importance, Deemed to be Universities, and Universities (Central, State, 
State Legislature and Open). University status and degree-awarding powers are issued by state 
and central acts of parliament. 

The geographical jurisdiction of each university is established by law and may change according 
to the educational needs of the region. For example, the Universitv of Madras describes .tself as 
the 'mother of almost all the Old Universities in Southern India,' and it its original jurisdiction 
covered the entire lndian sub-continent. Today, however, its jurisdiction is confined to just three of 
30 districts in the state of Tamil Nadu, within which it maintains a network of 84 affiliated 
institutions. lndira Gandhi National Open University, on the other hand. maintains a national 
network of affiliated colleges. Other universities have statewide jurisdictions. Most commonly, 
however, universities have jurisdictions covering a number of districts within a state. 

The University Grants Commission (UGC) currently lists 95 Deemed Universities on its website: 
www.uqc.ac.in/inside/utwe.~h~?st=Deemed%20University. Although falling under the categov 
of 'university,' most deemed universities are actually called institutes and operate as specialist 
institutions, rather than multi-faculty universities. The range of specializations among deemed 
universities is broad, however, approximately one quarter specialize in technology and 
engineering education. The central government awards the 'deemed to be' title based on the 
recommendations of the UGC. 

The 13 institutes of National Importance (JNI) receive funding directly from the Central 
Government and count among their number the seven internationally renowned and extremely 
competitive lndian Institutes of Technology (IITs). The llTs are based in Chennai www.iitm.ac.in1, 
Delhi www.iitd.ac.in1, Guwahati www.iita.ernet.in1. Kanpur www.iitk.ac.in1, Kharagpur 
~ ~ ~ . i i t k ~ l ~ . t ~ n e t . i n / ,  Mumbai www.iitb.ac.in1, Roorkee www.rurkiu.ernet.in1. The Ministry for 
Human Resources Development www.education.nic.in/ (MHRD) is currently considering the 
upgrade of seven existing engineering colleges and universities to IITIINI status. A decision is 
expected by March 2006. 



the sole awarding body. The role of the college is to offer instruction and to prepare students for 
the examinations of the affiliating university. Most colleges offer first-degree programs only, 
although in some cases the university approves the teaching of master's-level programs. 
Although nearly all degree-granting institutions are state owned, 80 percent of colleges are 
privately managed and funded by student fees and subsidies from the central and state 
government. 

Affiliated colleges offer programs in seven broad subject areas: teacher training (784); 
engineering, technology and architecture (1 077); arts. science and commerce (1 1 128); medical 
(1 253); veterinary science (50); law (368); and others (671). In 2004105 there was a total of 
17.625 colleges in India, of which 5,386 are UGC recognized. More than half of the professionally 
oriented colleges are state or central government colleges. Central government colleges are 
generally considered to offer instruction of a very high quality. For the most part, however, the 
quality of instruction at affiliated colleges is of a much lower standard than at the affiliating 
university. 

Constituent College 

Educational standards are generally considered to be better at constituent and autonomous 
colleges than at most affiliated colleges. Constituent colleges are normally located in close 
proximity to the main universrty campus and associated infrastructures, and therefore enjoy a 
closer association with the university than the more geographically dispersed affiliated colleges. 
They tend to offer more master's-level programs than affiliated colleges, but a majority of their 
offerings are still at the undergraduate level. 

Autonomous Colleges 

India's 138 autonomous colleges, which are only permitted in 8 states, have a much higher 
degree of control over the design and restructure of their curriculums and assessment methods, 
in addition to having the right to set their own admissions standards. While the affiliating 
university still awards the degree, the name of the college appears on the degree certificate. 
Autonomous colleges offer programs from certificate to postgraduate and M.Phil. The UGC must 
approve the establishment of an autonomous college and it also maintains a degree of quality 
control over academic standards, which are generally considered to be very high. The country's 
138 autonomous colleges count among their number the 17 highly prestigious Regional 
Engineering Colleges, which are currently in the process of being upgraded to the status of 
institutes of national importance. 

Programs and Degrees 

Stage I: Programs leading to the award of Bachelor Degrees in arts, science, commerce and 
social sciences are nearly always three years in length. Bachelor awards are defined as Pass 
(general) or Honors degrees. The award of Pass degrees in the arts, sciences or commerce is 
based on the study of English and one Indian language in addition to two or three other subject 
areas. Students who complete the three-year program are awarded a Bachelor of Arts, 
Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Commerce (BA, BSc, BCom). In Honors programs, 
students focus on an area of specialization in the third year after completing core courses in the 
second year. Honors programs are not offered at all universities. 

Professional Bachelor Degrees require longer perlods of study than the standard arts, science 
or commerce degrees. Degrees awarded following these programs are professional as well as 
academic qualifications. With the exception of the bachelor of education, laws and library science, 
all are first degrees. In education, law and library science, applicants most hold a first bachelor's 



The other six Institutions of National Importance are: 

All lndia lnstitute for Medical Sciences, New Delhi 
Dakshina Bharat Hindi Prachar Sabha, Hyderabad 
Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta 
National lnstitute of Pharmaceutical Education and Research, Mohali 
Postgraduate lnstitute of Medical Education and Research, Chandigarh 
Sree Chitra Tirunal lnstitute for Medical Sciences and Technology, Thiruvanantl iapuram. 

The third category of degree-granting institution, the University, is further divided into four sub- 
categories: Central, State, Open and Specialist. 

Central Universities are established by individual acts of the National Parliament. Funding comes 
from the Central Government and is administered by the UGC, which currently lists 18 Central 
Universities on its website: www.u~c.ac.inlinsidelutvoe.~?st=Central%2OUniversiW~ 

State Universities are established by acts of state parliaments. All 21 1 State Universities receive 
funding from the respective state government, and just over half receive additional funds from the 
UGC. A majority of the universities maintain, run and award degrees at a large number of 
affiliated colleges that generally offer teaching at the undergraduate level. Graduate and 
postgraduate instruction is usually offered via the university's constituent colleges or through the 
university faculties. There are a smaller number of unitary institutions that do not have affiliated 
colleges and offer both undergraduate and graduate-level courses themselves, and are self- 
governing. In this respect they more closely resemble North American universities. The UGC lists 
all state universities at: www.u~c.ac.inlinsidelutyDe.~h~?st=State%20Universitv. 

The UGC also lists five institutes of medical science that it categorizes State Legislature 
Universities: www.u~c.ac.in~inside/u~e.php?st=State%2OLeqislature. 

There are currently 10 Open Universities in India: lndira Gandhi National Open University (also 
considered a Central University (IGNOU)) and nine State Open Universities. Headquartered in 
Delhi, IGNOU was established in 1985 and offers a broad range of programs from certificate to 
master's level in both the academic and professional tracks. IGNOU is responsible for 
coordinating and monitoring distance education throughout India. 

In addition to affiliating multi-disciplinary state universities, most states operate and fund an 
Agricultural Universlty with statewide jurisdiction. Although agricultural universities are largely 
non-affiliating, most have a relatively small number of constituent colleges within the state. In the 
case of Central Agricultural Universitv in Manipur, previously affiliated to Manipur University as a 
college of agriculture, jurisdiction extends to the six states of the Northeast Hill region, with a view 
to establishing constituent colleges in each state. Many states have also developed specialist 
affillating universities with statewide jurisdiction in fields such as law, technology and 
engineering, and health sciences. These institutions tend to incorporate technical and 
professional colleges previously affiliated to other universities within the state. Not all states 
operate such specialist universities; in such cases, jurisdiction over professional colleges rests 
with regional generalist universities. 

Affiliated Colleges 

The vast majority of colleges operating in lndia do so in affiliation with a degree-granting 
institution, which in essence franchises its programs to the college. Colleges operate with varying 
degrees of affiliation, however, depending on whether they are affiliated, constituent or 
autonomous. Colleges are generally affiliated to universities as arts, science or professional 
institutions and the affiliating university maintains control over curriculum and examinations and is 



degree in order to be admitted to the second degree program. Four- or five-year professional 
bachelor's degrees are awarded in the following fields: 

Dentistry I I B g r o r  (BDH. BDM. I First degree 

Bachelor (BSc - 
Eng/Tech, BE, 
BTech ) 

4 years 

Library science I Second degree 1 year I Bachelor (BLSc/BLib/ 
BlibScJBLISc) 

1 marmacy I First degree ( 4 or 5 years ( Bachelor (Bpharm) I 

Agriculture First degree (Normally) 4years I Bachelor (BSc + area 
of specialization) 

" For a complete list of the degreas specified and recognked by The University Grants Comniission: 
www.educatlon.nic.inhtmIweWu~c dwrees.hbn 

Stage II: Programs leading to the award of Master Degrees in arts, science and wmmerke (MA. 
MSc, MCom) require two years of full-time study and prior completion of a bachelor's degree. 
Most programs are assessed on the basis of coursework and end-of-year examinations only, and 
do not require the completion of a thesis. 

Most of the Master of Engineering (ME) and Master of Technology (MTech) programs are one 
and one-half years in length and require a bachelor's degree in engineering for admission. 
Engineering programs frequently require candidates to qualify through the Graduate Aptitude 
Test for Engineers. Master of Laws (ML) programs are two years in length and require an LLB 
as a prerequisite for admission. Master's degrees are normally pursued in the same field as the 
preceding undergraduate degree. Master of Computer Science and Applications (MCSA) 



programs are always three years in length. Master of Education (M.ed) programs are always 
one year in length and in most cases the Bachelor of Education is required for admission. Most 
Master of Agriculture (MAg, MScAg) programs are two years in length. The Doctor of 
Medicine (MD) and Master of Surgery (MS) degrees are normally two or three years in length 
and build on the MBBS. 

Entry to MBA and other management programs is based on a bachelor degree in any field of 
study. Three-year Master of Science degrees requiring a thesis have been introduced by a 
small number of universities in a limited number of disciplines. 

In contrast with the non-research based arts, science and commerce master's degrees, the 
Master of Philosophy (MPhil) is a one-year degree based on examination and thesis. Entry to 
the MPhil requires the completion of a regular master's degree and may be required by some 
universities for admission to a Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) program, which requires a minimum 
of two years of study. 

Postgraduate Diplomas (PGDip) within the university sector almost always require a minimum 
of a bachelor's degree for admission. However, this may not be the case with non-university 
institutions. Programs range from six months to two years, although most require one year of full- 
time study. PGDip programs are generally professionally oriented. The Association of Indian 
Universities recognizes Post Graduate Diplomas in Management (PGDM) from a small number 
of non-university institutions as equivalent to an MBA from an lndian university. 

Stage lli: Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) programs are a minimum of two to three years in length 
and require a master's degree or MPhil in a related field for admission. Some universities admit 
candidates holding MBBSlME degrees. Programs are based on research, dissertation and (oral) 
examination. Many universities offer the Doctor of Letters (Diitt) and Doctor of Science (DSc) 
two to three years after the Ph.D. based on a body of published research. 

NON-UNIVERSITY HIGHER EDUCATION 

Polytechnics and specialist institutes provide technical and vocational education. Polytechnics 
can be public or private and may be affiliated with a university. Polytechnic institutions and 
programs are normally approved by State technical educationlexamination boards. External 
examinations are administered at the end of each semester or year by the boards, which normally 
award the diplomas. In some cases, affiliating universities serve as external examining agents for 
diploma programs offered at affiliated polytechnics. Two such institutions are SNDT Women's 
University and M.S. Universitv of Baroda. 

Programs 

Vocationalltechnical education prepares students for a variety of skilled occupations. Admission 
to these programs is usually based on the completion of Standard X and the School Secondary 
Certiicate or its equivalent. Students who enter after Standard XI1 (HSC) are exempted from a 
portion of the required coursework in science and social science. Students who enter bachelor of 
engineering programs after completing a three-year post-Standard X diploma program in 
engineering technology sometimes are exempted from a significant portion of the first year of 
coursework. In these cases, exemptions will be clearly indicated as such on the mark sheet. 

Diploma programs are offered in a range of engineering and technological fields. Students 
normally follow generalized curriculums in the first two years. as defined by AICTE, after which 
they can specialize in the third year. Polytechnics also offer higher-level diplomas, known as 



Advanced or Post Diplomas, based on the completion of a diploma program or a bachelor 
degree. Programs are generally offered in highly specialized technical fields and require from one 
to two years study, although programs can vary depending on the institution. 

Management Education 

The most popular non-university field of education in lndia is management. While many 
universities offer bachelor and master-level management programs, there are a large number of 
non-university institutions and university-affiliated colleges that offer two-year Post Graduate 
Diplomas in Management (PGDM), a small number of which are recognized as equivalent to the 
MBA (see above). Admission is based on the prior completion of a bachelor degree. 

Foremost among management schools are the six Indian Institutes of Management - 
Ahmedabad, Banaalore, Calcutta, Indore, Kozhikode, Lucknow - which enjoy a high level of 
respect both domestically and internationally. The IIM PGDM is considered much more desirable 
a credential in lndia than a university MBA. llMs also offer a four-year Fellow of the llM program, 
which is research and coursework based, and requires the completion of a dissertation. 
Admission to IIM PGDM programs is based on the competitive Common Admission Test. 
Admission to the Fellow program requires a master's or PGDM. While llMs receive a blend of 
state and industry funding, most management education providers are strictly private. 

Computer Education 

Given the rapid development of computer education in India, the Department of Electronics 
Accreditation of Computer Courses (DOEACC) was established to "accredit, examine, and 
monitor computer training and education in the 'non-formal' sector." 

Although computer programs are emerging at polytechnics and universities where degrees are 
recognized by either AlCTE or DOEACC, these programs are most commonly found in the 
private sector. While many of these programs are designed to develop basic computer skills. 
numerous institutions offer specialized programs in modular format, with different levels of 
accreditation by the DOEACC as follows: 

0 Level (Foundation), one-year program at the diploma level 
A Level (Advanced), one-year postdiploma level 
B Level (Master of Computer Applications equivalent), three-year program considered 
bachelorlmaster equivalent 
C Level (Postgraduate, MTech), 18-month program at professional master degree level 

DOEACC maintains a database of accredited institutions and accreditation ratings on its website 
at: https:llwww.doeacc.edu.inlisplaccr ratinq.htm. 

Two of the larger proprietary, non-university, post-secondary educational providers - APTECH 
and (National Institute of Information Technology) - offer their own modular formats. 
APTECH offers five principal programs of study, while NllT offers three main programs, the GNlrr 
being the most commonly seen. The program is made up of four or five semesters of computer 
study, followed by two semesters of professional practice (internship), and requires two years of 
undergraduate study for admission. 

Accountancy 

A Practicing Chartered Accountant is a person who is a member of the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of lndia (ICAI), which conducts examinations, grants certificates and exercises 



disciplinary control over members. Candidates wishing to train as accountants must pass the 
Entrance Examination of the Institute (with the exception of BComlBLaws holders), and 
undergo 3 to 4 years of practical and theoretical training, while preparing for Intermediate and 
Final Examinations. Candidates who pass both examinations become registered as an 
Associate Member of ICAI. Many Indian universities accept associate membership as adequate 
preparation for admission into MPhil and Ph.D. programs. 

'TEACHER 'TRAINING 

The minimum academic and professional qualifications for pre-school teachers is either a 
Secondary School Certificate (Standard X) or its equivalent, or a diplomdcertificate in pre-school 
teacher education from a program of a duration of no less than one year, or B.Ed (Nursery). If 
teaching at the preschool level and the first two years of elementary, teachers are required to 
have a High School Certificate (Standard XII) or its equivalent with a passing grade of at least 45 
percent, or a diplomdcertificate in nursery teacher education from a program of a duration of no 
less than two years. 

Primary 

Primary school teachers are trained at state run Teacher Tralning lnstitutes (TTI) or Primary 
Teacherss Colleges. In some sates. 1-17s are known as Junior Basic Training lnstitutes 
(JBTls). 

Prospective lower primary teachers (Standards I-V) enter two-year programs after 10 years of 
schooling (SSC). Upper primary teachers (Standards VI-VIII) complete two-year programs upon 
completion of upper secondary education (HSC). Graduates from both programs are awarded the 
Teacher Training Certificate. 

Some universities run bachelor-level education programs with specializations in elementary or 
early childhood education (BEI.Eds BEd). The National Council for Teacher Education lists 
institutions recognized by the States to run teacher training programs: www.ncte- 
in.org/recoainst.htm. 

Secondary/Upper Secondary 

Teachers at the secondary level are required to have a bachelor's degree in education (BEd), 
which requires one year of full-time study following the bachelor degree. Prospective teachers 
also have the option to enroll in four year integrated programs after Standard XII. Upper 
secondary teachers (Standards XI-XII) may be required to have master's degree in their area of 
specialization. 
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. 
1 Feature 

World Education News and Reviews 

Quality Assurance in lndian Higher Education 
By Jagannath Patil 

1 ,  
I he National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC), India's premier higher education quality assurance 

agency, today stands at a crossroads after 11 years assessing quality standards in lndian higher education. As an I autonomous body established by the University Grants Commission (UGC) in 1994, h e  Council has assessed and 
accredited more than 2500 institutions and has gone from being viewed somewhat skeptically and suspiciously to 
being acclaimed for facilitating a culture of academic quality. In its early years, the NAAC moved cautiously to 
popularize the concept of external quality assurance, and to encourage voluntary internal quality assurance and self- ) improvement mechanisms at the institutional level. As the pace of NAAC operations accelerate in its second decade 
of existence, new sets of challenges are emerging which are paving the way for internal policy shifts. 

I A Complex System 

The NAAC quality assurance process has benefited from a thorough study of established accreditation mechanisms 
worldwide. It is, however, designed to meet the needs of one of the world's largest, most diverse and most complex 
systems of higher education, which comprises 17.967 institutions catering to the needs of some 10.5 million students. 
The profile of institutions that have been accredited runs the gamut at the university level, a sector in which over 300 
institutions are categorized according to the nature of their college affiliations and jurisdictions (affiliating vs. unitary), 1 their funding (state vs. central) and their specializations (deemed universities and institutes of national importance). 
There is also great variety within the college system where schools can exist as affiliated, constituent and 
autonomous institutions. With such a diverse variety of institutional type, the NAAC has had to make a concerted 
effort to develop generic formats and standards of assessment that are applicable across the board. The instruments ( of assessment and accreditation adopted by the NAAC are based on internationally compatible models and have so 
far received general acceptance in the lndian higher education community. Assessment tools such as the institutional 
self-study report, on-site visits, and the strengthdweaknesses descriptive reports have been recognized to offer a fair 
degree of transparency in the accreditation process. In addition, the NAAC has been successful in triggering healthy I competition for better accreditation results in a system that is sometimes characterized by not only its complexity, but 
also its complacency. 

I The NAAC Assessment 8 Accreditation Process 

In conducting the assessment process, the NAAC follows a four-stage process: 

I 1. Developing Re national criteria of assessment, which varies by instiiution type; 
2. Preparation and submission of a self-study report by the institution; 

5 
3. Site visit by an external peer team, which includes the validation of the self-study report and the drafting of 

recommendations for the assessment outcome (the report is shared with the head of the institution at the end 
of visit and is reported to the NAAC along with a confidential recommendation on grading); 

4. Final decision by the Executive Committee of the NAAC. 

The self-study report and peer-team validation form the backbone of the assessment process. The NAAC distributes 
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manuals that prepares higher education institutions with detailed guidelines on the preparation of the self-study report 
and the specifications of the assessment and accreditation process. 

Criteria for Assessment 

The NAAC has identified the following seven criteria to serve as the basis for its assessment procedures: 

1. Curricular Aspects 
2. Teaching, Learning and Evaluation 
3. Research, Consultancy and Extension 
4. Infrastructure and Learning Resources 
5. Student Support and Progression 
6. Organization and Management 
7. Healthy Practices 

In completing the self-study report, an institution is expected to detail its operational performance with reference to 
these criteria. These criteria are assigned different significance for different types of institutions (see table below). 
They are further subdivided with core indicators or criterion statements which provide assessors a complete 
breakdown of the assessment requirements. 

Criteria Weighting by Institution Type 

Assessment Outcome 

I 

Criteria 

Curricular 
Aspects 

Teaching- 
Learning and 
Evaluation 

Research, 
Consultancy 
and 
Extension 

Infrastructure 
and Learning 
Resources 

Student 
Support and 
Progression 

Healthy 
Practices 10 10 10 

U"i""ihl 

15 

25 

15 

15 

10 

Autonomous 
Colleges 

15 

30 

10 

15 

10 

AfiliatedlConstituent 
Colleges 

10 

40 

05 

15 

10 
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After the self-study report and external visits are completed. criterion scores are issued with a detailed assessment 

5 report. The criterion scores are used to arrive at the overall institutional score. If the overall score is more than 55 
percent, the institution is awarded "Accredited Status" and assigned an institutional grade on a nine-point scale: 

Institutions that do not attain the minimum 55 percent score are notified that they were sAs~essed and Found Not 
Qualified for Accreditation." Provisions within the NAAC assessment framework for institutions that do not meet the 55 

I percent threshold require that they be reassessed after three years or face the rare possibility of closure. The 
particular consequences of a negative assessment, however, are left to the key stakeholders - management, 
government, funding agencies and the public at large. To date, just 13 institutions (0.5%) have been found not 
qualified for accreditation. This low figure is partly explained by the voluntary nature of the accreditation process, and 
that colleges applying for accreditation must have a university affiliation plus five years of operational experience. A ( successful accreditation outcome is valid for a period of f i e  years afier which the institution is expected to volunteer 
for re-accred itation. 

Building on the field of experience of other quality assurance agencies, an Indian methodology for re-accreditation 

) has been developed. The improvements (or degradations) that have occurred during the five-year accredited period 
and the action taken on the assessment report are the focus of re-accreditation. To make optimum use of information 
and communication technology for effecflve data management. part of the re-accreditation process is done 
electronically. The first round of re-accreditations began in 2005 and approximately 20 institutions have so far been 
reassessed and re-amedited by the NAAC. 

I Continuous Quality Improvement 

I 
To achieve the goal of making quality assurance an ongoing focus and priority integral to the functioning of lndian 
institutions of higher education, a number of post-accreditation activities have been developed. The NAAC has for the 
last two years been promoting the establishment of Internal Quality Assurance Cells (IQAC) at all higher education 
institutions as a post-accreditation quality sustenance measure. lQACs are composed of administrators, academics 
and community stakeholders, and they are responsible for a range of activities designed to promote and develop 
internal cultures of quality control. With its belief that qualitative changes should come from within, the existence of an 
IQAC is now required by the NAAC as pre-requisite for re-accreditation. 
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Two additional priorities topping the NAAC policy agenda are initiatives designed to 'promote best practices' and 
'student participation in quality assurance'. The NAAC is developing a database of best practices at accredited 
institutions and disseminating it through a promotional campaign that includes a series of seminars and publications. 
The NAAC has developed a Student Charter to be adopted by institutions. It outlines the importance of student 
feedback and participation in the promotion and internalization of an institutional culture of quality. Currently, the 
NAAC is leading an international project group on Student Participation in Quality Assurance with the support of the 
Asia Pacific Quality Network. 

Wider Participation and Acceptance 

From the initial phase of apprehension surrounding the philosophy of external review, the NAAC has gradually been 
able to build a greater appreciation from the higher education community for the intrinsic benefits of accreditation. For 
example, the wider participation of academia in NAAC policymaking has been of great benefit in building a greater 
acceptance of the assessment process. This has been achieved in part by organizing hundreds of seminars 
throughout the country. As mentioned above, it is now the intention of the NAAC to expand student participation in the 
process to further widen representation. In addition to organizing seminars, the NAAC's publication program has 
ensured effective dissemination of information about assessment and accreditation, while the development of 
manuals and guidelines through national consultations and workshops, involving a wide cross-section of academia. 
has lead to a greater acceptance and appreciation of the NAAC methodology of assessment and accreditation. NAAC 
manuals and publications are made available at: www.naac-india.com/publications.asp. 

APPREHENSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTION 

While the list of NAAC achievements in its short ten-year history is encouraging, the list of apprehensions and 
concerns is also quite long. There are a few concerns that have haunted the NAAC from its inception and now, even 
with increased acceptance from academia, new challenges are emerging. A brief summary of some of these 
challenges follows: 

The Numbers Game: It is often asked whether it is possible for all Indian higher education institutions (HEI) to be 
accredited by the NAAC in a reasonable time frame? If yes, then what is that time frame? In response, the NAAC 
maintains that because accreditation is voluntary it is unrealistic to expect all 17,000 of the country's HEl's to undergo 
the accreditation process. Therefore the Council has restricted its focus to institutions that receive development grants 
from the UGC. This number comes to approximately 6,000, which is well within the reach of the NAAC in a five-year 
cycle with its proven capacity of assessing 1,500 institutions per year. The NAAC is of late advocating the formation of 
regional andlor specialized accreditation agencies that will operate under NAAC guidelines and be responsible for 
accrediting different HE1 categories. In this respect, the NAAC would operate as an umbrella organization for 
accreditation organizations not unlike the U.S. Council on Higher Education Accreditation (CHEA). 

To Grade o r  not to Grade? The debate over the desirability of grades as an assessment outcome is ongoing, 
however, the NAAC has justified grading, almost from the outset, as a necessary element of a system chocked with 
regulatory mechanisms where a mere Yes/No status provides insufficient feedback. Grading has been proven as a 
motivating factor in large higher education systems where the quality of providers varies to extreme degrees: from 
below average operators to world-class institutions such as the lndian Institutes of Technology. Knowing where you 
are on the quality scale can help institutions and students plan for the future. 

In practical terms, less than 1 percent of NAAC grades have been challenged before the grievance redressing 
committee set up by the Council, and no lawsuits have been filed to dispute an NAAC grade. These facts help to 
demonstrate that the relevant debate should not be about whether or not to grade, but about how to use the 
accreditation status and the grade awarded by the NAAC. For instance, NAAC efforts to promote the use of the 
assessment outcome for decision-making purposes can be witnessed In the UGC's decision to link the outcome of 
assessment and accreditation to the award of a portion of its institutional development grants. Furthermore, NAAC 
accreditation with a suitable grade (B++ and above) is now linked to the granting and continuation of 'autonomous' 
status and 'deemed-to-be' university status. 

Different organizations are now using the NAAC grading system for a variety of regulatory purposes. The National 
Council for Teacher Education (NCTE), for example, has made it mandatory for all teacher-training institutes to 
secure a minimum of a B+ grade before they are allowed to expand or implement new courses. In the state of 
Karnataka the government requires all its aided colleges to secure a minimum of a B grade in order to receive state 
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subsidies, while in the state of Maharashtra, institutions must have undergone accreditation (with a positive 
assessment of 55%+) in order to continue operations. Thus the perspectives vary according to the stakeholder, and 
more decisive efforts are expected in this direction. In addition to the use of NAAC assessment outcomes 
domestically, it would be interesting to see how overseas agencies differentiate or relate accreditation grades given to 
particular higher education institutions. 

Program vs. Institution: Because the NAAC is engaged in institutional accreditation, it is often difficult to address 
international queries regarding the status of programs offered by accredited institutions. One justification given is that 
institutional accreditation takes into consideration the standards of all constituent departments and programs offered 
at a particular institution. In reality, the problem with individual program accreditation is one of capacity in terms of ( manpower and infrastructure which the N A K  does not currently have. even though it has the expertise. Independent 
program accreditation is an NAAC consideration for the future. 

Top Institutions are not Undergoing Accreditadon: Another issue that concerns the NAAC is the reluctance of a ( few publicly funded institutions, including a handful of elite universities. to come forward for assessment and 
accreditation. Even though the total number is relatively small, and primarily in and around Delhi, it is worth noting that 
despite directions from the UGC, these universities have not complied thus far. This is partly because the UGC and ( NAAC lack the necessary teeth to require institutions to undergo the accreditation process. However, given the fact 
that approximately 60 percent of Central Universities and most State Universities - including bastions such as the 
University of Calcutta, Mumbai and Madras - stand accredited by the NAAC, there is no general concern within the 
Council surrounding the acceptance of NAAC assessments. The NAAC maintains that it is the concern of top ( policymakers to decide whether to insist on accountability from institutions receiving a large portion of public funds. 

State or Center, Who Has the Influence? Any central monitoring or uniformity initiative in lndian higher education ( involves painstaking efforts owing to complex legal provisions. In the federal structure of lndian governance, higher 
education is under the regulatory and financial control of both state governments and the Central government. Of the 
17,000 higher education institutions in India, more than 90 percent receive funding from their respective state 
governments, while approximately 6,000 are recognized and receive development grants from the UGC. These 1 development grants constitute only a minor portion of institutional operating budgets in relation to grants from state 
governments. As the NAAC accreditation process is a central initiative, it is widely considered that unless state 
governments intervene to make accreditation compulsory, higher education institutions will be less likely to volunteer 
to undergo the accreditation process. 

hreign Operators - the Looming Business Opportunity: With just 12 percent of the tertiary student-age 
population enrolled in higher education, lndia is seen from abroad as a tertiary education market with great untapped 1 potential. The lndian government is yet to declare a policy position on the entry of foreign operators into the country. 
however, draft legislation based on the recommendations of the CNR RAO Committee - established by the Ministry 
of Human Resource Develo~ment (MHRD) - is currently in the consultation process. According to the findings of a 
recent study by the NAAC and the National Institute of Educational Planning, there are currently just a few dozen ( foreign institutions of education operating in lndia through various arrangements such as twining, mutual recognition 
and study center modes. Considering the stand taken by the Association of lndian Universities to oppose the entry of 

I foreign providers, many stakeholders - including potential foreign operators and their lndian counterparts, and 
students wishing to earn a foreign degree without having to leave lndia - are waiting for the union policy declaration 
with crossed fingers. 

Preempting the possible entry of greater numbers of foreign education providers into India, the NAAC established a I committee two years ago with representatives from the UGC and the MHRD to advise on a proposed quality 
assurance framework for international accreditation. 

( Towards a Quality Assurance Framework The multiplicity of accreditation agencies in lndia is another concern. At 
present, the NAAC, established by statutory authority, is the country's premier external quality assurance agency. 
Other accreditation bodies tend to be in-house mechanisms of different statutory authorities, e.g. the National Board 
of Accreditation of the All lndian Council of Technical Education, and the accreditation boards of the lndian Council of 
Aaricultural Research and the Distance Education Council. While these agencies conduct assessment and 
accreditation of programs or institutes within their respective domains, many specialized institutes that they accredit 
also volunteer for institutional accreditation by the NAAC. Quite a few engineering, medical, fine arts, law and 
management institutes, for example, have been accredited by the NAAC. This trend points out the need for a national 
quality assurance framework which will coordinate and integrate the functions of the various players engaged in 
assuring the quality of the diverse range of educational opportunities offered by the lndian higher education system. 
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Establishing this single point of reference for the status of any lndian higher education institution or program, serving 
the needs of the lndian public as well as the intemational community in terms of informinglauthenticating higher 
education offerings, represents one of the greatest challenges for the future. 

lndian higher education policymakers have an uphill task ahead of them in coming up with convincing answers to 
such concerns and adopting enduring strategies as the liberalized lndian economy moves to new global frontiers. 

NAAC AT A GLANCE: 

The NAAC performs institutional accreditation based on self-study and peer review. 
Accreditation on nine-point scale is valid for a period of five years. 
Assessments reports and grades are available to the general public: www.naac- 
india.com1accreditedalI.a~~. 
It is still a voluntary process, but a few states have made it mandatory. 
Assessment and accreditation is viewed as a development oriented process. 
Assessment & Accreditation processes by the NAAC have triggered several innovations and healthy 
initiatives on campuses. 
Accreditation is not precondition to opemte in India. It is a periodic quality assurance mechanism over and 
above the regulatory checks and balances built into university and government agencies. 
The consequences of failing an accreditation assessment or not volunteering for accreditation are left to 
the Government and funding agencies. 
The NAAC has so far accredited 122 universities and about 2500 colleges, probably the largest 
accreditation figure in a cycle by any QA agency. 
The second cycle of accreditation commenced in 2005. 

NAAC ACHIEVEMENTS AFTER A DECADE OF ASSESSMENTS: 

The NAAC has established the capacity to handle a large number of institutions. The last two years 
consecutively, it assessed and accredited more than 1000 institutions. 
In partnership with stakeholders. the NAAC has been encouraging institutions to be proactiie in promoting 
quality cultures. By way of example. many states have established State Quality Assurance Cells to 
promote assessment. 
The NAAC has published nine statewide Analysis of Accreditation reports providing policy inputs to state 
governments, universities and other key policymakers. Thus moving beyond accreditation, the NAAC has 
expanded its scope by strengthening its advisory role. 
Collaborations with other national professional bodies for accreditation of specialized subjects have been 
initiated. The National Council for Teacher Education has an MoU with the NAAC for accreditation of 
teacher training institutions. The NAAC is working with regulatory bodies from other 
professionaVspecialized fields to explore potential avenues of collaboration. 
The NAAC is active in intemational forums. As a member of the International Network for Quality 
Assurance Agencies in Higher Education (INQAAHE). the NAAC organized the sixth bi-annual meet of the 
member agencies in 2001 in Bangalore. In addition to being on the Governing Board of INQAAHE, NAAC 
Director Prof. V S Prasad is the Vice-president of the Asia-Pacific Quality Network, a regional network of 
the INQAAHE. 

Dr. Jagannath Patil is Deputy Adviser at the National Assessment and Accreditation Council. E-maii: 
jp nath@rediffmaiI.com 
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WES Equivalency Policy 

Assessing the Three-Year Bachelor's Degree from India 
WES has revised the equivalency on the three-year Bachelor's degree awarded by Indian 
universities. The decision was made following research and review of fundamental 
changes on quality assurance in the post secondary sector of education. 

The three-year bachelor's degree fiom India has been viewed as comparable to three 
years of undergraduate study in the United States. Subsequently, holders of the degree 
were not eligible for admission into graduate schools in the U.S. 

The existing equivalency resulted fiom information and material on the Indian system of 
education that dates as far back as 1971 through the mid-1 980s. Since then the education 
system has undergone tremendous a structural reforms that gave rise to a uniform system 
of education, rather than each State having its distinct educational structure. As a result, 
by the mid 1980s the Standard XI1 award had been fully implemented across India 

In the post-secondary sector, universities almost across the board adopted the three-year 
bachelor's degree. Despite the reforms that took place in the secondary level, the 
university sector continued to struggle with the excessive rate of failure in the university- 
matriculation examinations, as well as the high dropout rate. Additionally, the sector 
experienced tremendous growth responding to the demand for higher education. While 
the Indian system of higher education could, even during the years of its tremendous 
expansion, could point to several centers of educational excellence, the expansion did 
impact on the quality of university education, particularly in the social sciences and 
humanities. 

In an attempt to address the issue, the University Grants Commission 
http://~mw.ugc.ac.in founded the National Assessment and Accreditation CounciYNAAC 
http://www.naac-india.com in 1994. The NAAC objective was the assessment and 
accreditation of higher education institutions. The assessment process is based on clearly 
defined criteria. Institutions that complete the process, if they qualify for accreditation, 
are graded on a nine point grading scale with the following values: 



The process is voluntary, as regional accreditation is in the U.S., and thus far 120 Indian 
Universities have been granted accreditation. 

It is WES evaluation methodology to view a credential on the basis of level, examine the 
admission requirements into the program of study. The second criterion is the length and 
structure of the program. The three-year bachelor's degree from India is devoted in its 
entirety in the major. The bachelor's degree awarded by U.S. institutions has three 
components: major, general education and distribution requirements. In order for a 
bachelor's degree to be awarded, courses in the three areas must total a minimum of 120 
semester credits generally completed over a period of four years. In comparing the 
Indian bachelor's degree to the bachelor's awarded by U.S. institutions, the only 
difference is the absence of the general education component fiom the Indian degree. 

In view of the fact that the system has addressed the issue of quality assurance, it is our 
opinion that there are no substantial differences between the two degrees. In fact the 
similarities are substantial, particularly with respect to preparing students for admission 
into graduate school. 

Therefore, taking into consideration the relative standing of the institution, reflected in 
the NAAC grade, and the individual's performance, reflected in the classification of the 
degree, WES has established a new equivalency that views the three-year bachelor's fiom 
India as comparable to a U.S bachelor's degree. The new equivalency will be only for 
degrees awarded in Division I and 11, and are from institutions that have received an 
NAAC accreditation grade of A or higher. 
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8 , ~ q f ~ ~ , ~ . r n c : . i  ;~;.e,i 
-5rn-m should tmr anpa9 s3eslatim UI the ~tiwdty o! M ~ Z S  wirtl o ~ ~ d  sea bise ttm w e  ~s M. 

.?50 . . a. - 



~AL*,:. CA . CORE COURSE ALLIED A 0  . ApmcAT!o!!J ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ . ~ :  -ti , . . . ? . ~ , ~ ; ; ~ x a w ~ & d  
PASSING ~~INIMUU w MARKS 

>.A. . .. i .. ..s &I ... 
AAA-@SENT .- :.. ....-. . :. . .  ... . 
u~ivEiisl~v BULDINGS 
C-UENNAI - 600 005. . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  DR. ... .A;'. '81 VmlJRTHyp'). 'i 

C~aol ler  of Examlnatlons 
Chan~a(s'JDvarscnFt(s) 6hodd bear mnpaent aaestaimn ol Z e  bniverslry of Madras vnlh oRtsial seal, dse tho Certi(lcat9.i~ Mid . . 

97 U L 3  J I 4  ( 

UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS 
C m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  . NON-SEMESTER EXAMINATION 

. 

, 

STATEMENT OF MARKS . . . .  . . . .  

. . . , , ; i .  .y"*Ac.. A. 

... .::,. . .rJ>;aOTSL; 

-. . - .  .- L..,... ...,;:A ' 
. .  ..Y :; . 'Ll . . .  
. . .  . . :  . .  . . 

.-i - .... ,.<.L.>.. 

...... COURSE CODE :' FC - FOUNDATION COURSE CM - CORE COURSE MAIN'" ' -' -: -..,% . . , ~ ~ ~ c ~  

NAME OF CANDIDATE 
.-.. . .,. :.-,. 

. . 
,'.. LI 

,-. 
BRANCH NAME 

Q 6 . t .  . . .  

,,s,o H M E R  c E 

REGISTER NO1 
EP?qEM'Q 

, MONGj &YEAR 
. .<a .3l,;.L..:. . . . .  

APR . t ~ ,  .:ye. 

CENTRE NO. 
: 

1344 . 

SERV\L NO. 
, ' ':'.:..'..~-':"'..' .L.' 

01 1.9.1, :,.:.L< 

.. ... uM&,. . .r 4.1 

COVRSE NAME OF S U ~ T  
u ? G ~  . . ... , 

'fiGl CORPORATE ACCOUNT1 NO . . . . . .  
. . :I .. c. . ,*b#.. 

CM INCOPIE TAX ( L A W  AND PRACTICE ) 
-0,r . . .._ .:. , _. 2 ..I 

..CM MARKETING - .. 
. ' S  

CM COST AND MANAQEMENT ACCOUNTINQ 

. CM COMPANY LAW 

* 9 * END O F  8TATEPlENT * * * 

PUBUWN CODE &$I DATE 
,, ... ‘.-2 -.A. .. .: . .&%.C~&\?LU: 

,w .... : -... F-~.ZS~A 
.............. . . .  . ... ... m... , .".G.. i " 8 ,  %,*,2i, 

SUBJECT MARfii . MAX 
.. CODE SECURED .W.. y.. 

EZK 090 100 PASS.!; 
. , :.,:F:..,..,b:-. -.z,.> 

E Z L  070 ' :100 - - P ~ S S  . .  .,- ..Y,;Mi'J*i.i 

NZQ 0 7 0 .  100a;PA88!.-~ 
.; ...;;, .-:;. : 

NZH 082 100 PA88 . . . . . . .  9.. 

N Z J  080 100 PASS .: 

. . 

. . . . .  



pczhped o receiue f same and rua~ ,p/aced in /he 



T h r o u g h :  LOYOLA COLLEGE CAUTONOMUUSI 
CHENNAI 

FOLIO NUMBER DATED 1 

TKBAC3966 01/09/2004 

FOUNDAT I O N  COURSE: 
LANOUAQE : HINDI 
ENGLISH : 

CORE COURSE : caMnmcE 

CHEPAUK, SHENNAI - 600 C05. 

SECOND CLA8S 
F I R S T  CLASS 
STCOND CLABS 

qf?+ rnrd+--' 
ASSISTANT REGISTRAR 



LOYOLA COLLEGE CHENNAI 
(RN AUTONOMOUS COLLEGE AFRLIATEDTOTHE UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS) 

8,conl- DEGREE EXAMINATfON 'J6 0 8 
; % / \  ,,.,/.';.i;r ;--c .,tF 

STKTEMENT OF MARKS ' C ..&;;!j! .-*. i1u . - 

NOVEMBER 2001 

. 
' 

-. . . .- .- .LH 1080 . 
c.. . . .  . .>. 1 

: c L . 1 0 5 0  .... 
.EiM ,. . 10~1 
.*,T. /. 

.:W 1500 
o . . r . a r  ' 
," . -.,I . 
.U - ~ ~ 1 0 3 0  
.C. . b I 

'%c--103i: 
.% . . . .  

.C. . : . . .  
..A. ...... 
L.. ' .  
..i.." . ., . 
w- * - IF:- - r 1 , 
OP.' . r v i  
O.." ..... 
g n  I . L,' 4 . 1 I' t . f .  

t J n -  . 'I.,'..: 
*.I . .. ' 

n,l.-.;..#~ce...,, 
U P  * .  ' .  
J,,<. ........a 

( ' a  ' 4 .  :. .: . . .  - -. . . .  
0,cr..  ... . I "  
P . - . t a r - , , . I ,  . . . . . . .  . .I 

L.. . I....;- 

i 

- 

ADVRNCED HINC; - I 
ENGLISH THROUQM HEDIF) I 

LITERARY ~~PPRE~ IAT ION I 

'F'INRNCICIL RCCOUNTING . 
PERSONALITY. DEVELOPMENT 

'THE LII~INR FAITHS OF THE WORLD 
I 

, ' *  * * END OF STATEMENT *' * * 
t . . .  , . . . . . . .  

.c.. . . . .  
. . a  

I.. . .  . . .  I 
' 

. . 

4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

1 

33 

34 

32 

32 

74 

84 

28 

28 

31 

19 

--- 
--- 

! 

61 

62 

63 

51 

74 

84 

PhSS 

PASS 

PRSS 

PRSS 

PASS 

PASS 

4 

4 

4 

. 4 

1 

1 

244 

24 

252 

204 

74 

84 



LOYOLA COLLEGE CHENNAI 
. (AN AUTONOMOUS COLLEGE AFFILIATEDTOTHE UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS) 

I B-COm DEGREE EXAMINATION 
r )  2005 

: '..\I.-\.. .. 
v ,.I!, . . . / ; t i . .  *.;;,-fi3. 

I STATEMENT OF MARKS - 1.~1:a.l . a #  . \  
., ;\;; ,,,, 

Namrt of the Student 

b 

r , I'j/flj 2051 1 LITERRRY APPRECIATION - I I 

' r~ 2080 
..h 
2.. . . ' 
:EL, 2050 
. . .. "" . 

BUSINESS MRNRGEMENT 

ADV~NCED H I N D I  - I1 
ENGLISH 7HROUQi-j MEDIA - I I 

F C  2030 

FC 2032 

4 

4 

SOCIAL ANALYSIS 

SCIENCE FOR ARTS 

4 

4 

TOTAL 1 18 11571 

28 

35 

1 

1 

Weighted Average Mark of Subjocts Passed E 
Totel 01 (Marks x WI) 64 
Tolol of Credits acquhed 

32 

37 

28 

31 

70  

7 5  

33 

29 

56 

66 

--- 
--- 

65 

W 

PASS 

PASS 

PRSS 

PASS 

70 

75 

4 

4 

PASS 

PASS 

224 

264 

1 

1 

70 

75  



LOYOLA COLLEGE CHENNAl 
(AN AUTONOMOUS COLLEGE AFRLIATEDTOTHE UNIVERSiTY OF MADRAS) 

B-Com DEGREE EXAMINATION 

STATEMENT OF MARKS 

Name of the Sfudent 

bF I 
NOVEMBER 2002 

Roll Number E 

WeJghted Average Marks of Subjects Passed = Total of (Marks X credits) a 63 
Total d Cred'i acquired 

I~.rm*n~nnhatbn n 50 

Aggregate P 100 
I 

S n u ( 9 r E M h l l o n =  
Aegreeate . 40 I 



C 
LOYOLA COLLEGE CHENNAI 

(AN AUTONOMOUS COLLEGE AFFILIATEDTOTHE UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS) 

I B -Corn. DEGREE EXAMINATION 

f l 8  2005 

I 
STATEMENT OF MARKS . '* *"i2\::, i ;\:fi.: .. ' ; I .  .r'\ :$~,.b; :;:\I:> - 

I -..- - .  . . . 
i Name ol the Student 

* * * END OF STATEtlEt3T * * * 

Wefghled Average Marks of Subjeck Passed t Total of {Marks 1c Crsdis) 
= 57 

Total of Credlls acqulred 

5 r ~Lu\b-k. 
ControIier of Examinations 

11/06/03 1 

[.J /- 

. . 
: > 



LOYOLA COLLEGE CHENNAl 
. (AN AUTONOMOUS COLLEGE AFflUATEOTOTHE UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS) 

0 -Corn. DEGREE EXAMINATION 
{UE 0 8  
" 4f)q;. .-.."".\. ' z l : +  

d 
STATEMENT OF MARKS - - L J  V l -  . '3 \/;,. 

1 - 

COMMERCE NOVEMBER 20C13 

Roll Number u 

* * * END O f  STnTEllEKT * * * 

WeQhted Average Marlcs of Subjects Passed = TO~JI of  arks x Credn~) 61 
Tololo! Cmdha equfred 



LOYOLA COLLEGE CHENNAl 
, (AN AUTONOMOUS COLLEGE AFFILIATED TOTHE UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS) 

I 13. Corn. DEGREE EXAMINATION 

LUG 0 0 20% 

b STATFMENT OF MARKS : q1;.\,.\" 
\.=,;(L,,;d; ;?I\% ;c 

Main Subject /IV 
Roll Number Cz-II 

I 
I 

I 
I 
8 
I TOTAL a I  9351 

Weighled Average Marks of Subjec~s Passed = Totel of (Marks x Credils) 47 
Total of Credits acquited 

do 6650 

CO 6600 

CO 6601 
.. . 
.CO 6602 

CO 6603 

CC 5005 

CC 5009 

CURRENT SEMESTER 
EXPORT MANAGEMENT 

CREATIVE ADVERTISING 

INTERNRTIONAL MARKETING 

MFIRKETINQ RESEARCH 

RETRIL MARKETING 

ROTARACT CLUB 

10 

3 

3 

3 

1 

1 

42 

22 

33 

19 

21 

--- 
COMMUNITY SERVICES 

* * * END O F  STATEMENT x * * 

--- 1 

--- 
25 

30 

27 

26 

--- 
--- 

42 

47 

63 

4 6  

47 

--- 
--- 

PASS 

PASS 

PASS 

PASS 

PASS 

PRSS 

PRSS 

10 

3 

3 

3 

1 

1 

420 

141 

189 

138 

47  

--- 
1 --- 



. I ,!(.. n , ,I' ; i;:l $ I -  h 
ho'!fOm COLLEGE (Aafcnombus) Chennai 600 OM 

Jame : Roll No, 

81 No Codo . D w c r l ~ k n  CA SE Awr %sun CIodEtD Cmdllri farlaon Mom 

PART I - LANGUAGE 
1 LH ?om . ' . ADVAP~CEDH~P~DI - I 33 28 61 PASS. .<<'+*;.:-- 
2 LH 2000 ADVANCED'HINDI - 11 28 28 58 PASS 4 224 A P R ~  

Class : SECOND 

I PART II - OEPaERAL ENOUSH 1 

2 EL 1% t - UTERARY APPRECIATION - I 32 31 63 PASS 4 
- 3 ,a?' ...!. I. .., .E )GUS~OOOH -.& .- ..a- MEWA - II 35 31 I BB PA+$&@- 

4 EL mi LITERARY APPRECIATI~N'- II 32 33 65 PASS 4 260 

Clasa : FIRST I 

3U=C'2030 S~CIALANAL~S~S 70 - 
4 FC 2032 SCIENCE FOR ARTS 75 - 
6 ;VC 3300 BODY LANGUAGE 72 - 
6 n awl OTHER LWBUAQE - VALARNILAI TAMIL 44 40 
7 .CO 3020 COMPUTER APPLICATlONS IN ACCOUNTING 42 - 

, 8 vc uoo SCREEN' PRINTING 68 - 
9 OH 4010 OUR HERKAGE (b PHIL OF REUOlON 54 - 

I C.WA: n CIW : FIRST 

1 74 PASS ' ' ~ ' : ' q f ~ ~ , f ~ ~ - @ @ @ ~  - d 

8 4 P A S S  1 8 4 . m o 1  
! ?O PASS Q '. yTivrl*m-' 

75 PASS t 75 Am02 

i 7 2  PASS . 4  .p*MF 
84 PASS 4 338 N o v o 2  

142 PASS ~ ~ - & h ' ~ ~ ~ ~  

58 PASS 1 60 APR03 
54 p m  4. : .'..-(p$!;$@@j . . -- .. -. .- 2. -- 

PART V - COMMUNrrY DEVELOPMENT AND STUDENT TRAINING PROGRAM 
1 CC 5005 ROTARACT CLUB - - I - PASS I .. , .- ,4y%? 
2 CC 5009 COMMUNITY SERVICES - - - PASS 9 -- WR04 

I TOTAL CREDITS EARNED : 910 I 



LOYOLA COLLEGE [Aaotoonsmoaos) 
Chennai 600 034 

Affiliated to the University of Madras 

CONSOLIDATED CERTIFICATE OF MARKS CMS NO: ~ 0 1 - 0 5 5 ~  

Roll No. : - Perlod : 2001-2004 

Name : Date of Blrth : 2 ~ 5 1 8 4  

*pt : COMMERCE D ~ r e e  : B.Com. 

SI No Code OeScrlpUon CA 88 b u r  RWII cndb Ms: Er2 
MAJOR SUBJECTS 

PART - MAJOR, A W U )  (b SKILL BASED COURSES 
I * -  . .- 
r 2+ 0 m % - & m ? p P  . . :.: -.- . .-.. :.:;---- 32 ., - .. ~ . - z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ <  .,,& 7 ~ :  I :-; JS.,;. H-. ,&t?%@~ -. 

2 CO 2500 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 37 2- 4 Z M ~  A P R ~  
'9;s : .:&---F7-.ni3yg-."333&@$3#$\F~ ; 1 

31 28 80 PASS 3 160 Od0Va 
b sgli m-.. . * .. -:--.:"J-w ..wB: 

21 44 PASS 4 176 
- ... -., - ,. 

~ ~ j l a , ' . " *  .' '-&wl: 3mg&jJ&.,.k .L.~&.LL...-.--L -.' . .. I-, .-,;:.*: - -  .,..:w';r~p7; . .  

8 EL 4200 BUSINESS COMMUNICATION 37 32 6B PASS 3 207 APR03 . ' - - I ' - , : . T ; r 1 7 . * y @ - ~ ~ ~ f & : * ~ -  ; : I  : .,. . . ..----- 
. . 

34 24 58 PASS 4 232 N W 0 3  
. .; ¶,=-: ..-i3 ;.=-)..; 2. Y-&*=;-p?y(@ - .-. -*:-..&, *-.. ..d-- 

37 20 60 PASS 4 284 NOV03 

. . .- . .;a $ ~ ~ 8 ~ z ~ , E & $ $ r L $ : ~ ~ ; t q  ; 03 
' .' - , -: -a.- - ---- ..-- . .. 

41 33 74 PASS 2 I 4 8  NOV03 

' . -. ;. .-;.- '1 -:=-; - g y m  
.'. . .. , " 5  - 19 27 48 PASS 3 138 APRW 

.". ": .j.-;;:, ;-: 
d..'L62" -. :A 

42 - 42 PASS 10 420 APRW 

1 
CA- ConOtnuous Asessrnenl SE - Semester Exam Aggr - Agewale C.WA - Credil Weighted Average 

'mom lhen one attempt + Improvement 1 





I Estd. 1913 

Direct : 2287 1452 
GOVT. OF hIAHARA_SHTRA'S . . 

SYDEWHAM COLLEGE OF COMMERCE IL ECONOMICS 
'B' ROAD, CHURCHGATE. MUMBAI 400 020, INDIA. ~ W U J  

JUM 2 9 2005 
I / C  Principal 

OFFICIAL TIWNSCRIPT 

. This to certify that - . has been a bonafide student of this college fram June 2002 to , 

1 March 2005. He h:s passed his Bachelor of Commerce Examination of tlie UNIVERSlTY of MUMBAI held - 
in March 2005. 

The Bachelor of Commerce Degree is spread ov 
courses are covered in 
Final Year R S U ~  in 
UNIVERSITY OF 

C 
the Degree Examination. 

In the First Year Bachelor of Commerce Examination conducted by the college on behalf of the UNlVERSITY .. 
OF MUMBAl in March 2005. . secured a Pass class with 43.85%. 

I 111 the Second Year Bachelor of Commerce Emination conducted by the college on behalf of the 
UNlVERSrPI OF MUMBAI in March 2004, 1 , secured a Second Class with 
5 I .OO % marks. 

The candidate has appeared for his Third Year Bachelor of Co~nmerce Examination held by the UNIVERSITY 
OF MUMBAI in March 2005 and has secured s. 

I The academic year for all the courses is divided into nvo terms as under. - 
First Term: June to October 
Second Term: November to March 

Note: 
1. The Medium of Instruction in all courses in the college is English. 
2. ?here are approximately 550 students in every undergraduate programme offered by this college. 
3. We do not award Grade Point Average nor do we rank our student since we folio\\* a different grading 

E system. The gradins system followed by us is given below. 

Grading System: 

I 
Above 75% "First Class with Distinction" 
From 60% to 74% "First Class" 
From 45% to 59% "Second Class" 
From 35% to 44% "Pass Class" 
Below 35% "Fail" * : ( For B Corn above 60% is "First class") 

u 1 

~ ; I . I c ' D ~ .  

'YAnhJm Collage of Comm.yrcE 
Oed E c w m l ~ .  Born bay 020 



.-.g - --.a- ... .-- 4 -1 4 .: -, tp. . ... ..-. .-. . -T+.r.r . ..v-.- - ---)?:---.. 
'- 1 

Esld. 1913 Office : 2204 2697,2268 2117 
Direct : 2287 1452 

GOVT. OF MAHARASHTRA'S 

SYDENHAM COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & ECONOMICS - 

'B' ROAD, CHURCHGATE, MUMBAI - 400 020, INDIA. 

Dr. V. 8. Tayde 
I/C Prlndgal 

Name:. 

Fiwt Year Bachelor of Commerce - Mkrch 2003 
( Each lecture is of 48 minutes.) 

JUN 2 9 2005 

Class Awarded: Pass Class Percentage: 43.85 % 

* 
Subject 

FOUNDATION 
COURSE - 1 - 
BUSMESS 
C O W .  
BUSMESS 

ECONOMICS - I 
COMMERCE - 1 
ENV. STUDIES 

MATH S. & STATS. 
. ACCTS.&FIN. 

MNG. - I 
Total 

Prlnd* 
a * h  College of Commem 

Economtcs k t w y  ao mr 

Number of 
lertures per 

week per 
subject 

3 

3 

3 

3 
. 4 

5 
4 

25 

. Tutorials 

. 

Total 
Marks 

100 

100 

100 

100 
100 
100 

* 100 

700 

Passing 
Marb 

35 

3 5 

3 5 

35 
35 
35 
3 5 

- 

Marks 
Obtained 

49 

50 

56 

37 
39 
41 
35 

307 



6.; . . ;-: . .  . . .  . 

. .  . 

I . .  . . . 

% 

I 
Estd. i91.3 Office : 2204 2897.2288 2117 

Direct : 2287 1452 
GOVT.: OF MAHARASH7 RA'S 

I 
SYDENHAM COLLEGE OF COMMERCE & ECONOMICS 
'6' ROAD, CHURCHGATE. MUMBAI - 400 020. INDIA. ' 

Or. V. B. Tayde 

l I/C Principel 

a 
I 
@ 
I 
1 
I 
1 
I 
I 

JUN 2 9 2005 

Name: ' 

Second Year Bachelor of Commerce -March 2004 
( Each lecture is of 48 minutes.) 

Class Awarded: Second Class 

P:tnc!p 
Sydenham Collage of tomrnercc 

d Econornlcs, &om bay 400 020 

Subject 

BUSMESS ECONOMICS - 11 
FOUNDATION COURSE - 11 

BUSMESS LAW 
MARKETMG & FINANCE 

ACCOUNTANCY 
APPLlED COMPONENT: - 

ADVT 
Total t 

Percentage: 51.00 % 

Marks 
Obtained 

5 1 
67 
35 
43 
3-5 
75 

306 

Number of 
lectnres 

per week 
Per 

_ subject 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
3 

20 

Total . 
Marks 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

6M) 

Tutorials 

- 

Passing 
Marks 

35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
3 5 



Estd. lS13 Office : 2204 2697,2288 2117 
Direct : 2287 1452 

G0VT.-OF MAHARASHTRA'S 

SYDENHAM COLLEGE OF COMMERCE &:ECONOMICS 
'B' ROAD, CHURCHGATE. MUMBAl - 400 020. INDIA. 

Dr. V. 8. Tayde 
1 /C Principal 

Name: 

Third Year Bachelor of Commerce - March 2005 
( Each lecture is of  48 minutes.) 

Class Awarded: Second Class Percentage: 5457 % 

Subject 

MANAGEMENT & HUMAN 
RESOURCE DEVELOPMmT (OLD)/ 
MANAGEMENT & PRODUmON 

PLANNWG (REV) 
BUSMESS ECONOMICS 

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT - I 

Total Marks 

100 

100 
100 
1 00 

100 
100 
700 

BUSWESS MANAGEMENT - I1 - 
EXPORT MARKETING (REV) - 3 

Dl RECr & MDI RU=T TAXES (REV) 3 
Total 24 - 

Number 
of 

lectures 
per week 

per 
subject 

3 

3 
4 

Passing 
Marks 

35 

35 
35 
35 

Tutorials Marks 
Obtained 

56 

37 
55 
65 

35 
3 5 

60 
57 
52 

382 



'JUL 0 1  20115 
06130/2805 15: 28 91 9-693-2244 RICHMD THORTON LIB 



&rnsu&& q6vlb , ,  . . . : + 

FACULTY OF aRTS 

de guahjLed /? . r.we,be 26; . .  $am.&: Ad . ,o/aced ,k /& 
. - . . . . '  , . 

. . . . 
FIRST CLASS . . . _ . . . . . . . . &/A Lxag~i?a/i'on Si/dIh 

. . . .  . 
.. . 

APRIL 2060 ' 
. . 

. . 

Registrar Vice-Chancellor 

* ~ ; L I I T & ~ ,  6 ) & ~ 1 6 ~  - om. fi&&pn@. @$@am 
26@hepauk, Chennai 600 005, Tamilnadu, India 



processed by 

Read by 

Examined by WE- 



UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS 

PI. A .  DEGREE EXAMINATION 
( CREDIT BASED SEMESTER SYSTEM ) 

STATEMENT OF MARKS 

PASSING MINIMUM - 50 % MARKS 
AAA - ABSENT 

, 

Course Code 

E C O l O l  

E C 0 1 0 3  

EC0105  

E C 0 1 0 7  

E C 0 1 0 9  

UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS 
Chennni - 600 005. 

' SERIAL NO. 
0046 . .. - .  . . 

r 
NAME OF THE CANDIDATE 

r 

G .  VI~AYAKUMAR. M.A. .  
CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS. -1 /C . . 

4 . 7 1  

WEIGHTED AVERAGE MARKS ( WAMj .... 
67 -80 .  

Change(s)lOverscripc(s) should bear competent attestation of the University of Madras with office seal. else the 
Certificate is invalid. 

ECONOMICS BRANCH NAME 

REGISTER NO. , 

. . . 

Oradc 

A+ 

A 

B 

0 

A+ 

i-. : 
. .FIRST . 
. 

Course Title . 

MICRO ECONOMIC ANALYSIS-I  

MACRO ECONOMIC ANALYSIS- I  

PUBLIC ECONOMICS-I 

S T A T I S T I C S  FOR 
ECONOMISTS-I 

ECONOMIC DEMOSRAPHY-I 

*=*=* END OF STATEMENT *=*=* 

GRADE POINT AVERAGE ( GPA ) 

MONTH & YEAR 

DEC ? 98 

Marks 
Secured 

068 

0 6 4  

059 

082 

066 

04 

04 

04 

0 4  

0 4  

.... 

DATE OF PUBLICATION 

DEF'AKIWENT 

DEPT. OF ECONOMICS 

. VM.9 31/05/99 

Max. 
Marks 

100 

100 

100 

100 

100 

, .  . 

Grade 
Point 

4.83 

4.49 

3-59 

5-64 

4.61 



UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS 

' * ' DEGREE -ATION 
( CREDIT BASED SEMESTER SYSTEM ) 

STAlEMENT OF MARKS 

I-. 

NAME OF THE CANDIDATE 

BRANCH NAME 
ECONOMICS ' 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE MARKS ( WAM) .., 67.20 

PASSING h4INIMUM - 50 % MARKS 
AAA - ABSENT 

REGlSIER NO. 
t 

MONTH &YEAR 
APR'99 

UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS 
Chennai - 600 005. 

DEPAKIMENT 

DEPT. OF ECONOMICS 

Change(s)/Overscript(s) should bear competent attestation of the University of Madras with office seal, else the 
Certificate is invalid. 

1 ;'.. 

: .:, . . 
!.;+ 

* .  

. . 
. . . . 

1 .  . . 
. . 

I -- 

SVP 1.5/10/99 

SEMESIER 
SECOND 

SERIAL NO. 
,0004 : 

DATE OF PUBUClVlON 



.- . . . :. 
. r  - . . 

UNTVERSTTY OF MADRAS 

*. DEGREE EXAMINATION 
( CREDIT BASED SEMESTER SYSTEM ) 
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Course Cede 

ECO20S 

EC0283 

ECU205 

EC0207 

ECO209 
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.- NAME -OF THE CANDIDATE 

BRANCH NAME 

ECONOMICS . 

. CourseXde 

PLANNING (WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE m INDIA-I) 

ECOhfOHrCS OF RURAL AND 84 * 078 
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPPENT OF 
INDIA I 

DEPT. OF E C O N O N I W ~  

. RE_GLS.H5,.. 

MOhpl&YEAR: 
DEC '99 

RESEARCH HETHDDDLOQY AND 
QENERAL ESSAY I 

INDIAN ECONOMICS 1 THWGHT-I 

SEMESIER 
THIRD 

ENVIRONMENTAL ECONOMICS I I B4(: 878 

SERIAL NO. 
. 0602 

I I 

GRADE POINT AVERAGE ( GPA ) .... 

.'. '- l 3 @ E ~ ~ ~ ~ L I ~ ~ N  - 
KKV' 24/03/2000 

- 
Max. 
Marks - 
100 

100 

188 

188; 

I 

- 
Grade 
Point - 
4. 12 

5. 05 

4.25 

5. 56 

5. as 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE MARKS ( WAM) .... 68. a8 I: 

2 
:+ 

PASSING MINIMUM - 50 Q MARKS 
AAA - ABSENT 
UNIVERSITY OF MADRAS 
Chenfiai - 600 005. 

- - 
PROF. Q. SHANPZUOAM . 

CONTROLLER OF EXAMLNP5IONS. 

Change(s)lOverscript(s) should bear compeient attestation of the University o f  Madras with o m c e  seal, e l s t  the 
Certificate is invalid. . . 

I. 
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STATEMENT OF MARKS L' 



'i:. .. . ! , 
PASSING MINIMUM CREDITS : 72 credits for two years.Master Programme .* .. . .. . . <'. .. :. 

I . .  
108 credh for three yeare Master Progmnye . . .. .... : . I  

.. ; 
36 credlts for M.phll. programme . . .  I 

. a 

i 

I 75-100 I 5.50-6.00 ] 0 I OUTSTANDING. 1 
66-74 4.60-6.49 A+ FIRST ' 

60-64 4.009.49 . A  FIRST . 
55-59 3.50-3.99 B SECOND . 
50-54 3.00-3.49 1 - ' C  I SECOND 
0-49 0.00-2.99 F . 'Fall 

GRADE POINT AVERAGE rGPAl I I j 
The.grade point corresponding to the Mark bbta iM by the candidate in-each &rse.is nyltlpiiid by . 
the credit prescribed for the respectbe course and the sum of all these products id, divided by the tdal 
ndmber of credits prescribed for each semester. 

WEIGHTED AVERAGE MARK WAMJ 
I I I 

, The product of mark obtalned by the candidate In each cdurse Wlth the respecthre oredit Is added and 
the Weighted Average Mark is arrhred by dividlng tH8 total by thdtotal number of oredits preacrlbed for 
the semester. 

WAM = E C,M, IZ C, 
i 

The Grade Point corresponding to the Mark obtained by the Candidate in each courser Is multiplied by 
the Credit prescribed for the respejive course and the sum of all thesapducts is dilded by the total 
number of credits prescribed for all semesters prescribed for the Programme. 

OVERALL WEIGHTED PERCENTAGE OF MARK (OWPW 

T e  producr of mark obtained by the candidate In each course &h:the respecttve ore& b a d a n d  
wcighted Average mark Is arrlved by dlvlding this total by the total number of credits pretrorlbed for all 
semesters prescribed for the Programme. 

Exulanation 1. 1 
Where C, is the credii earned for the course i in any semester, M, is the mark obialned for the 

course i in any semestbr and (3 is the grade point obtained by the stirdent for the course I; n refers to 
the number of Semesters in !h/ch such courses were credited. 

-. 
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P.O. Box 123 
Broadway NSW 2007 Ausbalia Academic Record 
Telephone (02) 9514 2000 
Intemationnl+61 2 95 14 2000 
Facsimile (02) 9514 1551 

V U T S  
University of Technology, Sydney 

Date: 8 April 2004 .Page I of 2 

Awards 
Bachelor of Business (BBus) 

Conferred on 30 April 1996 
Bachelor of Business (Honours) with Second Class Honours (Division 1) (BBus(Hons)) 

Conferred on 06 May 1997 

Bachelor of Business 
Major in Finance & Economics 

Course Registration Summary - Complete 

1993 Bachelor of Business 
1994 Bachelor of Business 
1995 Bachelor of Business 

1993 Autumn Semester 
22105 Accounting A 
221 15 Business Information Systems 
791 01 Law For Business 
251 10 Microeconomics 
21 130 Orwnisational Behaviour 

Total Credit PoInts 
Enrolled Gained 

50 35 
50 50 
62 62 

Credit Points 
Result Enrolled Gained 

PASS 5 5 
PASS 5 5 
PASS 5 5 
PASS 5 5 
CREDIT 5 5 

1993 Spring Semester 
22205 Accounting B FAIL 5 0 
21 125 Australian Business Environment PASS 5 5 

261 22 Business Statistics FAIL 5 0 

25209 Macroeconomig FAIL 5 0 
241 05 Principies of Marketing PASS 5 5 

1994 Autumn Semester 
22205 Accounting B PASS 5 5 
26122 Business Statistics PASS 5 5 
24220 International Marketing CREDIT 5 5 
25209 Macroeconomics PASS 5 5 
2121 5 Management and Communication Skills PASS 5 5 

1994 Spring Semester 
2421 0 Advertising Management PASS 5 5 

25314 Business Finance 1 PASS 5 5 
24202 Buyer Behaviour CREDIT 5 5 
25308 Financial Institutions and Markets PASS 5 5 
25406 Quantitative Techniques for Finance and Economics PASS 5 5 

1995 Autumn Semester 
25420 Applied Financial Management PASS 5 5 
25304 Asian-Australian Economic Relations DISTINCTION 5 5 
25202 Business Forecasting PASS 5 5 
25421 International Financial Management CREDIT 5 5 
2521 0 Microeconomic Policy CREDIT 5 5 

This academic record k @@d by compUm on whim paper with a teal tFut bckgnnmd and issued without altetation or erasure on ~ 2 0 0 4 .  
"no aedn points - aedil p&ts hboducsd h I=; me over for Bxplanatirm of Resulk 
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1 Bachelor of Business (continued) 

1995 Spring Semester 
25620 ' Advanced Financial'lnstruments 
21 609 Corporate Strategy 
2541 6 Economics of Money and Finance 
52222 international Poliics 
25503 Investment Analysis and Portfolio Mgt 
25309 Macroeconomic Policy 

P.O. Broadway BOX 123 NSW 2007 Australia 

Telephone (02) 95 14 20(#3 
In&onal+61 2 95 14 2000 

Academic Record 

C M  Points 
Result - Enrolled Gained 

DISTINCTION 5 5 
PASS 9 9 
DISTINCTION 5 5 
HIGH DISTINCTION 8 8 
PASS 5 5 
CREDIT 5 5 

Facsimile (02) 9514 1551 
University of Technology, Sydney 

g u T S  

I Total Credn Points Gained 147 1 

Bachelor of Business (Honours) 
Major in Finance 8 Economics 

Course Registration Summary - Complete 
Total Credit Point6 

Enrolled Gained 

1996 Bachelor of Business (Honours) 48 48 
Credn Points 

1996 Autumn Semester -it Emoiled ~alned 

2591 1 Advanced Business Forecasting (Hons) DISTINCTION 5 5 
259 12 Advanced Macroeconomics (Hons) DIS~NCTION 5 5 
2591 3 Advanced M i i o r n i c s  (Hons) DISTINCTION 5 5 
25914 Honours Seminar in Finance and Econom. DISTINCTION 5 5 

1996 Spring Semester 
25902 Advanced Corporate Finance 
25901 Futures and Options 
25903 Thesis in ~inande' and Economics 

DISTINCTION 

DISTINCTION 

DISTINCTION 

1 Total Credit Points Gained 48 1 
ENTFtIES BELOW THIS LINE ARE INVALID - END OF NU ACADEMIC RECORD 

J.M. FkGerald 
REGISTRAR 

278 Thts aadBmlc reoord.k printed by canputer cm wtdte paper with a teal bat backgmmd and lssued &houl alterstion ar erasure on 08-04-2004. 
"mcredftpolnts-credilpoRnsintraducedh1983;seeover~~ofResults I I 



UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY, SYDNEY 

The University of Technology, Sydney is constituted under the Universify of TechnoIogy, Sydney, Act 1989 No 69 (as amended) 
of the Legislature of New South Wales and was established on 26 January 1988 through the merger of the New South Wales 

' 

Institute of Technology (NSWIT) and the School of Design of the Sydney College of the Arts (SCA). The New South Wales 
Institute of Technalogy was originally established in 1963. On 1 January 1990 the Kuring-gai Cdlege of Advanced Education 
(KCAE) and the lnstitute of Technical and Adult Teacher Education (ITATE) merged with the University of Technology, Sydney. 
Kuringgal College d Advanced Education (KCAE) was originally established in 1946 as the Balmain Teachers College. 
became the William Balmain College of Advanced Education in 1971 and Kuring-gai College of Advanced Education in 1974. 
The institute of Technical and Adult Teacher Education (ITATE) was one of five Institutes of the Sydney College of Advanced 
Education (SCAE) which was established in 1980. 

GRADING OF AWARDS 
DOCTORAL DEGREE 
MASTERS DEGREE 
GRADUATE DIPLOW 
GRADUATE CERTIFICATE 
BACHELOR HONOURS DEGREE 

BACHELOR DEGREE 

DIPLOMA 
ASSOCIATE DIPLOMA 

SUBJECT RESULTS 
Graded Result Mark % Range 
HIGH DISTINCTION 85 -100 
DISTINCTION 75 - 84 
CREDIT 65 - 74 
PASS 50 - 64 
PASS -CONCEDED 45 - 49 

FA1 L (X) 2 45 
FAIL 0 - 4 9  
Ungraded Result 
SATISFACTORY 

INDUSTRIAL EXPER 

PASS 

PASS - NOT GRADED 
FAlL (X) 
FAlL 
Other Notations 
WITHDRAWN 
WITHDRAWWAIL 
ENROLLED 
POSS. CONCEDED PASS 
RESULT PENDING 

not classified. 
may be classified with Honours in awrses where the award of Honours is available. 
may be classified with Distinction or with Credit 
not classified. 
shall be classified First Class Honours. Second Class Honours graded Division 1 or 
Division 2 in some faculties, or Third Class Honours. 
Prior to 1979, honours awards were classified as Honours Class 1 or Honours Class 2. 
where the award of Honours is available, it may be classified as First Class Honours or 
Semnd Class Honours which may be graded Division 1 and Division 2 in some 
faculties. Where the award of Honours is not available, it may be classified with 
Distinction or with Credit 
may be classified with Distinction or with Credit 
not das~med. 

Descriptor 
Work of outstanding quality on all objectives. 
Work of superior quality on all objectives. 
Work of good quality showing more than satisfactory achievement on all objectives. 
Work showing satisfactmy achievement on all objectives. 
Work showing more than satisfactory achievement andlor superior quality on the more 
important objectives. with an unsatisfactory (but dose to satisfactory) achievement on 
one objective; or close to passing the subject: and petfwming satisfa&rily in others. 
Unsatisfactorv ~erforrnance in a com~ulsorv comDonent e.a. final examination. 
~nsat isfact6 .prforrnance in one morecomp&ents o f k e  subjed. 

Awarded for theses or projects; 
and where study extends over two or more teaching periods and the first subject 
module must be completed before enrolment is permitted in the subsequent modules. 
Professional ExpetiencsUndustrial Training - a number may appear next to the result 
and indicates the Industrial Experience level. 
Satisfactory completion of the.objectives. (used prior to 2003 with an asterisk (') at the 
end of the subject name to indicate that the subject was not graded i.e. pass or fail only) 
Satisfactory completion of the objectives. (used from 2003) 
Unsatisfactory performance in a compulsory component e.g. final examination. 
Unsatisfactory performance in one or more components of the subject. 

Withdrawn from subject without academic penally 
Withdrawn from subject afler the required date and recorded as Fail. 
Currently enrolled in the subject 
May be Jigible for a Pass Conceded at the end of the assessment period. 
Result not finalised pending completion of a woject. tracticum or field excursion. . 

SUPP. FINAL EXAM Supplementary fimi examination'to be compiet&. 
RESULT WITHHELD Result withheld ~end im finalisation. 
CONTlNUlNG Subject extendeb overtwo or more teaching periods 

CREDIT POINTS 
Credit points' were introduced from the commencement of Re 1993 acadirmic year. replacing 'semester hours' as a means of 
determining study load, assessment and progression within a course. Credit points app to subjects in all courses (except 
Masters by Thesis and Doctoral Programs) and represent a measure of the student wo d oad for a subject In some courses 
Professional Experience and Industrial Training are not allocated credii points, although where they are a compulsory 
wmponent of a course they must be completed satisfactorily before an award can be conferred. 

One standard year of full-time study equates to 48 credit points, although recommended full-time pragrams for some years can 
.vary between 44 and 52 credlt points. The normal part-time load is half the full-tlme load. The duration of courses, subject and 
credit point requirements for course completion are specifled in the UTS Faculty Handbooks. 

ACADEMIC YEAR 
The Academic Year consists of four teaching periods: Summer session (December - February), Autumn semester (March - 
June), Winter session (July) and Spring semester (August - November). 

EXCLUSION I DISCONTINUATION OF REGISTRATION 
Students who fail to maintain the minimum rate of progress or who fail to complete a m r s e  within the maamurn permissible 
time (as specified in UTS Rules) are excluded for two semesters (in the case of undergraduate students) or have thelr 
registration discontinued (in the case of postgraduate students). Students who wish to re-commence study &er a period of 
exclusion or diswntinuation of registration must apply for readmission. 279 

December 2002 
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I n m i : l u n  ~ K I ~ O X I ~ I I X ~  
T H E  H E B R E W  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  J E R U S A L E M  

FACULTY OF SCIENCE y3un wrnh n?wnm> nu>lp9;1 

FACULTY I SCIENCE 

RECORD OF STUDIES PAGE NO. 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

mME: STUDEHT NO. 07/12/20?3 

DEPARTMENTS: BUSI136SS ADMINISTRATION, COMPUTER SCIENCBS 

YEAR SEM COURSE TYPE CRBDIT HOURS GRADE 

PARTICIPATION IN EXPKRIMENTS 
INTRODUCTION TO STATISTICS I 
(FOR NON-STAT.) 
FOUNDATIONS OF BEHAVIOURAL 
SCImCBS 
INTRODUCTION TO MICRO-COMPUTERS 
INTRODU~ION TO ECONOMICS I 
(MICRO) 
INTRODUCTION TO STATI!FTICS I1 
(FOR NON-STAT.) 
FUNDAMENTALS OF MARKETING 
WmAGENRNT 
INTRODL~TION TO ECONOMICS XI 
(MACRO 1 
INTRO TO COMPUTER SCIENCE-lST YR 
LINEAR ALGEBRA FOR PHYSICISTS 
(1) 
CALCULUS FOR STATISTICIANS A 
DATA STRUCTURES 
LINEAR ALGEBRA FOR PHYSICISTS 
(2) - 
CALCULUS FOR STATISTICIRNS B 
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR 
FEMDAMEN!PRLS OF FINANCE 
APPLICATION DEVELOPMENTS 

OF ACeoUNTING 
INTRODUCTION TO INDUSTRIAL 
RELATIONS 
QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN 
MANAGEMENT 
PROGRAMMING LAB. 1 

PASS 

LE 4 . 0  
LELB 7 . 0  

LE 3.0 
LE 6.0 
LELB 7: 0 

LE 2.0 
LELB 4.0 



I n n 7 3 u a  ; ~ H ~ U I ~ = I I N ~  
T H E  H E D R E W  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  J E R U S A L E M  

FACULTY OF SCf WCE r3vn >v7nSIi apsunnn3 iI~3tQ9n 

FACULTY I SCIENCE 

~ ~ C C X ? D  OF ST'WIES PAGE NO .2 ---------------------------------- 
NZUa: S T m L W  NO. 07/12/2003 

YEAR SEMCOURSE 
A 67465 ADVANCED WORKING EElVIRONMENTS 
A 67504 ASIGORI!LUMS 
A 80181 DISCRETE MATHEMATICS 
A 80423 MATIEMATICAL LOGIC (1) 
B 67306 COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE 
B 67521 AUTOM?CJ!A AND FORMAL lANGU?kGES 
B 67605 HUMAN - COMPUTER INTERACTION 
B 67879 PROGRAMMINQ M. IN INTEIWET 

APPLICATIONS 
1999/0 Y 55500 MANAGEMENT IN ISRAEL-PROJEXT AM3 

SEMINAR 
A 55305 CORWRATe FINANCE 
A 55506 PRODUCTION PLANNING 
A 55S10' SELECTED ISSUES IM CORPOFSTE 

MANAGEMENT 
Y 76405 INDUSl"l'IAL RES. PROJECT POR B.SC 

MhSC, PH-D STU 
A 46519 MODERN JAPANESE HISTORY 
A 67506 DATAaASES 
A 67808 OPERATING SYSTEMS 

EXEMPTED FROM WGLZSH 

PRJ 4 .0  
L . 4 . 0  
LE 4 .O 
tELB 6 . 0  

HOURS GRADe 
3.0 91 
5 . 0  00 
4 . 0  87 
4 . 0  93 
4.0 100  
5 . 0  86 
3.0 97 

4.0 PASS 
4.0 93 
4.0 06 
6 . 0  90 

COMPLETED 'IXB ACADEMIC REQWXREMmS TOWARDS THB B.SC 
CEREMONY IN JUNE 2001 

THE EXPLANATORY INFORMATION ATTACHED TO THIS RECORD 
CONSTXTUTES AN INTEGRAL PART HEREOF. 
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TRANSCFUPT I N F O R ~ ~ ~ O N  
., - 

GRADE LEGEND 
7 

Pass 
A b s e n l & m m ~ ~ ~ - v a B d m -  
-pDed ,r 
b?=me(s 
In- 
SatldedQy .\, 
T~~ 
Unsaw@w 

*+ 
'9 (", 

WIIMrsual 
Wafwd 
wdwm bmn Ull-- 

@?@ *. i o  0 
~~cm€hamnWlmlhateAP~zm.. 

.-, 
-. \ 

I 

ClJMULAm AVERAQE POINT (CAP) 

A*, A - 5.01) 
& - 4 3 0 -  
8, - 4110 .. 
B - 5 8 ) .  
B - am L .  

\ L, - y  : z .  
1.s -. , 

D* - 
D - rm 
F - 0.00 .- 

W I N A B L E  ENRICHMENT COURSES 

LEA& OF ABSENCE \ r 

The m ~ ~ m  d Instrudon used in the lJn*lty ia Ertgllsh - 

Reewr  
. -  

- \  
,-- i. 

Neth~nal Unh~emlty of'lngshre 

.--. Unhrwelty Hall , -, '. 
Lee Kong Chfan Wlng 
UUHLQ401 
21 Lower Kent RMge Road 
Smpore 1190n 
Telephone: (086) 867- 
Fawbnlle: (065) 6778437~/(085) 87774758 - 



NANYANG TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
SINGAPORE 

OFFICIAL TRANSCRIPT 

I S 1 8 9 8  SEMESTER 1 
Coda saed 

4.0 8 A8329 APPUED RESEARCH P R O W  8.0 A 
4.0 C AC301 ADVANCED FWWClAL ACCOWIING 4.0 C 

AC3W ACCOUNTMGTHEORY 4.0 C 
4.0 C BMn3 PRODUCT &PRICING lYVINAGeMDUT 4.0 C 
4.0 C No.dAwdemfFudkE8mad: 18 

TOTAL ACADEMIC UNm EARNED : 103 

XW END OF TRANSCRIPT XXX 18881ew SEMESTER 2 - 

JAN 1 2 . ~ ~ 5  

- - - C - & - - - . - -  ---- --  . .. 
r66s20#)SDHESlER2 - - 
' ABZ28 PROFESSlONALATlXCHMENT 

AC20B COMPANYLAW 
AC213 WORMAATH)NSYSl€MS 
86202 F[NANCWMWAGEMENT 
BE32 FOOD AND BEVERAGE MANAGEMENT 

kdAcedsmltUnibEemed: 18 

Grade 

PASS 
B 
B 
C 
8 

AS329 APPLIED RESEARCH PR<XIECT 
AC3W AUDrnTINO6ASSuRAfUcEII 
AC30S PRtNCIPtES OF TMTlION 
AC312 ADVANCED WNA@ZMENT ACCOUNTING 
BlVMl ENTREPRENEURlAL CORKRATE 

MANAGEMEM 8 NEW VENTURE 
CREATION 

CONFERMENT : CONFERRED TtiE DEGREE OF BACHELOR Of ACCOUNTANCY (MERIT) ON 30 JUNE 20L)l 

TRANSCRIPT GUIDE PRNfED ON R M R S E  



. - 
TRANSCRIPT GUIDE 

The following g d i n g  syg&m is h p t c d :  

DlST - Distinction 
(For Eq&a&g, Computa lhgindng & Moterials E~$wcI+I@ 

A - EKccllent " ve&w 
C - 
D P a s s  
E - Marginal Fail 
F - Fail 

bacadanii year 1994-95: 

DlST - Distinction 
(FOI Pmgmorrfne, Compaa EDgianrine & MaccrlalrP @agIwcriDp) 

A - Excellent 
B - Very Good 
C G o o d  
D - P a s s  
E - C o m p e ~ ~ ~ a r i ~ n R w  

E r r k i n o a b r g . C ~ t c r ~ ~ &  Maleti& EIl@d& 
F - Ei 
NOTATIONS 

- Subject with PadFail gmding only 
U - RepcatcdaUmpl 
IP - In- 
ABS - Leave of absence granted 
EX - Excmptedfmmsubjc* 
TC - Transfer credii 

CLASSIFICATION OF DEGREE 

19 Cias Horn 
2nd Class Hona (Upper) 
2nd Class Hons. (Lower) 
Pass with Merit 
Pass 

I st C h s  Hons. 
2nd Class Hons. (Upper) 
2nd Class Hons. (Lower) 
3rd Class Hons. 

B.Comm.Studies(Hons.) 1st 5 Hons. 
2nd Class H w .  (Upper) 
2nd Class Hong. (Lowcr) 
3rd Class Horn 

Computer Engineeri@Materials Engineerfall 
For andents admined bcfore ncadernic year 1999 - 2000 
B.ASc(Comp.Eng-) Pass with Merit 
BA.Sc.(Motl.Eng.) Pas 

B.A.Sc.(Comp.Eng-)Ha 1stClaaHons 
B.ASF.(Matl.Eng)Hons. 

3rd Clnss Hons 

For students admitted wltb effect from academic p a r  1999 - 2000 
B.Eng.(Comp.Eng.) 1st Class Hons. 
B.Eng.(Matl.Eng.) 2nd ClPss Hons. (Upper) 

2nd Clam Huns. (LM) 
3rd Clsss How 
Pass with Writ 
Pas  

Academic Unit System The Academic Unit Smem was adopted from 
acndcmic ycar 1993-94 in the School of Communic~tion & information and 
was implementtd in all other Schools from academic year 199695. StuJcnts 
are requid to obtain a specified number of academic units to hlfill thcir 
d m  requircmenui. On0 aadem'i unit is equivalent to one lecturc hour for 
each one-semester subject wet a 13 teaching week period 

a d c a t i o n  of Degree The awards ofThird Class Honours and Pass with 
Merit were made since 1993. 

Degrees awarded by the Natlonal UnhrPrslty of Slagrpom Until June 1991 
all engineering students undenvcnt a common first yenr coarse at Ute National 
University of Singapore's Faculty of Engineering. On successful completion 
students could opt to complete the remaining t h m  yenrs at thc National 
U M t y  of Sipore or the N w y ~ g  Tecl~nolagical I d t u ~ ,  hc ppmiccemor 
institution of the Nnnyang Tnhrologid University. 

Under a spechi arrangement with t h  Senate of the National University of 
Singapore, all engineering d accountancy graduates were awarded degrees 
by thc National University of Singapore prior to 1 July 199 I .  

Catain ~~ of students may opt to be aPvarded their degree by either the 
National University of Singapore or h e  NanyangTechnologicai Univazity in 
the years 1992 and 1993 for the Schml of Accountancy. nnd in tht years 1993 
and 1994 for the Schools of Engineering. 

TrnlLFFer of Academic Units Students arc allowed to take some subjects 
from another university and transfer the n u m b  of Academic Units earned 
h m  that tmivcnity lowards tWfilling the degree requimncntsof this Uniwrsity. 
Grades awarded by overseas univrrsities and accepted by this University arc 
indicated in the t~~~~cript. 

Exemptloas On thc basis of rclcvant polytechnic diplomas. shuknts in t k  
Schools of Enginaring md Schdol of Mnterials Ertgincering may be granted 
exemption from the first year of  study. Students in the School of Computcr 
Engineering and School of Communication & information may be granted 
subject exemptions. 

Computer Eogineering The Computer Technology course was rca;rmed 
Computer Enginaxing fmm academic ycar 1994-95. 

General The UniveiityS medium of instruction is wish. 

1 st Class H m .  
2nd Class Hons. Upper) 
2nd am How. 
3rd Class Hons. 

288 P ~ S S  with ~ a i t  
Pass 

L I 



4 FITZWILLIAMCOLLEGE CAMBRIDGE CB3 0 D G  

I 
Dr David Scott 
Senior Tutor 

Telephone: 0 1223 3320007 

I 
Fax: 0 1223 332082 
Ernail: dms 1 @amac.uk 

20 January 2006 

To whom it may concern 

This is to certify that Mr was a full-time student at Fitzwilliarn College in 
the University of Cambridge reading Economics. He matriculated in October 2000 and he is 
graduated with a First Class BA (Hons) Degree in June 2003. 

2001 Economics Tripos Part 1 

Elementary Mathematics Pass 

Microeconomics . 72 
British economic history 7 1 
Macroeconomics 68 
~oliticai'and sdciological aspects of economics 73 
Statistics and quantitative methods - exam 59 
Statistics and quantitative methods - project 68 

Class: F h t  

2002 " Economtd Trlpw .Preliminary exams for Part 11 

Economic principles I 71 
Economic principles I1 67 
Theory and practice of econometrics 1 65 
Mathematics for &nomists and statisticians 58 

Ranked betwed the 15th and 20th percentile of all students 

Class: Pass 



2003 Economics Tripos Part II 

Economic principles and problems I 75 
Economic principles and problems II 73 
]?conomic principles and problems lU 7 1 
Banking, money and h c e  68 
Industry 64 
Thwry and practice of econometrics II - part 1 72 
Theory and practice of econometrics II - part 11 64 

Class: First 
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WORLD EDUCATION SERVICES, INC. 

The Chinese Educational System 



I I  I I Universities and Research lnstitutes 
, (Master's and nondegree graduate programs, 2-3 years) 

5 
I Current Chinese Educational System 

Colleges and Universities (4-5 years) TV, Spare-Time Universities, Self- Colleges of Education, Cadre shldy Management Colleges, Employee 
Local and Regional Colleges (2-3 years) Universities, etc. (2-5 years) programs 

Senior High Schools, Vbcational Senior High Schools (2-4 years) 
General Academic (3 years) Specialized Professional Schools (2-4 years) 

I 

Junior Middle Schools 
(3~-1 , 

Age Years 

>. 
Elementary Schools 

(6 years) 

Universities and Kesearch Institutes 
(Doctoral programs, 2-3 years) 

I 
5 

I 4  Kindergartens 
(3 y - 4  

3 

Compiled by WES Q 2004 World Education Services. All rights mmed 

1 















. into four departm?nk :an office of tk Center, an a c e  for Evaluatioa of Universities 

and CoUeges, an o6ck .of Evaluation of Specialized kogfivns, and an ofice of 

Address 

Telephone: +86.*10-5858 1 127-36 . . 

Fa: +86-10-5,S8 1 130-3 1 ' 

. . 

. . . - 
. . .  . . 

. . .  . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  
. . 8 .  .. - 
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University of Petroleum(East-China) 

Diploma and Degree Certificate 

(English Translation) 

- - - 
This is to certify that 4 q, born in DaQing in HeiLongJiang 

province on August 4'b1973, has studied for 4 years (from September. 

1991 to July 1995) in  the Automation Department, majoring in  Applied 

Electronics Technology, has completed all the courses prescribed in 

the Teaching Programme, and has passed all the examinations and is 

qualified for graduation from University of Petroleum. Having fulfilled 

the requirements stipulated by the Academic Degree Regulations of 

the People's Republic of China, She is awarded the degree of 

Bachelor of Engineering. 

Date: July, 1995 

Registered Certificate No.: - -- 







UNIVERSITY OF PETROLEUM (m 
STUDENT ACADEMIC RECORD (TRANS~TION~ . ... 

B 'e 
DEPT: Automation Department 
MAJOR: Applied Electronics Technology 
DEGREE: Bachelor of Engineering 
REG-NO.: 
SCHOOL YEAR: Four Years 

NAME: I - \ - 
SEX: Femal= ' 
BIRTH DATE:. - - .  3 

ENTRANCE DATE: Sept. 1 ,I 991 

GRADUATION DATE: July 1,1995 

Name:Zheng MingHua Reg.No: 9105155 

Supporting Sciences . 

CREDIT SCHOOL YEAR RECORD 

1st I 2nd I 3rd 4th 

NO. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

COURSES 

Advanced Mathematics 

General Physics 

General Chemistry 

Linear Algebra 

Computational Mathematics 

Principles of Management 

Functions of Complex Variable 

Descriptive Geometry 8 Engineering Drawing 

Probability Theory & Mathematical Statlstic 

English 

B 

A 

B 

A 

A 

B 

A 

A 

A 

B 

A 

6 

4 

3 

2 

3 

2 

3 

4 

3 

I 16 



U NlVERSlTY OF PETROLEUM (EAST-CHINA) 

STUDENT ACADEMIC RECORD (TRANSLATION) 

DEPT: Automation Department NAME: ' 
W O R  Applied El'edK,nics Technology SU(: Female 
DEGREE: Bachelor of Engineering BIRTH DATE: * 

REGNO.: ! ENTRANCE DATE: Sept. 1,1991 
SCHOOL YEAR: Four Years GRADUATION DATE: July I, 1 995 

Name-Zheng MingHua Reg.N0:0105155 

Practical Subjects 

NO. 

35 

36 

37 

38 

3B 

SCHOOL YEAR RECORD 

1st I 2nd I 3rd I 4th 
COURSES CREDIT 

32 

33 

34 

Single Chip Microwmputer U t i f i o n  
Exp. Of General Physics 

Exp. Of Electronic Technology 

-.Of Mirco-corn puter 

Practice of Produdion 

Electrical Motor and Device 

Theory of Electromagnetism 

Application of Electronics in Drilling & Oil 
Production 

B 

C 

C 3 

4 

B 2 

2 

2 
4 

2 
3 

B 

A 

B 

B 
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SHANGHAI UNIVERSITY 
Tramcrlpt oI.Qcadcrnk Record (Junior Collcgr dndellt pmmob nndcrgradwU Itudtnt ) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 







Graduation Certificate I- 

Associate degree Wd!, 



Common Higher Education University 

. - - -  - - - -  
Student Y . Gender Male, was born on. nd 
had his three-year junior college study in the specialty of Computer 
Application and Maintenance &om September, 1998 to July, 2001. He 
has been through the study of all the courses required by the teaching 
syllabus with qualifying results, thus being granted the pamission to ! 

Graduation Certificate graduate. , 

a 

i 

! 
Unofficial President of the University (College): Xu Fuyuan ! 

University Name: Shanghai Applied Technology College I 
N 
03 July 1,2001 

Seal: Shanghai Applied Technology College 

Educational Administration Department of Shanghai Applied 
Technology College 

Serial Number of the Certificate: : 

Electronic Registration Number 

RECEIVED 
AND RECORDS 

MAY 0 9 2005 . . 





Certlfieate for the Degree of Bachelor 

(Adult Higher Education Graduate) 

W c a t c  Serial No.: 

& Wci, male, born in February 1972, majoring in Computer and Applicotlon of 
Computer, has W h c d  three yeam study at Zhejiung Univsrsity dwing Septembar 
1996 to July 1999. khing beGn vcrlfled. it confonns to the remimuant of "The 
&&tiom Regardig the Academic D e p  ofths People's Republic of chid"' He 
is confmd upon the d e p e  of Bachelor of Engineering. 

July 1, 1999 









I Remarks: This is to certify that the four universities, Zhejiang 
Univcnity, HsngLhou University, Zhejiang Agricultural 

ejiang Medical University, were merged 
University on September 15,1998. . ZmJIANG UNIVERSITY 

Notes: 
1. 'H-Hours 
2. Three grade systems are used simultaneously in Zhejiang Univety ,  specifically as follows: 

(1) the Percentage System: 60 md Above 60 is Passing, 100 is full mark; 
(2) Five Degr~cs Grading Excollent(A) . Good(B) . FaC) . Passing@). Failed(F) ; 
(3) Two Degrees Grading P m p ) ,  F a i l 0  . 

3. Grades am listed above in TWO separate w e  syslema, ibe Percentage System and 
Five Degrees Grading. The conversion between these two systems ia listed below: 
A: 90- 100 , B: 80-89 . C: 70-79 . D: 60-69 , F: Below 60 . 

Table ~ a k a : ~  fll Date Issued. T'Y Decemk,  200, 

'pmpmy 01 WES 
Do Nol RslsW' 



~ * d $ R @ W h $ @ * *  
THIS IS THE TRAN'SLATION OF THE' 

ORIGINAL IN CHINESE 
%X+i4bA&X814i  

ADLILTS EDUCkT I OW COLLEQE 
."L. - .. - -. - OR ZHC.TIAN6 UNIVERSITY 

This is to certify that hrls. ;.ti. .r! r::t:..;, born in ' .;: ' . 
, native of Hangzhou, 

Zhejivg Province, has studied in evening college of Zhejiang University with a 
-specialty of Applied Electronic Computer From September 1989. Upon completing 
and passing all the required courses of the 3-year'associate degree program, she is 
granted graduation. 

t u  YongXiang 
Presidelrl of Zhejiang University 

'~egistration No.: '- . . . - .  a - . ' a ?  a .  

-Date Issued: ~d~ 1192 - . 
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b Archives 

I Huazhong University of 
Science and Technology +$AR#@H it; 3X 8 
Wuhaa,130074,PJlChlna 

I Tel: (027)87542250 Fu(027)87542150 

CERTIFICAm OF THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR 

Certificate No. a 4 

- w .  - 
This is to certify that Ms. I ' 

. - .  ., female, ' s 

was enrolled in the Department of Chemistry in September 2001, 

majoring in Applied Chemistry, having passed all the required examinations 

of Bachelor courses and thesis defense in Huazhong University of Science 

and '~echno10~~ and satisfied all the requirements, graduated in June, 2005. 

In accordance with the Academic Degree Regulations of the People's 

RepubIic of China, she is awarded the Degree of Bachelor of Science. 

Li Peigen 

. Date of issue: June 30,2005 w m  

V E ~ I R ~ O N :  FAX: +8627-87542150 E-mail: dag@mail,huhun.cdu.ca UNIVERSITY WEB: http:l/www.husteduxn 
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WOBLD EDUCATION S E l M ~ l N C  
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Archhres 
Huazhong Universfty of 
Sclence and Technology A %! i t ;  & 27 
Wnbn.43Wt4,P.RChlrts 

r0- Ta.o87= 

Certificate of Graduation 
, ----..a,,*/. 

Ctrtificate No: 

This is to certifjl that Ms. . mrtb  ,---., female, born on ! - - , 

Y was enrolled in' the Department of Chemistry, Huazhong University of 

Science and Technology in September, 2001, majoring in Applied 

Chemistry, having passed a11 the examinations and thesis requrred by the 

four-year undergraduate program, graduated in June, 2005. 

Date of issue: June 30,2005 

VJZRFI- FAX: +862747542t 50 E-mail: dng-rn UNIVERSITY WEB: h t t p J ~ . ~ e d u c n  
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WORLD 

45 

- .  

W $3: A f  WJ : 09/0lnool 
(22): %%% w: @?& 

$ &: &RR% MSEIJm: 06/25/2005 
% 3-* B-b HZ* BW$ 

09/2ODS-07/2002 09/2002-07/2003 09/2003-57/2004 09/2004-07/2005 
e $3) f lsl * m 4 m f m 

1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 

1 %t#&M* 3.0 82 
2 R%#E 8.0 73 71 89 79 
3 *$Wi@ 2.0 90 
4 &#@$J@Pf , . 3.0 74 
,S Bt8I3) 10.0 63 61 
6 ji%KESi 10.5 80 78 73 
7 k%%I 7.0 n 60 
8 %!283!i% 1.5 76 
9 &43aM!B% 3.0 85 
l o  SSBie 1.0 93 
11 C s S f  3.5 68 
12 kw€t- 5.0 85 87 
13 #1%* 4.0 80 81 
14 @a#* 6.0 74 80 
15 8@= 2.0 82 
16 %FJ#?? 3.0 74 

17 Pkw-P 3.5 81 
18 &%Me 2.5 73 
19 %$st= 3.5 86 
20 #!#mJ? 2.0 86 
21 Z&W 3.5 74 

22 4a~%a 2.0 85 
23 5%%4 3.5 72 
24 kq%!&= 3.5 80 
25 $r%a 2.0 83 
26 kqme 2.0 60 

27 &%fie 5.0 
28 *$!.#k% 2.0 

. 
80 

29 %IEt3!a 7.0 70 61 
30 %cifn#.% 6.0 72 60 
31 waia;t 2.0 B 
32 &Id37% 4.5 - 61 
33 - 82 
34 Jtbflq 2.0 78 
3s &is? 2.0 6s 
36 ?%*=fa% - 5.0 . 71 
37 &Itfi5!2 2.0 72 - 
38 EM% 
39 fk9*IWi 2.0 

2.0 40 5k#=%9 
41 %%%%% 6.0 

T H E C O P Y T A L L I E 7 l 1 ~ t l  I 
THE O R I G I N A L  IN 1NESP . 

42 %@la% 3.5 

X ,, 
72 



11 5H=ik#q 3.0 
12 L m B t  2.0 
13 %l%k#$ 3.0 
14 %ZW 3.0 

T H E  C O P Y  T A L L I E S  W I T @  

1s 1.5 
THE O R I G I N A L  IN CHIN ELSE 



UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC RECORD ' 

HUAZHONG UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
WUHAN,HUBEI,THE PEOPLE3 REPUBLIC OF CHINA --PI- 

STUDENTS NUMBER: 
W O W  EDUCATION SERVICES, INC. 

Name: i Date of Entrance: 09/0112(#11 
Department: Chemistry Length of Schoonng: 4 Years 
Major. Appfied Chemistry 1271 Date of Tabling: 06/25/2005 

RECEIYED FROM INST. Freshman Sophomore Junior Senior 
-147- lWZW247/2003 0 9 ~ 0 7 n o W  OWW447l#rm 

No Courses Semester Semester Semester Semester 
1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 

i ~ntrodudion to  omp put^ T- 3. o 82 
2 Ph- BUWtiOn 8.0 73 71 89 79 
3 Chemical Experiments of Basic OperatIan 2.0 90 

~echardwlDraWing 3.0 
10.0 61 

carcuhff 
6 College English 10.5 80 7g 73 
7 Physics 7. 0 n 60 
8 Fundamentals of law 1.5 76 

Wivatlon of Wlrdcs 
85 

I. 0 93 
lo MlIitaryArtTheoly 
l1 M v a n c a d P m a a ~ ~ ~  3. 5 68 
12 Chemistry Lab (physical chemistry) 5.0 8s 87 
13 Physics Lab 4.0 . 80 81 
14 Physical Chemistry 6.0 74 80 
15 Unear Algebra 2 0  82 
16 S ~ ~ e C h e m ~  3.0 rn 74 

17 Fundamental of Soffwara Technology 3.5 8 1 
18 Chemometrics 2.5 73 
19 Chemistry Lab (morganlc chemistry) 3.5 86 
20 Medm And Video 2 0  86 

21 lnofganicchemkby 3.5 
74 

22 MamtstPhllosophy . 2 0  85 
23 Analysis Chemistry 3.5 72 
24 Chemistry Lab (Analysis chemistry) 3.5 80 
25 aedrical Errgfneerlng Internship 2 0  83 

26 Reaction €ngineefing of C h e w  2.0 
60 

5- 0 27 instrumental An-s and Experiments n 
28 Professiinal English 2 0  80 ii Wncfple of Chemi Engngk&ng 7.0 70 61 

OQartitt chemistry 6.0 
n so 

2.0 B 
31 Courseher& 

4- 5 
61 

32 Demonkr in Electrical EIQinem 
33 Chemistry lab (Organic chemkby] 
34 Addlthres Chemistry 
35 TheSpectmswpy :; ~o!perChemistry 5.0 

Instruments of Chernlcal Engfnwrfng 2 0  

38 Applied Catalysis 2 5  65 
39 Illeralure of Chemistry ' 20 87 
40 P r o d m P &  2.0 78 
41 General Experiments of Chemistry 6.0 
42 BlochemW and Experiments 3.5 

: 
43 P h d c a l  C h e w  2 0  98 
44 SyntheticChemIstryandExpe~ 3.0 
45 College E n g M  Band 4 

. 46 Graduation Thesis 

1. The Percentage System: 60 is PASSING 100 is FULL MARK; 
2. Five-degree Grading: D ( C E L L E M ( A ) , G 0 0 0 ( 8 ) , S A f l S F A C T O R Y ( C ) , ~ ;  Dir 
3.0ne credit equals 16 hours 

47 



TRANSCRIPT OF MONOR SPECIALTY 
IN WUHAN UNIVERSITY 

WUHAN,HUBEI,THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

student's Numbed r specialty: Bioscience Minor Schd: Wuhan University 
Name: : Major specialty: Applld Chemistry Major School: Huazhong 

Unhrenlty of Sclence 
and Technology 

Date of Tabling: 06/25/M05 
2002-2003 2003-2004 2003-2004 2004-2005 

NO. Courses Credits 2"d Semester 1 * Semester 2* Semester 1 * Semester 
I Bobny 3.0 BO 
2 - 3.0 77 
3 lnorgPnic and Anslytical Ck&ry 5.0 76 . 
4 OrganlcQcmisug 4.0 63 
5 Miembiology 3.0 60 

6 CcllBiobgy 3.0 65 
7 B I o l o g p ~ ~ I  1.5 82 
8 ~~ 5.0 61 
9 Geactics 3.0 62 
10 Ecology 2 0  61 

11 Molccul;rr Biology 3.0 
12 Plant Physiology 2 0  
13 Physfo1ogy 3.0 
14 M a p m e n t a l  Biobgy 3.0 
15 Blology Expcrimratll 1.5 

THIS ZS THE TRANSLATION OF TIE 

Notes: 1. Under the supewlsbn of Educational Admlnlstration of Hubel Pmvlnce, seven unhrersittes indudJng Wuhan University, 
Huazhong Unhrerslty of Science and TechnoQgy, Huazhong Agrfcube Unhrenlty, Wuhan Unhrersly of Technology, 
Chhta Unlversfty of Geosctences, Zhongnan UnlversW of Economks and Law, have agreed to &my out 'education ot 
seven -university coopemtbnw 
2 Undergraduates are permitted to study Jecthre courses, minor sjmhltk or second bachelor' 

seven u n i v e ~  
3. One credit equals 18 hours 
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Bachelor of Management f l  

I Graduation Certificate Iseniar hiah school1 Mu 

Bachelor's degree [four years] m e  





Degree Certificate 

Ms. Born in , has completed and passed all the courses in 
llfillment of the requirement of four-year of undergraduate program in accounting, and 
is hereby granted Bachelor of Management by Southwest University of Finance and 
Economics in accordance with the Regulations of Academic Degrees of the people's 
Republic of China 

Chairman of the Academic degree Assessment Committee: 
Date 06/20/2003 
Certificate No. 

Graduation Certificate 

Name: 
ID No. 
Certificate No. 

Has completed and passed all the courses in fulfillment of the requirement of the four- 
year program in accounting and is hereby granted graduation. 

Anhui University 
Anhui Self-study Examination Committee 



esjwaqaE w:%-ii+iceIifigiiEua 
Score certificate of self-taught higher education examination of Sichuan province 

B$: ' - %&iZ%9: 
Name: Graduation Certificate No.: - . 
*&: &id- *$! %~s;f1@:1997 $ 12 # 
Major: Accounting Three-Year Undergraduate Date of Graduation: Dec. 1997 

and Economics (Seal) 

ion examinrdions commit! 

RBEIVED 
AUG 0 8 2105 

a@%% 
Courses 

&If&&& 
Inrroduction to 

~conomic law 

jg$%gy-+ 
Financial Accounting 

rn R&aFM-i;tR% 
introduction to 
National Economic 

(1) 
Advanced 
Mathematics (1 ) 
-BH&%q 
Basic Accounting 

&#@%% 
Political Economics 

aBg% 
Courses 

Mi@$&@ 
Finance and Banking 

&$&+fcy 
Con Accounting 1 

W%@Bf 
Financial Management 
Science 

A+%* 
College Chinese 

* 

%BB%EgY 
Macroeconomic 
Management Science 

B?: 
Philosophy 

%* 
Credit 

&@ 
Scores 

13 

64 

67 

83' 

- 79 

64 

9 
Credit 

&%I 
Scores 

80 

' 

I 

87 

60 . 

61 

61 

66 

1 



pyjlj.g&-?$aj!f a + ' : 9 j ~ * * $ f i ~ ~ ~ g  
Score certificzte of self-taught higher education examination of Sichuan prsvince 

Wb: WiiE:t$+k: 
-- . 

Name:. Gradmion Certificate Xo.: 
+@: &it *$I $&E$W: June 30,2002 
Major: Accoi~nting . Four-Year ~nd&graduare Date of Graduation: June 30,2002 

Comp~ter Application in 
Mmagsrnent Syslcrn 

. . . . . . .  
' -  , . . . . . . . .  

a#!Zzx$. 
Courses 

%&it* (%*Sit. 43 
%%%) 

Paper Graduation 
( Graduation Design, 

s:ill Practice 

&%&$: 
Advanced Mathematics 

$29 

Credit 

1 

9 

Bg 
Scores 

77 

85 

i$!B&R 
Courses 

M%%R%%% 
Financial Staternc~it Analysis 

i 

&%%*&<i 
A d m e d  ' Financial 

: 

Credit 

5 

6 

ffift 
Scores 

85 

73 











Master's degree mH!m 

Master's degree m k  



1. : Master's Degree Certificate 

a 

bom in Jab. P.R ma, on Januaw 
-- -, has passed the come exams and thesis defense in the 

andytid them specialty of OW r-ch center with 
, 

satisf$ctoxy results. In accordance with the nquhemen~s - 

stipllated in Regulations on Academic Degree of the 
peop1e9s Rqubltc of China, the aforesaid student is 
awarded the degree of Master of Sdence. 

Zhao J i n g h  
Director 
Research Center fm ECO-~omnental  science, 
Chinese Academy of Sciencei 

Xu h b a i  
Chairman 
Academic Degree Committee 

J ~ Y ,  17"'. 2001 
Certificate No. : .- . 





I Master Student Diploma 

Female, born on Jan. 26?* 1976 studied in 

Chfnese Aademr of Sdenceq majoring in - e s ~ a l v t S ~  
( ebemistrv fiom Scm. 1998 to Jalv. 2001. The length of 

schooling is  three vms. She has completed all colnses 
1 mpired by Master's degree program with satisfactory 

d b  and. passed thesis defimse- She is qualified for 

I graduation. 

. -or: Zhao Jingzhu 1 hstitntc. Research Center for Em-Environmental Science. 

. J&, 1,2001 - - 1 * No.: : - ,  





Gndaate School of thcChhse~ Academ J dSEiencm 



No: 10335201 0289 

CERTIFICATE OF DOCTORAL DEGREE 

This is to certif) that Ms. Gong Xing, born on March 23, 1973, native of 
Beijing City, having satisfactorily completed the three years doctoral p r o m  
in Biomedical Engineering a e dissertation defense, 
according to "THE RULES OF THE PEOPLE'S 
REPUBLlC OF CHINA," is 

~aTfYunhe 
Chairman of Degree Evaluation Committee 

Issued on August 3 1,200 1 

8 (f l) e a a  
t i t8 lXf4,  l 





DIPLOMA 

Ministry of Education 
The People's Republic of China 

No.1 - ---- 

This is to certifj) that Ms. ( g, born on I , attended the 
three years doctoral program in Biomedical ~ n ~ i n e e k n ~  at this university h n  
March of the p n c n b d  1999 to August COW 20 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ? ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  . an h sy 

is hereby granted. 
.: - O R ! 9 '  i ' . 1.. ! ~ - I J  = .I-. - I :/ .lpk.E OE 71P 

' " '--- -Y unhe 
President of Zhejiang University 

Issued on August 3 1,2001 
No. 

- 

R)X'E?lVeD FROM INST. 





Transcript for PhD Student of Zbejiang University Graduate School 

Name of Courses I 
A h n c d  English 4 

Modem Revolotion of Science &Technology 2 

Principle of Ekctromagnetic Field 

Exam Name of Courses - - -. . . - . . 

Topic: 

Medical Image Processing The Stndy of Recon- 
, , 

90 
struction Algorithm to 

Socialist Theory 80 Microwave Tomography 
I I 

Intern I 1 -I- 

" I O d e  Adjudged: 
--.%-.- 

&IT- p= 

giver Degree Chnted 
-- - -  - 

Physiological Sysdem Modcllng & Simulatim . 6 82 Literature Reading 2 I P . . ' . . . '*&,olht . . , .. . ,.I r 

-. - 
Internet & Campus Networks 3 91 Engia-.ng~conomicsand~gancnt 2 A . . , .  .." . I .  ~ ~ 3 l ' ~ ~ ~ l  .. . . . . . 
An Introduction of Dialectics 3 81 

Tkrrc~systmprc \scdmrmlaDmDafy1.ZhciUancni ty  
G m d u a k s c h d . ~ i l y o h r o ~  

1.. ~ ~ 6 g o l c m : A b w c M ) L P s s s ~ 1 0 0 ~ F u l l M s r L 1  
2. TwoDsgrcas(bsdmg:Pars(PXobFelQh DnfeOd3.2M)I 
3. F i  dcBa groamll :excoO~A~.~)Pah(c)~@XP~1kd(ek 
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Appendix I: 
HEEC Project 211 



211 Project 

Anhui University 
University of science and Tecbnology of China 

Beihang University 
Beijing Broadcasting university 
Beijing Foreign Study university 
Beijing Forestry university 
Bedmg Institute of Technology 
Beding Jiaotong University 
Beijmg Normal University 
Bkjing University of Chemical Tecbmology 
Beijing University of Cbinese Medicine 
Beijing University of Posts and Telecommunications 
Beijmg University of Technology 
Central Conservatory of Music 
Central University for Nationalities 
China Agricultural University 
Peking U~versity 
Remin University of C h b  
Tsinghua University 
University of Petroleum (Beijing) 
University of Science and Tecbnology of Beijing 

Chongqing University 

Fujian Province; 

Fuzhou University 
Xiamen University 

Gansu Province: 

Lanzhou University 

Guangdong province; 

Jinan University 
South China Normal University 
South china University of Technology 
Sun yat-sen University 

Gnangxi province: 

Guangxi University 



Fuizhon Province: 

Hainan province: 

Hebei province: 

Hebei university of Technology 

Heilongiian Province: 

Harbin fighexing University 
Harbin Institute of technology 
Northeast Agriculture University 

Henan Province: 

Zhengzhou University 

Hubei Province: 

China University of Geosciences 
Huazhong university of Science and Technology 
Wuhan University 
Wuhan University of Technology 

Huna province: 

Central South University 
Hunan N d  University 
Hunan University 

Inner Mogolia Province: 

Inner Mogolia University 

J i i g su  Province: 

China Pharmaceutical University 
Hohai University 
Nanjing Agriculture University 
Nanjing normal University 
Nanjing university 
Nanjing university of Aeronautics and Astmmutics 
Nanjing University of science and Technology 
soochow university 
Southem Yangtze University 

Jiangxi province: 

Nanchang university 



Jilin Province: 

Jilin University 
Northeast Normal University 
Y anbian  university 

Liaoning province: 

Dalian maritime University 
Dalian University of science and Technology 
Liaoning University 
Northeastern University 

Qinghai province: 

Chang'an university 
Northwest university 
Xi'an Jiaotong University 
Xidian University 

Shandong: Province; 

Ocean University of China 
Shandong university 
University of Petroleum (East China 

Donghua university 
East china Normal university 
East china University of Science and Technology 
Fudan university 
Shanghai International Studies University 
Shanghai Jiaotong university 
Shanghai Second medical university 
Shanghai university 
Shanghai university of Finance and Economics 
Tongji university 

Shanxi province: 

Taiynan university of Technology 

Sichuan province: 

Sichuan Agriculture university 
Sichuan University 



Southwest Jiaotong University 
Southwest University of Finance and Economics 
University of Electronic Science and Technology 

Nankai University 
Tianjin Medical university 
Tianjin University 

Tibet: 

Xbjiang university 

Yunnan Province: 

Yunnan University 

Zheiiang province; 

Zhejiang University 

PLA: - 
Second Chinese Military Medical University 

Fourth Chinese Military Medical university 
University of defense Technology 
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Appendix II: 
Online Resources 



W O R L D  E D U C A T I O N  SERVICES.  I N C .  

CHINA 

@China Education and Research Network (English and Chinese): 
http-J/www.edu.cn/HomePaae/enqIisW~ndex.shtmI 
An overview of education in China at all levels. Includes statistics, resources, and 
a research and development section 

@ Listing of Chinese Universities: http://m.index-china.comfindex- 
enalishlindex-china-eduma~. html 

OMinistry of Education (Chinese): htt~://www.moe.edu.cn/ 

@Study in China: http:lhrvww.chinadaiIv.com.~nistudyinchinandexhtml 
Courtesy of China Daily, a great site for anyone wishing to study in China. 
Information on scholarships. courses, schools, visas, enrollment. .. 
@ System of education: http://www.unesco.orq/iau/cd-data1cn.M 

@University Rankings (2001): http://rank2001 .netbin.comlenlphb O.htm 
Chinesc universities ranked by a number of different criteria 

@Wah Ching Center of Research on Education in China: 
httD:lhnnnnnr.hku.hk/chinaed/ 
Covers all aspects of education in contemporary China, including a weekly 
update (by subscription) on developments in China 

CHINA - HONG KONGlMACAO 

@ Comparative Education Researchcentre. Faculty of Education of the 
University of Hong Kong: htt~:lhrwvw.hku.hk/cerc/ 

@Centre for Research and International Collaboration: 
http://www.ied .edu. h Wcriclnewlindex.htm 
Working towards global networking and collaboration, the center puts on 
international conferences, promotes academic cooperation and exchange 
through research development, publications, seminars and workshops 

@Department of Education and Youth Affairs, Macao: 
htt~://www.dsei.qov,mo/ 
Partially under construction (01/03), includes statistics and an overview of the 
system of education 



W O R L D  E D U C A T I O N  S E R V I C E S .  INC. 

OEducation and Manpower Bureau: http:/lwww.emb.~ov.hklindex.asp 
Includes information on cuniculum, statistics, news and educational reform 

e Hong Kong Council for Academic Accreditation: http://vww.hkcaa.edu.hW 

@ Hong Kong lnstitutlon of Engineers: htt~:/fwww.hkie.ora.hk 

@Institutions of Education, Hong Kong: http://w.cuhk.edu.hk/hkwww.htm 

e University Grants Committee Hong Kong: htt~:/hrvww.uqc.edu.hW 
A non-statutory advisory committee responsible for advising the Government of 
the Special Administrative Region (SAR) on the development and funding needs 
of higher education institutions in the SAR 

@University Listing: http://www.findaschooI.orq/index.php?Country=Macau 

NEW YORK . C H I C A G O .  M I A M I  . WASHINGTON. D.C. . TORONTO . SAN FRANCISCO 
7E 
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Glossary of 

Chinese Terms 



GX0SSAR.Y OF CHINESE TERMS 

E&W Pinyin - c~iplese 

I education jho~a  . . e-fi 

I ~i s i s t rg  oi~doatioa jiaops bu *If+% 
ekwntary rcbool xhoxue 

I middle scbml fioagxre ~3 

I junior middle school. cbuzbong a9 

senbr middk school gaozhong &* 

I secondary vocational educatiora zbongzbnaa *% 

rddt cdaat io~  ebengmn jiaoyu 

2 to 3 y.r. undergraduate pmgram dazbuan 

4 yr. UnUergmdaate program bake  

graduate program y a m  jiu deng.  

self-study progmm Zixpe kosbii 

d ~ c a t t  zhengshu 

gradratSon certificate biye zbengshu 

degree &rt3Gcat e sutweI zhengsku 

bacbdor's degree xucsbi mcPrd 

masier's degree 



Two - - 
Three - - 
Four 

Six 

- seven 4~ % 
Eight I\; %!f 
Mime A R 
T& . + * 

*e . Eleven f- -. I 
Twelve += . '  StK 

Twenty-one -. - -f- .. 
Twenty-two ' =+= rrtfgf& I 
Year Q 
Month . . . a 

- Day a 
- Example: a s -& B f a WY 191985) 

1985 year 7 mon 10 day 

(R; = A .  @ = B .  qJ=c,a$&/&&=paSS 



C ;  COMhlONLY USED CHINESE CIiARAmm 

I .  ON TRANSCRIPTS & CERTIFICATES 
. .. .;. - -': ..:.,:.:a; 4 .  :.L-,,,J : -.. ." 

I . _ .  .. ' ..- Grades Used f n Cblnese Eduutioa: 

I 
90-100% A Excellent 

I 
+$ 

Very Good 

I 
Fair 

Pass' 

I .  

Exempted @ased an variaMt factorr) L# 

I Additional Words and Numbas Used on 12ansujpts & Degrees 

How mdtiplcs arc boilti 

3 I (10 and 1) t- 

21 (2 and lloand -om) L 'r 



,957 %.,May q Examptc: 1 1  $ Bwn g 
)C - /  / -4J=J*%fl g 

Day 130m 



Bachelor of Agriculture 

Bacbelor of Arts 

Bachelor of Business 

Bachelor of Education 

Bachelor of Engineering 

Bachelor of Eistory 

 achel lor of Law 

Bachelor of Medicbe 

Bachelor of Science 

Master of Arts 

Uastek of B u s i P e s s  

Master of Economics 

Waster of Education 

Master of Engineering 

Uaster of Law 

Master of Medicine 

Uaster of Science 

Ph-D* 
C 

CertiEicate of Completion 

Certfffcate of Enrollment 

Degree Certificate 

Diploma. 

Graduatloa Certificate 



SECONDARY 

Health School 

Stmior Middle School 

Middle School 

lJorsing School 

Senior Middle School 

Spocializod Secondary School 

Technical school 

vocational school 

Academy of Arts and Design ' 
4 

Academy of Arts 

Academy of Fine Arts 

Acadew of Drama 

Agricultural College 

Agricultural University 

Anislal -Husbandry College 

Automation Engineering College & -z-?% 

r**m - Broadcastfag Instftute 

Ceramic Institute n *  . F47c+P% 

c i v i l  Avfatfoa Iabtitute- ama%Sm 
College m%. c*W)SS!t 

College for Nationalities k%sgr%2 
College oE h i - 1  Bucbdrp-and Vcteiinory Medicine ses E @ a  



College of E C O Z K ~ C S  EZSG@~% : 

College of Education *%43f$ 

College of Finance and Economics 

College of International Business ~ ~ ~ ~ $ 5 ~  

College of Metallurgical Geology $ & s$r& 
College of Edetallurgical Machinery.;b & ;btH a 
college of Navlgat tonal Engineer lag mazs*$e  
College of Pharmacy 3 ST% 

- .  
College of Physical Culture fm* m 
College of oceanography S:W3 ?& 

College of Traditional Chinese Medicine *~$!i= 

College of Tropical Crops - we* W S ~  
Comnicat ions College - . *aerz . 
Consematory of Music +!?%*F% 
Dancing Academp *mW& 
-p.dpee University akx9Ce 

Pisher ies College 

Film Academy 

Foreign Affairs College . P)-*=P~Z 

Foreign Languages Institute 9$**7$Z 

Foreign Studies University **m@ 
'Geological Institute 

Grain College **%r& 

Iast i tute *EL < s ~ F s Q ~ ? ~  

Institute for Cereal Preservation and Processing 

Institute for Nationalities a=*= 
Institute of Aeronautical Engineering *&xe-ep& 



Institute of Aercmaotics ~&!~?&FJz. /- 

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics %!W&*&P!Z I 
Institute of Agri culture and A n i m a l  Husbandry ajtg a I 
Instftute of ~ g r  i culCurdL hhamizat ion R**I&@P~ - - 

Institute of Architectur+xl Engineering - e z r m * a  
~nstitote of Architecture and civil Engineering& s r a @ m  
Xnstitution of' Automation Engineering B - Z S S ~ .  

Institute of ~uilding  ater rials . S #*%me 
Institute of Chmical  Fibres d c  -4;s a. I 
Institute of Chemf cal .Te~haology 4 ~ r g T ( e  - 
~act~tute of Cormnereo 'RIiSrm 

I 
-Wk*Ez Instftute of Communicatfoos 

Institute of Constraction for Metallurgical Industry sg3&aev$ 
'InstJtPte of Electric Power Engineering =*4m5 
~astitute of Electronic ~ccbn01ogy 1&c3-db$43 

Institute of Fashfo~ Design WE@l%z 
-titote of pi-ce k i q g  ~ s & ~ $ ~ ~  
Ustitate of Finance and Trade wuma 

. . 
. Institute of Fine Arts &**a 

Institute oE.ForePgn Trade **I&$@= 

Istitmte of Foreetry #lukmg 

Instihate of Geology *Rm@ 
Instftute of  rain ~adustcp ~ * B R  
Ustitate of Heavy Mechiaery ~ ~ ~ m % &  
Institute of Hydraulic Engiaeering *291t%ah?S 

Institute of Hydraulic and Electric Engineering %fie* 
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